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BUYING TIME:  
CONSUMING URBAN PASTS IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY BRITAIN 
 
by Dory Agazarian 
Advisor: Timothy Alborn 
 
This dissertation is about how historical narratives developed in the context of a modern 
marketplace in nineteenth-century Britain.  In particular, it explores British historicism through 
urban space with a focus on Rome and London.  Both cities were invested with complex 
political, religious and cultural meanings central to the British imagination.  These were favorite 
tourist destinations and the subjects of popular and professional history writing.  Both cities 
operated as palimpsests, offering a variety of histories to be “tried on” across the span of 
time.  In Rome, British consumers struggled when traditional histories were problematized by 
emerging scholarship and archaeology. In London, as the city modernized, efforts to preserve the 
past were caught between a desire for historical accuracy and the priorities of pleasure in the 
popular marketplace.  As consumerism advanced, by the late nineteenth century, neither Rome 
nor London signaled a particular privileged moment in time (i.e. Roman antiquity).  Instead, 
Britain’s historical consumers began to engage historical moments like goods available for 
picking and choosing.  This study demonstrates a transition to subjectivity in historical tourism 
as a creative coping response to the professionalization of Victorian history writing.  As they 
accessed history in an increasingly personal way, British consumers altered their relation to 




This project bridges cultural and intellectual histories, drawing attention to the 
intersections between academic and consumer practices and an increasingly fraught balance 
between pleasure and instruction.  When Britain’s historical consumers grappled with shifts in 
historiography, they faced an epistemological crisis.  Ultimately, they turned to personally 
gratifying, idiosyncratic visions of the past.  By bringing scholarly history writing, historical 
tourism, and the wider literary market into a common analytical frame, this dissertation 
demonstrates that Victorian historical thought did not march, unimpeded, towards objectivity and 
professionalization.  Instead, there was an interdependence between professional historical 
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In 1790, when Rev. Archibald Alison reflected on a trip to Rome, it was not modern 
Rome that struck him with joy.  Looking past the ruins and the Tiber, now “diminished…to a 
paltry stream,” it was “ancient Rome which fill[ed] his imagination…the country of Caesar, and 
Cicero and Virgil…the mistress of the world.”  For Alison, Rome came alive because the 
“labours of his youth, or the studies of his mature age” ignited the “imagination… with… 
imagery, which can never be exhausted.  Take from him these associations, conceal from him 
that it is Rome that he sees, and how different would be his emotion!”1  For Alison, and for more 
than a century’s worth of British visitors to follow, an initial emotional response generated a 
train of associations, each with their own emotional charge.  Indeed, when Japanese artist Yoshio 
Markino walked the streets of Rome in 1908, he found himself “rather disappointed,” wondering 
why “all [his] English friends in London” told him “of Rome taking off their breath or grasping 
their hands.”  Markino felt “nothing of that sort.”  Only when his English friend Olave Potter 
arrived to give him a tour of the city did he, “as if a blind man had got a stick to walk with,” 
recognize Rome as the “revelation of [European] ancestors.”2  For British travelers to Rome, 
historical sites triggered a wave of preconceived associations, whether or not the city in its 
present state conformed to those notions. It was not difficult for Alison to conjure images of 
Caesar, Cicero and Virgil because those images were crystal clear to him.  In contrast, it was 
nearly impossible for Markino to do so. 
                                               
1 Archibald Alison (Rev.), Essays on the Nature and Principles of Taste (Edinburgh: printed by David Willison for 
A. Constable and Company, 1817 [1790]), 41-42.  
2 Olave Potter, The Colour of Rome (Toronto: Musson Book Company, 1910), xix-xxi, 31.  Markino acknowledged 
that he had “studied the Roman history when [he]was a schoolboy, but that was only for the purpose to pass the 





This project asks the question: what happened when those expectations were complicated 
by competing narratives, conflicting information and doubts about historical authenticity?  It is a 
cultural history about how Victorian consumers tried to make sense of shifts in historiography 
and methodology while having imaginative encounters with the past.  I explore the relationship 
between professional historical scholarship, public discourse and consumer culture in nineteenth-
century Britain, specifically through historical experiences of Rome and London, two national 
and imperial metropoles with fluid identities.  I argue that by the end of the century, British 
consumers of history were faced with an epistemological crisis.  They were flooded by new 
methodologies, competing disciplinary claims, emerging historical evidence and novel 
presentations of the past.  Which sources could be trusted?  Should the expert opinion of a 
historian outweigh the commonsense observation of a sightseer?  Historical audiences faced this 
deluge with a newfound, though seldom well-articulated, awareness of “contingency and 
perspectivalism.”3  How should history be navigated?   
To respond to this crisis, British consumers of history renegotiated the relationship 
between professional narrative history, material artifacts and imaginative desire.  I argue that as 
historical audiences participated in nineteenth-century consumer culture, there was an 
increasingly fraught balance between pleasure and instruction.  Just as the professionalization of 
academic history was underway, innovations in the presentation of history facilitated the 
democratization of historical knowledge.  Historical novels became best sellers.4  Archaeological 
evidence provided direct, tactile encounters with the past.5  Museums lowered fees, expanded 
                                               
3 Michael Saler, “Modernity and Enchantment: A Historiographic Review,” American Historical Review 111 no. 3 
(June 2006), 712. 
4 See Andrew Sanders, The Victorian Historical Novel, 1840-1880 (Houndsmills, Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1978). 
5 See Jane Garnett and Anne Bush, “Rome,” Cities of God: The Bible and Archaeology in Nineteenth-Century 
Britain ed. by David Gange and Michael Ledger-Lomas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 287. 
Archaeology was widely discussed in the press.  For example, “The Times published regular bulletins on the 




hours and threw their doors open to the public.6  Popular periodicals publicized architectural and 
historiographical debates. A growing number of Britons traveled for leisure and learning.  By the 
mid-nineteenth century, these encounters with the past enabled consumers to openly challenge 
conventional historical truths.  As John Addington Symonds observed in 1889, there was a new 
sort of relativism in the Victorian engagement with knowledge.  He explained: “Our first 
question with regard to a Victorian is: How does the man envisage things, from what point of 
view does he start…in the nineteenth century we come face to face with individualities who 
affect us mainly through the tone of their particular natures.”7 
While scholars have located the origins of British consumer culture in the eighteenth-
century, it did not remain static.8  Consumer choice came to replace productive activity as “the 
source of self-definition and identity.”9  And while eighteenth-century consumerism was 
organized around luxury goods, nineteenth-century consumers “transformed into spectators” 
through advertising, media and the display of commodities.10  Like their eighteenth-century 
counterparts, Victorian consumers continued to emulate the elite; but nineteenth-century 
consumer culture was more democratic and reached more people, offering opportunities to 
                                               
6 See Barbara J. Black, On Exhibit: Victorians and Their Museums (Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 
2000) 
7 John Addington Symonds, “A Comparison of Elizabethan with Victorian Poetry,” Fortnightly Review 51 no. 265 
(January 1889), 79. 
8 See Neil McKendrick, John Brewer and J.H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer Society: The Commercialization of 
Eighteenth-Century England (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982); Maxine Berg and Helen Clifford, eds. 
Consumers and Luxury: Consumer Culture in Europe 1650-1850 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1999); 
Colin Campbell, The Romantic Ethic and the Spirit of Modern Consumerism (Oxford: Basil Blackwood, 1987).  
Eighteenth-century consumerism has been linked to wage increases and improved social mobility intertwined with 
Romanticism, self-reflection and the pursuit of self-gratification.  
9 Peter Gurney, The Making of Consumer Culture in Modern Britain (London: Bloomsbury Academic Publishing, 
2017), 2. 
10 Vanessa R. Schwartz, Spectacular Realities; Early Mass Culture in Fin-de-Siècle Paris (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1999), 8; Also see: Rachel Bowlby, Just Looking: Consumer Culture in Dreiser, Gissing, and Zola 
(New York: Methuen, 1985);  Dennis Denisoff, “Introduction: The Consumerist Designs of the Nineteenth-Century 
Child,” The Nineteenth-Century Child and Consumer Culture ed. by Dennis Denisoff (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2008): 1-
27; Thomas Richards, Commodity Culture of Victorian England: Advertising and Spectacle 1851-1914 (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 1991).  Richards argues that mass consumerism emerged only in the second half of the 




navigate the marketplace by personal taste.  As consumers, historical audiences pursued 
gratification, while struggling to deal with a torrent of new information.11 
Eighteenth-century historians tended to represent the past by “creating moral lessons with 
historical events as their illustrations.” As Michael Bentley has argued, because they valued the 
present more than the past, Enlightenment intellectuals drew upon a selective past, venerating the 
classical world.  These thinkers wrote narrative accounts based on cause and effect and accepted 
the writings of historical contemporaries as fact.  In the early nineteenth century, elite history 
writing shifted from exemplarity to historicism, as Romantic historians restored poetic truth and 
dramatic narrative into the Enlightenment’s “dry” chronicles.12  The popular market for history 
began to widen.  History appeared in “unstable and shifting” genres from novels and poetry to 
biography, travel literature and children’s stories, each targeting particular readers.13  By the 
mid-Victorian era, this audience of readers was subjected to a wave of debates about the nature 
of historical evidence.  Archaeologists began to contest previously accepted classical authorities.  
Historians realized that their narratives “were constructed from imperfect evidence, notably the 
material debris of popular culture, and their new historiography begged the question, ‘what is to 
become of us?’”14  James Anthony Froude lamented in 1866 that Tacitus and Thucydides, “the 
ablest men who ever gave themselves to writing history” were now “after all these 
centuries…called in question.”  He wondered: “if we doubt with these, whom are we to 
                                               
11 See Rosalind Williams, Dream Worlds: Mass Consumption in Late Nineteenth-Century France (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1982); Michael Miller, The Bon Marche: Bourgeois Culture and the Department 
Store, 1869-1920 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981); Erika Rappaport, Shopping for Pleasure: Women in 
the Making of London’s West End. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2001). 
12 Michael Bentley, “Introduction: Approaches to Modernity,” Companion to Historiography ed. by Michael 
Bentley (London: Routledge, 1997), 397-398, 402, 414. As Bentley explains, the terminology of a historical 
“source” did not even gain currency until around 1780.   
13 Catherine Hall, Macaulay and Son: Architects of Imperial Britain (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012), 
261. 




believe?”  For Froude, history had become “like a child’s box of letters, with which we can spell 
any word we please…arrang[ing] them as we like.”15  History was being refashioned, as was its 
relationship to traditional text, archaeology and artifact.  Stories that had been accepted truth 
were suddenly demoted to myth and legend. 
Through examining how historical discourse circulated within Victorian culture, this 
project reveals how history informed nineteenth-century experiences of urban space.  In the first 
half of the dissertation, I argue that Victorian consumers struggled when their desire for 
traditional histories of Rome encountered emerging historical scholarship and archaeological 
developments.  However, as the producers of “elite” knowledge wrestled with methodology and 
disciplinary standards, consumers were able to step into the gap, selecting idiosyncratic visions 
of the past, claiming it for personal pleasure and purchasing the experience of nostalgia.  I then 
turn to Victorian London, where history played a crucial role in public debates about modern 
urbanization.  As the city modernized, efforts to preserve the past were caught between the desire 
for historical accuracy and the priorities of pleasure in the popular marketplace.  In a reluctant 
embrace of historical tourism, Londoners self-consciously transformed sections of their city into 
a space suited to the historical flâneur. 
Although scholars have traditionally understood Victorian historical thinking as linear, 
choosing either a narrative of progress or decline, I argue that the commodification of the past 
brought about a third category of temporal experience—simultaneity.  As consumerism advanced 
over the course of the century, Rome and London no longer signaled a particular privileged 
moment in time (i.e. Roman antiquity) but rather came to represent a continuous series of 
moments felt at the same time— a jumble of eras imaginatively collapsed within a single 
                                               
15 James Anthony Froude, “The Science of History,” Prose Masterpieces from Modern Essayists: Froude, Freeman, 




location.  Just as they learned to choose from eclectic styles and peruse department stores, in 
Rome and London new historical consumers began to engage historical moments like goods 
available for picking and choosing thereby altering their relation to historical time.   
Previously, when urban observers noticed layers of historical references, they attempted 
to ignore them, homing in on the moment that mattered to them.  For instance, when Alison 
imagined Caesar’s Rome in 1790, he consciously turned away from Imperial Rome and modern 
Rome.16  Early-Victorian critics of London railed against its historically eclectic architecture as 
devoid of moral value.  Their practice of favoring certain epochs as “types,” each with a moral 
implication, left little space for London’s multiple pasts and perpetual change.17  The jumble of 
objects on display in a typical “cabinet of curiosity” threatened “the benevolent ideal of useful 
instruction.”18   Yet, by the late nineteenth century, history’s jumble and the experience of 
simultaneity is what was most pleasing.  As the historical paradigm shifted from instruction to 
pleasure, picking and choosing from the stream of time became a standard practice. 
 
I. British perspectives on urban pasts: Rome and London 
In no European nation was the shift from a selective to a simultaneous reading of the 
urban past as sharply defined as in Great Britain.  Nineteenth-century British culture was 
consumed by the idea of time, in part due to what Hilary Fraser has called an “acute 
consciousness of [its] own modernity.”19  The nineteenth-century was ushered in by the rupture 
                                               
16 Alison, 41. 
17 See J. Mordaunt Crook, The Dilemma of Style: Architectural Ideas from the Picturesque to the Post Modern 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987). 
18 Stephen Bann, “The Return to Curiosity: Shifting Paradigms in Contemporary Museum Display,” Art and its 
Publics: Museum Studies at the Millennium ed. by Andrew McClellan (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing, 2003), 
121-123. 
19 Hilary Fraser, “Writing the Past,” Cambridge Companion to English Literature, 1830-1914 ed. by J. Shattock 




of revolutionary politics along with industrial and urban development, all of which “brought a 
new historical consciousness into being, an awareness of the contrast between past and 
present.”20  “Self-consciousness” was manifested in a particularly historical self-awareness.  
Intellectuals, as well as popular culture, attempted to explain “the age to itself.”21  As Kathleen 
Wilson puts it: “Britons’ own self-conceptualization as ‘modern’ hinged on the emergent 
historical consciousness.”22  Historical studies were among the “dominant intellectual resources 
which shaped Victorian culture.”  History was used as a standard bearer, forming points of 
reference by which Victorian Britons measured and understood their own moment.23  Victorian 
art and intellectual thought was infused with historical revivalism, recreating and redefining the 
spirit of those ages in search of an understanding of their own.  This was the age of “geology, 
evolution, biblical criticism, archaeology, [and] anthropology…the age of the memento, the 
keepsake [and] the curl of hair cherished in the brooch.”24   
Not only was there a large market in Britain for popular history (in both text and 
exhibition), but the British reading public actively participated in German debates about 
historical methodology.25  Such early nineteenth-century historians as Macaulay and Carlyle 
pronounced a newfound “determination to study the past for its own sake and in its own terms, 
                                               
20 Hall, 260. 
21 John Kucich and Dianne F. Sadoff, eds. Victorian Afterlife: Postmodern Culture Rewrites the 19th Century. 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000), 3. 
22 Kathleen Wilson, “Introduction: Histories, Empires, Modernities,” A New Imperial History: Culture, Identity and 
Modernity in Britain and the Empire, 1660-1840 ed. by Kathleen Wilson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2004), 7.  For an overview of Victorian historicism, see Robin Gilmour, “The Sense of Time and the Uses of 
History,” The Victorian Period: The Intellectual and Cultural Context of English Literature, 1830-1890. (London: 
Routledge, 1993): 25-62. 
23 Philippa Levine, The Amateur & the Professional: Antiquarians, Historians & Archaeologists in Victorian 
England, 1838-1886 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 1, 4.  
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Harvard University Press, 1977). 
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Perceptions and Transfers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000); Norman Vance, “Niebuhr in England: History, 




rather than as a vehicle for generalization and law-building.”26 Anglo-German scholarly 
networks were established both formally and informally, on the individual and institutional 
levels.  For example, Ulrike Kirchberger argues that “conservative Oxonian classicists [who] 
tried to distance themselves from French classical scholarship” in the wake of the French 
Revolution aligned themselves more closely with German scholarship.27  This historiography 
was widely debated in the British press and in the publications of British local learned and 
amateur societies.28  Oftentimes, these developments were met with ambivalence.  The British 
stereotyped the erudite German professor as a “narrow and dull specialist,” while at the same 
time, a figure “dangerously addicted to speculation: ‘an inveterate theorist, an intellectual card-
house builder.’”29 
By the 1840s, Britain’s appetite for history was expanding beyond its learned circles.  As 
Raphael Samuel has argued, nineteenth-century historicism “imposed itself” most strongly 
“outside the classroom…in the newly medievalized churches and chapels, and the Gothicized 
railway stations and town halls,” and at entertainment venues like Astley’s amphitheater.30  An 
early consumer society, the commercial market for history in Britain went above and beyond that 
which could be found in other countries.31  Rachel Teukolsky contends that British 
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industrialization “led to the creation of the quintessential aesthetic spectators, a nation of 
beholders and a multitude of critics, both amateur and professional.”32  In addition, Britain’s 
economic edge made the British early pioneers in modern tourism: leisure spending permitted 
pleasure-based travel for a broader swath of the population.33  British tourism developed 
alongside British industrialization, its touristic practices exported “to Europe and beyond… 
challeng[ing] the perceptions the British had of the world.”34   
Rather than approach Victorian historic revivalism through decorative arts, literature or 
popular history writing, I have chosen to consider historical time as experienced in urban space. I 
believe this approach has several advantages.  Cities are places where everyday people of all 
professions encountered the past.  Unlike rural settings, which can often be experienced 
unchanging and traditional, large cities are dynamic and always present multiple pasts.  While 
urbanization became a global phenomenon in the second half of the nineteenth century, Britain 
had to “confront its problems and seize its potential from an early date.”35  As such, over the 
course of the century, British thinkers publically grappled with questions about the 
transformation of urban space.    
Cities are symbols of human aspiration and achievement—their organization, 
improvement campaigns and preservation efforts offer a window into nineteenth-century regimes 
of knowledge and representation.  They are where “human experience is transformed into viable 
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signs, symbols, patterns of conduct, systems of order.”36  They are “repositories of capital, both 
economic and symbolic.”37  Cities operate as portals into time, allowing individuals to confront 
the past.38  There, “time becomes…palpable and visible.”39 Architecture preserves the past “in 
solid form.”40  In some cases, these “portals” are insignificant corners of the city, places where 
stories and legends pile up to “haunt urban space like superfluous or additional inhabitants.”41  In 
others, they are well-known demarcated historical sites—places to visit in order to understand 
history.42  As cities grew, and familiar vestiges of the past disappeared, there was an increasingly 
incoherent relationship of historical time to geographic space.43  In nineteenth-century Britain, 
the press became widely invested in debates about urban transformation, especially when it came 
to matters of public funding.  At the same time, consumerism began to crucially transform urban 
history, with the emergence of reproductions in lieu of the historic city itself.44  Each and every 
time period could be experienced at once, and simulacra or imagined realities were becoming 
just as valid as the original relics that were no longer available.  David Harvey explains, “the 
photograph, the document, the view, and the reproduction become history precisely because they 
[were] so overwhelmingly present.”45  
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Both Rome and London were urban palimpsests, offering a variety of histories to be 
“tried on” across the span of time.  Victorian visitors to Rome and London drew upon these 
spaces as “an accumulation of historical traces experienced through chance associations.”46  By 
the late-nineteenth century, many believed along with Frederic Harrison that “a man may learn 
much true history, without…ponderous books.”  As Harrison advised, “let him go to the 
museums and see the pictures, the statues.47  Nevertheless, in cities, intellectual traditions 
converged, and few tourists relied exclusively on their own eyes or on any single guide.  Most 
Victorian sightseers referred to knowledge of written texts and historiographic debates when 
confronting historical sites.  Their responses to these encounters illuminate a complex 
relationship between historical narrative and architectural (or archaeological) space.  These urban 
observers moved back and forth between history and fiction in a way that made some scholars 
uncomfortable.  And yet, many of those scholars were themselves consumers too.  
I have chosen to focus this study on Rome and London because both of these cities were 
invested with complex political, religious and cultural meanings central to the Victorian 
imagination.  Each was a popular tourist destination, and each operated like a palimpsest.  Both 
were considered centers of world civilization.  Both London and Rome underwent political 
transitions after the 1870s, accompanied by deliberate re-brandings.  For London, this was a 
transformation into a global/imperial capital, while Rome became the capital of the newly 
unified Italian state.  In both cities, local governments waged power struggles through control of 
historical narratives about the urban past.48  In both places, archaeologists actively disrupted 
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accepted historical narratives.  Vast urbanization prompted public debate about preservation. 
Finally, both were frequent subjects of Victorian historical debates and were also chosen as 
settings for historical fiction.49   
For Victorian Britons, Rome was a complex symbol—the progressive birthplace of 
Western Civilization, the declining “Whore of Babylon,” and home to modern political struggles.  
Victorians considered themselves heirs to Rome—the place where they “as moderns…have 
come from.”50  Over the arc of the nineteenth century, Victorians engaged in passionate debates 
about Roman history—discussions that were processed by tourists and complicated by 
archaeologists, all unfolding in the public eye.  More than anything, Rome was the “city of 
visible history,” where Dorothea, a primary character in George Eliot’s Middlemarch, envisioned 
“the past of a whole hemisphere…moving in funeral procession with strange ancestral images.”51  
Roman ruins stimulated the imagination, expressing “all the uncertainties of change in time and 
the tragedy of loss associated with the past.”52  The city’s chronological layers included the 
Roman Republic, Imperial Rome and Catholic (or modern) Rome.  In the first half of the 
century, observers favored one layer (not always the same one) over others, but by the end of the 
century, Rome’s multiple moments began to converge.  For example, in 1862, the Protestant 
Reverend John W. Burgon visited Rome imagining he would find Catholic decline.  Instead, in a 
letter to a friend he described sites representing such an historical jumble that they could “no 
longer stand for any sort of spiritual truth.”53  An 1872 travel guide pointed out that pagan 
antiquity, early Christianity, Byzantium, the Middle Ages and the Renaissance all “live 
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again…in a crowd of monuments.”54  By the late-Victorian era, equipped with a Murray or 
Baedeker’s guide, modern travelers could shop for the Rome of their choice—or all Romes at 
once. These consumers navigated Rome's multiple moments with only personal taste and 
sentiment as a digestive aid for the collapsing of time.   
London, like Rome, was a city imbued with symbolic significance.  As Wilfred Whitten 
observed in 1905, “the Londoner loves London as an idea rather than as a city.”55  Like a new 
Rome, the city was thought of as the “political, moral, physical, intellectual, artistic, literary, 
commercial, and social centre of the world.”56  London had ancient origins, built upon layers of 
history.  By the mid-Victorian era, as London transformed into a truly modern metropolis, urban 
planners adopted “the language of improvement.”  As Lynda Nead explains, this drew greater 
attention to the historic city, because even as “London took flight from its past, [it] was unable to 
conceptualize its present or future in any other terms.”57  Crucially, nostalgia for olden times 
emerged as historical sites disappeared.  It was in London where many Victorians learned how to 
experience history in modern consumer-based ways.  There, history could be found in 
attractions, exhibitions, panoramas, the theater, royal sites and magic lantern shows.  Visitors to 
these and to historic sites such as the Tower of London became aware not only of historical 
moments referenced by a particular place, but of layers of intervening time in which others had 
experienced those same sites.  For example, in an 1880 account of a London pub crawl, one 
tourist moved quickly through time between what he identified respectively as Medieval, Tudor, 
Georgian and modern London.58  Consumers were aware of the London of the future as well.  
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Remarking upon modern vehicles crossing London Bridge, one visitor recounted Macaulay’s 
description of a dystopian future in which tourists might “sit upon a broken arch of London 
Bridge to sketch the ruins of St. Paul’s.”59  Unlike Macaulay’s historical vision, a linear narrative 
of decline, the late-Victorian “modern” tourist imaginatively experienced all moments at once—
the St. Paul’s of the past, the rushing traffic of the present and the melancholy world of the future 





History was inextricably woven into Victorian culture, affecting architecture, aesthetics, 
archaeology, politics and high and low cultural production.60  Present-day scholars who address 
Victorian historical thought tend to choose a slice, focusing either on particular historical 
thinkers and revival movements, the professionalization of the discipline or popular history from 
“below.”  Many address how Victorian Britons used the past as a mediating external authority, 
privileging one era over another in order to teach a moral lesson, linking a specific past and a 
specific present.61  For example, Alice Chandler, Dwight Culler and Mark Girouard argue that 
Victorian medievalists took a “declensionist” approach to history in which lessons from the past 
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might save the failing modern age.62  Frank Turner and Linda Dowling illuminate how Victorian 
Hellenists viewed their own age in parallel to the past.63  Michael Bentley and John Burrow 
explain how Whig historians turned to British history and viewed historical time progressively, 
emphasizing continuity between the political present and past institutions.64  
Until the 1990s, few scholars chose to focus exclusively on Victorian engagements with 
Roman antiquity.  Here, Norman Vance broke ground with The Victorians and Ancient Rome 
(1997), tracing how the Roman model transformed Victorian political discourse.65  Since then, 
Catherine Edwards has examined shifting meanings of Rome in the British imagination, and 
Christopher Stray has investigated the enduring role of classical culture in Britain’s educational 
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curriculum.66  More recently, scholars have turned to the relationship between Roman history 
and British imperialism.  Sarah Butler and Richard Hingley both demonstrate how British 
interest in Imperial Rome grew over the course of the nineteenth century, in fear of their own 
“decline and fall.”67  Simon Goldhill examines the interplay between high and low culture in the 
reception of the classics, while Edmund Richardson concludes that in Victorian Britain classical 
reception was ultimately “defined by its instability.”68  While these studies consider Victorian 
constructions of ancient Rome, my work considers Victorian views of Roman antiquity in 
relation to modern Rome, which intruded upon conceptions of Roman antiquity, resulting in 
interesting mental negotiations.  
Many scholars have emphasized the divergence of professional and popular approaches to 
the past and the turn to more rigorous methodology by late-Victorian historians, part of what 
Leslie Howsam calls an emerging distinction “between narrative and scientific approaches to the 
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past”69  For instance, Rosemary Mitchell demonstrates that early-Victorian historians favored a 
picturesque-literary approach, tending towards empathy.70  But, as Rosemary Jann explains, by 
the century’s end, historians had morphed from amateur to professional, their histories from 
moral to “scientific,” and their popular audiences abandoned in favor of the ivory tower.71  T.W. 
Heyck traces the transformation of Victorian historical writers from “men of letters” to 
intellectuals with institutional credentials.  Heyck and Howsam, along with Ian Hesketh, argue 
that late nineteenth-century historians consciously tried to separate themselves from the literary 
marketplace.72  Philippa Levine, Stefan Collini and Reba Soffer each contend that this process 
was driven by social and institutional change.73     
On another note, cultural historians contest the idea that history was solely produced by 
professionalizing elites.  These scholars have investigated non-canonical history writing, material 
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culture and popular representations of the past.74  Lyndsey Rago Claro demonstrates how broad 
these engagements actually were, taking the form of “popular reenactments, battlefield tourism, 
theater and spectacle, food and the senses, souvenir collecting, and in printed forms of political 
and cultural debate.”75  Peter Mandler suggests that there was a widespread audience for English 
heritage in the nineteenth century.  His work on commercial tourism to England’s manor houses 
demonstrates how national heritage became flattened, commodified and broadly circulated by the 
1870s.76  Billie Melman argues that those on “the fringes” of cultural production had a significant 
hand in shaping widespread ideas about the past.  She asserts that the relationships between “a 
literary historical corpus, the changes in the practices of historical tourism, and the shift in modes 
of looking and spectatorship is…complex and does not yield to control narratives.”77 
My project sheds a different light on this tale of popular and professional divergence, 
seeking to correct the misperception that in the Victorian era, an insurmountable gulf emerged 
separating elite from popular cultural practices.  I contend that the interface between popular and 
professional constructions of the past was more complicated.  As David Gange and Michael 
Leger-Lomas point out, “the quantity of information that travelers and archaeologists could 
amass” about historical cities was new in nineteenth-century Britain.78  This deluge of 
information left historical consumers to their own instincts, wading through research, shaping 
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ideas about the past with their own imaginative desire.  In contrast to the story that Victorian 
historical thought marched unimpeded towards objectivity and professionalization, I argue that 
imagination played an even more powerful role in the late nineteenth century, not less.  By 
bringing scholarly history writing, historical tourism, and the wider literary market into a 
common analytical frame, I am able to show how consumers struggled with professional 
historical scholarship while inscribing their own meanings onto the past.  I demonstrate a 
reciprocal relationship between scholars and consumers in which historical consumers contested 
the conclusions of professional historians, democratizing historical thought (if not historical 
production).   
This dissertation also takes into account knowledge produced by amateurs and 
professionals in fields adjacent to history, such as architecture, art history and archaeology.  
Scholars like Philippa Levine and Rosemary Sweet have studied the formation of professional 
boundaries between disciplines without specifically examining their contributions to historical 
knowledge.  Information flowed towards historical audiences from many directions, and 
knowledge collected through archaeology, architecture and tourism was especially relevant to the 
experience of historical time in urban space.   
Encounters with archaeological artifacts facilitated a shift to personalized historical 
subjectivity.  Like historians, Victorian archaeologists adapted “academic rigour” while popular 
forms of archaeology reached a widening public.79  Virginia Zimmerman, Stephen Bann and 
Shawn Malley have each demonstrated how archaeological excavation altered historical 
discourse, privileging material evidence over written text and enabling average people to 
                                               




interpret sources without the mediation of narrative historians.80  Malley and Stephen L. Dyson 
both argue popular archaeological displays altered historical perception.  For Malley, these 
“staged” spectacles reinforced imperialist ideology.81  For Dyson, they fostered a “museum 
mentality” amongst the growing bourgeoisie.82  Zimmerman, Anne McClintock and Tony 
Bennett argue that museums facilitated the miniaturization of history.  As McClintock explains, 
museums were a technology “for the commodity display of progress,” helping to freeze and 
objectify time itself.83  These Victorian archaeologists worked in diverse fields from Britain to 
Greece, Rome, Egypt and the Middle East.  Scholars like Timothy Larsen, Barbara Zink 
MacHaffie, David Gange, Michael Leger-Lomas demonstrate how British archaeologists 
promised to illuminate or even confirm biblical stories with “scientific” evidence.”84  Cathy Gere 
has astutely argued that while historians were part of a disenchantment process, archaeologists 
“seemed to provide objective confirmation of the some of the most irrationalist strains of modern 
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thought.”85  This study furthers Gere’s claims, demonstrating how amateur British archaeologists 
defended early Roman legends already “disproven” by German critical historians.   
Like archaeologists, Victorian architects and architectural critics were intensely involved 
in historical debate.  Many scholars address the Victorian “battle of the styles” in which specific 
pasts were equated with a set of values, making historical eras into moveable symbols, promoted 
by Victorian revival movements.86  With no “fixed” style of their own, many Victorian critics 
wondered whether theirs was an inauthentic age, only capable of a mashup of revivalisms.  I 
build on the work of architectural historians like J. Mordaunt Crook who explains that late-
Victorian aesthetic eclecticism was “troubling” to many who found its “laissez-faire principles” 
to be “simply an excuse for ostentation and commercialism.”87  For others, this jumble of 
moments reflected a modern age devoid of spirit—a grotesque amalgam of parts with no 
integrating vision.88  In contrast, I argue that Victorian architectural debates were shaped by 
historical discourse.  New histories provided the rhetoric with which critics could embrace 
eclecticism.  For example, revisionist interpretations of the Renaissance altered the terms on 
which this debate had been operating, offering a way through the architectural style wars.  
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If historians, archaeologists and architects were the producers of historical knowledge in 
my story, tourists were among their chief consumers.  Tourists have long been condemned for 
thriving on sanitized and distinctly false images formulated for a mass market, what Daniel 
Boorstin has dubbed “pseudo-events.”89  But tourism is a complex set of social practices; tourists 
are both consumers and producers who assemble their own “subjective and symbolic worlds.90  
In 1976, Dean MacCannell encouraged greater sympathy for the tourist, arguing that tourists 
were earnest in their quest for authentic educative experiences.  Alienated by modernity, tourists 
longed to be in the “presence” of an actual place where something had actually happened.91  The 
1990s brought a wave of new studies on tourism, emphasizing the pursuit of pleasure above 
genuine education.  Building on Jean Baudrillard’s theory of “hyperreality” in which reality and 
fiction are blurred, John Urry argued that tourism is fueled by a desire for escape—tourists turn a 
postmodern gaze “constructed through signs” upon the places they visit.92   
These tourist-theory studies are sociological and not historical. Boorstin’s “pseudo-
events,” MacCannell’s “staged authenticity,” and Urry’s simulations are treated as intrinsic 
conditions of capitalist development.93  My work, on the other hand, uncovers the twists and 
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turns by which British tourists moved from MacCannell’s educational authenticity towards 
Urry’s hedonistic escapism, wrestling and coming to terms with “staged authenticity.”  This was 
no magical transformation stemming from the forces of capitalism and modernity.  Instead, it 
was a drawn-out struggle in which tourists grappling with historiographical debates attempted to 
hold on to “authentic” educative travel, only gradually abandoning the pursuit of objective truth 
in favor of a personal subjectivity in which historical truth is unknowable.  To be sure, I am not 
interested in determining whether these practices were modernist or postmodernist.  Instead, I 
demonstrate the emergence of a specific way of orienting the self towards time and space in the 
late nineteenth century—a re-orientation that followed a struggle with historical authenticity.  In 
other words, I argue that the transition to subjectivity in historical tourism was a creative coping 
response to the professionalization of Victorian history writing.   
Histories of tourism tend to focus on one of three moments—the origins of modern 
tourism with the aristocratic Grand Tour, the mid-nineteenth century emergence of mass tourism 
beginning with Cook’s Tours, or the mid-twentieth century “jet age,” a boom in international 
middle-class tourism.94  Studies of literary-tourism explore the intersection of consumerism and 
imaginative travel.95   While the Grand Tour covered much of continental Europe, Italy held a 
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particular lure for British travelers.  My work builds on those histories of the Grand Tour which 
specifically addresses British perceptions of Italy.96   
Many scholars have demonstrated how British tourists enacted picturesque tourism in the 
first decades of the nineteenth century, privileging natural landscapes and personal emotional 
responses to sightseeing.97  Changes came in the mid-nineteenth century, with the phenomenon 
of mass tourism.  James Buzard and Lynne Withey attribute these transformations to material 
developments, such as the arrival of the railway and steam ships.98  For Buzard, along with 
Richard Mullen and James Munson, once tourism was no longer only for aristocratic gentlemen, 
many elites began to distinguish between sensitive “travelers” and vulgar “tourists.”99  I find that 
while these factors certainly explain some nineteenth-century departures from eighteenth-century 
travel, new modes of tourism are as much the product of intellectual as economic developments.  
Simply put, mid-Victorian historiographical developments significantly influenced the practices 
of British tourists encountering urban historical sites.   
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Few scholars have paid attention to late-nineteenth century tourism in London, with the 
exception of Joseph de Sapio’s Modernity and Meaning in Victorian London (2014).  Instead, 
those who address tourism in London tend to focus on the twentieth century, engaging in debates 
about Britain’s “heritage industry.”  For de Sapio, tourists from different points of origin used 
London as a space to understand themselves and modernity.  Like de Sapio, I address the 
relationship between the observer and the city, although I am less interested in “conceptions of 
modernity,” instead turning to constructions of the past.100  For Raphael Samuel, David 
Lowenthal and Robert Hewison, twentieth-century British tourism has been fashioned around the 
idea of British heritage—a form of “theme-park” history and a distinctly postmodern 
phenomenon.  While Hewison and Lowenthal are critical of the heritage industry, Samuel argues 
that it reflects an expanding democratic view of history.101  Although addressing the nineteenth 
century instead of the twentieth, I agree with Samuel that the re-orientation of historical 
audiences as consumers represents a form of agency, leading to a subjective personalization of 
the past that is not devoid of meaning.102  In this way, I argue that late-Victorian tourists 
constructed “aestheticized” histories, reflecting a shift from their productive engagement with the 
past to a new priority of personal pleasure.    
The emphasis on pleasure and sensation in Victorian aesthetic theory developed in a 
dialectic relation with the pleasures of consumerism.  By demonstrating that pleasure, personal 
taste and professional expertise haunted Victorian historiographic debates, I suggest that the 
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“aestheticized” histories constructed by consumers reflect a shift from productive/instructive 
engagements with the past to a prioritization of personal pleasure.  While some scholars have 
already linked the aesthetic emphasis on pleasure to economic developments, there is no work 
that has linked consumer-based pleasure, aesthetic pleasure and the historical/ temporal 
experience.  I believe that it was in sync with aesthetic developments that Victorian consumers 
moved from a productive/instructive engagement with the past to one that was pleasurable, 
synthesizing a multiplicity of historical moments.  This is the same transformation mapped onto 
Victorian aestheticism by scholars like Regina Gagnier and Jonathan Freedman.103  The 
relationship between cultural production and cultural consumption has been well hashed-out in 
studies of Victorian aestheticism, a movement in art that valued the aesthetic experience as a 
pleasurable act of consumption.104  Scholars have shown the emergence of a physiological 
aestheticism of interiority and separation from the world in a liminal dream state.  Jonathan 
Freedman describes aestheticism in postmodern terms, placing value on perception (self v. other, 
flux v. moment).105  As Talia Schaffer and Kathy Alexis Psomiades have argued, aestheticism 
extended beyond canonical thinkers like Walter Pater, permeating the popular literary 
marketplace and cultural habits.106  Linda Dowling argues that Paterian aesthetics emphasized 
individualism making it “democratic” in its ability to offer each consumer the opportunity to be 
an aesthetic authority.107  I want to extend this analysis further into the aestheticization of 
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historical engagement.  Audiences for history shifted towards eclecticism, consumer choice, 
juxtaposition and subjectivity.   
Finally, this project engages with perceptions of time in Victorian culture.  I argue that 
historical consumers re-oriented themselves in time, picking and choosing among moments, and 
experiencing multiple moments in time simultaneously.  I further argue that this was an 
outgrowth of modern consumerism.108  The general concept of “time” has already been 
significantly discussed by scholars of the Victorian era.109  Wolfgang Schivelbusch and Stephen 
Kern argue that new perceptions of time and space stemmed from technological developments, 
and that a “disorientation” of space-time consciousness is a general feature of industrialized 
modernity.  Marshall Berman explains this time-space compression as an acceleration of time 
and a collapsing of space.110  For David Harvey, it is a “space-time compression”— shrinking 
space and shortening time.111  Harvey calls this a “spatialization of time,” explaining that an 
awareness of many places at once leads to an exploration of simultaneity.  But whereas Harvey 
discusses the “spatialization of time,” I am concerned with the temporalization of space, not the 
speeding up of time nor the collapsing of space.  Just as I do not seek to develop a theory of 
tourism, I do not presume to re-theorize the experience of time in modernity.  Instead, I accept 
the premise from these scholars that industrialization and consumerism have altered our 
experiences of time and space.  I seek to explain how it is that we have arrived there.  What I 
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have found is that this was a winding road and a struggle, not a rupture.  I argue that late-
Victorian historical consumers began to experience cities with an awareness of many moments in 
one space and that this was part of a broader nineteenth-century realignment of the relationship 
between past and present. 
 
 
III. Chapter Outline 
 
The first part of my dissertation examines Victorian engagements with the history of 
Rome. The story begins in Britain’s late-eighteenth century “Augustan Age” when scholarly and 
popular perceptions of the past both relied on the authority of classical texts to reconstruct the 
ancient world. For example, history-seekers on the Grand Tour enjoyed finding traces of the 
historical legends described by Livy, confirmed by contemporary scholars like Gibbon and 
celebrated by popular writers like Addison. However, by the mid-Victorian era, new forms of 
historical evidence ignited a period of heated debate, leading many scholars to abandon their 
belief in early Roman legends. The popularization of archaeology diverted attention from written 
histories to historical objects, allowing people to interpret relics of the past for themselves.  
Indeed, many more people gained exposure to genuine artifacts after the British Museum’s 
department of Greek and Roman antiquities opened in 1861. Meanwhile, antique reproductions 
were increasingly available through commercial enterprises, as in the mid-century craze for 
“archaeological jewelry.” By the late nineteenth century, a flourishing consumer market for 
history co-existed with unresolved scholarly debates, which was evident in the behaviors of late-
Victorian tourists in Rome. These visitors began to emphasize pleasure independent from 
historical scholarship. Instead of seeking authentic facts, many preferred a commodified version 




archaeological evidence, explaining that “no amount of digging… [could] eradicate from the 
faith of imagination the personages to whom Virgil has given a local habitation and a name.”112   
These consumers were well aware that professional scholars had disproven established histories, 
but they chose to pursue those legends anyway, prioritizing pleasure over authenticity.   
Chapter one focuses on historiographical challenges to traditional histories of early 
Rome, and the public response.  I argue that in the wake of the historiographical debates, tourists 
lost confidence in traditional Roman histories. Without historical consensus, pleasure could only 
be found in one’s personal imagination of the past. I show this by outlining the Grand Tour 
tradition of engagement with the Roman past and then demonstrating a disruption in that 
tradition, surrounding the work of Barthold Georg Niebuhr. Through an analysis of published 
Victorian historiographical debates and popular travel writing, I demonstrate how the debates 
ignited by Niebuhr influenced British intellectual and consumer engagements with Roman 
archaeology, affecting new modes of tourism in Rome. This chapter shows that ultimately, 
Victorian consumers exercised control over the past, embracing a sort of historical “relativity,” 
keeping traditional legends alive in the marketplace, even if it meant willingly suspending 
disbelief. 
In chapter two, I address the British interest in Imperial Rome and early Christian history 
with a particular focus on shifting interpretations of the Colosseum.  Republican Rome, so prized 
by Grand Tourists, was not the only history on view when Britons arrived in Rome.  Tourist 
curiosity about medievalism and decay shaped historiography which in turn shaped the 
experiences of subsequent tourists.  British departures from the histories of Republican Rome 
began in the late eighteenth century with Gibbon, who painted the long history of the Roman 
                                               




Empire with a broad brush of “decline.” While the Roman Republic was seen as morally “good” 
and the ancestor of British liberty, the Roman Empire was more complicated, and subject to 
frequent reevaluation throughout the nineteenth century.  In Gibbon’s wake, the Empire was first 
viewed through the lens of the British Enlightenment, followed by Evangelical Christianity and 
eventually by British Imperialism. I investigate how changing historical interpretations of the 
Roman Empire influenced British tourists in Rome, who had to negotiate this shifting narrative 
as the lens through which to take in the city’s post-Republican history.  Mid-century Britons 
became invested in legends of early-Christianity popularized in historical fiction and promoted 
by Catholic archaeology in Rome.  While historians abandoned earlier interpretations of the past, 
Victorian consumers never wholly discarded these earlier views.  Instead, multiple historical 
lenses were absorbed and layered on top of each other. 
Chapter three investigates evolving perceptions of Renaissance Rome.  British travelers 
traditionally viewed Rome’s Renaissance art and architecture as “modern.”  The Renaissance 
was not a distant age but provided a living iconography for the Church.  As a symbol of Catholic 
excess, eighteenth-century and early-Victorian tourists were uncomfortable enjoying 
Renaissance luxury.  Yet, by the end of the nineteenth century, British tourists were enchanted 
by the city’s medieval and early modern (i.e. Catholic) remains.  I argue that the success of the 
Risorgimento in 1870 allowed the Renaissance to become “historical,” by essentially defanging 
the papacy.  In the aftermath of Italian unification, a Renaissance revival in British 
historiography emphasized individual pleasure, encouraging personal engagements with the past.  
Papal Rome was relegated to the past, creating historical distance between the papal city and the 
late-Victorian present, allowing Renaissance Rome to become one of many historical layers 




interested in simultaneously experiencing ancient, medieval, Renaissance and modern Rome. 
This chapter demonstrates that when British consumers approached Rome, able to pick and 
choose from a number of pleasurable historical moments, they participated in an innovative 
popular experience of historical time.  Renaissance Rome was sharply distinguished from the 
bustling, modern, secular city by the dawn of the twentieth century.  This demonstrates a 
temporalization of space in which consumers could feel the simultaneous presence of many 
moments alongside the present. 
The second part of my dissertation turns to the history of London, focusing on debates 
surrounding architectural preservation and the city’s response to the tourist gaze. By the mid-
Victorian era, London was undergoing a process of perpetual destruction, rebuilt as a modern, 
imperial capital.  These chapters examine how London was transformed into an historical text 
and circulated as a historical commodity.  Erika Rappaport has argued that London became a 
commodity in the Edwardian era, aided by “ladies’ papers” which “invented an ‘authentic’ 
London of churches, royal palaces, and other features of what might be labeled the ‘historical’ 
city.”113  But this did not happen overnight, and it did not happen in the pages of ladies’ papers 
alone.  London became a historic destination through a decades-long struggle of reinvention and 
negotiation.  This transformation of the city emerged from a century of trial and error.  For some, 
London had grown to such an extent that it was unknowable.  For William Dean Howells, unlike 
Italy where “there seems nothing above the past,” London was “rather crazing.”  Its history was 
“dense” and impermeable. “Men whose names are in the directory as well as men whose names 
are in history” crowded him on every London street.114  In 1890, Rev. Richard Lovett noted that 
even for “those who think they know it best, and who have passed long years of their life in the 
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very centre of its ceaseless struggle and turmoil…shall have at last to admit…that in the sense of 
full and adequate knowledge, we know nothing about it.”115  Earlier constructions of Englishness 
and popular ways of imagining the past were not suitable for modern London.  Neither the gothic 
revival nor the popular Jacobean “Merry old England” was urban enough nor “global” enough to 
represent the nineteenth-century Imperial city.  London was a moving target, never known for 
any one particular historical moment.  Efforts to pin it to a particular past were tried and disputed 
time and again.  What was needed was a new dynamic typology that could incorporate 
eclecticism, consumer choice, modernism and change, but still convey important social lessons 
about national character, industry, progress and liberal humanist values.   
Chapter four looks at the nineteenth-century reception of St. Paul’s Cathedral.   As a 
national icon, St. Paul’s was especially useful for the nineteenth century.  Industrial capitalism 
quickened the pace of change, and it was a place perpetually reincarnated.  As Justin McCarthy 
observed, each generation had the opportunity to remake St. Paul’s—it had been “destroyed so 
often and has risen again in so many different shapes, that it seems as if each succeeding age 
were putting its fresh stamp and mint-mark on it.”116  I argue that although it was deemed 
stylistically problematic for decades, St. Paul’s became reclassified as national treasure once 
Victorian historians developed a historical vocabulary that could accommodate stylistic 
eclecticism. It was only when the Renaissance was reinvented as a symbol of individualism and 
flexible experimentation that St. Paul’s became a properly “historical” monument.  Debates 
about St. Paul’s cathedral echo debates about Renaissance architecture in Rome, making it clear 
that the British struggle to reconcile Renaissance architecture in Rome was not just a matter of 
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anti-Catholicism, but an historiographical issue.  The reclassification of St. Paul’s as a national 
treasure could only occur concurrently with the development of a historical vocabulary that 
allowed “eclecticism” itself to become the signifier of a particular historical moment.  When the 
Renaissance became a symbol of individualism and flexible experimentation, St. Paul’s became 
a properly “historical” monument.  I show this first by outlining fluctuating historical opinions of 
the cathedral’s architect, Sir Christopher Wren. I then trace public debates about the renovation 
of the cathedral, culminating in the 1870s. By the 1890s, Renaissance revivalists had facilitated a 
reappraisal of Wren’s work.  The Renaissance enabled the late-Victorian public to read what was 
once a vexing fusion of gothic and classical architecture as an emblem of industrious English 
originality.  The Renaissance enabled people to move beyond Whig or declensionist histories and 
enact a fundamental reorientation towards the past by engaging relativism, subjectivity, 
privatized judgment and the idea that “modernity” is a state of mind.  This “aestheticization” of 
historical thought re-theorized the past, moving beyond “fixed” moments to include dynamic 
“types.”  Wren, as a “Renaissance Artist,” became the integrating power to overcome eclectic 
parts.   By tracing the evolving perception of St. Paul’s, this chapter demonstrates how shifting 
historical methodologies provided an evolving set of rhetorical tools with which to address the 
pressures of rapid urban development.  
In chapter five, I investigate what happened when London was placed under the gaze of 
foreign tourists.  In particular, this chapter explores parallels between British travel to Rome and 
American travel to London and discusses London’s response to the American tourist gaze. 
American tourists crossed the channel in search of a particular vision of Old England, arriving 
with an agenda, just as British travelers had treated Rome.  Like the British in Rome, Americans 




themselves as inheritors of Western Civilization, here in the guise of British history. And just as 
British Protestants in Rome were ambivalent about papal splendor, Americans in London were 
uneasy about taking pleasure in symbols of the British monarchy.  In London, as in Rome, the 
rise of commercialized historical tourism led tourists towards a more personalized, pleasurable 
and aestheticized engagement with the past by the turn of the century.  The American desire for 
Old England prompted a rebranding of the city and even aided the ambitions of British 
preservationists.  The interplay between British antiquarians and American tourists helped to 
solidify, protect and promote an imaginary, commodified Old London within the heart of the 
modern imperial capital.  By the end of the century, American entrepreneurs attempted to export 
the commodified Old London, rebuilding the “Old London Street” in New York City.  
The final chapter examines how Londoners addressed the history of their own city.  In the 
late nineteenth century, rapid urbanization posed a threat to many of London’s historic buildings, 
sparking public debate about urban preservation.  Although Londoners in their own city were not 
operating with a tourist’s gaze, an awareness of tourism, along with consumer pleasure and 
concerns about authenticity drove their engagements with urban history, just as they did in 
Rome.  In this chapter, I discuss various approaches to the history of London, from Whiggish 
stories of progress, through archaeological and picturesque miscellanies, to a new and 
commercialized form of “living history.”  Presenting the “Olden Times” as living history made 
space for a new aesthetic, consumer-driven, spectacle-based way of experiencing the past.  
Through a close reading of an artificial “Old London Street” exhibited there, I demonstrate how 
consumer desire converged with earlier historiographical approaches to usher in a new 
experience of the past. I argue that in London, the “Olden Times” were invoked in order to 




interests of the City Corporation or the London County Council).  Londoners began to 
experience their own lived space as tourists, removing the street to the museum or recreating the 
city’s history as a simulacrum.  In particular, I investigate efforts to manage the disappearance of 
picturesque “Old London” at the International Health Exhibition of 1884. I argue that while 
exhibition organizers were concerned with achieving historical authenticity, visitors had their 
own agenda, inadvertently subjecting history to the marketplace.  Moreover, I contend that by 
uprooting London’s historic buildings and relocating them to a virtual street, exhibition 
organizers unintentionally turned the city into a sanitized, consumer-ready, self-contained 
commodity.  By the early twentieth century, popular historical texts and historical tourism 
incorporated “living history” practices, as seen at the Museum of the City of London and the 
Pageant of London. 
 
IV. Sources and Methodology 
 
As a central premise, I share Raphael Samuel’s perspective when he wrote that “history is 
not the prerogative of the historian” alone.  Instead, it is “a social form of knowledge; the work 
in any given instance of a thousand different hands.”117  Although this project is about discursive 
formation, my work continues to correct the Foucauldian top-down approach to history as a 
discourse of power.  Nineteenth-century transformations have long been perceived as part of 
what Max Weber famously called the “rationalization and…disenchantment of the world.”118  
While scholars have chipped away at long-accepted narratives of nineteenth-century 
“disenchantment,” work on Victorian academic development continues to stress scientific 
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rationalization. As such, the Marxist “enchantment” of modern commodity culture has been 
separated from the Weberian “disenchantment” of the academy, leading many to characterize 
democratic, capitalist modernity as a condition in which the cultural production of the intellectual 
elite and commercial masses operate separately.119  Rather than painting modernity with the 
broad strokes of either Marxist enchantment or Weberian disenchantment, my project finds this 
to be a false dichotomy.120 In Victorian Britain, scholarly histories not only co-existed with, but 
also were informed by, the imaginative or “enchanted” histories produced by late-nineteenth 
century consumerism.  Here, I build on Billie Melman’s statement that there was a “new culture 
of history… characterized by the interrelatedness of genres and artefacts, the literary, visual and 
material.  Historical fiction and antiquarian writing were informed by urban spectacles and 
shows and their visual consumption, adopting an array of visual metaphors and drawing on 
repertoires of looking…the literary forms boosted historical tourism and also constructed 
procedures of viewing historical sites.”121 
The people populating this story were both producers and consumers of historical 
knowledge, drawn from those social classes that participated in print culture, public debate and 
leisurely tourism.  My use of the term “popular culture” neither refers to rural folk culture nor 
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urban mass culture exclusively.  Instead, I use “popular culture” to mean a “contradictory mix… 
marked by forces from both ‘below’ and ‘above,’ both ‘commercial and authentic.’”122   
There is a long critical discussion of the viewing position of the urban spectator in which 
the idea of the flâneur has been used to theorize relationships with urban space, gender and 
modernity.  The urban tourist became a cultural consumer, bound up with a “proliferation of 
signs and images.”123  This body of work talks about the reorientation of the flâneur’s gaze with 
commentary about how this relates to modernity, but not to history.124  Furthermore, the 
privileged position of the flâneur, the nineteenth-century rambler, the stroller, the spectator, has 
traditionally been described as male.  Women were increasingly identified with consumerism in 
nineteenth-century Britain, with a supposedly unquenchable hunger for “things.”125  Deborah 
Nord asks whether there could have been an analogous female spectator, “or a vision of the 
urban panorama crafted by a female imagination?”126  This study finds that the answer is 
resoundingly “yes.”  The historical gaze of women travelers and readers, responding to and even 
producing history is quite relevant.   
Gender is also an important framework because certain genres of history writing were 
considered to be feminine.  As Catherine Hall has argued, the fact that there were so many 
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debates about history writing, “allowed a range of women writers…space to intervene, drawing 
on both the gender discourses that allowed women influence, and the idea that ‘manners and 
customs’ were central to an understanding of levels of social development.”  Most women did 
not write using “the formal model of history,” but instead turned to “fiction, biography or 
poetry.”127  These forms of history were ultimately criticized as too feminine.  As scientific 
history became the professional standard, picturesque history was feminized and derided as 
amateur.  Helen Kingstone has recently argued that in Victorian culture, the role of the historian 
was to sift through and form narrative out of the “horror of too many details” about the past.  
Antiquarian and picturesque histories were feminized for prioritizing detail, whereas 
professionalizing historians had to “reclaim the detail for a masculine sphere” by 
“marginaliz[ing] those modes that had cultivated the detail: both the amateurism of antiquarians 
and the imaginative speculation of the historical novel.”128  Yet the second part of the nineteenth 
century was the period in which women were making inroads to the universities and new fields 
like archaeology and art history were more open to women.  As the historical disciplines eked 
out professional boundaries, women were negotiating their place within those disciplines.   
Finally, this project takes a wide view, examining the global exchange of ideas, studying 
constructions of the past that permeated European and American intellectual and commercial 
communities spanning the long nineteenth century.  I seek to trace the winding process by which 
dynamic cultural change occurred, what Raymond Williams has called the “continuities and 
persistent determinations” that co-exist, “tensions, conflicts, resolutions and irresolutions, 
innovations and actual changes.”129  Britain is positioned both in its relationship to continental 
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Europe and to the United States.  While historians tend to focus on either continental European 
or Imperial associations for nineteenth-century Britain, British identity was constructed in both a 
European and a global context and should not be so simply separated.  
My historical sources also include an array of voices which have traditionally been 
separated into intellectual or cultural histories, ranging from archival material to published 
professional histories, popular reviews and travel literature. Travel guides and memoirs provide 
an especially useful view of how historical sites were presented while also offering insight into 
how those sites were actually experienced. My work on Rome analyzes published Victorian 
historiographical debates and seeks out traces of those debates in popular travel writing. My 
discussion of London’s architecture tracks public opinion through parliamentary records and 
letters to the press. The opinions of historical “experts” are found in the records of the Royal 
Institute of British Architects and in official guidebooks. Chapter six, on the International Health 
Exhibition’s “Old London Street,” is the most heavily archival. Through architectural design 
plans, vendor correspondence and personal papers, I have uncovered the intentions of its 




In spite of increasing professionalization, by the end of the nineteenth century “there 
were still…few if any full-time historians.”130  Instead, most historical knowledge was produced 
by people who were fit neither into the category of “the ‘amateur’ [n]or the ‘professional.’ The 
former is too dismissive, the latter too rigid.”131  Like other historical consumers, professional 
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historians were inspired by imaginatively engaging with the past.  E.A. Freeman, a fierce 
proponent of scientific history, once proclaimed that history ought to be made “so dull and 
unattractive that the general public will not wish to meddle with it.”132  Yet, when Freeman 
visited Rome, he reported that the city “threw a spell over him…with a ‘magic power’ that 
lingered into late life.”133  Lay readers grappled with professional scholarship; professional 
architects visited cathedrals shoulder to shoulder with members of the general public; diverse 
groups of people read the same novels; and professional historians traveled for pleasure 
alongside commercial tourists. While Victorian intellectuals were categorizing, setting 
boundaries and parsing through who was who and what was acceptable on the side of cultural 
production, consumers and producers of knowledge co-existed.  Those who read Yonge, those 
who read Gibbon, those who read Hare, and those who read Mommsen trod the streets of Rome 
together, forming a collective body of tourists and a British “reception” of Rome.  Oftentimes, 
readers switched back and forth between sources, mingling education and pleasure in ways that 
might have made professional historians uncomfortable.  Late-Victorian urban spectators 
accessed history in an increasingly personal way, enchanted by the many moments in time.   
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DEBUNKING REPUBLICAN ROME 
 
 
In 1872, John Moore Capes railed against the new generation of “desillusionné” 
historians.  These included professional historians, university and school teachers, and a host of 
“formidable young ladies… now threatening to beat their brothers in the contest of learning.  For 
Capes, not only were they “unpleasant,” but they were “eminently un-historical,” relentlessly 
flippant with the word “myth.”1  They approached the past with an “iconoclastic 
spirit…demolish[ing] the legendary history of remote ages solely for the pleasure of demolishing 
it.”  This new generation of historians were inflicting grave cultural damage— “every old belief 
is breaking up around us. Everything is turning out to be a ‘myth.’”2  
The history in question was the history of ancient Rome—in particular, murky stories of 
the city’s foundation.  Britons knew that Rome emerged from seven hilltop developments, the 
seed of Western Civilization, miraculously flowering into a great empire.  They imagined the 
Palatine Hill as a critical place, where “fell by chance the seed of that tree whose mighty 
branches covered the whole world.”3  Mid-Victorian Britons declared the history of Rome 
“synonymous with the history of the world.”4  Many believed its history had “not yet reached its 
end…it is out of Rome that all modern history takes its source.”5  The growing British Empire 
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seemed destined to take up the mantle from Rome, both its republican ideals and its powerful 
world-empire.   
In the eighteenth century, every educated British boy was taught about Rome’s origins, 
confident that Romulus and Remus, fratricidal twins raised by a she-wolf, founded the city.  The 
story had been handed down in Titus Livius’ Ab Urbe Condita, along with accounts of the 
Sabines, Horatius, Brutus, Cincinnatus, Virginia and Coriolanus.  Accordng to Livy, who 
chronicled Roman history from its foundation through the reign of Augustus, early Rome was 
ruled over by a succession of seven kings.  Livy’s stories loomed large in eighteenth-century 
British culture.  By 1769, even those unable to decipher Latin could read Livy’s tales in Oliver 
Goldsmith’s A History of Rome from the Earliest Times.  A special abridged edition of 
Goldsmith, designed for schoolchildren, appeared in 1782.  Reproduced yearly, it became the 
standard textbook for over a century. But by 1872, Capes found himself doing battle with a 
school of modern historians who claimed that a “large portion of the first book of Livy is to be 
set down as totally valueless… Nobody knows anything about the real facts.”  Capes was not the 
only one angered by this assertion.  Although these historians argued it was “a mistake to 
imagine that we know anything at all about the real origin and growth of Rome in its earliest 
days,” Livy’s stories continued to possess cultural capital in Britain.6   
Roman culture reflected those ideals of beauty and truth celebrated in the 
Enlightenment’s neoclassical aesthetics.  Following the settlement of the Glorious Revolution, 
Britons liked to draw analogies between the stability of their own political system and that of the 
Roman Republic.  The classical world provided a set of “cultural absolutes” and “standards of 
                                               




value and conduct” for British elites.7   Familiarity with Roman culture indicated political and 
artistic refinement, traditionally accessible only to those privileged young men who began 
learning Latin in grammar school.  A classical education maintained a social identity for the male 
aristocracy and supported an emerging “noble/bourgeois alliance…as the basis of the Victorian 
gentlemanly elite.”8   The standard classical education was capped by the Grand Tour—a survey 
of continental cities culminating in Rome.  Once in Rome, eighteenth-century British travelers 
navigated the city through the lens of ancient texts, establishing a pattern of touristic 
consumerism that generations of tourists sought to emulate throughout the nineteenth century.   
However, eighteenth-century British engagements with Roman history became more 
difficult to imitate over the course of the nineteenth century.   The history of early Rome, part of 
eighteenth-century Britain’s cultural capital, was turned to myth, de-stabilized in the 1830s-40s 
when philologists and historians challenged the validity of ancient texts and discredited favorite 
Roman legends.  When Victorian historians challenged ancient sources, eroding classical 
authority, a new generation of readers and tourists in Rome had to adapt.  Many, like Capes, 
looked for ways to hold on to Livy’s traditional history.  After all, if, as Capes put it, “it is 
difficult to say where the fictions and the facts begin,” why not choose to believe traditional 
sources?9  In the 1860s, opposing the philologists, British (and Italian) archaeologists began to 
search for ways to support Livy’s narratives, coming to the aid of those clinging to early Rome.  
Archaeology was a new field of study, its borders more fluid, inviting women and other outsiders 
from the traditional university setting.10  Stephen L. Dyson and T.P. Wiseman reveal that the 
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lines between amateur and professional archaeologists became blurred.  Unlike France or 
Germany, Britain had no official archaeological institute in Rome.  Wiseman’s study of amateur 
British archaeologist, Welbore St. Clair Baddeley, illuminates how amateurs became self-
fashioned “professionals,” actively translating Roman discoveries for the British press while 
guiding British tourists through excavation sites.11  Compared to philology, archaeology did not 
require years of training in Latin in order to understand historical evidence.  Furthermore, it dealt 
in material artifacts that appealed to the consumer public.  As such, competing scholarly 
authorities invited consumers to choose a side and make sense of Roman history following their 
own instincts and desires.  This led to a sort of historical “relativity”—the legends were 
pleasurable and important, whether or not they were true.  In the eighteenth century, British 
tourists in Rome had found pleasure in authenticating their own experiences by aligning them 
with ancient voices.12  By the end of the nineteenth century, when tourists no longer had 
unimpeded confidence in traditional Roman history, pleasure was found in one’s imagination of 
the past. 
 
I. Augustan England and the Age of the Grand Tour  
The eighteenth-century Grand Tour was a performance ritual.  Members of the ruling 
class traveled with a predetermined itinerary, visiting the same sites and marveling at the same 
works of art.  Its purpose was educational, but it was also an act of conspicuous consumption. 
The Grand Tour offered travelers a chance to become one of the “rising number of 
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connoisseurs,” fostering a link between “the superior classes of Britain with their counterparts on 
the Continent” (and a consequent sense of “common responsibility for the welfare of Europe as a 
whole”).  It also provided opportunities to sow one’s wild oats.13  In Rome, British tourists 
influenced art production and archaeological practices.  There, a tourist industry emerged, 
supporting and perpetuating Grand Tour behaviors well into the nineteenth century.  In the 
eighteenth century, these travelers prized classical ideals and aesthetics.  However, in the early 
nineteenth century, continental turmoil and Romantic aesthetics converged to alter tourist 
practices.  Elite travelers were drawn to ruins and wild landscapes where they might perform acts 
of sensitive introspection. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: “British Gentlemen in Rome” c. 1750 by Katherine Read (1723-1778)14 
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For British travelers, Rome was the pinnacle of the Grand Tour.  Journeying from 
anywhere from one to five years, tourists set out from Calais to Paris and Geneva before crossing 
the Alps and visiting northern Italy.  While one went to Paris for culture and to mingle with 
polite society, one went to Italy to develop taste.15  Once in Italy, these tourists would visit Turin 
or Milan, move down to Florence, Venice and Rome (or vice versa) and sometimes go on to 
Naples.  On the return trip, tourists stopped in Austria, the German Cities, Berlin and 
Amsterdam.  Rome beckoned as the root of all Western Civilization.  It was Rome that overcame 
geographic and religious divides, bequeathing to the future what would become “the arts and the 
arms, the freedom and the institutions…the roads…the language… [and] the laws” of modern 
Europe.  Reverberating values, glory and virtue could be first “traced out in the fire of young 
conception in the Roman writers.”16   
Rome was also prized as a model for British political culture.  In 1759, Oliver Goldsmith 
wrote an essay for The Bee, coining the term “Augustan England.”17  Georgian Britain’s 
“Augustan Age” was marked by “political stability” and “aesthetic triumphs,” much like the 
reign of Emperor Augustus, as recorded by Livy.18   British stability had arrived in 1688 
following decades of revolutionary tumult.  The peace reached by the Glorious Revolution 
established in Britain an ideal republic “anchored in the balance between Crown, nobles, and 
commons.”  Rome provided a “usable past”—an “available set of examples that could be 
deployed to make authorized statements about the present.”  For example, Britain’s social 
contract reined in corruption “by the virtue of its citizenry.”  These virtues were modeled on 
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Roman examples like Cicero, Brutus, Fabricius, Cincinnatus and Cato.19  In Cato’s Letters, a 
widely read collection of essays penned by John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon but attributed to 
Cato, the authors asserted that it was the Freedom and Equality” of Rome’s government that 
allowed such “prodigious Progress” in Roman “learning.”20 
A classical education enabled one to participate in the political discourse, signaling 
privilege and membership in the propertied male elite.  The history of Rome was touted as “the 
most elevating subject of human contemplation”—the very “basis of a liberal and enlightened 
education.”21  Classical lessons required an intensive study of language. Grammar schools 
prepared young men for university by teaching Greek and Latin from an early age.  In addition to 
language, the classical curriculum included an intricate knowledge of canonical texts by ancient 
writers.22  Elite boarding schools were devoted to these texts, preparing their students to enter 
into a university culture built on the classics—a shared “bond of intellectual communion among 
civilized men.”23  Students at these schools did learn ancient history, but secondary to language 
and the rhetorical study of ancient authors.   At less elite institutions, like British charity schools, 
students would rather learn the trades than learn Latin.24  As such, knowledge of Latin became an 
increasingly “effective marker of social status.” 25  Britain’s most prestigious classical scholars 
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were absorbed with the study of language, seeking to establish the authenticity of Greek and 
Latin texts, often leaving “interpretative studies or essays…to the amateurs.”26   
The stories recorded by ancient authors formed a common vocabulary for the British 
ruling class.  Examples from Roman history were frequently called upon in eighteenth-century 
political debates, often as political satire.  For example, in 1713, a theatrical production of 
Addison’s Cato “produced a political sensation,” linking Caesar to the Tories while drawing an 
analogy between the martyred “Republican,” Cato, and the Whigs.   In the 1730-1740s, Court 
Whigs continually attempted to depict Robert Walpole in a positive light as Cicero, as in 
Conyers Middleton’s History of the Life of Marcus Tuillius Cicero (1741).27  The theater was 
also a way of disseminating classical stories to a wider audience.  In the 1750s, theatergoers were 
treated to competing productions of Virginia by Samuel Crisp and Frances Brooke.  And 
Shakespeare’s Coriolanus was performed throughout the Romantic period (over forty times from 
1789-1811).28 
In the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth century these political borrowings and 
theatrical productions were joined by a proliferation of new histories of the Roman Republic.  
Not surprisingly, these works emphasized Rome’s civic virtues.  Adam Ferguson’s History of the 
Progress and Termination of the Roman Republic (1783, 1799) focused on Roman morals and 
sociological organization.29  Henry Bankes wrote about Roman political virtue in The Civil and 
Constitutional History of Rome, from its Foundation to the Age of Augustus (1818).  For 
children, there was Richard Johnson’s New Roman history, from the Foundation of Rome to the 
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End of the Commonwealth (1770) and William Godwin’s History of Rome (1809).30 These 
student-works also emphasized Roman morality.  Johnson addressed his to “young ladies and 
gentlemen” and implored his young readers to remember to “reflect nicely on the characters” as 
they met with the “rewards of virtue, and the punishments of vice.”31  However, none of these 
were able to replace Oliver Goldsmith’s classic Roman History (1769).  Well into the nineteenth 
century, at Rugby school, the first lesson of each week was either scripture, English history or 
Goldsmith’s History of Rome.32  These simplified texts exposed brought Livy’s stories into the 
lives of British students as morality tales for children.  For example, in the story of Virginia, an 
innocent, chaste woman is assaulted by a corrupt official, warning of the threat of corruption 
against Roman honor.  Virginia’s father murders his own daughter to prevent her enslavement, 
an act of devotion to the principle of liberty (Figure 1.2). 
 
Figure 1.2: Illustration of Virginia from Dr. Goldsmith’s Roman History: Abridged.33  
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For those able to embark on a Grand Tour, Rome promised to bring childhood lessons to 
life.  Travel to Rome would be mediated by well-worn ancient texts, formal guidebooks, 
accompanying tutors and Italian tour guides (cicerone).   This was a pleasure unique to Rome.  
In Venice, physical pleasures reigned, “exotic in a way that the remainder of northern Italy could 
not hope to be.”34  Gibbon remembered it for “some hours of astonishment and some days of 
disgust.”35  Throughout the eighteenth century few visitors stayed in Venice for more than a 
couple of weeks.  Florence had a unique “capacity to charm” largely because unlike Rome, it did 
not carry “the burden of unfulfilled expectations…Florence was not a city whose buildings were 
familiar through the visual record.”36  But Rome was home to classical civilization, and a 
journey to Rome could not be cut short.   Travel was seasonal—many aimed to arrive in time for 
Lent, Carnivale and Holy Week (included including “Girandole”—the annual Easter fireworks at 
Castel Sant’Angelo).37  The average stay in Rome from 1714-1740 was 84 nights.38   
British youth in Rome were there with a purpose—to walk the steps of Livy and 
Caesar—to experience match the lessons they had learned in their books.  Byron was in Rome 
“for Tully’s voice, and Virgil’s lay/ And Livy’s pictured page!”  This was what mattered in 
Rome, “all beside—decay.”39  Most shirked modern Italian culture, irritated when the comforts 
of home were unavailable.  One tourist was grateful for those “kind English predecessors” who 
taught her Italian innkeeper to properly prepare “bacon and cabbage, boiled mutton (and) bread 
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puddings,” as she could not stand another serving of Roman “livers and gizzards…sailing after 
each other in a muddy pool.”40 These travelers ignored most Italians, instead keeping company 
with the British “colony,” accepting invitations from diplomats, introductions at court and visits 
from other members of British high society.   
To help young travelers remain focused, parents sent their sons in the company of a 
“governor,” often a clergyman, “classically educated and prepared to open his young charge’s 
eyes to the glories of antiquity.”41  Some took courses such as those offered by the antiquarian 
James Byres (1734-1817).  His “lasted six weeks and was regarded as hard work.”42  Others 
studied with private tutors.  In September 1749, Lord Chesterfield advised his son to be 
disciplined “studying six hours uninterruptedly with Mr. Harte, every morning,” and only 
passing evenings with “the best company of Rome.”43  British travelers showed “little interest in 
archaeological discoveries or in anything that did not have a literary association.”44  But in Rome 
history might become very real.    
As Richard Lassels remarked in his influential guidebook Voyage to Italy (1670), “no 
man understands Livy and Caesar so well as the one who has touched the ground they trod.”45   
This was an enduring principle.  Nearly a century later, Edward Gibbon was transformed by his 
first experience of Rome.  He remembered: “After a sleepless night, I trod with a lofty step the 
ruins of the Forum; each memorable spot where Romulus stood, or Tully spoke, or Caesar fell, 
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was at once present to my eye; and several days of intoxication were lost or enjoyed before I 
could descend to a cool and minute investigation.”46  Likewise, when Col. Montgomery Maxwell 
was in Rome in 1814, he also described himself in a sort of feverish state, the many sites of the 
city “heating” his imagination as he wandered about on an empty stomach, his mind “crowding” 
with “deeds of glory and names of renown;” All of his “little book-lore” had been stirred up into 
a “kind of classic olla porida (Spanish stew).”47  The city of Rome was a “giant illustrated 
companion to Roman history,” a place that British guidebooks described as a “cabinet of 
curiosities.” 48  Rome was an embarrassment of riches, one that British travelers sorted through 
with the help of proscribed itineraries and guidebooks.  In the early-eighteenth century, the most 
influential guidebooks included Lassels’ Voyage to Italy along with Giacomo Barri’s The 
Painter’s Voyage of Italy (trans. & published in London 1691) and Maximilien Mission’s A New 
Voyage to Italy (trans. & published in London 1695).  These works listed monuments and 
paintings, introducing “the notion of ‘connoisseurship.’”49  In 1705, John Addison published his 
immensely popular Remarks on Italy—an account of his own Grand Tour in which the classical 
authors became his guide.   He borrowed from them in 141 direct quotations.  Addison’s work 
became so fashionable that it reappeared in at least thirteen editions by 1800.  With Addison in 
hand, generations of British visitors in Rome would authenticate their own experiences by 
aligning them with ancient voices.50   
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In 1777, when Lady Anna Riggs Miller visited the Lupa Capitolina in Rome, she was 
especially excited because “according to historians” and confirming the ancient account found in 
Cicero, it was the very same statue that had been struck with lightning “at the instant Brutus 
stabbed Caesar.”51  The statue’s damaged paw was clearly evidence of a lightning strike (Figure 
1.3).  Samuel Sharp knew about the Tarpeian rock, an execution site of the Roman Republic, 
made famous in Livy’s book about the Sabines (Figure 1.3).  He was pleased to find it still intact, 
capable of posing “the greatest danger” to a man’s bones should he “be thrown from it.”  Sharp 
wondered, fleetingly, if it were high enough to break his neck with “certainty,” before 
concluding that the ground surface of modern Rome must have risen over time.52  When Martin 
Sherlock visited Italy in 1781, he found it most marvelous that each step he trod had been “the 
subject of a description of some great poet, or the scene of some famous action, transmitted to 
posterity by a celebrity historian.”  He found it most thrilling to picture Caesar deciding “the fate 
of Rome” as he passed the Rubicon, imagining him in death at the base of Pompey’s statue.53  
Sherlock knew about Caesar’s death at the statue not only through Goldsmith’s Roman History 
for children, but also through Shakespeare.  He enjoyed imagining a Shakespearian Caesar, 
“covering his head, and spreading his robe before him, in order to fall with greater decency.”54  
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Figure 1.3: The Lupa Capitolina and an eighteenth-century view of the Tarpeian Rock by Francis Towne.55 
 
Roman guides were more than happy to cater to the desires of British tourists.  When 
Colonel Maxwell was in Rome in 1814, he and his party hired a cicerone named Giuseppe 
Sanseverino, a man “well read in Cicero, Pliny, Strabo [and] Juvenal” who often quoted Juvenal 
while pointing out objects of interest.  Sanseverino wore a pinky ring with a cameo of Caesar and 
carried a silver snuff-box decorated with the image of Romulus suckling a wolf.  He pointed out 
sites familiar from Livy, such as the Tarpeian rock and the site from whence Romulus viewed 
“the rape of the Sabine in the valley below.”56   
Many tourists were seeking out the same Livy-like souvenirs sported by Sanseverino.  
These tourists stimulated the art market, purchasing reproductions or original antiques along with 
prints and etchings. Micro-mosaic jewelry and boxes could be found in workshops “clustered in 
the streets around the Spanish Steps.”  One popular subject was The Doves of Pliny, the 
reproduction of a second century A.D. Roman mosaic that had been recovered in 1737 from 
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Hadrian’s villa near Tivoli.57  In this way, tourist demand stimulated fledgling Roman 
archaeology in the eighteenth century.  Engraved gems that copied ancient intaglios were also 
popular—many were brought back to England “and set as rings in oval gold ‘Roman’ settings.”58  
Others purchased miniature models of Roman architectural sites made from cork.  Richard Du 
Bourg’s collection of such models became a popular exhibition in London from 1799 to 1819.59   
 
 
Figure 1.4: Cork model of the Temple of Vesta (c. 1810) and “Doves of Pliny” micro-mosaic from the 
workshop of Giacomo Raffaelli. (1779)60 
 
British tourists also provided an early market for archaeological artifacts, stimulated by 
the eighteenth-century interest in collecting.  The papacy catered to tourists by expanding its 
antiquity collections and building the Pio-Clementino Museum, hoping to bolster a more 
“humanistic image” of itself to “counter the Enlightenment attacks on the church.”61  Many went 
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shopping for items to imitate what they saw on display in Rome’s great collections.  In 1776, 
Edward Southwell Junior spent £150 on five marble tables, two landscapes of ruins and a little 
suite of brass medals and £50 on prints of modern and antique Rome, two or three fans and two 
or three cameos.62  In 1772, Thomas Mansel’s purchases included “vases in porphyry and 
alabaster, antique rings in cameo and intaglio, and clay copies of ancient sculptures in Roman 
collections.”63  Some visitors commissioned their own portraits painted in “elevating poses in 
Classical surroundings,” hoping that like the great Romans, they might leave their own “mark on 
history.”64  Prints of views were common “and in Rome a whole class of artists worked 
exclusively for the tourist trade.  Called ‘scarpellini,’ they depended on seasonal work related to 
visitor patterns.”65    
While eighteenth-century tourism centered on education and acquisition as markers of 
cultural status, these practices began to change in the early nineteenth century.  The rise of 
Romanticism elevated emotion, folk culture and the ruinous landscape in a way that differed 
from earlier models of travel.  British tourists reappraised Roman deterioration, now finding 
beauty in the decay.  Furthermore, the French Revolution and Napoleonic wars cut off British 
tourists from the Continent for two decades.  Symbols of the Roman Republic had been adopted 
by French Jacobins, rendering them ineffective as a model of British political stability.66  When 
travel resumed, more women, families, older and professional travelers made the journey, along 
the traditional horde of aristocratic young men.  A growing number of British writers arrived in 
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Rome searching for material to write “fashionably romantic sketches of foreign life and 
scenery.”67   Literature and poetry such as Madame de Staël’s Corrine; or Italy (1807) and 
Samuel Rogers’s narrative poem, Italy (1828) began to serve as popular substitutes for travel 
guides.   
Some British tourists tried to hew to the practices of the eighteenth-century Grand Tour 
while others embraced a new mode of Romantic tourism.  Whereas travelers brought up on 
Goldsmith went to Rome with Livy in hand to affirm prepossessed knowledge and appreciation, 
Romantic travelers sought novel and immediate emotional experiences.  Elite travelers made an 
effort to distinguish themselves from mere tourists—people Byron referred to as a “parcel of 
staring boobies, who go about gaping” in Rome.  British guidebooks still insisted that “Virgil, 
and Horace, Cicero and Livy…occupy a corner in every carriage.”68  But for Byron and other 
Romantics, these ““Starke- or Invalid- or Forsyth- or Eustace or Hobhouse travelers- as they are 
called according to their manual” failed to personally and poetically commune with the past.69  In 
1826, one Romantic traveler, Mrs. Jameson, avoided reading Corinne while in Italy, fearing it 
might overwhelm her, awakening sympathies and stimulating depression.70 
Romantic tourists brought newfound appreciation to ancient Ruins and local folk 
cultures.  Ruins ignited the imagination, fueled by ongoing archaeological research. The 1738 
discovery of Herculaneum and the 1748 discovery of Pompeii made the ancient world more 
accessible, popularized excavations and contributed to the rising export of ancient artifacts.  In 
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the early nineteenth century, the French dominated the archaeological scene, spearheading 
excavations around the Arch of Titus and the Forum of Trajan, clearing away the build-up of 
subsequent centuries in pursuit of ancient remains.  The French program of “cleaning and 
beautification…had transformed the appearance of the Coliseum, the Forum and other of the 
most notable monuments.”  This was more than a search for ancient statues.  Instead, 
archaeologists were beginning to produce knowledge, searching for the “location of lost 
buildings.”71   
Romantic travelers were beginning to pay more attention to the inhabitants of Rome, 
passing increasingly detailed comment on their diet, dress, occupations, morals, pastimes and 
superstitions.72  Archaeological discoveries illuminating ways of life in the ancient world further 
nourished this Romantic turn, prompting people to think about ancient cities themselves as a 
whole, as opposed to a space for the housing of antique objects.   Early nineteenth-century 
British tourists began to attend archeological lectures by Carlo Fea, the papal antiquary who 
cleared the Coliseum, or Antonio Nibby at the University of Rome.  By 1834, Edward Bulwer-
Lytton’s immensely successful The Last Days of Pompeii, demonstrated the continuing appeal of 
archaeology in the popular imagination.  And “by 1838 the number of people visiting annually 
had increased to 7,000.”73     
Romantic principles altered historical writing as well.  The Romantic historian aimed to 
“breathe the atmosphere of the past, think in its mental categories.”74  This was the approach 
taken by German historian Barthold Georg Niebuhr in his Römische Geschichte (Roman History, 
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1812/1828).  Niebuhr sought to uncover the history and mentality of the earliest Romans through 
a study of their poetry and language.  This Romantic historical approach occupied a transitional 
stage in Britain, on the way to more “professional” historiography.  Many historians who 
followed had little interest in Romanticism but put Niebuhr to new uses.  For example, Thomas 
Arnold promoted Niebuhr as “the founder of scientific studies in the Classics,” while Henry Hart 
Milman turned Niebuhr’s methods towards a critical investigation of biblical history.75 Most of 
all, Niebuhr’s critical-philological approach to early Rome left a crucial legacy, discrediting 
much of Livy’s history, transmitted to generations of British students through Goldsmith.   
 
II. Niebuhr and the Historiographical Debates 
In the late-eighteenth century, Louis de Beaufort was the only scholar to challenge Livy’s 
account of Roman history, a challenge easily dismissed by British scholars.76  But in 1828, when 
Niebuhr issued a similar challenge, a maelstrom erupted.77  A slew of scholars beginning with 
Thomas Arnold embraced Niebuhr’s methodology, his principles eventually absorbed into 
popular works like Thomas Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome (1848) and revised editions of 
Goldsmith.   However, the backlash against Niebuhr was equally fierce.  Niebuhr challenged the 
truthfulness of canonical texts in British culture, tapping into similar anxieties about Biblical 
criticism in the Victorian “age of doubt.”  Furthermore, knowledge of classical culture persisted 
as a sign of elitism in Britain.  A burgeoning Victorian bourgeoisie, eager to don the markers of 
the upper class, looked forward to their own Grand Tour with Livy in hand, a less pleasurable 
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affair once Livy had been dethroned by Niebuhr.  A large number of British readers and tourists 
found a way to hold on to traditional Roman stories, eventually finding their position reaffirmed 
by late-nineteenth century archaeologists.   
Niebuhr read Livy as a Romantic.  With “his critical scholarship disengaged,” what he 
saw was the ancient poetry that had been passed on for generations in oral tradition.78  He 
understood Livy’s work as a guide or a map but not as a fact in and of itself.  Like other ancient 
authors, Livy’s history provided “pictures of a part of the living universe which could not be 
directly approached.”79   When Niebuhr began to write his history of Rome, Livy was a starting 
point.80  But when Niebuhr asked what sources Livy had used, he sparked a new direction.  He 
imagined these sources— “the titles, even the words of a whole cycle of lays; and from those 
lays, in turn, he deduced the character of the society which created them: the popular, 
conservative republic of Rome.”81 Livy did not record fact, but rather he had “produce[d] an 
image of the objects” he represented.82  
Niebuhr worked with what he called a “ballad method.”  In order to sort fact from myth, 
he tried to reconstruct oral traditions by comparing multiple accounts of early Rome, paying 
close attention to language.  For Niebuhr, this combination of instinct and expertise was the route 
to historical truth.83  Refusing to accept the validity of early Roman legends on the word of Livy 
alone, Niebuhr relied on educated inferences, drawing on his own expert knowledge of Roman 
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culture.  He then used whatever ancient poetry he could find to begin to distinguish between fact 
and legend.84  His method supposed the historian to be uniquely skilled at research with an 
unparalleled instinct for the past.  
Niebuhr concluded that in his own enlightened age, the “sphere of the human mind” had 
become “so enlarged...people…could no more believe in the Roman history as they found it.”85  
As he set about dismantling Livy’s seminal work, he argued that Roman history should be 
approached as three distinct historical periods—the poetical/mythical era (ranging from the city’s 
foundation through the reign of its first two kings), the mythico-historical period (or the first 
fourteen years of the Republic) and the historical period (beginning with the first secession of the 
plebeians in 494 B.C).86   Niebuhr argued that no historical evidence existed to validate the any 
stories from its earliest period— “Livy himself says that the old records of history had perished 
in the Gallic conflagration” (of 390 BC), and both Cicero and Livy “complain of the 
falsifications which crept from…panegyrics into Roman history.”87  Only a sensitive and well-
trained modern historian could bridge the gap between the known and unknown in Roman 
history.  Indeed, Niebuhr was praised for his “strong common sense, and…practical habit of 
mind, which enabled him to discriminate historical truth from all that savoured of the 
marvellous.”  It was a true “poetical imagination” that enabled Niebuhr to detect “with unerring 
instinct the fabrications of fraudulent chroniclers.”88  As such, while eighteenth-century classical 
scholars had prized grammar and translation, Niebuhr successfully shifted the emphasis to 
interpretation.   
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Niebuhr reached his first British readers in the city of Rome itself, in a circle of British 
Romantics interested in philology, theology and historiography.  There, brothers Julius and 
Augustus Hare networked with a circle of expatriate artists, poets and scholars.  Julius Hare and 
Connop Thirwall, his friend from Trinity College, Cambridge, were followers of Coleridge, one 
of the first to introduce the idea of German Higher Criticism into British circles.  Higher 
Criticism, a form of biblical scholarship developed by German liberal theologian, Friedrich 
Schleiermacher (1768-1835), subjected the bible to literary and historical scrutiny.89  While the 
bible had always been read as a “self-legitimizing text,” its authority was now “reassigned to the 
world of human beings.”90  Like other Romantics, Hare and Thirlwall “wished to relocate 
religion in the individual and revive the importance of the subjective.”  Hare was among the first 
to “discover” Niebuhr.  He had lived in Weimar for a period and spoke German.  In 1816, he 
encouraged Thirlwall to learn German as well by studying Neibuhr.  The two friends maintained 
close ties with classical tutors at Cambridge, returning there to establish a periodical Philological 
Museum.91  For them, Niebuhr’s revolutionary approach to classical history encouraged a 
reinterpretation of the bible “on the basis of historical and philological scholarship.”92  In fact, 
years later, when Julius Hare’s nephew, guidebook author Augustus J.C. Hare thought about his 
uncle, one thing was clear—“Uncle Julius had five popes,” one of whom was Niebuhr.93 
Like Higher Criticism, Niebuhr’s philological approach to history “forced the classical 
scholar’s attention to the internal structures of words and the empirical nature of texts,” along 
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with “a heighted self-consciousness about…the various ways in which scholars mediated 
between historical records and their representations of historical reality.”94  Hare went on to 
introduce educator and historian Thomas Arnold to Niebuhr’s ideas, personally encouraging him 
to learn German so that he might read Niebuhr as well.  In 1825, Arnold wrote one of the 
“earliest and most influential” reviews of Niebuhr’s work for the Quarterly Review.95  Three 
years later, Hare and Thirlwall published an English translation of Niebuhr’s Römische 
Geschichte (1828-33).  Although the work had not been widely read prior to their translation, it 
now circulated broadly among British historians.96  In early reviews, Niebuhr was attacked as a 
radical and sceptic, both politically and intellectually.  His work was said to have challenged the 
“dignity of the classics,” detracting “from the notion that ancient texts are hallowed depositories 
of knowledge.”97  Hare responded with A Vindication of Niebuhr’s History of Rome from the 
Charges of the Quarterly Review, pointing out that “Niebuhr took occasion to contrast the 
conduct of the Romans with that of the French in their Revolution…never did it enter the heads 
of the Romans to beggar themselves of their rich inheritance of laws and recollections.”98  
The possibility of fusing classical scholarship and Higher Criticism influenced a 
generation of liberal Anglican or “Broad church” historians such as Thomas Arnold.99  Broad-
Church thinkers believed that spirituality should replace literal belief in the bible, arguing that 
the bible “contains factual errors here and there, but…the account of Israelite history presented 
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in the Bible is basically trustworthy.”100   Here, they adopted the major tenets of German critics.  
Because they were open to biblical criticism, liberal Anglicans were able apply critical reading to 
other canonical texts, like Livy.  Just as Broad-Church thinkers admitted biblical inaccuracies 
while insisting on its overall truth, Arnold argued that Niebuhr was correct to challenge Livy, 
although Livy’s history was also ultimately truthful in its way.  As one critic explained, for 
followers of Niebuhr, Livy’s stories might have gotten a little “mixed up,” but “nothing” could 
“ever hope…to separate them from truth.”101  While Niebuhr subjected Livy’s authority to the 
enquiry of modern man, Arnold and others like him made Niebuhr palatable to the British 
reading public. 
Arnold argued that Niebuhr had in fact saved the stories of Early Rome, pointing out that 
many had doubted the truth of those stories even before Niebuhr came along, but “continued to 
read, and to quote, and to believe” Livy’s legends because most readers preferred not to “leave 
so large a blank in their course of historical study.”  Arnold praised Niebuhr for accepting 
responsibility as an historian, resolutely examining “every ancient author in whose works 
anything was to be found,” even those sources to which no one else “had ever thought of 
looking…for information with respect to Roman history.”  For Arnold, this was “the only 
method by which a real knowledge of Roman history [could] ever be obtained.”102  He was 
determined, in his own history writing, to follow Niebuhr’s lead and “practice his master art of 
doubting rightly and believing rightly”103  Unfortunately, Niebuhr’s writing style led Arnold to 
believe “that his work was not likely to be generally popular in England.”104  Hare encouraged 
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readers to stick with Niebuhr by “training” their own “understanding.”  Niebuhr’s mind was 
simply “too rapid and vehement and redundant to flow along in lucid transparence.”  As Hare put 
it: just as “Tacitus could not write like Cesar [sic], Niebuhr could not write like Goldsmith.”105  
Arnold, on the other hand, was determined to share Niebuhr’s “discoveries and remarkable 
wisdom…by putting them into a form more adapted to…common taste.”106  
In Arnold’s History of Rome, he included even those early stories that Niebuhr had 
discarded as false.  To work around the matter of “fact,” he changed his narrative tone, 
explaining that the “affectation” of an “antiquated style” would remind even the “most careless 
reader” that “they were legends and not history.”107  When Archibald Alison reviewed Arnold’s 
work for the conservative Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, he noted Arnold’s efforts to 
preserve the “exquisite beauty” of the early Roman annals, but concluded that this “quaint style” 
was no match for the original “rich coloring and graphic hand of Livy.”  Furthermore, Alison 
accused Arnold of trying to sound “something like the Bible,” moving treacherously close to 
implying Bible stories were equally unknowable.108 
While Niebuhr could “never rival…the fascinating pages of Livy,” possessing “no 
charms for the great mass of readers,” Arnold’s history went a long way in disseminating 
Niebuhr’s ideas.109  A new generation of schoolbooks began to include Niebuhr and Arnold’s 
modern scholarship.  Thomas Keightley authored a series of textbooks used at Arnold’s Rugby 
School.  His Roman history was widely praised.  As one reviewer noted, “One used to read 
Goldsmith as a sort of story book, but in this volume, there is really as much of the feeling and 
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tone of scholarship as an elementary work will admit.”110  Goldsmith’s standard children’s 
history of Rome, based largely on Livy, faced increasing scrutiny.  Macaulay accused Goldsmith 
of “strange blunders,” arguing he “knew nothing with accuracy.”  Without “any elaborate 
research, by merely selecting, abridging and translating into his own clear, pure and flowing 
language, what he found in books well known to the world, but too bulky or too dry for boys and 
girls.”111  Over time, the adaptation of scholarly research for popular and young audiences 
became a booming field.  Goldsmith faced market competition from new children’s works such 
as Gray’s History of Rome for Young Persons (1847) and Mr. Newman’s Regal Rome: An 
Introduction to Roman History (1852).  Mrs. Gray was praised for her familiarity with all ancient 
and modern scholarly writers, and especially for her womanly ability to select and judiciously 
compile.112  Newman’s text adapted Niebuhr’s research, making it more accessible through 
imaginative color and scenery.113  
Eventually Goldsmith had to adapt.  Revised editions of the text continued to insist that  
 “the legendary traditions collected by the historians are, however, the best guides that we can 
now follow;” but acknowledged the impact of Niebuhr’s scholarship.  The preface to William 
Pinnock’s 1834 edition informed students that “the researches of Niebuhr and several other 
distinguished German scholars have thrown a new light on Roman History,” admitting that the 
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nature of the contest (between patricians and plebeians) may…have been wholly misunderstood 
before the publication of Niebuhr's work.”  The new and improved Goldsmith promised to 
introduce students to critical scholarship.  The “extensive learning” required to keep up with 
Niebuhr had rendered him “useless to junior students in this country.”  But with the new 
Goldsmith in hand, students would be able to understand “the uncertain nature of the early 
history” and become accustomed to “the nature of historical evidence.”  This edition of 
Goldsmith reached beyond Livy and turned to modern authorities like Heeren and Cramer on 
geography, Keightely on Roman religion and Koch on “the account of the barbarians.”114 
By the mid-Victorian era, a broader reading audience was exposed to classical history.  
History writing proliferated, increasingly specialized, targeting particular audiences. The 
departure from Livy's authoritative narrative and the splintering of consensus continued as 
traditional scholarly histories and student histories were joined by women’s histories, comic 
histories, antiquarian histories, art histories, religious histories, economic histories and more.  
New history audiences took in the classical world at museums, by reading historical novels, and 
through travel.  Most sought to access Rome for the cultural cachet it had provided previous 
generations of Britons.  In 1851, when a lifelike model of Rome made a multi-city tour across 
Britain, visitors behaved just like eighteenth-century travelers who had toured Rome itself with 
Addison in hand. As one attendee reported, “scarcely a pathway or edifice is enclosed within the 
venerable walls that does not bring to mind the recollection of some great event—some exploit 
of valour, or some deed of medieval darkness.”115  They reportedly continued to find pleasure in 
Rome primarily as a visual manifestation of childhood lessons. 
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 As readers, these consumers were less willing to bend with modern historiographical 
trends.  Some attacked Niebuhr on a religious basis. 116  Others argued that when it came to early 
Rome, the overwhelming consensus of ancient authorities was evidence enough.  As a critic in 
The Gentleman’s Magazine explained: “all ancient commentators have followed on the same 
side…[and] the information given us on these matters by Polybius…Appian Livy, Dionysius… 
Tacitus, [and] Pliny…is, in its general drift and import, to be greatly depended upon.”  Ancient 
writers were likely more accurate than Niebuhr, living “incomparably nearer to the time,” 
probably drawing upon “many collateral sources which no longer exist.”  The critic wondered: 
“are we to suppose that M. Niebuhr has discovered, amidst the recesses of Germany…inedited 
manuscripts and memorials which had escaped the penetration of Tacitus, or of Pliny or of 
Caesar?”117 
Niebuhr had no monopoly on historical “instinct.”  In 1855, British statesman and critic 
Sir George Cornewall Lewis launched an attack on Niebuhr for using a “defective method,” 
accusing him of writing history “by an occult faculty of historical divination.”  Nevertheless, 
Lewis agreed with Niebuhr’s healthy “spirit of skeptical inquiry.”  Ancient sources, like Livy, 
had to be challenged—there were no eye-witness accounts of Rome’s foundation.  Lewis insisted 
that “historical evidence, like judicial evidence, is founded on the testimony of credible 
witnesses.”  He saw no reason to treat all ancient authors as “equally credible.”  But while 
Niebuhr had attempted to fill in the gaps about early Rome, Lewis argued that it was, in truth, 
impossible to do so: even “ingenuity and labour can produce nothing but hypotheses and 
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conjectures.”  If history became guesswork, “each successive writer will reject all or some of the 
guesses of his predecessors and will propose some new hypotheses of his own,” dooming 
scholarship to “perpetually revolve in the same hopeless circle.”118 
If Niebuhr had delivered a powerful strike against the beloved stories of early Rome, 
Lewis followed with another crippling blow.  In 1862, historian Frederic Harrison echoed Lewis’ 
conclusions when he praised Livy as a “delightful story teller,” but warned readers not to “trust 
his authority; he has no pretense to critical judgement or the philosophic mind.”  For Harrison, 
Livy was “almost ostentatiously indifferent to…fact or chronological reality,” favoring 
“picturesque…narrative without any regard to truth.”  Even worse, he seemed “too idle to 
consult the authentic records within reach.”119  What were readers and tourists to make of this?  
John Moore Capes found it “an abominable thing that they should go about hitting right and left 
and smashing truths and errors together.”  Why should British readers throw themselves 
“abjectly at the feet of those destructives who…treat the whole history of the foundation of 
Rome as if it were a legend…and evolve a new theory as to the origin of the great Roman 
republic out of the depths of their own consciousness?”120   
In 1868, Thomas Dyer set out to reclaim early Rome in his History of the Kings of 
Rome.121  Dyer argued that Livy should be accepted at face value, as he must have had access to 
primary sources from Rome’s regal period. But Dyer’s claims were quickly challenged by 
historian John Seeley, who since 1864 had been preparing a critical edition of Livy and was 
about to assume the Regius Chair of Modern History at Cambridge.  A debate ensued via 
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correspondence in The Athenaeum.  Like Lewis, Seeley argued that Livy and Niebuhr’s histories 
both “rested on degrees of probability”—neither were verifiable.122  As for “the facts for which 
Mr. Dyer struggles so manfully, whether there was a man called Romulus,” it was “really as 
unimportant as [it was] unknowable.”123 Seeley’s position represented a growing consensus 
amongst professional historians.  By 1876 when Charles Merivale published his General History 
of Rome, his readers were assured that unlike “the eccentric sect which looks on Romulus as a 
real man suckled by a real wolf,” Merivale did not “believe the legends.”124  The legends of 
early Rome simply could not be verified. 
This was a less than satisfying conclusion for many readers.  Dyer, Capes and others like 
them wanted to rescue early Rome “from oblivion, and to undo… the work of destruction to 
which almost all recent historians of Rome have devoted themselves.”125 After all, Livy’s history 
was still crucial to a classical curriculum which underpinned British political debate.  In 1850, 
Castlereagh’s gag acts were likened to the “impious desire of the Roman tyrant.”  One opponent 
advocated abolishing all taxes on paper, making it possible for more readers to imaginatively 
“tread with lofty steps the ruins of the Forum; each memorable spot where Tully spoke, or 
Caesar fell.”126 And when Chartist leader Feargus O’Connor argued for land reform, he cited an 
account of Rome under Romulus from Rev. John Adam’s The Roman History: From the 
Foundation of Rome to the Subversion of the Eastern Empire (1819). O’Connor called for 
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Britain to adhere to the values of the Roman Republic which provided for its peasantry.  By 
using a text preferred by “Oxonians,” he hoped to be heard by the ruling classes.127  A consensus 
about ancient Rome had long been used in service of education, imparting a set of moral, 
political and aesthetic values.  But modern scholarship seemed to posit that knowledge of the 
ancient world could never be absolute.  History became an ephemeral construct.  After reading 
Liddell’s History of Rome (1856), one reviewer mused that “additions of this kind, made by one 
able man, will be destroyed by another.”128  Yet, while scholars demoted history to myth, many 
readers and travelers found ways around the new historiography, clinging to earlier accounts of 
ancient Rome.   
The relationship between history and fiction was already very intertwined for a 
generation of readers brought up on the historical fiction of Sir Walter Scott.  Scott’s work 
inspired Thomas Babington Macaulay—a serious historian who prized a literary style, hoping to 
appeal to a broad audience. His histories “quite overcame among the booksellers the careful 
scholarship of...Thomas Arnold.”  Arnold might have “had the making of a new historical 
method,” but “it was Macaulay who reached the readers.”129   Like Niebuhr, Scott was obsessed 
with folkloric and oral traditions, collecting and recording oral ballads.130   Beginning with his 
first epic poem, The Lay of the Last Minstrel (1805), he turned his eye on vanishing Scotland, not 
as a scholar, instead as “an imaginative historian who used his evidence not to document but to 
recreate the past,” priming his Victorian audience to receive history as fiction.131  Niebuhr had 
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asserted that Livy’s history was based on fictitious ballads; Macaulay (inspired by Scott) set out 
to imagine and write those ballads.   
In Lays of Ancient Rome (1842), Macaulay plainly reminded readers that “what is called 
the history of the Kings and early Consuls of Rome is to a great extent fabulous,” which “few 
scholars” would “venture to deny.”132  That said, he went on to invent the poetry that might have 
inspired Livy, “imagining the Roman ballads that might have been (Figure 1.5).”  Macaulay’s 
Roman poetry was romantic and attracted readers with a power that “was affective rather than 
based on reason.” He exposed a much broader readership to these classical stories, making them 
emotionally accessible by emphasizing “the familial and the ballad form.”  For example, the 
story of Virginia was told as “an act which roused the people of Rome to resist their oppressors, 
for men must defend the honor of their women, their wives, sisters and daughters.”133 
 
Figure 1.5: Frontispiece and illustration of Virginia’s death from Macualay’s Lays of Ancient Rome (1849 ed.) 
Illustrations by George Scharf. (London: Longman, Brown, Green & Longmans) 
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Archibald Alison concluded that there is likely “the same truth in the Roman legends that 
there is in…Ivanhoe…the characters are not the less founded in the actual manners and spirit of 
the times.”134  Likewise, Frederic Harrison insisted that “where the facts of history are 
impossible to discover, it is something to have epic tales which have moved all later ages.”  Livy 
must be forgiven for his “mythical account…for the beauty and heroic simplicity of the primitive 
legends, and the immortal pictures of the early heroes, kings, chiefs and dictators.  Where the 
facts of history are impossible to discover, it is something to have epic tales which have moved 
all later ages.”135  Historical fiction was a way to keep Livy’s stories alive for a new generation 
of Britons, despite Niebuhr’s powerful takedown.  Macaulay explained Niebuhr’s methods to 
general readers, describing a process by which old ballads eventually became “chronicles” 
consulted, centuries later, by “great historian[s]” like Livy, who were “struck by the lively 
coloring of these ancient fictions.” Historians codified these stores, asserting “as unquestionable 
fact…the inventions of some minstrel.”136  But ancient ballads, like all literature were important 
as a source of moral truth.  They also revealed the mode of thinking of an earlier society, 
valuable as “the history of the thoughts, if not of the deeds of the people.”137  
Even as fiction, these legends were thought to “form the most elevating and useful 
subject for the instruction of youth.”138  Samuel Fox’s A History of Rome for Young Persons 
(1848) was celebrated for teaching children classical legends, whether or not they were true.  The 
English Review pointed to the issues of “cultural literacy,” arguing that not until farther along in 
their education should children be exposed to scholarly criticism.139 Readers valued these stories 
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because they “kindled” the imagination, “the heart is overcome, and the works remain, not only 
immortal in celebrity, but undecaying in influence through every succeeding age.”  In other 
words, it didn’t matter “whether the Roman legends can or cannot be supported by historical 
evidence.  It is sufficient that they exist.”140   
 Niebuhr had poked holes in Livy but tried to preserve the whole as historical.  His 
methods passed through Arnold to Dean Liddell, who in 1855 argued that while “the reigns of 
Romulus and Numa are in the realm of pure mythology…under the mythical story of these 
reigns we may clearly discern historical truth.”141  Others, like Lewis and Seeley argued that we 
could never know the truth at all.  While Dyer had insisted that Livy’s stories were factually true, 
Macaulay argued that they were not true, but important nonetheless.  Could there be any 
conclusive evidence about early Rome?  A new generation of archaeologists hoped to answer 
that very question. 
 
III. Archaeologists in Rome 
As early as 1838, Alison had hoped that the “actual stone of the eternal city” would 
finally allow “all doubts as to the authenticity of Roman annals” to vanish.142  Thirty years later, 
the young discipline of archaeology guaranteed concrete answers.  Unlike ancient texts or 
philological interpretation, proponents of archaeology argued that it “must be true…Stone walls 
cannot tell lies.”143  Archaeology promised to be the “final word” on complex matters of 
historical interpretation.  Italy’s liberal government was invested in authenticating Rome’s regal, 
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“vital” to “Italy’s modern national consciousness.”144  British scholars who sought to prove 
Livy’s history found support in the archaeological efforts of the new Italian state after 1870.  
In the second half of the nineteenth century, Roman archaeology was mired in continental 
politics. The fall of Napoleon III in 1871 pushed the French out of Rome and allowed the 
German scientific school to dominate the archaeological scene. Seeking to protect its monuments 
and to use archaeology “for its own propagandistic ends,” and in the service of its own political 
goals, Italy began to prohibit foreign-led excavations. 145   Italian archaeologists were seeking to 
create a deep national mythology.  While motives differed, their goals were in line with British 
scholars and history-aficionados longing to restore Livy’s authority.  Both the Italians and the 
British were thus pitted against German archaeologists who remained skeptical of traditional 
histories.146 
The retreat of the French army also made papal territory vulnerable to the ambitious 
secular government.  In response to the appropriation of Rome by modern nationalists, in the 
1850s-1860s, the Vatican began to promote Christian archaeology, centering on the catacombs 
under the supervision of papal archaeologist Giovanni Battista de Rossi.  De Rossi was a 
respected student of Latin inscriptions, [and] a close friend of the German historian Theodor 
Mommsen who popularized the German critical approach amongst Italian archaeologists.  
Christian archaeology promised to resolve questions raised by biblical critics. Whether seeking 
to validate the bible or seeking to validate Livy, the “facts” of archaeology, etched in stone, 
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promised to determine the veracity of traditional “legends.”  Italian archaeologists aimed to “sift 
archaeological or biblical evidence from traditions and legends.”147  By the 1870s, a symbolic 
rivalry emerged between the Vatican collections and that of the city’s Capitoline museum.  For 
the state, the pursuit of classical archaeology was a way to “counter the overwhelming Christian 
presence in Rome.”  They took over the papal government’s project of clearing the Forum.148 
But while France, Germany and Italy all had official state-funded archaeological schools 
in Rome, Britain had no such organization, and was represented by amateur archaeologists.  In 
the 1860s, digs at Portus funded by the wealthy Torlonia family drew the attention of British 
amateurs.  Private British organizations such as the British Archeological Society and the Roman 
Exploration Fund sent members to participate. The Roman Exploration Fund was a “small and 
earnest body of antiquarians,” founded in 1868.  Its “public face for fundraising” was one John 
Henry Parker (Figure 1.6).  Parker grew up in Oxford in a family of booksellers.  He became a 
writer on historical architecture and a member of the Oxford Architecture and Historical Society.  
When his health brought him to spend winters in Rome, he began to study and photograph 
antiquities, using his knowledge of the book business to publish and circulate catalogues of his 
photographs. His photographs were available for sale by the British and American 
Archaeological Society in Rome, or copies “could be purchased at shops in London and 
Rome.”149  The British press regularly published notices on the progress of Roman 
excavations.150  Parker joined this chorus of voices, frequently publishing small articles, 
delivering lectures at institutions in Britain and Rome.  In 1864 he became the keeper of the 
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Ashmolean Museum, which reopened with its ground floor newly designated as an 
archaeological museum.151  
 
Figure 1.6: Excavations at the Forum (1869), and John Henry Parker at remains of Thermae, Quirinial Hill 
(c. 1864-79)152 
 
Parker’s interest in Roman archaeology ranged from the early Christian catacombs to 
remnants of the early Republic.  As I will discuss in the following chapter, like other mid-
Victorian archaeological enthusiasts, Parker believed that archaeology could offer insight about 
the early-Church, enhancing understanding of the evolution of Christian history.  Even more 
enticing was the notion that archaeological evidence of the bible might reconcile science and 
religion.  Whether the age of the bible or the age of the Roman kings, with the advent of 
archaeology, “history at last could be directly observed.”153  Niebuhr’s “instincts” would no 
longer be necessary for those seeking ancient truths.  
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 Parker imagined his quest to find evidence of Livy’s history as a heroic adventure.  He 
was always happy to report when British archaeologists were among those researching the true 
location of Livian sites, for example, placing the Porta Capena at the Wall of Servius Tullius 
(Figure 1.7).  These excavations “were necessary to settle” historical points—Roman tradition 
had placed the Porta Capena at “the junction of the Via Latina with the Via Appia.”  He took 
pride in resourceful persistence.  For example, when Roman photographers told him “it was 
impossible to take photographs in the Catacombs, they did not anticipate the energy of an 
Englishman” who thought to bring a photographer skilled with magnesium lamps.  Parker 
reported that although his photographer died “under strong suspicion of being poisoned,” he had 
passed his skill on to others.  In part, this defensiveness was due to the fact that the British did 
not maintain any “official” archaeological presence in Rome, and as Parker explained-- might be 
“stopped at any time by these National jealousies.”   He passionately argued that Rome’s 
heritage belonged “to the whole civilized world,” and that “no petty feeling of National pride or 
National jealousy” should “interfere with the great Work” of archaeologists. 154   
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Figure 1.7: Excavations at the Wall of Servius Tullius, 1874.155 
 
Many of these excavations were led by Rodolfo Lanciani, Secretary to Rome’s new Civic 
Archaeological Commission in 1872.156  Lanciani was crucial to the international dissemination 
and popularization of late-nineteenth century archaeological discoveries.  Described as “a 
dapper, urbane man, fluent in English and equally at home in Italian, British and American 
society,” he authored several books that brought “the latest discoveries to an English-speaking 
audience.”157  He also wrote a regular column in The Athenaeum called “Notes from Rome.”158  
Like Parker, Lanciani presented archaeological discovery as popular drama, describing the 
“chance” findings of new historical monuments in the Forum.  He wrote about this in a way that 
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was convivial and inviting to British readers, relishing the excitement of moments such as when 
a boy repairing a drain “found a little shiny piece of metal and put it into his pocket, waiting for 
the chance of showing it to some connoisseur.”159  Lanciani greeted his British readers “as a 
thorough Roman,” inviting them to “‘Come and see!’  Novelties are not wanting for the 
worshippers of good old times.”160  
Like Parker, Lanciani was a self-identified “traditionalist” who believed that the 
historical accounts of ancient writers were correct.  In the 1860s, French scholar J.J. Ampère also 
attempted to support Niebuhr’s instinct-based conclusions with hard archaeological evidence in 
his widely read Roman History at Rome.161   Italian archaeologist Giacomo Boni and philologist 
Luigi Ceci also remained conservative, uncritical traditionalists.  But German scholars and 
Italian historian Ettore Pais advocated a critical approach.  When critical scholars questioned 
Tacitus’ account of Nero’s burning of Rome, Lanciani insisted that Nero had “without doubt 
burnt the city.”162  He frequently relied on the authority of ancient sources in his Athenaeum 
column, making his work comfortable for an educated British audience.  For example, describing 
a new discovery in January 1876, he explained that “We know from Dionysius Halicarnassus 
that the basement of the temple was 207 ½ feet long… secondly, from Livy that the platform on 
which the sanctuary rose was surrounded by a gigantic substructure, classed by the elder Pliny 
among the marvels of Rome; and from Plutarch that the temple rebuilt by Domitian for the fifth 
and last time was of Pentelican marble.”163  
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While Lanciani wrote for the Athenaeum, Parker put his photographs on display in 
London and Oxford, promising “to establish the substantial truth of the traditional history… 
which the criticism of the later schools of modern historians has labored to demolish.”164  Parker 
promised that “a thorough investigation of the existing remains of antiquity, [might be able] to 
settle all the long-disputed questions, and to enable scholars more clearly to understand many 
passages in the Classical Authors that are now obscure.”  The British Archaeological Society of 
Rome believed that it had closed the book on Niebuhr and “settled some very important 
questions,” proving “that the traditional history of Rome must be substantially true.”165  
Archaeology was the “handmaid of History,” able to confirm or deny written records.   When 
John Moore Capes reviewed Parker’s photography exhibit, he marveled that recent excavations 
had “unburied the actual foundations…of enormous works” from the period of Roman kings.  
Foundation stones of the temple of Jupiter Feretrius proved to be the same size as those recorded 
by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (“each of them was sufficient to constitute a cart-load”).  Parker’s 
photographs also showed fortifications on hill of Saturn, where the Sabines were supposedly 
encamped while at war with Rome.  But Capes ultimately had to admit that while the 
photographs established “a probability that…from its earliest years Rome exhibited the 
handiwork of a mighty race,” the stones proved “nothing absolutely as to…the names and 
succession of its kings.”166  
Yet, by the end of the century, there seemed to be a very real possibility that archaeology 
might put an end to historiographical speculation about early Roman history.  Giacomo Boni, 
director of excavations, worked to clear the Forum which at that point had only been uncovered 
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down to Imperial levels.  He located a cemetery “that took Roman history back to the early first 
millennium B.C. and documented the simple settlement that was the community of Romulus.”167  
British readers greeted these discoveries with glee.  As the Journal of Women’s Education Union 
described it, the excavations at the Forum were “letting light and air once more reach the soil on 
which was enacted the history of free Rome, and symbolizing her resurrection to civil and 
political life”168  
Boni’s most important find was the Lapis Niger in 1899, a mid-sixth century stone slab 
marked with the term “king” (Figure 1.8).  The stone was part of an ancient shrine in the Forum.  
Beneath it, there was an upright pillar with one of the earliest known Latin inscriptions.  Both 
Boni and Lanciani believed the stone to be part of Romulus’ tomb, as described in ancient 
accounts.  The Lapis Niger made headlines in Britain.  It seemed to be a smoking gun for those 
seeking to dismantle Niebuhr’s critical doubt.  Amateur archaeologist, Welbore St. Clair 
Baddeley, helped promote Boni’s find to the British public. Baddeley remembered the moment 
of discovery, recounting how Boni removed the medieval paving stones, persisting “in the teeth 
of spiteful opposition and envious deprecations.”  As he went deeper, “on the spot,” Boni recited 
the words of Festus.  Baddeley were sure of this proof that Plutarch was right—Romulus “was 
slain by the senators…on his throne.”  Although Romulus’ bones were not discovered, Baddeley 
reminded readers that Horace reported bones “lying on that spot” ninety years later, but since 
then, they had likely been “scattered…by the profane violence of some barbarian invader.”169 
The un-deciphered inscription on the tablet remained a mystery, but its text hinted at connections 
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to a cult (lex sacra), to a king (recei) and to an oath (iouxmenta).170  In his British column, 
Lanciani relished the drama of the discovery, reporting that “the administration” was “anxiously” 
awaited “the opinion of four distinguished philologists and glottologists.”171  He was certain the 
discovery proved “how wrong we have been in disbelieving every particular of Roman 
traditional history previous to the Punic wars.”172  Professor Luigi Ceci, a philologist at the 
University of Rome was also sure the discovery would “shake the faith of the many who believe 
blindly in the word of Niebuhr,” reviving “the hopes of the few who trusted to the authority of 
Livy, and had faith in the historical foundation of early Roman traditions.”173  
 
Figure 1.8: The Lapis Niger (a pavement of black marble) and the small engraved pillar (or “cippus”) found 
beneath it.174 
 
Lanciani, Boni and Ceci sought to validate classical scholarship in support of Italian 
heritage, a wider project on behalf of the newly unified state.  But German scholars disputed 
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their conclusions, protesting that they did not have a chance to decipher the stone for themselves 
before Ceci published (and popularized) his own interpretation.175  When Ettore Pais  
worked with German historian, Theodor Mommsen, to dispel the “myth” of Romulus’ tomb, he 
was ostracized in Italy, “crossing swords…with Italian pride.” 176  As one American observed, 
“Italians are not yet ready to believe that the authentic history of Rome begins just before the 
Punic Wars.  He who maintains this is on the road to martyrdom.”177   
In England, news of the Lapis Niger was widely discussed.  Britons were under the 
“general impression” that Pais had “been unnecessarily destructive in his criticism.”178  Baddeley 
insisted that Niebuhr’s followers had been all wrong.179   Popularizing periodicals like Christian 
Work: Illustrated Family Newspaper reported the story as a revelation—the Lapis Niger 
“confirms at once all the ancient tales that seemed to Niebuhr and the German school, and also to 
Macaulay, mere fables and songs of wandering minstrels.”180  Parker seized his moment, 
launching an attack on all those who clung to Niebuhr, insisting that recent discoveries of that 
“which has not been visible for more than two thousand years, agree so exactly with the 
legends…that the only possible explanation is that the legends do contain the true history.”181  In 
fact, “each fresh discovery proves the substantial truth of the traditional History of Rome, as 
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collected by Livy and Dionysius.”182  Parker called the philologist-historians “closet-scholars” 
who remained closeted in traditional philology and refused to look at fresh archaeological 
sources.183   Parker argued that without archaeology, historians “misunderstood original 
documents.”  For Parker, Livy’s history had been ‘confirmed in a very remarkable manner… 
there is scarcely a building that he mentions of which some remains cannot be found.”184  
Archaeology was a new field of study, different from the sort of education imparted to English 
elite.  The erudite gentleman of the Grand Tour were now philistines, mere “critics... gentleman 
very well informed to write on this subject ten years ago,” who had not visited Rome since.  
Parker advised all English schoolmasters to once again teach, “the early books of Livy” because 
“the walls now brought to light are a demonstration that the old family legends of Rome, on 
which the Early History based, do contain the true history, as related by Livy.”185  
 
IV. Archaeology on Display: 
When Lanciani, Parker and Baddeley appealed to the British public to trust 
archaeologists over traditional historians, they tapped into a culture of popular archaeology that 
had built up over the course of the nineteenth century.   Archaeology was able to spark the 
imagination with material artifacts; it was easily displayed in museums; it could be 
photographed, collected and even transformed into fashion.  Unlike philological evidence, 
archaeological objects spoke for themselves.  It was a democratic field, developed outside of 
traditional universities, open to women and other non-traditional scholars.  Not until the end of 
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the century did archaeology made real headway in British universities.  Archaeological evidence 
equipped British consumers to see for themselves and decide for themselves what to believe 
when it came to Roman history. 
Britain’s first archaeological craze arrived in the late-eighteenth century, with the widely 
discussed excavations at Pompeii.  Pompeiian discoveries brought to life the world described in 
classical texts, reaching a broad audience through painting and popular fiction. When John 
Martin painted “The Destruction of Pompeii” in 1822, he consulted “every source of information 
within his reach,” from the ancient account of Pliny the Younger to William Gell’s lavishly 
illustrated guidebook to the ruins, Pompeiana (1819).186   In 1834, Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s 
fictional novel, The Last Days of Pompeii relied heavily on Gell’s archaeological knowledge, 
and was peppered with quotes from authoritative ancients like Cicero and Aristotle, identifying 
sources in footnotes.187   
Martin also painted the “Fall of Nineveh” (1829) based on a biblical prophecy.  Fifteen 
years later, Austin Henry Layard published another archaeological best-seller, this time an 
account of archaeological discoveries in Nineveh, an ancient Assyrian city.  Layard’s Nineveh 
and its Remains (1849) was reprinted six times turning Layard into a popular celebrity.188  When 
the Assyrian artifacts arrived at the British Museum, there was extensive press coverage of the 
spectacular affair.189  Illustrations of museum-goers depicted confrontations with ancient objects, 
offering public instruction as to “the proper stance before antiquity in the museum.”  As Shawn 
Malley has argued, it was “the English watching the English watching the past dug up and re-
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construed for their instruction and entertainment.”190  With Layard’s discoveries, Martin’s 1829 
painting proved so inaccurate that his reputation began to decline.191  Many hoped that Layard’s 
work would be able to similarly illuminate or even confirm the bible.192  Archaeology offered a 
“scientific” tool with which to judge circulating critical theories about the Old Testament.193  The 
use of Near Eastern archaeology as evidence in biblical debates made it an easy transition for 
those seeking to use Roman archaeology as evidence in the historiographical debates the Niebuhr 
had provoked.  
The inaccuracy of painting soon gave way to the exacting eye of the photographic lens.   
As early as the 1840s, photographers like Calvert Richard Jones photographed the ruins of 
Pompeii (Figure 1.9).  By the 1850s and 1860s photographs, lantern slides and stereopticon 
images began to circulate more broadly.194  For tourists, these photographs helped to create a 
visual canon of sites to be pursued when in Rome.195  Parker was an avid photographer and 
promoted his work for those unable to travel as a way to participate in the “archaeological 
proceedings in Rome almost as well as if they were on the spot.”196  For British archaeologist 
Percy Gardner, it was photography that catapulted archaeology from mere dilettantism to true 
science—photographs were “to the archaeologist what the telescope is to the astronomer and the 
microscope to the botanist.’”197  
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Figure 1.9: “House of Sallust, Ruins of Pompeii” (1846) by Calvert Richard Jones.198 
 
These photographs exposed the public to archaeological artifacts in greater detail.  While 
some collected antiquities, others joined in the flourishing trade of antique reproductions. The 
craze for archaeological jewelry peaked in the 1860s & 1870s with Etruscan, Greek, Egyptian, 
Assyrian and Roman incarnations.  In imitation of Grand Tour collectors, women adorned 
themselves with cameos bearing classical images such as the Apollo Belvedere, or Clytie—a 
Roman nymph recounted by Ovid.  At London’s International Exhibition of 1862, British 
viewers marveled at the jewelry shown by Roman firm Castellani, known for its authentic 
designs (Figure 1.10).  But while historians and excavators grappled with the facts, consumers 
often mixed and matched historical eras, with little regard for archaeological accuracy.  Most 
Castellani reproductions were based on actual artifacts, the firm also offered mythical or literary 
items such as the “earrings of Juno, inspired by a passage in the Iliad.”199    
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Figure 1.10: Bracelet with engraved cameos showing the heads of Roman Emperors, Made by the Workshop 
of Castellani, c. 1860.200 
 
Shoppers were drawn to sentimental marketing ploys, such as jewels sold by the “roman 
casket,” a set of seven rings adorned with Roman gods, to be worn each day of the week (Figure 
1.11).  Designers also took liberty with archaeological motifs.  Upscale firms such as Phillips & 
Brogden were denounced for straying too far from classical authority in order to appeal to “the 
drawing room of that season.”201 Cheaper adaptations were often even looser. One London 
jeweler offered a ten-guinea suite of archaeological jewelry, machine made with standard 
components.  Consumers could choose Greek, Saxon or Etruscan stampings to be applied to the 
identical blank parts.   
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Figure 1.11: Punch’s caricature of a woman who has excessively embraced classical revival jewelry.202 
 
 Archaeology had become part of popular culture, but in the 1860s there were few people 
who could claim to have had professional training as an archaeologist.  Instead, archaeology 
remained the purview of local antiquarian societies, usually focused on the study of Roman 
Britain.203  In general, these groups steered clear of the Roman historiographical debates—
classical authors like Livy and Tacitus had rarely mentioned Britain as a peripheral territory.  
Therefore, there were no canonical texts to dethrone.  Nevertheless, these local societies drew 
attentions to material objects as crucial clues in the construction of historical knowledge.  Public 
accounts of the drama of discovery helped popularize their work—unsuspecting workmen often 
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turned up relics, quickly coming to realize that antiquity could fetch a good price in the 
commercial marketplace.204  
When the British Museum opened its department of Greek and Roman antiquities in 
1860, most curators had no formal background in the field.  Nevertheless, curator Charles 
Thomas Newton “vigorously promoted scientific study of classical archaeology,” helping to 
redefine the museum’s antiquities not as “art objects” but as historical artifacts.  This distinction 
was reified when parliament suggested making space by removing parts of the ancient collection 
to the fine art museum in Kensington.  Newton argued that the museum’s ancient artifacts held 
greater historical value than aesthetic value.205  Classical antiquities from Greece and Rome 
remained housed with those of Egypt and Assyria, implying a historical continuum between 
Assyria, Egypt and the Greco-Roman world.206  Newton focused on public outreach programs, 
inviting the community to enjoy these objects, learning more through popular lectures and 
demonstrations in the galleries, appealing to a growing “educated middle class.”207   
Women numbered among the many visitors to Newton’s galleries, some even engaged as 
lecturers there.  Women had been left behind by classical philology, disadvantaged when 
applying to universities because they had not learned Latin and Greek from an early age.208  The 
classical curriculum was so bound to philology that even classical history was not recognized as 
a distinct field until 1872 when Oxford’s newly created Board of Studies for Literae Humaniores 
“recognized ancient history as a discipline separate from the study of the classical authors.”209  
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The universities remained “suspicious” of the German critical approach to research.  
Archaeology was not an established discipline and offered opportunities for women.210  Both 
Eugenie Sellers Strong and Jane Harrison, budding classical scholars who could not find a place 
in the traditional university establishment, studied with Newton and lectured at the museum.  
Sellers-Strong went on to become the public face of Roman archaeology.  In 1903, she organized 
a major exhibition of classical art in British private collections, solidifying her reputation as a 
“museum archaeologist.”  And she was crucial to the foundation of the British School in Rome at 
the turn of the century. 
The acceptance of archaeology as an academic discipline was a slow process, only taking 
hold in the 1880s.  Despite the boom in commercial and amateur archaeological enterprise, 
Oxford and Cambridge were slow to recognize the field.211  In 1877, signatories petitioned 
Parliament to establish new museum of art and archaeology at Oxford.  Newton argued that 
archaeology could help art-scholars identify “lost masterpieces” described in ancient texts. The 
petition failed, but it had garnered the growing support of the intellectual community.212  By the 
1880s, Cambridge added archaeology to its Classical Tripos exams and appointed Charles 
Waldstein as a lecturer in classical archaeology.213  Waldstein, a German-educated Jewish-
American, was inspired by Newton and frequently used museum objects in demonstrations and 
lectures—an approach later adopted by Percy Gardner a renowned professor of archaeology at 
Cambridge and Oxford.214   In the 1890s, Gardner joined the chorus of voices that had been 
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championing archaeology since the 1850s & 1860s.  He echoed Parker’s argument that 
archaeology was a holistic discipline—it encapsulated all of art and history, forming a 
“necessary part of the education of a scholar and a gentleman.”  In fact, “the elements of the 
science are so very simple…that a scholar ought to be ashamed of being ignorant of them.”215  
Yet, lamentably Oxford “lagged behind Cambridge” and England remained “behind France, 
Germany, Italy, Greece and Russia.”  The British School in Athens did not open until 1886 and 
the British School in Rome was not founded until 1901.  Gardner insisted that archaeology was 
more than “the handmaid of literature,” able to confirm or deny ancient texts.216  Instead, 
archaeology was the “servant of history,” constructing knowledge in its own right.  
 
V. The New Tourism 
By the end of the nineteenth century, Victorian tourists in Rome were equipped with 
more than just Livy and Goldsmith.  They carried with them decades of historiographical 
challenges.  These travelers arrived in a Rome that was changing—daily archaeological 
discoveries and massive infrastructure projects altered the topography and mood of the eternal 
city.  Nevertheless, this rising number of middle-class tourists still hoped to reenact the cultural 
experiences of the Grand Tour, a dream more difficult to realize amidst heated historiographical 
debate.  British travelers were more diverse, with a growing number of women joining the ranks 
of British art students in Rome each year.  These new tourists were subjected to a barrage of 
advice, from British tour companies to travel pieces in popular magazines, to a slew of new 
guidebooks and a budding Italian tourist industry.  Furthermore, not only were scholars furiously 
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dispelling Virgil’s Rome, but builders were busily wiping out Byron’s Rome.  In 1889, visitors 
complained that a map of town published only three years earlier had become “scarcely 
serviceable.”217  To navigate these changes and a multitude of advice, travelers began to discard 
guidebooks altogether, enacting a personalized modern form of tourism. 
By the 1860s, new groups of tourists were arriving in Rome.  In 1866, Thomas Cook 
began to take groups of tourists to Rome and Naples. “Tens of thousands…made extensive use 
of Cook’s all-inclusive system of hotel, meal and railway coupons to travel the peninsula,” 
requiring daily departures from London. The Easter trip to Rome was one of his most popular.218 
Rome had a unique allure for late-Victorian tourists trying to re-engage late-eighteenth century 
modes of travel, participating in an enduring consumer tradition.  In addition to pleasure-seeking 
tourists, a growing number of British students and artists arrived in Rome each year as well, 
many of them women.  Magazines offered advice to these new travelers, suggesting a residence 
in the more modern part of the city—a healthier alternative to “Old Rome.”219    For nervous 
parents of girls still “ignoran[t] of the world,” new art schools offered dormitory style living with 
the promise of protection from “that easy careless Bohemian Life to which the name of Art has 
often given a false sanction.”220  More independent women should look for lodging with a 
padrona de casa who “will cook and do everything for her.” The right padrona could be asked 
to cook with butter rather than oil, taking a “motherly interest in the young foreigner under her 
wing.”221    
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Visitors arrived with pre-mediated expectations, hoping to live out a Roman fantasy.  
When Anne and Matilda Lucas got settled in the city, they had to create their Rome by visiting 
a “great many antiquity shops” before they found the right “picturesque…rickety furniture and 
cracked pottery.”222  Landlords hoping to appeal to English taste piled apartments with “English” 
objects—“stands of artificial roses under high glass cases” and endless “china teacups placed 
about.”  One young artist apologetically explained that she had to banish nearly all “of the sweet 
Padrona's china and glass finery”223  
But even with the perfect antique Roman interior, the city outside the window was 
modernizing by the day.  Lanciani described it as “not one but two Romes…the modern, with its 
boulevards, squares, and churches; the ancient with its temples, thermae, aqueducts and 
theaters.”224  “Upon first acquaintance” with the city, “you thunder into a great vaulted railway 
station, lighted by electricity.”225  The Tiber was enclosed and widened by an embankment; 
housing complexes were erected and “narrow lanes and foul habitations” were cleared. Where 
old villa gardens once sprawled, railway stations and shops now stood. The Corso shone with 
electric light; the cattle market was gone from the Forum. One traveler remarked that the baths of 
Caracalla had become “scarcely more attractive than the ruins of a London warehouse.”226 
British visitors wondered what to do with this new Rome.  One visitor complained that a “green-
grocer’s stall” and “a stupid English china-warehouse” had little to do with ancient Rome.  “No! 
this was not the wall that Romulus leaped over; this is not the capitol where Julius Caesar 
fell…the golden Tiber is a muddy stream.”227    
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The Lucas sisters created their vision of the city as artists, searching far and wide, 
“penetrat[ing] into the back slums of Trastevere” in search of a model with just the right 
“shrewd, ecclesiastical face.”228  Others found antique Rome through shopping—a form of 
pleasure increasingly associated with women.229 Just as earlier generations of tour guides like 
Sanseverino, had catered to British fantasies with his pinky ring and snuff box, by the 1890s, 
handbooks to the city were filled with page after page of advertisements, enticing foreigners to 
indulge themselves by buying their share of Rome’s pleasures.230 These included “reproductions 
of celebrated antique jewels” straight from the Vatican in shops that lined the streets jutting off 
from the Anglo-American tourist hub at the Piazza di Spagna.231  
Yet no number of Roman scarves or engraved gems would help this new generation of 
travelers to make sense of archaeological developments or navigate historiographical debates.   
There was no longer one standard of knowledge with which all travelers were expected to 
arrive—British historiographical debates had splintered consensus and Rome’s archaeological 
community was made up of feuding international scholars.  New tourists arrived with varying 
degrees of education and a wider variety of guidebooks from which to choose.  Frances Elliot 
reported confusion as early as 1854.  She complained that even with her books, were too many 
new names for things and she was unable to identify many of the ruins.  She amused herself 
watching those “antiquarian butterflies” who did try to keep pace, curious British visitors 
clutching their Murray’s, “resolutely decided on understanding what is not understandable.”232  It 
became more and more difficult to keep up as a learned traveler.  Another traveler complained 
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that “to the untutored eye the whole Forum looks like a disordered mass of stone.”  It had once 
been enough “to know the great Arch of Septimius Severus…Temple of Saturn… the old road 
supposed to be the Via Sacra, and a few others.  Now he who can distinguish among these ruined 
walls and heaps of stones…is erudite indeed.”233  
 British men, in particular, were supposed to display a degree of classical knowledge as a 
marker of class distinction held over from the days of the Grand Tour.  Men on their 
honeymoons were expected to educate their wives (Figure 1.12).234  But even when diligent with 
a Murray’s or Baedeker’s, the assiduous traveler was prone to make mistakes.  Matilda Lucas 
remembered a “conscientious sight-seer” navigating the wrong room because he had “lost his 
place in the catalogue.”  He mistook an “unmistakable Silenus” for a “Scipio Africanus,” an 
error his wife chose not to point out.235   
 
Figure 1.12: comic scenes of honeymoons from the popular periodical, Judy (1875 & 1876)236  
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Figure 1.12: comic scenes of honeymoons from the popular periodical, Judy (1875 & 1876)237  
 
Guides to the ruins went beyond Livy, Gibbon and Addison to include mass-produced 
travel books by Murray and Baedeker.  These guides took on varied tones, using sources that 
ranged from classical authors to Romantic poets and contradictory new scholarship.238  Guides 
on the ground had difficulty assessing which assumptions were shared by tourists.  Italian 
archaeologist Fabio Gori lectured to visitors, but when Parker translated his lectures he noticed 
that Gori had “assumed many things as well known to the English and Americans which are not 
usually known to them.”239  Persistent archaeological controversies did not help the matter.  Boni 
admitted that as an archaeologist, he was “navigating…the high seas with no compass but that of 
faith.”  Yet, he was angered when the general public did not accept his conclusions. about the 
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Via Sacra.  British tourists were part of a “scholarly mob” who preferred tradition to Boni’s 
learned inferences.  Boni called them “stupid people, stone headed ones or sentimental lovers of 
modern cobble stones” who clung to the past “simply because they believed for seventeen years 
that they had walked over the promenade of Horace.”240   
Yet despite his unpopular views about the Via Sacra, Boni, like Baddeley, Parker and 
Lanciani all continued to argue that Livy’s Rome should be revived, and that Niebuhr’s criticism 
had been unfounded.  For likeminded tourists, there was an industry of popular pursuits that 
emerged to reinforce this position.  Tourists might attend the tours offered by Dr. S. Russell 
Forbes, who ran a lecture series and took groups through the ruins, insisting that recent 
excavations had “proved beyond doubt that there is a great deal more truth in the early history of 
Rome than has generally been supposed.”241  Forbes helped to “amplify” Boni’s conclusions 
about the Lapis Niger.242  His archaeological enterprise was headquartered not at a university but 
in a tourist office amidst the many shops lining the bustling Via Babuino.    Others might take 
self-guided tours, relying on the new (17th) edition of A.J.C. Hare’s classic Walks in Rome, this 
time edited and introduced by Baddeley.  British Books recommended the revised edition for its 
“larger map of Rome…three good pictures of the Niger-Lapis…, clear plan of the Palatine and 
the large plan of the Forum and Sacred Way.”243  
 But despite the efforts of those like Forbes, others were unable to reconcile the classical 
vision of Rome with Niebuhr’s critical historicism.  Some turned away from the classics and 
towards more modern writers, such as Ruskin or Mrs. Jameson.  Others veered away from 
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guidebooks altogether, hoping to exercise greater personal choice when shaping travel 
itineraries.  With such a glut of information, the facts and bits of statistical knowledge found in 
older guidebooks seemed unnecessary—nothing more than scholarly trivia. “Perhaps we don’t 
know (the facts), but what then?” demanded one tourist.  “We can if we wish, and we don’t 
choose to be forced.”244  More significantly, many visitors no longer cared whether or not these 
stories were true or whether experts had validated their favorite sites as “authentic.”   While 
Grand Tourists had judged Roman sites by matching them to classical texts, late-Victorian 
visitors sought to match their experiences to the enjoyment reported by earlier generations of 
travelers.  For example, Laurence Hutton’s guidebook noted that it did not matter if Caesar had 
actually fallen dead at the feet of Pompey’s Statue.  It was most significant for having been 
addressed by Byron as “Thou dread statue!” and “accepted and apostrophized by many other 
well-known writers of prose and verse as being authentic.”245     
This was a pleasure independent of scholarship—one that superseded concerns about 
historical authenticity.  For example, the poet Alfred Austin sought no authority “save long 
tradition” for his “most cherished” beliefs.  He insisted that “no amount of digging, scraping, or 
speculating (would)…eradicate from the faith of imagination, the personages to whom Virgil has 
given…a name...Romulus and Remus will remain enduring tenants of the Palatine.”246  To please 
customers, local tour guides often encouraged historical fantasies.  In 1890, Charles Edwardes 
also noticed that the Tarpeian Rock was “not high enough to kill.”  His guide was quick to 
maintain the legend, volunteering that “in the old days it was three times as high.”  Edwardes 
chose to accept this as a “salve” for his imagination.247  
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Austin’s attitude was adopted by consumers back in Britain as well where despite 
scholarly evidence, traditional legends continued to hold appeal.  Some historians began to allow 
that pleasure might take precedent over proof when it came to ancient Rome.  For example, in 
1887, Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome were praised because they were not concerned “with the 
hard facts of history,” and were valuable even if most critics believed them to be “stilted and 
false to the antique.”  For one professor, it only mattered that “to almost every healthy young 
mind (they) are an immediate delight.”248  Even textbook authors catered to public taste.  In 
1898, a schoolbook derived from the work of Mommsen included early Roman stories even 
though Mommsen had left them out.  The authors felt it was “as hopeless to retell as it is 
impossible to omit the legendary stories of the birth and growth of Rome…They may have no 
foundation in fact, they remain a part of history.”249  
 
VI. Conclusion 
While eighteenth-century Britons were confident in the history lessons gleaned from Livy 
and Goldsmith, by the end of the nineteenth century, absolute knowledge of the Roman past 
seemed out of grasp.  Historiographical debates created space for more personal forms of travel 
and consumerism and opened the door for women and other outsiders to join the chorus of 
voices expounding on the past.  In 1904, when Ethel Ann Burton Brown lectured about Roman 
excavations at the London Institution, her “only claim to being privileged to speak about the 
Forum and the excavations of Comm. Boni was that for eight years she had followed them 
daily.”  Burton Brown explained that she “had watched so much what…was being done that she 
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could really claim to know at first-hand about the wonderful work he had achieved.”250  Burton 
Brown passed her afternoons watching the excavators while living in Rome, married to the 
physician for the British Embassy.251  She was convinced that Boni had found everything “most 
significant” when it came to “knowledge of the religion and the political history of the early 
Romans.”252  Beginning in 1905, she lectured regularly at the British Museum.   
Burton Brown participated in a new tradition in which English consumers chose which 
authorities to believe, preserving the pleasures of childhood education and the Grand Tour 
legacy.  But the blow to classical authority could not be undone or ignored.  Even Baddeley had 
to acknowledge that archaeological truth was like “quick-sands which are safe for only short 
periods of time.”  Archaeology that was subjected to the marketplace was also prone to 
change—Baddeley later criticized Lanciani for turning Roman findings into “a market for the 
Bookmaker.”253  The decline of classical authority could not be undone, and the role they had 
played as an absolute standard was no longer possible.  As this process was underway, it 
became more possible to see Rome in other lights—Rome was no longer simply Livy’s Rome.  
Christian Rome invited more investigation, as British visitors wondered about Roman decline 
and eventually saw Rome as the layering of multiple historical moments, what I will turn to in 
the next chapter. 
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In 1878, English readers were captivated by the tale of a fresh and imprudent young 
American named Daisy Miller.  Innocent of the dangers of Rome, Daisy meets her death, 
breathing in the historical air of the Roman Colosseum.1  Winterbourne, James’ protagonist, 
visits the Colosseum briefly.  As an erudite tourist, he is there only to “murmur Bryon’s famous 
lines out of ‘Manfred.”  He knows to hurry— “this historic atmosphere, scientifically considered, 
was no better than a villainous miasma.”  But careless Daisy ignores Winterbourne’s warnings of 
Roman fever.  Although he cautions her that the fever is not “very pretty,” and she ought to 
leave, Daisy insists that she too is “bound to see the Colosseum by moonlight,” a decision that 
ultimately leads to her death.2 
 The Colosseum was a powerful force in the British imagination.  It embodied the ruin of 
a once great empire.  For British tourists in Rome, to confront its ruins was to confront the 
fragility of life itself.  The Roman Empire endured until 480 in Western Europe and until 1453 
with the fall of the Byzantine Empire in the East.  The disintegration of the once mighty empire 
was a vivid reminder that even the mightiest civilization could crumble. A visceral reaction to its 
ruins ignited the curiosity of British tourists for centuries. For Victorian historians, efforts to 
understand the collapse of empire shaped their historiographical questions.  But over the course 
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of the nineteenth century, turns in Victorian culture influenced shifting historiographical 
responses to Rome.   As we saw in chapter one, historical debates regarding early Rome revolved 
around the validity of sources.  But when it came to Empire, historical debates were about 
explanation and emphasis.  British accounts of the Roman Empire moved from an Enlightenment 
lens, through a religious lens and finally an imperial lens.  These competing scholarly 
interpretations did not replace one another in succession.  Instead, by the end of the century, all 
the threads remained present, offering lay readers and tourists multiple perspectives with which 
to take in Imperial Rome.  
 
 
Figure 2.1: “Colosseum (The Deadly Miasma!)”  from “Daisy Miller” by Henry James   
Illustration by Harry W. McVickar3  
  
For eighteenth-century Britons, the fall of Rome served as a grave moral warning.  
Classically educated young men absorbed the lessons of Tacitus and Suetonius, ancient 
observers who chronicled the personal failings of individual emperors.  But Gibbon’s epic 
                                               




Enlightenment-era analysis Roman decline passed the blame to the rise of Christianity, which in 
his evaluation, weakened the fabric of Roman society.  Gibbon’s assessment did not sit well with 
readers or scholars in the religious climate of early-Victorian Britain.  Evangelicals, liberal 
Anglicans and Anglo-Catholics and Roman Catholics alike appealed to the history of the church, 
seeking to understand the practices of early Christians, prioritizing that period of the Roman 
Empire. All three religious factions attempted to reevaluate Gibbon, positioning Christianity as a 
positive force in world-historical development.  In their view, early Christianity transformed 
pagan Rome into civilization that would become modern Europe.  By the late nineteenth century, 
a newly imperialist culture led British thinkers to reassess the Roman Empire as a useful 
conceptual tool in a more positive light.  The Roman emperors were rehabilitated, and the 
diverse Empire was reframed using an ethnographic historical methodology.  Gibbon had 
attributed the decline of Rome to a problematic Christianity; early-Victorian theological 
historians declared that Christianity had redeemed Rome.  By the end of the century, imperialist 
historians argued that the British Empire was an opportunity to civilize the world, redeeming the 
Roman project where it had failed. 
Scholars such as Royal Rhodes, Simon Goldhill and Stewart Brown have examined the 
relationship between British historiography of Rome and Britain’s religious debates.  Others, like 
Sarah Butler have investigated connections between the rhetoric of British imperialism and uses 
of the Roman Empire.4  What they have not considered is whether and how diversifying 
historiography affected British tourism in Rome itself.  Were these new histories powerful 
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enough to alter how British tourists experienced the “eternal city?”  Did they displace ways of 
seeing enacted by generations of Grand Tourists? To answer these questions, I will focus on one 
monument in particular—the Colosseum. 
The Colosseum was initially imagined as the embodiment of Roman decline and moral 
vice.  Once Victorian historians drew attention to emerging Christianity, the Colosseum became 
a place haunted by the virtuous sacrifices of Christian martyrs and the violence of pagan 
gladiators. In chapter one, British visitors seeking to hold on to the legends of early Rome were 
at odds with the conclusions of historians.  Here, historians and tourists pulled from the same 
shifting tendencies in culture and politics, but with different end goals.  For example, while 
early-Victorian Christian history created space for the circulation of early-Christian legends, 
professional historians were wary of Catholic superstition and hesitated to confirm these 
traditional stories.  However, just as we saw in chapter one, tourists and readers of popular 
novels found pleasure in imagining martyrs and gladiators at Roman sites.  Likewise, just as 
archaeologists moved to defend the legends of Rome’s founding, they also were more likely to 
defend and promote pleasurable Christian legends. While historians discarded stories that were 
not authenticated or debunked, as consumers, Victorian readers and travelers held on to what 
they enjoyed, absorbing many visions of Rome at once. 
 
I. Enlightenment, Religion & Imperialism: British Historiography of the Roman 
Empire 
 
  In the age of the Grand Tour, British tourists in Rome arrived with a classical education 
that elevated the Roman Republic but condemned the Empire as an exemplification of moral 
failure.  While the Republic provided a useful cultural and political role model, the Empire could 
only serve as a warning.  British visitors to Rome noticed its decay and a discord between the 




It was natural to wonder about why the Empire had collapsed, how it lost its moral fiber, and 
what lessons could be gleaned.  In the late-eighteenth century, the answer was usually that Rome 
fell due to the overindulgence in luxury following the defeat of Carthage.  This was not a novel 
concept; rather it was the same argument advanced by Machiavelli among many others. The 
British educated elite frequently moralized about the “excesses of imperial luxury.”5   And this 
position was politically touted by the fiscally austere Whigs under Robert Walpole.6   
  It was easy to indulge in this sort of condemnation of Imperial Rome because general 
knowledge of the Empire came from second century historians like Tacitus and Suetonius, both 
of whom focused on the moral character of individual Emperors.  These historians did not cover 
the same ground as Livy who wrote about the Republic from its foundation.  Instead, in his 
Histories, Tacitus discussed the end of Nero’s reign through the death of Domitian (68-98 AD) 
and his Annales included harsh critiques of Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius and Nero (14-68 AD).  
Tacitus was a moralist who considered it the “chief function of history to ensure that virtue be 
remembered, and to terrify evil…with a fear of posterity’s damnation.”7  Likewise, in De Vita 
Caesarum, Suetonius’ biographical sketches brought to life the achievements and evils of Julio-
Claudian and Flavian emperors (27 BC- AD 96).  Emperors were sometimes evaluated on the 
merits of building projects or entertainment.8  Readers were invited to enjoy stories of excess and 
the “bizarre distortions of human character” made possible by absolute power.9   
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  British students were most familiar with the early Imperial dynasties and were taught to 
distinguish the good from the bad. Following the Flavian emperors, the British studied the 
Nervan and Antonine Dynasty (96-192 AD) and the Severan Dynasty (193-235 AD).  In a 
doctrine passed down from Machiavelli, the Antonines were supposedly the “good” Emperors.  
This point of view was conveyed to students through works like Oliver Goldsmith’s History of 
Rome (1769), which became a standard schoolroom textbook for generations.  In keeping with 
Tacitus and Suetonius, Goldsmith morally judged Emperors and emphasized their 
accomplishments in building.  Vespasian’s “paternal care” motivated him to improve the 
Empire’s “ruinous cities.”  Titus was full of “courtesy and readiness to do good.”  Although he 
ordered the sack of Jerusalem, he never intended to destroy the temple; rather there were “utmost 
endeavors on both sides” to save it.  Caligula, Claudius and Nero represented limitless Roman 
excess.  Commodus was a villain who ordered men “cast to the wild beasts,” and “thrown into a 
burning furnace”—one for reading a banned book, the other “for accidentally overheating his 
bath.”10  This sort of moralizing endured well into the nineteenth century.  As a liberal reformer 
and the headmaster of Rugby School, Thomas Arnold’s History of Rome (1838-42) condemned 
tyrannical Caesar and Augustus for failing to provide any “institutions for the relief of the infirm 
and poor” or any “instruction of the lower classes.”11   
  Prevailing knowledge blamed morally corrupt leaders and a love of luxury for the fall of 
Rome.  But in The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Edward Gibbon suggested a different 
cause, and re-opened the question for generations of nineteenth century thinkers. When Gibbon 
went to Rome in 1764, like other Grand Tourists of his generation, he wondered about its state of 
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decay, and knew that Rome had lost its moral fiber.  Musing “amidst the ruins of the Capitol,” as 
“barefooted friars” sang vespers, Gibbon instinctively felt that “every successive age must have 
hastened the ruin.”12  To understand the decline, his history would have to chronicle each of 
those successive ages, tracing the Empire from the pinnacle of its achievement under the 
Antonine Dynasty through the collapse of the (Roman-descended) Byzantine Empire in 1453 
before drawing to a close in 1590. 
  As a Grand Tourist himself, Gibbon’s work stylistically appealed to travelers and readers 
unable to visit Rome in person.  He understood the tourists’ sentiment and affirmed their 
experiences with his authoritative scholarship.  Gibbon wrote with a “self-conscious 
flamboyance” that made “disinterested detachment…not permissible.13  In his opening, Gibbon 
invited his reader to join him from a “commanding” vantage point, to take in “the wide and 
various prospect of desolation” fusing present and past in the mind’s eye.14  And in the closing 
chapter of Volume VI, Gibbon painted a picture of Pope Eugenius IV, like the reader, surveying 
the ruins of Rome from Capitoline Hill.  From there, both Pope and reader had “ample scope for 
moralizing on the vicissitudes of fortune.” Like the reader, and like the Grand Tourist, Gibbon 
described the Pope and his party reflecting on “public and private edifices, that were founded for 
eternity, [laying] prostrate, naked and broken, like the limbs of a mighty giant.”  Eighteenth-
century British tourists were often disappointed at the sinking Tarpeian Rock that had been 
described by Virgil as a “savage and solitary thicket… crowned with the golden roofs of a 
temple.” Likewise, Gibbon’s Eugenius IV sought out the Rock and lamented, “the wheel of 
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fortune has accomplished her revolution and the sacred ground is again disfigured with thorns 
and brambles.”15 
  While previous generations had blamed Roman decline on absolute power, in a radical 
move, Gibbon attributed the decline of Rome to the growth of Christianity.  In doing so, his 
history stands as part of the Enlightenment tradition.16  For Gibbon, as for many Enlightenment 
thinkers, the Christian Middle Ages marked a period of decline.17  Christianity facilitated the 
social and cultural disintegration of Roman society, making the Empire vulnerable to barbarian 
invasions.  A loss of civic virtue meant that Rome’s citizens were unwilling to protect their 
civilization when danger struck.  And for Gibbon, civic virtue went by the wayside when by “the 
difference of religious faith,” Christianity “tore asunder” all “ties of blood and friendship.”  
Furthermore, when the Empire faced difficulties, Roman Christians seized the opportunity to 
proclaim such difficulties as “an infallible symptom of an expiring world.”18  Gibbon praised the 
great minds of Imperial Rome, those like Seneca, Pliny the elder and younger, Tacitus, Plutarch 
and Galen, yet made it clear that they all “overlooked or rejected” Christianity.19  Most 
significantly, Gibbon historicized Christianity, placing it into a secular timeline.  He consciously 
undermined the “authority of miracles” and “martyrs.”20  For many, Gibbon’s arguments about 
Christianity were an outrage.  But his controversial claims were good for sales.  In 1776, supplies 
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of the first edition were “exhausted in two weeks.”  After extensive reviews by The Critical 
Review and the Monthly Review, a second and third printing appeared in short order.21  Gibbon’s 
history of Rome would dominate thinking about the Empire for the next century. 
 Gibbon’s history set a new standard.  Nearly a century after its initial publication, 
Frederic Harrison imagined “the ideal School of History…graven on its gates, ‘Let none enter 
here till he has mastered Gibbon.”  He hailed Decline and Fall as “the most perfect historical 
composition that exists in any language.”22  Not every British historian of Rome agreed with 
Gibbon, but they would all have to reckon with his work, finding a reason write new histories in 
his wake, many refuting his conclusions.  Gibbon wove the rise of Christianity into the story of 
Rome’s fall, raising new questions and a historiographical challenge for early nineteenth-century 
scholars.   
 Did Rome fall due to its own moral failings?  Or was Christianity responsible for the 
collapse of the Empire?  In Gibbon’s wake, this question shaped the questions asked by a 
generation of British historians of Rome.  Broad Church thinkers were often liberal reformers 
who believed that the hand of God was revealed through historical progress.  In their view, 
Christianity had a hand in the fall of Rome, but this was part of the vast sweep of providential 
history—the rise of Christianity was a moral good.23  Other Victorian religious sects grounded 
their beliefs in the history of early-Christianity, vying for control of narratives about the early 
Church.  Mid-century religious-historical novels dramatized the moral strength of early-Christian 
martyrs.  Some authors, like Catholic Nicholas Wiseman, emphasized the unbroken connection 
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between nineteenth-century Catholicism and the Roman Christians.  Others, like Wilkie Collins 
located the spirit of the Reformation in early Christian communities.  But despite their 
differences, like the Broad Church, these sects agreed that in one respect, Gibbon was wrong; 
Christianity had been purely a positive world-historical force.  By the late-nineteenth century, at 
the height of British imperialism, these religious histories gave way to a more sympathetic view 
of Imperial Rome in which Caesar was rehabilitated as a heroic leader.  No single authoritative 
history the Roman Empire was able to replace Gibbon. Instead, British readers had to contend 
with multiple, sometimes conflicting, narratives of Imperial Rome. For Broad Church scholar, 
Dean Henry Hart Milman, Christianity represented a moral progression from pagan antiquity.  
Seeking to reconcile religious and secular history, Milman argued that the rapid large-scale 
adoption of Christianity proved a divine hand at work.  As a classical scholar, Milman produced 
an annotated edition of Gibbon’s Decline and Fall in 1839.   Unlike his contemporary historian 
Francois Guizot, who set out to “correct” Gibbon’s position on Christianity, Milman took a more 
of a middle-road approach.  Like Gibbon, Milman had been disparaged by religious critics for 
the “scientific” treatment of religious history in his History of the Jews (1828).  The book caused 
an uproar for treating sacred history “critically and reverently.”24  Milman defended his work—
nothing in it “ought to offend either a man of science or a reasonable and candid Christian.”25  In 
his study of Gibbon, he recognized the “failings and follies” of early-Christianity, but argued that 
these should cast no “shadow of doubt” upon the primitive church.26   
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 For Milman, the larger problems with Gibbon’s work were its “latent sarcasm,” and the 
need to bring it “up to the present slate of historical knowledge” and more cutting-edge 
scholarship.27  For example, Gibbon’s account of the rapid collapse of paganism was “much too 
strongly worded.”  Recent archaeological discoveries shed new light on the matter.  Milman 
pointed to research of Auguste-Arthur Beugnot who, using Niebuhr’s methods, found lingering 
“vestiges of Paganism in the West, after this period, in monuments and inscriptions.”28 As for 
Gibbon’s theory that “stupendous destruction” of Rome was attributable to “her own citizens”—
Milman called it “improbable.”  Instead, he believed the “worst damage” to the city was likely 
caused by eleventh-century Emperor Henry IV and his soldier, Robert Guiscard.29  Milman drew 
attention away from Gibbon’s anti-Christian message.  He went as far as to claim that with a 
little moderation, The Decline and Fall possessed a “most Christian spirit of candour.”30  In 
1840, Milman’s own History of Christianity attempted to tell the story of Christianity as a 
scientific history of “civilization…avoiding polemics as far as possible, and indeed, if feasible, 
all distinctions of doctrine.”31 Harrison called it an “antidote” to Gibbon.  Whereas Gibbon told 
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the story of the “dissolution of a vast system, Milman recounts the development of another…first 
the victim, then the rival and ultimately the successor of the first.”32 
 In the decade following Milman’s work, mid-century Victorian novelists began to 
capitalize on religious-historical themes, seeming particularly relevant in the theological climate 
of mid-Victorian Britain.33  These novels were a way of refuting Gibbon’s “sarcasm” with 
Christian sincerity.  As Simon Goldhill has argued, these Christian historical novels explicitly 
repudiated Gibbon’s conclusions about the weakness of Christian ideology in comparison to 
Roman philosophy.  Instead, the novels depicted “historical characters coming into contact with 
Christianity and being impressed by it, or even converting to it.”34  The significant impact of 
these novels was not that they established new conclusions about the fall of the empire, but 
rather, they helped bring to life a vision of Imperial Rome that would persist in the Victorian 
imagination.   
Mid-century religious-historical novels were “part of a religious battle for ‘hearts and 
minds.’”  While the novels generally “played down” the miraculous, martyrdom remained “a 
central, lurid and violent drama of many a story.” It reflected the inner strength of early 
Christians.   Often these novels blurred the lines between fact and fiction in order to make a 
contemporary political argument.  To bolster their arguments, these novels tended to “parade 
their footnotes, declare their moments of anachronism, and support their fiction with a display of 
scholarship.”35 Catholic Cardinal Wiseman’s wildly popular novel, Fabiola, or the Church of the 
Catacombs (1854), drew attention to the Roman catacombs as a Christian memorial.36  Wiseman 
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bolstered his argument for Catholicism when he described the practices of early Christians 
forced to secretly worship, hidden in Rome’s catacombs, the unbroken originators of nineteenth-
century Roman Catholicism.  
While Wiseman’s Fabiola made the case for Catholicism, Wilkie Collins’s Antonina 
(1850) planted the historical roots of the Reformation in the Roman Empire.  Collins set his story 
in the year 410—on the eve of Alaric’s invasion; Gibbon had characterized Alaric as a 
“formidable enemy.”37  Rome was under blockade and surrounded. Its leaders were corrupted by 
excessive luxury—a civilization that had “once excited astonishment by [its] masculine 
character, degenerated into the last stage of effeminacy.” 38  On one level, he reiterated the 
conventional narrative about the moral failings of the Roman regime, depicting the Emperor 
Honorius as “pitiably effeminate” with a curved spine, “thin, colorless lips,” feeding his chickens 
with an “idiotic…ridiculous intensity.”  For Collins the Emperor was the “impersonation of the 
meanest vices inherent in the vicious civilization” (Figure 2.2).39 
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Figure 2.2: Illustration from 1875 Chatto & Windus edition of Antonina (artist: Alfred Concanen) 
In contrast to the Emperor, Collins’ heroine was a long-suffering Roman woman, 
portrayed in juxtaposition to Goisvintha, a female Visigoth, “inflamed with deadly rage” and a 
“savage ferocity.”40  Collins relished the “rich mine of romantic materials” available in imperial 
Rome. His description of Rome’s “feeble court…degenerate worship, and its demoralized 
populace” won critical acclaim as a “clear and distinct picture,” of “history as well as 
romance.”41  But the heart of the story was about the rise of Northern and eventually Protestant 
civilizations. Antonina’s father, Numerian was a zealot determined to return Christianity to the 
pure idealism of the early church.  Goisvintha displayed “strength of determination” that cast 
readers (and critics) “under a spell.”42  Alaric the strongman represented that “which was soon to 
change the face of Europe,” opening the door to the “small yet powerful voice of reformation.”43    
Antonina was part of a broader reclamation of the historical Goths, taking place just as 
British architecture began to undergo a gothic revival.  The goths were not merely barbarian 
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destroyers.  In 1831, The Athenaeum argued that although “the hardy warriors who overthrew the 
Roman Empire have been stigmatized as savages and barbarians,” despite their “ferocity 
and…crimes, the Goths and vandals were infinitely superior, in every ennobling quality, to the 
silken slaves whom they vanquished.”44  Rome fell because it was morally inferior to the 
Christian civilization that was dawning.  In a Christian-providential interpretation, essayist and 
poet Edwin F. Roberts pointed out that Roman greatness stemmed from “moderation and 
temperance,” but its downfall came as “the hand of a retributive providence.”45  If the fall of 
Rome was a matter of virtue, the Goths represented the more virtuous civilization.46  
 For early-Victorians, the Roman Empire embodied decadence and oppression.  The 
British prided themselves on being the standard bearer of liberty.  Britons identified their own 
political system with Roman Republicanism, supporting liberal and nationalist causes throughout 
continental Europe in the 1840s.47  The lessons of Rome were frequently called upon in British 
politics as well.  Rome was a model of the “evil” that might come with success.  As the general 
scholar F.W. Newman explained—as soon as Roman liberty was “consolidated…they 
enter[ed] upon a continuous career of conquest.”  The British in their victories were in a similar 
position and must avoid Roman pitfalls by looking “inward.”48  Historians argued that in a 
prescient example, Rome’s aristocracy prospered by squeezing out “small proprietors” and 
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oppressing the lower classes.49  Others pointed to Roman economic practices in defense of 
the corn laws.  For Scottish historian, Archibald Alison, it was cheap imports from Egypt and 
Africa that destroyed the middle class by “insensibly” ruining Roman agriculture.50  As 
historian J.R. Seeley explained, for the most part, British thinkers found “nothing good in politics 
but liberty” and only studied the Roman Empire “for the traces of freedom still discernible in 
it.”51 
But as Britain entered the age of late-nineteenth century Imperialism, a spate of new 
histories emerged more sympathetic to Imperial Rome.  In particular, Julius Caesar was 
reappraised as a hero. Despite its proclivities for vice, the Roman Empire had civilized the 
ancient world.  Now, Britain was on a mission to civilize its own colonies.  This revisionist view 
of Imperial Rome honored the Roman Empire as “a triumph, not of liberalism, but of military 
organization.”  And “this revised, and largely positive interpretation of Imperial Rome became 
increasingly popular in intellectual circles as the century progressed.”  This reappraisal of Rome 
was mobilized in debates about India, especially following the Indian Mutiny of 1857.  Rome’s 
model of martial colonization seemed to have more to offer.  Pro-Imperialists like Cambridge 
historian J.R. Seeley argued that Rome ceased to progress “not because expansionism had 
brought wealth and luxury into Rome but because ‘[m]en were wanting; The Empire perished for 
want of men’.”52  But even anti-imperialists like the Oxford historian Goldwin Smith adjusted 
their perspective on Rome.  Smith acknowledged the “Greatness of the Romans,” celebrating 
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Roman despotism as uniquely “‘tempered, elevated, and rendered more beneficent by the 
lingering spirit of the Republic: the liberalism of Trajan and the Antonines’.”53  
British scholarship began to reflect admiration of Rome’s Emperors. Liberal theologian, 
Charles Merivale, rehabilitated the Emperors in what would become an authoritative work, A 
History of the Romans Under the Empire (1850-62).  Merivale carved out a niche for himself by 
choosing a little studied period, between the fall of the Republic (where Arnold and Niebuhr 
ended) and the age of the Antonines (where Gibbon began).  For Merivale, this was an important 
period because it was the age of “Constitutional Empire” in which the government “was virtually 
a despotism, yet republican forms were carefully respected.”54  Merivale praised the endurance 
of the system which “worked so admirably” for a “single city,” but described how it “broke 
down when it was applied to the government of an empire which included all the nations around 
the Mediterranean.”55  
Merivale, like Gibbon, had his curiosity sparked while touring Rome. When he visited in 
1845, he felt he had made a sort of “pilgrimage to this centre of created things,” declaring “the 
very dirt is sublime.”  While he was there, he spent a great deal of time examining the busts of 
various emperors, drawn to a biographical approach.56  He wondered about the thoughts and 
characters of individual emperors.  In his later General History of Rome (1876), he described his 
work as a stroll through a “long gallery of national portraits, every one of which brings a real 
individual mind before us.’”57  This was not a new methodology, and Merivale relied on 
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established literary sources, especially Tacitus.58  By the time Merivale’s history was published, 
many reviewers found these sources to be unreliable.  One critic argued that Merivale presented 
ancient writers as “contemporary witnesses” instead of recognizing that “they lived two or even 
six centuries after the events which they narrated.”59  Another complained that he should have 
acknowledged that Tacitus could not be trusted, writing “under influences hostile to truth and 
sobriety.”  But despite his reliance on these well-worn sources, Merivale often reached 
independent conclusions.  Although British readers tended to imagine Titus as a “good” emperor, 
embodying “kindness, patriotism and philosophy,” Merviale’s Titus was an “effeminate” 
neurotic.  Domitian was popularly despised, in a tradition dating from “the study of Goldsmith.”  
But Merivale gave him a favorable interpretation.60   
This focus on the emperors was read as explicitly political.  It was not unusual for British 
histories to be connected to politics-- George Grote’s influential history of Greece was politically 
committed to democracy, so Merivale’s history of the Empire, which was sympathetic to many 
emperors, was read as Imperialist.  Mid-century political satirists often drew analogies between 
France’s Napoleon III and Julius Caesar (Figure 2.3).  The Saturday Review called Merivale “an 
advocate of Imperialism” with a “desire to make out the Caesars not quite so bad as they have 
been drawn.”61  And historian E.A. Freeman agreed, insisting that Merivale found it a “sort of 
duty in his eyes to make out as good a case as he can for any particular Caesar.”62  Merivale 
earned a reputation as a “consistent admirer of strong governments, and when Louis Napoleon 
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made his coup d’etat in 1851, he remarked that he would have done the same.”63  But Merivale 
was not alone—Positivist scholar Richard Congreve praised the Roman Emperors for securing 
the Empire’s boundaries, promoting peace and order within and caring for the provinces.  For 
Congreve, Imperial Rome was the harbinger of “global civilization.”64   
 
Figure 2.3: A comic theater production of Julius Caesar (1867)65 
 
In the wake of the failed liberal revolts of the 1840s, Continental scholars were also 
turning to Caesar with more sympathy.  Theodore Mommsen’s monumental Römische 
Geschichte in three volumes, published 1854-1856, was written on the heels of his involvement 
with the Revolutions of 1848.  It dealt with the Roman Republic, ending with the reforms of 
Julius Caesar, also taking a sympathetic view of Caesar.  He argued that the Rome’s republican 
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institutions were incapable of adapting to new circumstances, and he is generally approving of 
Caesar’s nation-building reforms that prepared Rome to build an Empire.  Mommsen later 
became a member of the Prussian legislature, and his support of Caesar as the “savior of society” 
and the necessary corrective to a dysfunctional Republican government was intertwined with the 
state of Prussian politics.66  
 Mommsen’s disciple, the Oxford-trained classicist Francis Haverfield (1860-1910) tied 
the British Empire to the Roman Empire in the field of Roman-British studies. Haverfield’s 
theory of the “Romanisation” of Britain offered a theory of how periphery civilizations were 
absorbed and civilized by the Roman Empire.  Here, not only did Britain become the inheritor of 
Roman culture, but it provided a useful model for how the British were civilizing the world in 
turn.67  Imperial Rome also served as useful model for British Empire, provided an example of 
bureaucratic efficiency and legal justice.68   
This revisionist view of Roman Empire was promoted for young readers in works such as 
Charlotte Yonge’s Stories of Roman History (1877) which “described Julius Caesar as ‘one of 
the greatest men the world has ever produced.”69  Yonge was affiliated with the Oxford 
Movement and managed to maintain a Christian perspective while still praising the Emperors. 
She explained that while it might seem “strange that the good Emperors were often worse 
persecutors than the bad ones…the fact was that the bad ones let the people do as they 
pleased…while the good ones were trying to bring back what they read of in Livy’s history, of 
plain living and high thinking, and shut their ears to knowing more of the Christians than that 
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they were people who did not worship the gods.”70  E.A. Freeman also felt ambivalence about 
the Emperors.  In an 1863 review of Merivale’s work, he acknowledged that if “a primary 
assembly of the citizens of London” attempted to rule over “every inhabitant of England” the 
people would “probably welcome any Caesar or Buonaparte who would deliver us from such a 
state of things.”71  But Freeman believed that the ancient roots of democracy could be found in 
Teutonic culture and the popular assemblies of ethnic Northern Europeans.72  In keeping with the 
Christian narrative, for Freeman, the Teutons and Goths had revived “a world dogged by 
[Roman] tyranny.”73  He implored readers to never forget “the inherent wickedness of the 
Empire itself.”74  
Other historians were less cautious about celebrating Imperial achievements.  Using  
Rome as an Imperial model also provoked anxiety because it had ultimately dissolved as an 
empire.75  In 1888, William Ralph Inge’s Rome Under the Caesars argued that it was the Roman 
Republic that had shown vestiges of cruelty, while the Empire produced “great writers” like 
Virgil and Pliny the Younger.76  Many British thinkers identified themselves as heirs to Roman 
civilization.  Merivale enabled this line of thinking when he emphasized the gradual “fusing of 
the Empire into one body.”  Merivale’s Romans divided the world into two categories—Roman 
or Barbarian. The Roman Gaul separated from the Frank or Goth.  The Roman Greek separated 
from the Saracen or Turk.  The Saturday Review called this “an exhaustive division of mankind” 
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that reshaped the world and persisted, making “Rome really eternal.”  Because of these basic 
civilizational divides, Roman history had “to be acted over and over again.”77  The Roman 
Empire was as the mother and source of Western civilization, delivering her scepter down 
through the ages into the care of the British.   
In the 1880s and 1890s, historian J.B. Bury emphasized this sort of historical continuity 
in his work on Rome.78  Approaching history as a methodological science, Bury believed that 
history revealed a record of rational struggle and progress.  Yet, this notion of progress did not 
necessarily mean the rise of Christian civilization.  Like Gibbon, Bury was a religious skeptic.79 
He opened his History of the Later Roman Empire with chapters on “Christianity and Paganism” 
and “The Influence of Christianity on Society.” One reviewer noted his “general attitude…has a 
strong resemblance to that of Gibbon, whose style is now and then unconsciously imitated.” 
Bury insisted that “the Roman Empire endured, one and undivided, however changed and 
dismembered, from the first century B.C. to the fifteenth century A.D.”  He also refused “to 
recognize the existence of an ‘Eastern’ and a ‘Western’ Roman Empire’ at any period before 
A.D. 800.”80  Bury and other late-Victorian historians used Rome to trace the construction of 
European identity.  In 1894, a writer in The Speaker argued that “it is from the Roman Empire 
that the history of civilized Europe springs.”  It was crucial to study the Empire to have any 
chance of understanding “the course and the meaning of medieval and modern European history.  
The critic went so far as to say that the Roman Republic was only relevant “because the Republic 
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culminated in the Roman Empire.”81  Social commentator George Edward Tarner agreed that 
Roman Imperial roots were crucial to contemporary European politics.  In A Future Roman 
Empire (1895), Tarner argued that Europe had suffered a grave loss “at the breakdown of the 
Roman Empire,” one that “was responsible for Europe’s ‘present state of division.’”82  
So—how to think about Roman Imperial history at the end of the century?  The 
historiographical debates of the nineteenth century never quite dethroned Gibbon, but rather, a 
multitude of respected but sometimes conflicting interpretations co-existed in schoolrooms and 
in the marketplace.  In the 1890s, students of history were typically given Smith’s Students’ 
Greece, Dean Liddell’s Students’ Rome, and Brewer’s Students’ Hume, three books which 
formed “the staple of knowledge which ordinary public-school boys take with them to the 
Universities.”  According to The Speaker, “Occasionally a daring head-master introduces the 
Students’ Gibbon to his sixth form.”  Yet, there was no real textbook used for the Roman 
Empire, and students knew “only isolated facts gathered at haphazard from Horace, Juvenal and 
Tacitus.”  In 1894, Bury’s work was turned into a Students’ Roman Empire as part of William 
Smith’s series of Students’ Histories published by John Murray.  This series of books was used 
by “generations of English schoolboys…made familiar…with the black covers and red edges.”83 
As Herbert Haines explained in a letter to The National Review, while “all students of history 
respect Gibbon…no student would accept him as a sole authority.”  Instead, students had to read 
Seeley and Hodgkin “to understand the fall of the Roman Empire in the West,” and Freeman and 
Milman “to account for the rapid success” of Islam, Finlay and Freeman “to study the (so-called) 
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Byzantine Empire.”  And of course, students should not fail to “neglect such novels as Acte, 
Gladiators, Hypatia, Blue and Green, [and] A Struggle for Romans.”84  
 
II. The Colosseum 
 
British interpretations of the Roman Empire shifted throughout the course of the 
nineteenth century.  To what extend did professional historiography shape the way tourists were 
experiencing historic spaces on the ground in Rome?  The greatest icon of Roman Empire was 
the Colosseum.  There, visitors were confronted not only by their own emotional response to it, 
but by transmuting historiography.  For Gibbon, the Colosseum embodied imperial decline.  
Early Victorian Christian revisionists focused on Christian martyrs, and the Colosseum as the 
stage on which a clash of civilizations unfolded (one that would eventually lead to the rise of 
Christianity).  By the end of the nineteenth century, the Colosseum came to represent Imperial 
might.  British tourists also had to sort through literary and archaeological influencers as well.  
Byron’s poetry transformed experiences of the Colosseum, and archaeological excavations both 
altered the physical space and complicated earlier conceptions of the site. By the end of the 
century, visitors could draw upon any or all of these readings of the monument, often ignoring 
the real Rome before their eyes in order to do so. 
The Colosseum as a symbol worked in complex ways—it represented both pleasure and 
death, decay and strength.  It conjured glamorous stories of gladiators and the sorrowful legends 
of Christian martyrs.  The massive amphitheater was an unrivaled feat of Roman engineering and 
aesthetics, reflecting the might of Empire.  But by the nineteenth century, the building had also 
been subjected to centuries of neglect, erosion and outright destruction, a powerful indicator of 
the passage of time.  
                                               




The Colosseum stands in the valley of three of Rome’s hills and can be seen from all 
sides.  It had once been a densely populated area, but it was razed during Nero’s reign by the 
Great Fire of Rome in 64 A.D.  Nero used the land to build his own palace and an artificial lake, 
adding an enormous statue—the Colossus of Nero.  The statue remained when the Emperor 
Vespasian returned the land to the people of Rome and began construction of the amphitheater in 
72 A.D., funded by spoils and slave labor from the recent Siege of Jerusalem.  Also known as the 
“Flavian Amphiteater,” work was finished by Vespasian’s successors, Emperors Titus and 
Domitian, all members of the Flavian Dynasty. Disputes abounded about the source of its 
name—whether from the colossal statue of Nero that once stood nearby, or from the colossal size 
of the building.  The Colosseum was used as a theater for mass entertainments.  These included 
gladiatorial combat, reenactments of historical tales, staged animal hunts (venationes) and mock 
sea-battles (naumachiae).85  
From the third to fifth centuries, the Colosseum suffered periodic damage, but continued 
to be used for gladiatorial fights and animal combat.  These games dwindled over time, 
disappearing some time before 440 A.D., although animal slaughter as entertainment 
continued.86  In the fifth century the Colosseum endured earthquakes, looting and invasions by 
the Visigoths and Vandals.  The arena and its surrounding grounds were converted to use as a 
burial site.  In the Middle Ages, the Colosseum became the property of the Church of Santa 
Maria Nova who rented converted spaces in the vaulted arcades as homes or workshops. 
Medieval roads cut through the center of the amphitheater.  After the Norman sack of Rome in 
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1084, the Frangipani family gained control and used the Colosseum as a fortified castle.87  In 
1349, the monument suffered severe damage and the south side collapsed due to an earthquake.  
Fallen stones were taken to be used for other buildings throughout Rome—a process of stripping 
and repurposing the Colosseum that continued for centuries.88  
In 1750, Pope Benedict XIV issued a papal edict forbidding any additional destruction 
and began restoration, placing stations of the cross around the arena.  When the French took 
Rome in 1798, the Colosseum became more of an archaeological site—an approach that 
continued throughout the first half of the nineteenth century.  Supports were added to the 
structure, its drains were cleared, etc.  In 1870 the site was taken over by the new Italian State.  
Religious signs were removed, and the Colosseum was held up as a new national symbol.89  
Eighteenth century British travelers on the Grand Tour were most excited to see remnants 
of Rome’s Republican era, which they closely associated with British political ideals.  The 
Colosseum was not a Republican relic, but it drew attention because it was there.  It was 
enormous, it had survived largely intact, and it demanded notice.  It was generally admired for its 
size and for its architectural merit but viewed as an Imperial symbol without much historical 
appeal.  Goldsmith’s widely read history of Rome largely ignored the Colosseum, except to 
mention it as the site of Imperial spectacle. Goldsmith depicted Colosseum “entertainments” 
arranged by Titus—cause for “public rejoicings…for a hundred days.”90  When Anna Riggs 
Miller visited in 1770 she declared the Colosseum to be the “definition of the sublime in 
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architecture.”91  Others, like Martin Sherlock, ignored it all together, preferring to scan the faces 
of the crowds, looking for traces of Republican greatness—“a woman who might well be the 
mother of a Gracchus,” or “another who might produce a Sylla!”92   
For those who did remark upon the Colosseum, it was most notable as the site of Roman 
cruelty.  Many expressed feelings of moral disgust (with a tinge of titillation) at the atrocities 
committed within.  Joseph Addison visited in 1701, later reflecting that the Colosseum filled his 
eyes with “terror and delight.”  It was a place of “stern tyrants, whom their cruelties renown.” 
For Addison, Rome had wasted her natural gifts and beauty, unlike Britannia, whose “liberty… 
makes her barren rocks and her bleak mountains smile.”93  Joseph Forsyth was also “offended by 
the sadistic cruelty that [the Colosseum] embodied.”94  His published travel account became a 
popular guidebook used by other visitors to the amphitheater.  
The moral lessons of Rome were evident in its decay.  For many, the city’s juxtaposition 
of splendor and poverty was overwhelming.  As Sherlock explained— “magnificence, hypocrisy 
and sadness reign here.”95  Miller was dismayed to find the Colosseum surrounded by the Campo 
Vaccino, a cattle market.  The “foul” roaming cows desecrated the “beauty” of the Colosseum’s 
ancient “proportions and sculpture,” leaving it “smothered up in the soil.”96  Samuel Sharp was 
perturbed to note that where there were once “eighty thousand spectators, you now see a few 
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miserable old women and beggars.”97  In the early-nineteenth century, John More noted the 
“grave solemnity” and “natural gloominess” of those local Italians.  No doubt, as Henry Sass 
remarked in 1817, because “the seat of universal empire [became] converted into a cattle 
market…covered with asses, monks and straw” (Figure 2.4).98 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Southeast view of the Colosseum, c. 1700 (painting by Gaspar van Wittel, 1652-1736)99 
 
British historical scholars and Grand Tour travelers all agreed that Roman misery and 
decay could be attributed to Catholic aristocratic greed.  Renaissance-era Catholicism, in 
particular, was responsible for the destruction of ancient heritage.  In 1770, Lady Anna Riggs 
Miller visited the Colosseum and noticed its decay.  She explained to a friend that while the 
“Goths and other barbarians” might have begun the Colosseum’s destruction, the “popes and 
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cardinals… endeavored to complete its ruin.”  In particular, it was the Farnese family who had 
“robbed it…of its marble cornices, friezes, &c…[and] got away what was practicable of the 
outside” in order to beautify [their] own palace.100   
Miller’s claims were nearly identical to those made by Gibbon several years later.  
Gibbon fortified this commonplace belief of his generation, intertwining his colorful portrait of 
Roman decline with a scholarly critique of Italian institutional power.  Gibbon argued that the 
Colosseum had likely remained intact (although damaged) in the Middle Ages. As evidence, he 
described how the Colosseum was used across several centuries, including a graphic description 
of a 1332 bullfight staged therein.101  Like Miller, Gibbon reported that the Colosseum might 
have “claimed an eternal duration” had it not been destroyed by centuries of plunderers, tearing 
away whatever was “precious or portable.”  And like Miller, Gibbon faulted both Barbarians and 
Christians—its “costly ornaments…the first prey of conquest or fanaticism.”102   He reserved 
particular criticism for Pope Paul III, the Farnese and the Barberini families who mined the 
Colosseum to enlarge their own palaces. These Italians knew little and cared less for their ancient 
heritage.  Gibbon’s thesis about Roman decline was echoed in the fate of the Colosseum—a loss 
of civic virtue and the unwillingness of Romans to preserve their own civilization left both the 
Empire and its monuments vulnerable to destruction.  
Although Gibbon’s views about the Colosseum were unoriginal, once his work was out 
there, it was Gibbon who was invoked by tourists and credited with the narrative. In the 1790s, 
William Fox’s letter from Rome also recorded the Colosseum’s “shameful neglect and [the] 
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indifference” of Goths, Popes and Cardinals in typical fashion.  Fox’s imagination had been set 
aflame by the “illustrious Gibbon,” a scholar who Fox was certain “must feelingly affect every 
sensible heart while treading amongst these slender and mutilated remains.”103  Henry Sass also 
invoked Gibbon while seated at the center of the arena, imagining that the Colosseum “might 
have aspired to almost everlasting duration, if it had to combat only with the ravages of time,” 
and not “the hand of man.”  Instead, it had been “robbed, mutilated, and almost destroyed, by the 
Farnese and other families of Rome” (Figure 2.5).104  
 
 
Figure 2.5: Inside the Colosseum (painting by Francis Towne, 1780)105 
 
In the realm of historical scholarship, Gibbon’s work basically stood alone until his 
critique of early Christianity was taken up by early-Victorian broad-church historians in the 
1830s and 1840s.   But travelers to Rome began to depart from the Grand Tour itinerary not with 
new scholarship, but with poetry in hand—in particular, the poetry of Lord Byron.  In the early 
nineteenth century, Byron was among those Romantic writers who adopted Gibbon’s emphasis 
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on decay and erosion.  The Romantics mused about mortality and the ephemeral nature of life.  It 
was the magnitude of time that brought the mighty Roman Empire to its knees.  Gibbon had 
condemned Rome’s ruinous condition, attributing it to neglect.  But many British visitors in 
Rome found the decay evocative and pleasurable.  Byron offered a way forward here.  Like 
others of his generation, he was a firm believer in Roman greatness, awed by the totality of 
Roman collapse. His poetry became a primary text for British travelers in Rome, promoting a 
personal, spiritual/emotional experience of the city in lieu of the traditional educational tourism.  
As James Buzard has explained, the Grand Tourist “enacted a ritual of classicism and class 
solidarity,” but in the wake of Romanticism, the nineteenth-century traveler, surrounded by more 
tourists than ever, would attempt to “lay claim to an aristocracy of inner feeling, the projection of 
an ideology of originality and difference.”106 For generations to come, British visitors to the 
Colosseum would perform “Byronic” meditations. 
When Byron visited in Rome in the spring of 1817, he was already a celebrity, known for 
the first two cantos of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, a poem based on his Grand Tour.  Tourists of 
his generation sought “novelty, pleasure and information,” travelling to reinforce youthful 
classical studies, “to admire and reflect upon those remains of polished architecture…and to 
trace the progress of painting.”107  Byron had started his tour several years earlier.  But unable to 
visit Italy during the Napoleonic Wars, he wandered from the Iberian Peninsula to Greece and 
the Near East.  When he finally reached Rome, he had only twenty-two days there and 
“immediately began a frenetic round of sightseeing,” most likely with Joseph Forsyth’s 
guidebook in hand—a work largely dedicated to Roman antiquities.  Despite his Forsyth, Byron 
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did not see himself as a typical tourist, rejecting those experiences “predetermined by 
expectation.”108  Instead, he spoke contemptuously of “the Starke—or invalid—or Forsyth—or 
Eustace or Hobhouse travellers—as they are called according to their Manual.”109  Byron 
promoted personal reflection in Rome, creating a new standard for travelers.  
Like Forsyth and Addison, Byron reflected on Imperial power and the violence 
committed in the Colosseum.  In the third act of Manfred, Byron (through his title character) 
reflected on the lingering spirit of the Colosseum—a place where he felt a “silent worship of the 
great old,” his spirit “still rule[ed]” by Rome’s “dead, but sceptered sovereigns.”110  The 
Colosseum was both “a marvel of human ingenuity and as a testament to human overreaching” 
at the same time. Manfred visited the Colosseum made spooky and ethereal by moonlight.  
Reviewers of Manfred “almost invariably singled out the Colosseum passage for commendation 
and quoted it extensively or in full.”111 In fact, the passage from Manfred would be reprinted in 
Murray’s guidebook to Rome and recited by generations of future travelers.   
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Figure 2.6: Byron Contemplating the Colosseum and an interior view of the Colosseum by John Warwick 
Smith (1749-1831), c. 1800112   
 
 In the fourth canto of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, the moonlit Colosseum appeared 
once again, in another passage that became famous.  This time, Byron glamorized a virile young 
barbarian on the cusp of death at the hands of Roman cruelty.  Here, he was inspired not only by 
the Colosseum, but by one of Rome’s most frequently visited sculptures—the Dying Gladiator, 
on display in the Capitoline Museums (Figure 2.7).  Byron imagined the dying gladiator’s life 
flashing by as it faded—his “rude hut by the Danube,” and the “young barbarians [at] play,” 
coming to an end “butcher’d to make a Roman holiday.”113  Byron was likely influenced by the 
1810 prizewinning poem, The Statue of the Dying Gladiator.  Yet, like Gibbon, with the 
publication and popularity of Childe Harold, “Byron’s name spread as if he were the originator” 
of the Dying Gladiator theme.114  
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Figure 2.7: The Dying Gladiator115 
 
Byron’s Childe Harold was more than a poem—it became a travel guide. Murray’s 
published it in a small travel sized edition, providing tourists a “traveling persona that could be 
momentarily appropriated…with the smallest gesture or quotation.” Whereas the poem was 
inspired by the sights of Rome, what people saw in Rome soon became inspired by the poem.  
Byron’s friend John Hobhouse, already well known for his own Italian travelogue, published 
Historical Illustrations of the Fourth Canto of Childe Harold, Containing Dissertations on the 
Ruins of Rome and an Essay on Italian Literature (1818).  Byron inspired an entire genre of 
poetic travel books, such as Samuel Roger’s Italy (published in 1822 and expanded in 1830 to 
include illustrations by Turner). “These works were often carried as guides to the distinguishing 
emotions of the tour”116  
Whereas the previous generation of tourists used travel to augment a prescribed classical 
education, Romantic writers and travelers favored personal sentiment.  This mode was more 
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open to the voices of women and others unlikely to be offered a formal classical education.   
Women encountered less criticism for recording their impressions about art, culture and religion 
while avoiding classical history and politics.117  This model was made plain in Madame de 
Staël’s Corinne; or Italy (1807).  In it, Corinne, a sensitive and independent female artist wins 
the affection of a British aristocrat with a moving performance as Shakespeare’s Juliet.  She 
offers her lover a tour of Rome and informs him that historical lessons are best learned “by 
imagination and sentiment.”  Like the Grand Tourist, Corrine prizes Republican Rome and 
regrets all architectural debasement perpetrated by Catholicism.  Modern Rome is like a 
mutilated statue with “neither head nor feet; but the trunk and drapery that remain have still the 
beauty of antiquity.”  But at the Colosseum, when her British lover is prototypically disgusted by 
its violent history, Corinne asks him to not allow “principles of justice [to] interfere 
with…contemplation.”118  Women travel-writers were inspired by contemporary texts like 
Corinne, along with “Gothic Romances, poetic accounts and other travel guides.”  Some used 
gothic tropes and language drawn from the novels of Anne Radcliffe to describe “particular 
geographical situations such as mountainous environments and remote ecclesiastical enclaves.” 
When Anna Jameson visited Italy, her popular travelogue, Diary of an Ennuyée (1826), fused her 
own experiences with the plot of Corinne.  A gothic plot— “the heartbreak and death of the 
narrator,” structured Jameson’s work.119   
In Rome, a gothic literary lens added emphasis to the city’s dark and treacherous corners.  
Many British visitors perceived Rome to be a dangerous place, warning each other that when 
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“exploring the ruins at night, it is absolutely necessary for a party to keep together.”120  But in a 
gothic framework, danger might also be thrilling.  As Kathryn Walchester has argued, “Gothic 
rhetoric…enabled writers to convey…the horrors of Revolutionary politics, the dangers of 
Catholicism…[and] their fears about the risks associated with travelling.”121  Anna Jameson 
longed to experience a Byronic mediation or gothic thrill at the moonlit Colosseum.  But by the 
time she went, many others were seeking a similar experience, and some began to mock the 
craze for performative Byronic travel.  As a sensible traveler, Jameson linked up with a tour 
group—one that was unfortunately joined by two Germans with a “fashionable disdain for all 
romance and enthusiasm.”  The Germans “amused themselves” by quizzing the tour guide and 
“insulting the gloom…[and] grandeur.”  Full of dismay at missing out on the most crucial 
Roman experience, Jameson vowed “nothing should induce [her] to visit the Colosseum by 
moonlight again.”122 
Although Jameson was discouraged, thousands of others continued on their quest for the 
ideal romantic-spiritual experience at the Colosseum.  In the 1840s, Murray’s Handbook to 
Rome promoted the “Colosseum by moonlight,” reproducing Byron’s lines to be “dramatically 
declaimed or repeated sotto voce, by countless Victorian visitors to the monument.” Murray’s 
Handbook offered suggestions to help visitors secure the necessary permission to access a 
nighttime viewing.  Twenty years later, in Nathanial Hawthorne’s wildly popular novel, The 
Marble Faun, mindless Anglo-American tourists followed “the instructions of the Handbook to 
the letter… ‘paying the inevitable visit by moonlight’, had climbed up to the parapet and were 
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‘exalting themselves with raptures that were Byron’s not their own.’”123  The Colosseum had 
become a place of pleasure. Visitors couldn’t help but be moved by its size, the age and 




Figure 2.8: Tourists at the Colosseum in 1818 (Engraving by R. de Marais)124 
 
Even children were instructed to recall Byron at the Colosseum.  In Jacob Abbott’s 1858 
children’s book, Rollo in Rome, young Rollo is reminded that the Dying Gladiator “forms a part 
of the mental furnishing of every highly-cultivated intellect in the civilized world.” Yet Gibbon’s 
narrative is also present.  Rollo is dissuaded from breaking off a piece of the Colosseum, 
although he finds it “very hard” to resist.  After all, “if the popes, after plundering the Colosseum 
themselves for hundreds of years” can do it, “can’t let an American boy like me take away a little 
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bit of brick to put into my museum for a specimen?”125 Gibbon’s dramatic narrative and 
Romantic sentiment both made the Colosseum a site of drama and enchantment—history made 
sublime by imagination. 
Beginning in the 1840s, the Colosseum was reclaimed as a sacred space for British 
visitors as well.  Early-Victorian historians attempting to correct Gibbon’s scathing indictment of 
Christianity were able to help British travelers recover a spiritual experience at the Colosseum by 
decentering the Catholic narrative.  These arguments were augmented as they were re-employed 
in British theological debates that sought to re-create (and make claims about) the historical 
confrontation between Roman power and the early Church.  Furthermore, a revival of early-
Christian themes in historical writing and popular fiction allowed Victorian tourists at the 
Colosseum to really began to engage with the site as a specifically Christian sacred space.  The 
Romantics, with a focus on internal emotional experiences and sensory impressions directed 
travelers to the sort of internal experience that would be well suited to religious meditation.  
Finally, archaeological excavations in Rome translated into new activities and points of view for 
British tourists there enhanced this phenomenon. 
Throughout the Grand Tour era, British visitors to the Colosseum did not prize the 
monument as a religious site.  But this was not unusual.  Medieval and Renaissance Catholics 
had not treated it with religious reverence.  More a quarry than a monument, it was certainly not 
associated with “the fate of the saints.”126  It was not until the eighteenth century that Pope 
Benedict XIV consecrated the amphitheater as a holy space.  Catholic pilgrims frequently kissed 
a cross, prominently placed at the center of the arena. Stations of the cross were positioned 
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around the perimeter and each Friday a Friar preached from the “humble pulpit” located within 
(Figure 2.9).127    
 
Figure 2.9: The Colosseum in 1827.  The stations of the cross, central cross and pulpit are all visible. 
(Engraving by Penna Agostino)128 
 
This complicated the experience for Protestant visitors who both desired Romantic and 
historical enchantment but strove to resist Catholic superstition.  As David Gange and Michael 
Ledger-Lomas have argued, British Protestants in Rome “were tempted to suspend credulity 
about the sites where the apostles had been martyred,” while reminding themselves that “Rome 
was the throne of the papacy” and Christianity was supposed to be a “universal and thus 
placeless religion.”129  William Sewell’s fanatically anti-Catholic novel Hawkstone; A Tale of 
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and For England in 184- (1845) depicted an Anglican hero saved from conversion to 
Catholicism while in Rome “by the powers of textual criticism, which allow him to detect the 
frauds and interpolations in the texts of the early church he is shown.”130  When Charlotte Eaton 
visited in the 1820s, like earlier generations of tourists she struggled to reconcile the “striking 
contrast” between its aesthetic beauty and the “barbarism of the purposes for which it was 
erected.”  But she also struggled to reconcile her own spiritual recognition of Christian 
martyrdom and the commandeering Catholic narrative there.  Eaton negotiated internally, 
longing to immerse herself in the “transcendent virtue of the divine spirits” that lost their lives at 
the Colosseum.  However, she remained bound by “the cold-hearted ridicule” of her own 
“deriding age” which would not spare “the memory of the Christian martyrs.”  For most 
Protestants, the Colosseum’s martyrs had to be treated in the same manner as Catholic saints— 
as the “absurd legends of monkish fraud and credulity.”131  
But in the 1840s, British writers began to depict the Colosseum’s martyrs differently.  As 
a starting point, they took the earlier generation’s emphasis on the cruelty of Roman 
entertainments performed at the Colosseum.  The more terrible the entertainment, the more 
clearly, they could make a case for the redeeming power of Christianity.  Whereas Goldsmith 
had mentioned the murder of animals at the great amphitheater, Broad Church scholar Henry 
Hart Milman highlighted the gruesome Roman disregard for human life.  As he put it—for the 
Romans, Barbarian lives were of “no account, but to contribute to the sports of the Roman.”  The 
eventual triumph of Christianity was a clear historical corrective to this brutality.  Milman made 
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plain that to end the Colosseum’s “bloody spectacles” was “one of the most unquestionable and 
proudest triumphs of Christianity.”132   
A slew of new historical novels depicted martyrdom in various Roman amphitheaters 
along with orgies, “sacrifices, bloody games, gambling and sex.”133  Like Milman’s history, 
these works of literature depicted the sacrifice of Barbarian lives.  The gladiator had become a 
symbol of liberty in the 1830s with a popularization of the story of Spartacus.  An American 
playwright, Robert Montgomery Bird used the story of Spartacus to condemn slavery. 134  The 
London playwright Jacob Jones wrote his own Spartacus inspired by Bird, in support of the 
liberal Polish cause.135   
The powerful and popular image of Byron’s dying gladiator evoked sympathy for victims 
of Roman violence.  Byron had concluded with an invocation to avenge the hero’s death—“Arise 
ye Goths and glut your ire!”136  Decades later, those who read Wilkie Collins’ Antonina 
imagined that Alaric and his gothic warriors were “stimulated to vengeance by the memory of a 
thousand wrongs.”137  Antonina, like other “swords and sandals” novels offered scintillating 
depictions of gladiatorial games at the Colosseum, identifying this entertainment as Roman 
depravity—an “extreme depravation from which Christianity alone has delivered Europe.” 
Alaric’s conquest was brutal but necessary.  He stripped the decadent Romans of the wealth that 
kept them from the “rough virtues of poverty.” Although not a Christian, Alaric stood on the 
right side of historical progress.  Although he destroyed Rome, he ordered his “soldiers to 
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respect the churches of the Christians, as holy and inviolable sanctuaries,” and thereby saving 
“multitudes of lives.”138  Unlike the story told by Gibbon, Mid-Victorian fiction reimagined 
Imperial Rome as a space in which historical characters came “into contact with Christianity” 
and were “impressed by it, or even converting to it.”  These early nineteenth-century religious-
historical novels served to strengthen the case of new Christian histories.  Rome became a 
civilizational foil— “the corrupt center of power and degeneracy, against which Christianity 
rises.”139  
Christian martyrs began to appear more frequently the focus of these stories.  Although 
Byron’s gladiator and Collins’ conqueror were Barbarians, in Martha Macdonald Lamont’s 
novel, The Gladiator: A Tale of the Roman Empire (1840), a Dacian gladiator ended with a 
conversion, thanking a God “whom I have at last learnt to know.”140  George Whyte-Melville’s 
The Gladiators: A Tale of Rome and Judaea (1863) told the story of a British chieftain forced to 
become a gladiator, who escaped in Jerusalem, fell in love with a Jewish woman and with her 
converted to Christianity.  The Athenaeum called it “nothing less than the juxtaposition of East 
and West,” and a “truthful picture” of a fearful time in the Roman Empire.141  The Daily News 
praised Whyte-Melville’s novel for  “the glimpses it gives us of the infant Christian Church, with 
its humble martyrs and confessors, and of the steady progress it made, notwithstanding the 
horrible persecutions to which it was subject.”142 
 Cardinal Wiseman’s popular Catholic novel, Fabiola (1854) depicted Christian 
martyrdom at the Colosseum more explicitly.  Wiseman brought the Colosseum to life as a place 
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animated by violence and wild beasts in order to illustrate the sacrifices of Christian martyrs.  
Readers were asked to imagine the Colosseum when it stood “in all its completeness,” as a 
powerful symbol of looming pagan power in the face of “two Christian youths,” standing 
“silent.”143 Miles Gerald Keon, author of Dion and the Sibyls: A Classic Christian Novel (1866) 
attributed his novel’s popularity to the fact that it took on the most crucial “turning point of all 
human history…the hinge of the fateful gates.”  As Rome fell and Christianity rose, “there were 




Figure 2.10: Illustration of the Colosseum from The Illustrated History of the World (1881)145 
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One of the reasons that these novels were so in vogue is that in that era, Rome’s 
archaeological excavations revealed more about the early Church.  In mid-Victorian Britain, any 
new evidence about the early Church could be readily employed in mid-century theological 
debates.  The Colosseum, along with the Roman Catacombs, were the two sites in Rome 
associated with early Christian communities.  The Catholic Church funded many archaeological 
efforts in Rome, employing an official antiquarian beginning in the mid-eighteenth century.  In 
the early nineteenth century, the priest Carlo Fea stepped into the role, significantly contributed 
to excavations at the Colosseum and Forum.  Pope Gregory XVI (1831-1846) was keenly aware 
of archeology’s potential “as an instrument of cultural propaganda.”  In 1844, he founded the 
Gregorian Secular Museum in the Lateran Palace to display new finds.  Pope Pius IX (1846-
1878) continued these efforts, encouraging the investigation of the Christian catacombs in the 
1840s (Figure 2.11).  In 1851, he expanded the Vatican Museum complex to include the Pio 
Cristiano Museum and the following year sanctioned the Commission of Sacred Archaeology, 
shifting the focus to specifically Christian archaeology.  Papal archaeologist, Giovanni Battista 
de Rossi was a close friend a Theodor Mommsen and a well-respected scholar of Latin 
inscriptions.  He helped to bring the standards of Christian archaeology up to the critical 
scholarship in classical-era Roman archaeology.  His book, Roma Sottoteranea (Subterranean 
Rome) appeared in 1864, was translated into English and became a classic work of Christian 
archaeology.146 
 
                                               





Figure 2.11: Victorian tourists in the Roman Catacombs, 1872147 
                                               




While Grand Tour style travel and Romantic travel continued to be present, seeing Rome 
through a Christian lens was now a third option for British visitors there.  In the 1840s-1860s, 
Murray’s Handbook primarily promoted a “Byronic” experience at the Colosseum, claiming “we 
shall not attempt to anticipate the feelings of the traveler, or obtrude upon him a single word 
which may interfere with his own impressions, but simply supply him with such facts as may be 
useful in his examination of the ruin.”  The guide recommended visiting by moonlight “in order 
to realise the magnificent description in ‘Manfred,’ the only which has ever done justice to the 
wonders of the Colosseum.” But Christian narratives were now present as well, and the 
Handbook gave British visitors “permission” to be moved by Catholic activities at the 
Colosseum.  Informing readers that a monk preaches in a “rude pulpit…every Friday,” the guide 
acknowledged, “it is impossible not to be impressed with the solemnity of a Christian service in 
a scene so much identified with the early history of our common faith.”  Murray’s Handbook 
also recounted the story of St. Ignatius, adding that “the traditions of the Church are filled with 
the names of martyrs who perished in the arena.”148  
 In the age of the Grand Tour, British visitors to the Colosseum had reserved their greatest 
criticism for medieval and Renaissance-era Italians—the corruption and vice of the Catholic 
Church.  But by the 1840s-1850s, the imagination of British tourists was dominated by the 
narrative of Roman blood-lust and Christian victimhood (Figure 2.12).  When William Franklin 
visited in 1842, he traveled with Addison and Forsyth in mind, eager to view Republican sites. 
Franklin was a great admirer of Roman virtue, but he could not deny the cruelty now so firmly 
associated with the Colosseum.  When he stood in the arena, he tried to console himself with the 
thought that the Romans were both brave and merciless.  But he noted that the Roman aqueducts 
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“were scarcely sufficient to wash off the human blood which a few hours sport shed in this 
Imperial shambles.”149 
 
Figure 2.12: Christian martyrs in the Colosseum from A Popular History of Rome (1886)150 
 
 For early-Victorians, the Colosseum was emblematic of Rome itself—brought to London 
in a panoramic exhibit at Leicester Square (Figure 2.13).  It was the stage upon which Christian 
history had unfurled.  Charles Dickens visited Rome in the 1840s, giving much greater attention 
to Christian martyrdom than the preceding generation of tourists had done.  At the Mamertine 
Prison, Dickens saw the place where St. Peter was said to have been held.  Hanging from the 
walls, he noticed “instruments of violence and murder…fresh from use…black, and stealthy, and 
stagnant and naked.” At the Church of S. Giovanni e Paolo, Dickens described its two stories of 
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underground chambers as prisons for wild beasts and condemned gladiators, waiting to be taken 
to the Colosseum.151 As Dickens reported, in the upper chambers, “early Christians destined to 
be eaten at the Colosseum Shows, heard the wild beasts, hungry for them, roaring down below.”  
For Dickens, St. Peter’s was underwhelming, but the Colosseum represented Rome itself.   It was 
“Rome at last…in its full and awful grandeur!”  He read the legacy of the Colosseum into every 
Roman face he saw, concluding that “there is scarcely one countenance in a hundred, among the 
common people in the streets, that would not be at home and happy in a renovated Colosseum 
tomorrow.”152  
 
Figure 2.13: Program from the Colosseum panorama at Leicester Square (1839)153 
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In the 1860s, tourists continued to layer the Grand Tour, Romantic and Christian 
experiences at the Colosseum.  When John Vizard visited in 1867, he wanted a Byronic 
experience of the Colosseum.  Vizard joined a Scottish tour group who had obtained an “order” 
for an evening tour and was duly impressed by the “exquisite appearance of this magnificent ruin 
by the soft light and shade of the half moon.”154  Especially wealthy tourists after a similar effect 
might have attended one of the Colosseum’s new private light shows, organized to “produce the 
illusion of imposing antiquity.”155 The hefty cost for this delight was 150 scudi—“not far short of 
an adult manual worker’s annual wage in England at the time.”156  At the same time as his 
Byronic meditations, Vizard was also able to draw upon religious tourism at the Colosseum.  On 
the night that he visited, a group of pilgrims were singing at the center of the arena.  At first 
supposing them to be Italian Catholics, he was thrilled to discover that these “sweetest notes” 
actually belonged to a group of American Episcopalians singing in English.  Vizard was “awe-
struck” by the Colosseum’s Christian “associations.”  It was “the very spot where S. Ignatius and 
so many Christian martyrs had been thrown to the lions,” making it “altogether the most 
interesting and impressive moment you can conceive.”157  
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Figure 2.14: Tourists at the Colosseum in 1865. (Photo by Gioacchino Altobelli)158 
 
 British historians were traditionally hesitant to confirm Christian legends and stories of 
saints, etc. because they were considered to be the stuff of Catholic superstition.  But these 
legends were interesting to British audiences once the British were imaginatively ensconced in 
Rome’s Christian history.  Tourists and consumers of popular history were more likely to want to 
hear these legends and get pleasure from believing them.  Professional scholarly historians were 
more tied up with evidence, just as we saw happening with the legends of Rome’s regal period in 
chapter one.  The same group who defended Rome’s legendary origins—the British 
archaeological society—were likely to defend and promote pleasurable Christian legends as well.  
Whereas professional historians, in Niebuhr’s wake, grappled with an analysis of literary 
sources, archaeology promised to rise above such interpretive dilemmas.  As Cathy Gere has 
                                               





explained, “by denying its own florid subjectivity, archaeology seemed to provide objective 
confirmation of some of the most irrationalist strains of modern thought.”159  As I argued in 
chapter one, amateur British archaeologists like John Henry Parker and Welbore St. Clare 
Baddeley thought themselves capable of resuscitating beloved legends, resolving long-disputed 
historical questions with commonsense archaeological evidence, plain for the eye to see. 
In particular, a spate of Christian legends about the Colosseum came to interest British 
audiences, legends that, in the eighteenth century, would have been rejected as papal 
propaganda.  For example, the Catholic Church claimed that the Colosseum’s original architect 
was a Christian by the name of Gaudentius.  Gaudentius was supposedly martyred in the very 
amphitheater he designed.  When Pope Benedict XIV consecrated the Colosseum in the 1750s, 
Gaudentius was among those martyrs to whom the monument was dedicated.  In the 1830s, 
British Catholics began to promote the story as well.  In a series of lectures in 1837, Nicholas 
Wiseman argued that there were inscriptions in the catacombs describing Gaudentius’ suffering 
and death under Vespasian, thereby confirming the legend.160  In the 1840s, Murray’s Handbook 
reprinted the legend.  The story continued to circulate in popular literature such as Gerald 
Stanley Davies 1874 work, Gaudentius, A Story of the Colosseum, published for the Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge.  Another popular and oft repeated story was that of 
Telemachus, an “Eastern monk” who had given his life in an attempt to put an end to the 
atrocities at the Colosseum.  Gibbon mentioned the story of Telemachus but reported that it 
could not be confirmed—no church or altar had been dedicated to the Saint.  Gibbon noted that 
he “wish[ed] to believe the story of St. Telemachus,” for he was “the only monk who died a 
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martyr in the cause of humanity.”161  Dean Milman repeated the story of Telemachus, as did the 
Irish-Catholic historian John Miley in his anonymously authored Rome, as it was Under 
Paganism, and as it became Under the Popes (1843).  Miley used Telamachus to juxtapose the 
moral vigor of Christianity and the overpowering evil of the Colosseum.162 
Christian Rome was fast becoming what Frederic Harrison called “a thorny topic to the 
mere historian,” with its “vague legend, unsupported guesses, usually passing into palpable 
imposture.”  Tourists and antiquarians alike were struggling to hold on to a skepticism that was 
“somewhat overdone.”163  But a new generation of British writers, archaeologists and tour-guides 
were doing what they could to overcome the skepticism of previous generations.  Christian 
legends were particularly promoted by the British Archaeological Society—the group (founded 
in 1865) that included John Henry Parker who we saw employing new archaeological evidence 
in defense of early Roman legends (in chapter one).  Shakespere Wood, the Society’s secretary, 
was a sought-after tour guide.  He led Vizard’s touring party to the Mamertine Prison and the 
Hall of Justice where he demonstrated the pillar to which St. Peter was bound and “the fountain 
which miraculously sprang up to enable him to baptize his jailors.”  On Wood’s guided tour, 
Vizard took the opportunity to sit in Caesars chair and stand “in the footsteps of S. Paul.”164  S. 
Russell Forbes, who brought tour groups through the ruins pointing out the proof of early Roman 
legends, also promoted early Christian history. His Footsteps of St. Paul in Rome (1882) allowed 
sight-seers and pilgrims to retrace Paul’s path, bringing the Saint to life.  Forbes fused 
archaeological evidence (such as “remains of the quay on which St. Paul landed,” which might 
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“still be seen at Puzzuoli”) with ancient sources like Tacitus and Suetonius. The preface to the 
fourth edition promised “new details” thanks to “recent explorations and discoveries.”  Its 
illustrations included “accurate” portraits of St. Paul and St. Peter, based upon images found in 
the catacombs.  Forbes was able to confirm these as truthful, “by comparing them with…dated 
mosaic pictures and artistic details…known to have been introduced at certain periods.” 165  
Tours like those offered by Forbes and Wood were thought to reveal paths “hitherto untrodden 
by Mr. Cook and his myrmidons,” in a way that was “delightfully fresh and unhackneyed.”166 
 Another founding member of the British Archaeological Society, Charles Isidore 
Hemens, worked diligently to defend Christian historical “legends.”  Hemens was well 
acquainted with British society in Rome and in 1846 had started the city’s first English-language 
newspaper—The Roman Advertiser.  “To English visitors in Rome and to English residents, he 
was always a friendly guide.”167  Parker, Wood and Hemens are examples of the type of guides 
sprouting up to popularize historical knowledge (and debates) amongst tourists.  They 
championed Roman legends that were emotionally moving to British visitors.  Hemens fully 
embraced the historical revival of Christian Rome and in 1866 published A History of Ancient 
Christianity and Sacred Art in Italy.   
For Hemens, the Colosseum was “the most signal monument of Evil…evidence of 
legalized cruelties and systematic outrage against Humanity.”  He marveled that while stoics 
preached virtue in Rome, the masses chose homicide as a “favorite amusement.”  Hemens drove 
home this point for British readers by pointing out that “many British captives were compelled to 
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take part” in forced gladiatorial combat, and when they were brutally killed, “Claudius (by no 
means one of the most cruel Emperors) greatly rejoiced—literally, ‘gloried in this.’”168 As such, 
the Colosseum was an “enchanted ground” with “memories…far more truly sublime” than even 
hinted at by its “material grandeur and vastness of scale.” The true greatness of the Colosseum 
sprung from its Christian history.   
Hemens played a role in providing a scholarly basis for stories of miracles and martyrs.  
He refuted Gibbon’s conclusion that the number of murdered Christians “scarcely amounted to 
20000,” pointing to de Rossi’s recent archaeological research at the catacombs.169  He also drew 
attention to Rome’s Christian sites such as “the subterranean cells where St. Agnes was exposed” 
and “the bath-chamber of St. Cecilia, where she…reserved to die a lingering death.”170  Hemens 
acknowledged that “local traditions may exaggerate” these tales, “but exaggeration is not itself a 
discredit to truth, rather a proof of the profound impression caused by extraordinary realities.” 
For example—Hemens passed along the Colosseum legends of both Gaudentius and 
Telemachus.  In his telling, Telemachus “rushed” to stop a bloody Colosseum show and begged 
the cruel Roman crows to show mercy.  Instead, “overwhelmed by showers of stones, he fell a 
martyr on the spot.  As evidence, he pointed to a fifth century ecclesiastical history by the Greek, 
Theodoretus who would have been a contemporary of Telemachus.  
Hemens salvaged saintly miracles as historical events with an explanation that echoed 
Macaulay’s discussion of early Roman legends (see chapter one).  The acts of the saints were 
rooted in reality but transformed by oral transmission. Over time, their stories “become more and 
more overloaded with the marvelous…founded on records of fact but embellished by 
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imagination to a degree almost unlimited…by sudden suspension of natural laws.”  Nevertheless, 
these stories were immensely valuable for the “great moral lesson[s]… embedded in that 
precious ore of truth which may be separated from fiction.”  The fateful suffering of Christian 
martyrs at the Colosseum should “excite still more wonder and emotion than all its architectural 
features.”171  
  With newfound scholarly support, these stories were then passed on in the popular press. 
Augustus J.C. Hare repeated Hemans telling of the Telemachus story in his widely read (and 
often re-printed) Walks in Rome.  Hare offered walking tours of the city and found that while for 
“life-long student[s] of classical details, it may be a matter of vital importance whether a stone 
on the Palatine is of the time of the kings or the Republic,” these were hardly questions of 
“thrilling excitement” for the “casual visitor to Rome.”  Hare observed that the “ladies who 
form[ed] so great a portion of [his]…audience,” were more interested in gladiatorial combat and 
Christian martyrdom.172  Hare also detailed the Colosseum-martyrdom of St. Ignatius and 
repeated another “ecclesiastical legend connected with the Colosseum” about Pope Gregory the 
Great. The Pope supposedly presented some foreign ambassadors a gift of soil from the arena, 
but they scoffed at his offering.  Then, when pressed, “blood flowed from the soil.”173  Despite 
its Catholic associations, the Pope Gregory story was frequently repeated as an example for 
children.  In 1871, The Juvenile Companion and Sunday School Hive used it to teach young 
readers that the True religion overcomes all—just as “Christianity has conquered the Paganism 
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of the old Romans, so will the bright hour dawn when our pure Protestant faith will triumph over 
the corruption of Roman Catholicism in Italy and in all lands.”174  
In the age of the Grand Tour, the Colosseum had represented decline and cruelty.  For the 
Romantics it was an opportunity to meditate upon the ephemeral nature of time.  For the mid-
Victorian Christians, it remained a site of Roman cruelty, but became a symbol of rising 
Christian civilization, eventually led by the British.  By the end of the nineteenth century, the 
Colosseum became an emblem of the liberated and unified Italian nation-state—a reading of the 
Colosseum that revised earlier condemnations of gladiatorial battle as solely indicative of moral 
decline. 
An emphasis on the Colosseum as an imperial, rather than as a religious, symbol was 
largely assisted by the shifting political dynamic in Italy.  In the mid-century years, following the 
failed Revolution of 1848, the Papacy kept its stronghold in Rome, supported by the armies of 
Napoleon III.  The Christian archaeology funded by the Catholic Church served the sort of 
religious tourism encouraged by British historians, novelists, and the general religious climate of 
Britain.  But from 1870 onwards, the archaeological scene took a totally different turn.  The 
Franco-Prussian war meant the decline of French influence and a growing German presence in 
Rome.  Whereas the French (like the British) approached archaeology from a tradition of 
aristocratic dilettantism, the Germans were ensconced in a much more scientific approach.  
Following the Franco-Prussian War, Germany transformed its “cosmopolitan” Instituto di 
corrispondenza archeological into a branch of Berlin’s Imperial Archaeological Institute.  In 
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1877, the Institute opened a new headquarters and library and in 1885, changed its official 
language from Italian to German.175 
Although Germany set the standard for “scientific” archaeological rigor, German 
archaeologists were frustrated by the limitations placed on them by the new Italian state.  The 
leaders of Italy’s new archaeological research, men like Ruggiero Bonghi, Giuseppi Fiorelli and 
later Felice Barnabei, were nationalists interested in the propagandistic potential of Roman 
archaeology.  Bonghi helped to develop new laws to prohibit foreigners from controlling any 
excavations.  Foreigners had access to Italian discoveries via Notizie degli Scavi (Excavation 
Reports), a journal founded by Fiorelli in 1876.  Barnabei was especially a “hard-liner” when it 
came to Italian control of its own “archeological patrimony and was unsympathetic to foreign 
involvement.”176  Unlike the Germans whose government had an official presence in Rome, 
British archaeologists were all considered amateurs, and many spent time in the excavations 
sites, giving tours to tourists or popularizing Italian finds for the British press. 
One of the reasons that it was so crucial for the new government to get a handle on 
archaeology is that more and more of it was turning up.  Rome was, in fact, “overwhelmed” by a 
“mass of new material.”  With massive new construction underway, disputes arose over which 
sites warranted preservation and protection and also over who had jurisdiction and ownership.  
Most of the significant finds were found within the jurisdiction of the city of Rome (the 
Comune), which ran its own archaeological commission (led by Lanciani) and like the Vatican, 
the Comune was often “highly suspicious of the national government.”177 
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Thus, while the Papacy was invested in continuing to depict the Colosseum as a Catholic 
monument, the new Italian state along with the city of Rome itself, were more interested in the 
Colosseum as a symbol of nationalist and Imperial vigor.  Italian nationalist archaeologists made 
a concerted effort to secularize the site.  These transformations had mixed reactions from the 
British.  On the one hand, British historians and British culture in general was more sympathetic 
to the idea of Imperial Rome as the British Empire reached new heights.  However, late-
Victorian British tourists and readers also continued to want the sort of Romantic or religious 
experiences at the Colosseum that were increasingly difficult to come by. 
Turns in British historiography, away from the religious agenda of the 1840s facilitated 
this new reading of the Colosseum.  As British culture moved “away from the committed 
religious agendas” of the mid-Victorian era, what was left was the Colosseum as a site of Roman 
crowds, gladiatorial games and combat.178  This was well suited to the historiographical turn in 
British scholarship, which was becoming more apologetic for the Roman Emperors themselves.  
In the 1850s-60s, British historians revised their view of the Roman Empire to be more 
forgiving.  Charles Merivale did not treat the Colosseum as a sacred Christian space, but rather 
handled it in a rather straightforward manner, not giving prime of place to Christian victims.  
Merivale reported that under Titus, “among the first victims of the Colosseum were the wretches 
who had been driven by their own necessities…to inform against fiscal defaulters in the higher 
ranks.”179   
Just as British historians were stepping away from an emphasis on Christian martyrdom, 
the Colosseum itself was forcibly shedding its Christian skin.  In 1874, the Colosseum saw the 
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first excavations sponsored by the new Italian state, led by Pietro Rosa.  The Stations of the 
Cross were torn down along with the central cross “and the then resident hermit (who had a 
picturesque hovel above the arena) was to be summarily evicted” (Figure 2.15).  These 
developments were swiftly reported to the British public.  There was a public “outcry” from 
many Catholics who held “pray-ins…in an attempt to stop the work.” But for the general public, 
it was accepted that archaeology should be privileged over religion. As Hopkins and Beard 
explain: “To put it bluntly, if you wanted to find out what lay underneath the arena, the religious 




Figure 2.15: The central passage of the Colosseum before and after excavations began (First photo c. 1867-74, 
by Giorgio Sommer.  Second photo taken in 1875 by John Henry Parker)181 
 
All of these changes effectively removed the religious emphasis from the Colosseum.  
Instead, “it was increasingly established as a state monument and an archaeological site.”182  J.H. 
Parker was among those praising the new excavations and promoting the research amongst the 
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British reading public.  In 1876, he published a work on the “Flavian Amphiteatre” to convey the 
extent to which “great excavations…have thrown an entirely new light on its history.”  Parker 
refuted the “consensus” that the Colosseum had been built “in under ten years by the Flavian 
emperors.”  This was nothing but the “conjectures of learned men.”  Instead, he claimed that new 
evidence indicated it “was more than a century from first to last.”183  
The new Colosseum was a site of Imperial spectacle, recast not as cruelty but as opulent 
drama—the glamor and pleasure of Imperial spectacle was also able to be more celebrated in 
Britain at the height of British Imperial power.  This was the Colosseum that Charlotte Yonge 
brought alive for her readers as a sensual place, where heroic battles might be witnessed—
“gladiators and beasts struggle and perish, on sands mixed with scarlet grains to hide the stain, 
and perfumed showers to overcome the scent of blood, and under silken embroidered awnings to 
keep off the sun.”184  Yonge was among historical novelists whose tales set in Rome were 
produced in peak numbers in the 1880s-1890s.185  While this genre had originally developed to 
articulate political and religious controversies, by the late-Victorian era, the novels were also 
helping to circulate “what would become the modern and often most trivial stereotypes of 
classical antiquity.”  Repeated tropes of Vestal Virgins, gladiatorial violence and Nero with his 
degenerate “violent home life,” the late-Victorian novels moved back and forth between “history 
as intellectual earnest study and history as an alibi for glamour and sexiness.” New novels, such 
as Frederic William Farrar’s Darkness and Dawn, or Scenes in the Days of Nero: an historic tale 
(1891) reveled in depictions of Roman decadence without necessarily condemning the entire 
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concept of the Empire.  Farrar was a well-known popular author and “mater of the schoolboy 
novel.”186  He described Nero watching Rome burn, putting Rome into the role typically reserved 
for the Christian martyr victimized by Imperial cruelty.  Nero compared burning Rome “to a 
virgin whom the tigers of flame devoured…to a gladiator wrestling with the troops of lions in the 
arena.  He was lost in admiration of the beauty of the fire.  Now he called it a splendid rose, with 
petals of crimson; now a diadem of flaming and radiating gold.”187    
 This vision of aestheticized Rome was popularized by painter Lawrence Alma-Tadema, 
whose prolific images of the classical world were praised for their beauty and attention to detail.  
Alma-Tadema has been written off by critics and his own contemporaries as Victorian “toga-
painting,”—conservative, imperialist and overtly academic, placing Victorians in the costumes 
of the past.  His work was once derided by Whistler as mere “five-o’-clock tea antiquity.”188  But 
as Elizabeth Prettejohn has argued, his work took on explicitly modern themes, and despite the 
beauty and luxury of his painting, his depictions of empire are not pure imperialist propaganda.  
Instead, his emperors are “politically corrupt, morally depraved, or both; [and] his imperial 
crowds and festivities are invariably licentious, cruel or both” (Figure 2.16).189  As Prettejohn 
points out, rather than historicizing the Victorians, Alma-Tadema made the ancient Romans 
startlingly modern. 
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Figure 2.16: “Caracalla and Geta. A Bear Fight in the Coliseum.” By Lawrence Alma-Tadema (1909)190 
 
For the late Victorians, the spectacle of Roman Empire had an appeal that the Roman 
Republic did not.  In 1898, Alma-Tadema designed the sets for Herbert Beerbohm Tree’s 
production of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar at Her Majesty’s Theatre in the Haymarket.  The 
Saxe-Meiningen Company’s 1881 production had been widely acclaimed.  Its sets were designed 
with the help of eminent art critic Visconti, “from exact Roman studies.”191  But these sets were 
“no match” for Alma-Tadema’s.192  The production was hailed “as an exercise in spectacular 
realism” (Figure 2.17). However, the sets were aestheticized and not purely realistic.  Instead, 
although the story took place at the end of the Republican era, Alma-Tadema designed exotic 
Eastern-influenced buildings that “belonged architecturally to the period of the Emperors.” 
Critics “chided” the theatre “for sacrificing historical truth to picturesqueness.”  But sensory 
impressions took precedence over historical accuracy.  In an “official apologia,” the theater 
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company explained that although the architecture was “admittedly anachronistic, [it] in no way 
violated the luxury-loving spirit of Julian Rome.”193  
 
 
Figure 2.17: Alma-Tadema’s set design for Julius Caesar (1898)194 
 
Ancient Rome was a site for spectacle.  At the Colosseum, British readers were 
“encouraged to take [their] hands off [their] eyes and see the spectacle of the games, while 
maintaining a Christian perspective.”195  The crowds of tourists, like the imagined crowds of 
ancient spectators themselves gave a sort of new relevance to the Colosseum—it was a space that 
intimated “crowds, spectacles, violence and the dangers of public pleasures,” “disquieting” 
themes that were expressed in a “repeated lurid depiction of gladiatorial shows, usually 
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surrounded with scenes of fervid gambling on the outcome of the fights, to make the moral 
disapprobation doubly clear.”196  
However, despite the enthusiasm of archaeologists like J.H. Parker, many British tourists 
were unsettled by changes made to the Colosseum following Italian statehood.  For the British, 
the Colosseum had always, first and foremost, been a symbol of decay—for the Grand Tourists 
that decay represented the moral failings of Rome.  For the Romantic traveler, it hinted at the 
ephemeral nature of life and the ravages of time.  For mid-century religious or liberal traveler, it 
represented the march of progress and the eventual rise of Christianity.  Italy was now recasting 
the Colosseum as a symbol of strength and as an indicator of Italy’s future Imperial ambitions.197  
The Colosseum was meant to conjure strength, not decay.  
It became harder and harder to have a Byronic experience at the Colosseum.  Many 
feared the opportunity for the Colosseum by moonlight was lost forever in 1878 when water 
collected inside the arena, complicating construction and shutting down all access to stroll across 
the center of the arena under moonlight.  The water was drained the following year and Lanciani 
described the triumph in the British press.198  But by the 1880s and 1890s, British visitors to 
Rome were complaining about its “whitewashed Colosseum,” “laid-out and labeled Palatine,” 
“bustling tramcars,” among other “yet more distressing obliterations of the footprints of the past” 
(Figure 2.18).199   
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Figure 2.18: The “whitewashed” Colosseum in 1905200 
 
The city of Rome was becoming in some ways unrecognizable.  Both Romantic Rome 
and Christian Rome were harder to access.  Villas that had surrounded the city for centuries were 
being torn down to make way for new government offices and apartment blocks, triggering 
waves of nostalgia.201   For the British, the greatest loss was not Roman history, but the history 
of the British fantasy of Rome and their Romance with the idea of it in history.  Certain passages 
in Childe Harold had now “almost lost their significance.”  One writer found himself in a “fresh 
quarrel with the furbishing innovators who have taken half the meaning out of one of the noblest 
of poems.”202  In 1891, WW. Story remembered the Rome of his youth.  Story’s apartment in 
Palazzo Barberini had been a hub for Anglo-American intellectuals in the 1860s.  He recalled 
“the good old times” with a “sad pleasure.”  Back then, Carnival in the Corso with its folly and 
costumes “was a spectacle and an experience full of delight.”  It had been as if ancient Romans 
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“were still alive and shouting in triumph.”  In the new Rome, such delights had “utterly 
disappeared.”203   
Linda Villari suggested avoiding the usual tourist sites in favor of Rome’s “novelties” 
like the Cesar Borgia apartments in the Vatican, recently opened “after remaining shut up and 
almost unheeded for centuries.” One might also try the Museum of Ancient Art “just arranged in 
the Baths of Diocletian.”204  After all, it was difficult to have an idealized private experience at 
sites like the Colosseum—avoiding the crowds was nearly impossible.  One visitor complained 
that he could not “possibly conjure up the specters of the past…in the midst of a throng of the 
specially-conducted from London.”  The ancient arena was overflowing with “Anglo-Saxons 
smoking meerschaum pipes…amateur photographers…artists struggling after new effects… 
[and] Roman hucksters of glazed picture-books, rosaries and mock antiques.”205   
Those who wanted to experience the old Rome had to do so in their imagination.  Some 
reported an incoherent experience of time, describing dreamlike and intensely personal 
experiences.  One visitor cultivated the confusion, enjoying when his cicerone spoke “in so quiet 
and dreamy a manner” he might imagine that “the ancient ruin or the medieval shrine was 
talking...telling its own story.” The poet Alfred Austin explained to travelers— “it all depends on 
yourself which… exercises the greater hold on your attention, (the ruins) or the adjoining shop-
front.” He advised those seeking the romance of old Rome to “listen to the plashing of the 
fountain instead of the grinding wheels… concentrate your gaze on the lovely virgin in stone… 
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instead of troubling yourself about any stray maidens in fashionable attire that may be 
passing.”206   
At the Colosseum, Austin advised romantic travelers to visit “early or…go late, in order 
that your meditations may not be too heavily weighted with the presence of crowds.”  He tried to 
remember it covered in dense foliage (Figure 2.19). Wishing he could hide in its long-vanished 
cypress and ivy, Austin wondered whether there were “other eremitically-minded pilgrims (who) 
have not likewise drawn the cowl of the Colosseum over their heads, and are not meditating 
somewhere in this vast soaring circle.”  However, by 1895, Austin refused to visit the Colosseum 
altogether, hoping to preserve his memory of the amphitheater as it was thirty years earlier.207  
 
 
Figure 2.19: Vegetation in the Colosseum (eighteenth-century painting by Johann Christian Reinhart)208 
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The experience of the Colosseum as a site of solitude and meditation upon decay or 
martyrdom was harder to access.  Instead, it had become a symbol of the new state, re-cast as an 
explicitly nationalist site.  In Baedeker’s 1890 edition of their guidebook to Central Italy and 
Rome (10th ed.), they noted that the Colosseum “has ever been a symbol of the greatness of 
Rome.”209   William Miller visited in 1877.  He couldn’t get an appointment for a tour with 
Shakespeare Wood, instead choosing Russell Forbes as a “clinical lecturer” (mentioned in 
chapter one).  He found the guided tour especially useful because it distilled and imparted 
historical information “by the living voice in a familiar way.”  Miller was lucky enough to visit 
the Colosseum on April 21, 1877, to witness what he called a “birthday celebration” for Rome—
its 2630th birthday.  “Nearly the whole population” was “drawn to the great amphitheatre.”   In 
the evening, the galleries were lit with colored lights—half green and half red before they 
switched sides.  Miller describes a “magnificent” effect.  “Every figure in the place was bathed in 
colored light…where the red was burned, looking as if it were a huge lump of burning lava or 
molten iron.”210   
 
III. Conclusion 
By the end of the century, Victorian tourists and historians were deeply invested in the 
Roman Empire not only as a moral lesson, but as an aesthetic pleasure.  In 1888, the Colosseum 
became a commercial export, arriving in London at the Earl’s Court “Italian Exhibition.”  The 
exhibition was intended to connect British consumers with Italian products, depicting Italy as a 
unified nation with a variety of cultural, agricultural and artisanal products.  But it also served to 
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commodify and export the Italian past.  As the Standard reported, “when visitors have drunk 
their fill of Tuscan straw-plaiting, or Umbrian pottery, or of Lombard silk, they will be able to 
turn into a visible reproduction of the Roman Forum, to gaze on a replica of the Temple of 
Vesta.”  The exhibition was billed as a place of pleasure where “Italian dishes can be eaten to the 
sound of Italian music, and the curious epicure can swallow his maccheroni—if he knows how.”  
Just a year before, Earl’s Court had housed Buffalo Bill’s Wild West.  It was now turned into a 
“Flavian Amphitheater,” which aimed to reproduce “the Coliseum with its Roman sports, 
gladiatorial combats, wrestling bouts, chariot and foot races…and all the other stirring spectacles 
that went to make up a Roman holiday.”  The front row of spectators was made up of a crowd 
“arrayed in old Roman costume” (Figure 2.20).211 Here, the Colosseum was not a site of cruelty, 
but of pleasure, complete “with its Roman sports, gladiatorial combats, wrestling bouts, chariot 
and foot races…and all the other stirring spectacles that went to make up a Roman holiday.”  The 
exhibition guidebook reprinted extensive excerpts from Whyte Melville’s 1863 novel, The 
Gladiators: A Tale of Rome and Judaea, blurring historical scholarship, fact and fiction.  The 
emphasis at the exhibition was to give an exciting and living sense of the place.  Melville’s novel 
had been praised for its ability to do just that—emphasizing the “human heart, whether it beat 
beneath the toga or the apparel of our own times.”212 
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Figure 2.18: Illustration from 1901 edition of Whyte-Melville’s The Gladiators: A Tale of Rome and Judaea 
and a depiction of Gladiator fights staged at the Italian Exhibition at Earl’s Court (1888)213 
 
In its first five months alone, 1,258,000 people had visited the exhibition.  Efforts were 
made to make the experience widely available, by making special arrangements with institutions 
“chiefly concerned with the education of the children of the poor.”  Crowds were also drawn in 
by offering combined tickets through railway companies and offering reduced rates to “schools, 
colleges, military corps and working men’s societies, and these facilities were taken advantage of 
very largely.”  The Italians, for their part, reported that it was the “golden dream” of all 
Englishmen “to visit Italy, to ascend Vesuvius, to wander among the ruins of Herculaneum and 
Pompeii, to explore the recesses of the Catacombs, to view the majestic piles of the Colosseum 
and of the ancient aqueducts…It was natural therefore that they should flock in crowds to an 
Exhibition which favored these aspirations.”214  
 Whether visiting the Italian Exhibition, or Italy itself, by the late-nineteenth century, 
Rome was more than one thing.  Its history and monuments were imbued with multiple 
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interpretative layers.  While tourists in the 1780s visited the Colosseum to reflect on the passage 
of time and the moral failings of the Roman Empire, when John Benjamin Figgis visited a 
century later, his Roman Empire was more complex.  Sitting amongst the ruins and recording his 
impressions, he first copied Byron’s “Dying Gladiator.”  Then he moved on to muse about 
“Christian love,” reminding himself that “even Christian England” must “guard all opportunities 
to vice.”  Then he reflected upon two Romes—the Rome of the Caesars—a city of imperial 
“splendours and of palaces,” but also the Rome of “shadows, of prisons and of subterranean 








                                               










On the fifteenth of October 1764, Edward Gibbon sat on the steps leading to Sancta 
Maria d’Ara Coeli at the top of the Capitoline Hill.  The north side of the church housed a 
Franciscan monastery; Gibbon watched the barefooted friars come and go.1  It was there that he 
was inspired to write The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.  The Capitoline hill, rising 
between the Forum and the Campus Martius was once home to the ancient city’s most important 
temple of Jupiter.  It was there that “after his earliest triumph, the first great Caesar climbed upon 
his knees.”2  Later, on the site of Ara Coeli, Emperor Augustus received a prophecy that foretold 
the coming of Christ.3   The steps where Gibbon rested had been built at the end of an episode of 
the plague. According to legend, the first to ascend them was Cola di Rienzo, the people’s 
Tribune and prescient advocate of Italian unification, making his infamous climb in 1348.  
But in 1886, the northern side of the hill was demolished.  This was no natural disaster.  
Instead, it was part of a visionary project initiated by the government of the recently unified 
nation.   While the new state preserved and honored the ruins of ancient Rome, it extended no 
such care to relics of medieval and Renaissance Rome.  In his Walks in Rome, Augustus J.C. 
Hare lamented the “wanton” destruction of the Franciscan convent of Ara Coeli, “together with 
the noble tower of Paul III.”4   Nearby, the “Palazetto adjoining the Palazzo di Venezia” 
disappeared along with at least fifty historic houses. In its place rose a colossal monument 
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dedicated to King Victor Emmanuel II (Figure 3.1).  This “Altar to the Fatherland” housed a 
museum dedicated to the Risorgimento.  “Very modern Italians” were confident that the new 
Rome was as worthy as Rome had ever been, assuring one journalist that “people will cross the 
Atlantic to see it.”  But the journalist had his doubts, knowing that “Americans and Englishmen 
would prefer to see what it has displaced.”5  What the monument had displaced was medieval 
and Renaissance Rome.   
   
 ‘  
 
Figure 3.1: The destroyed neighborhood on the North side of Capitoline Hill, including Paul’s Tower (1880) 
and the inauguration of Victor Emmanuel’s monument in 1911.6 
 
British travelers had not always been so fond of Rome’s medieval and Renaissance 
remains.  Like the new Italian government, generations of tourists prioritized Rome for its 
ancient history, ignoring or criticizing everything that came after.  After all, “modern” Rome 
belonged to the Pope, and mere mention of the Papacy conjured tyrannical inquisitors, licentious 
priests and material excess.  In the eighteenth century, anti-Catholicism essentially “defined what 
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it meant to be Protestant and British.”7  And in the nineteenth century, British anti-Catholicism 
became particularly charged due to “sustained sectarian tension.”8  In Britain, antipathy towards  
“Rome” (the Roman Church) was a “major part of the nineteenth-century cultural context.”9   
Yet, by the end of the nineteenth century, British historians celebrated the Italian Renaissance; 
British tourists were enchanted by the city’s medieval ruins and Renaissance splendor—many 
even expressed sympathy for the papacy, now held captive in the rapidly modernizing city. Just 
as they had clung to the myths of early Rome, and to the legends of early Christianity, British 
tourists and scholars held fast to the fading memory of papal Rome—something that generations 
of Grand Tourists would have been loath to do.  How did this happen? 
For generations of Britons, modern Rome had arrived with the Reformation, leaping into 
the modern era on the wrong side of history.10  Despite Ranke’s well-known dictum, that “every 
period is immediate to God,” Papal Rome was not a “historic” period, but rather, the living 
present. As an articulation of Catholic power, the iconography of the Renaissance did not belong 
to the distant past.  Instead, British visitors to Rome interpreted the material culture of the 
Renaissance as modern, emblematic of contemporary Catholicism.  In other Italian cities, the 
aging palazzi, gilded churches and humanist paintings of the Renaissance had been funded by 
princely and mercantile wealth.  But in Rome, Renaissance splendor was bought and paid for by 
the Catholic Church—the city had been transformed by a succession of Renaissance-era popes 
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determined to restore glory to the papal city.11  As such, the Renaissance was not a distant age 
but provided a living iconography for the Church.  The “eternal” nature Catholic Church 
removed historical distance.  Unlike the reformed churches of northern Europe, Rome became 
“stuck.”  It was a modern city whose modernity remained frozen in the sixteenth century in an 
arrested development.   
Rome’s ubiquitous Renaissance artifacts served as a reminder that the modern church 
was anachronistically caught in the trappings of sixteenth century decadence and moral 
corruption.  While modern day art historians particularly note Rome’s seventeenth-century 
Baroque architecture, nineteenth-century observers did not typically separate the Renaissance 
from the Baroque as distinct periods.  Instead, the term “baroque” was used to indicate the 
grotesque or exaggerated character of late-Renaissance art.12  Roman Renaissance architectural 
examples included the Farnese Palace, the Palace of St. John Lateran, St. Peter’s Basilica and 
numerous villas “with which the environs of Rome are studded.”13  British architect Thomas 
Roger Smith argued that it was roughly 1640 when “all the principals and parts of Roman 
architecture were literally turned topsy-turvey,” ushering in not the Baroque, but the “late 
Renaissance,” a period of decline.  “Late-Renaissance” buildings included the Barberini Palace 
and the west front and “outer forecourt” of St. Peter’s.14  Likewise, in 1880, the Builder 
magazine subdivided the Italian Renaissance into four schools, including the Roman Renaissance 
and the Baroque.  Roman style was considered “less massive” and more ornamental than the 
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Florentine Renaissance, while the Baroque was simply noted only as the “the decline of 
Renaissance art…novel and striking but…wanting in dignity and repose.”15 
The city’s Renaissance wonders generally resisted the aesthetic categories available in 
the Victorian imagination.  As a gothic-revival movement took hold in early-Victorian Britain, 
the gothic was championed as a northern aesthetic.  Although gothic architecture was Catholic, it 
originated before the Reformation.  Rome had no great gothic Cathedral.  Its Renaissance-era 
architecture was undeniably foreign and unforgivably Catholic.  For Victorian gothic revivalists, 
Rome’s architecture was immoral.   Modern Rome did not fare much better with British 
neoclassicists, who heaped praise on the ancients but reserved criticism for the corrupt 
neoclassical adaptations of the Renaissance.  There was no place within the framework of 
Victorian aesthetics for the religious ornamentation found throughout the papal city.   
Yet, by 1886, when Pope Paul III’s Tower was torn down so that Victor Emmanuel’s 
monument might rise, the Renaissance had been historicized.  The ambivalence with which 
British thinkers approached Renaissance Rome gave way to fondness only with the success of 
the Risorgimento in 1870.  In the1870s, a slew of new historical studies of the Renaissance lent 
the Renaissance a “historicity.”  Historical-Rome was no longer simply the ancient world but 
expanded to include the city’s medieval and Renaissance histories.  Ancient Rome had been the 
“first Rome.”  Only when Italian nationalists successfully achieved Mazzini’s “third Rome” 
could Papal Rome fade into history as a “second Rome.”  The creation of Italy as a modern 
nation state relegated papal Rome to the past and created historical distance between the papal 
city and the late-Victorian present.   Renaissance Rome became one of many historical layers 
folded into the fabric of the city.  
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I. Confronting Catholic Rome 
In the 1790s, when William Fox arrived in Rome, his cicerone suggested his very first 
stop be St. Peter’s Basilica.  He explained to Fox that St. Peter’s and the Pope were modern 
Rome’s “greatest curiosities.”  Fox, however, was more interested in pursuing ancient Rome.  He 
was not there “to behold what Italy now is, but the remains of what it once was.”  With little use 
for the city’s “modern inhabitants,” he estimated that if the ancient ruins were ever “lost or swept 
away,” the traveler seeking “to consume his delicious hours” would “no longer be enticed to 
Italy.”16  Samuel Sharp agreed—modern Rome offered “pictures, stucco and gilding,” but these 
were merely “the transitory ornaments of two or three ages.”17  How could they compete with the 
eternity of enduring symbols like the Colosseum?  
For the tourists of Fox’s generation, Rome was ancient, or Rome was modern, and there 
was very little that existed in between. Rome’s ancient monuments were historical wonders.  Its 
Renaissance architecture embodied contemporary Catholicism.  The greatest emblem of the 
modern papacy was St. Peter’s Basilica—what Samuel Sharp called the “pride of modern 
Rome.”18  Often, St. Peter’s was the first thing that visitors noticed upon arrival. Montgomery 
Maxwell remembered his first glimpse of Rome in 1814—it was “the dome of St. Peter’s” that 
“fed” his “sight and imagination.”19   
But for late-eighteenth century British tourists, the pleasures of St. Peter’s prompted 
discomfort.  Some denied its beauty outright.  Anna Riggs Miller called it undignified—it was 
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“loaded and confounded” with unnecessary ornaments.20  William Fox agreed—the “profusion 
of ornaments” created a natural “glare.”21  But for many its magnificence could not be denied.  
Miller admitted to its magnificent “architectural proportions.”22  Martin Sherlock marveled at the 
dome’s “dimensions.”23  Samuel Sharp sung its praises as well, noting, “St. Peter’s never fails to 
please both the learned and the unlearned eye.” Yet, Sharp tempered his impression by 
remembering it was responsible for the “wretchedness” of the Roman people.  St. Peter’s was a 
“boastful” building that held hostage the nation’s gold and silver in a “dead” church.  He 
imagined that if that “gold and silver” had “a free circulation through the country, it would 
enliven trade, and furnish property to thousands who are now starving in the most pressing 
indigence.”24  Gibbon took the same position in his Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire 
(1776-89). He ascribed “the beauty and splendor of the modern city…to the abuses of the 
government [and] the influence of superstition.”25  In this light, St. Peter’s did not represent 
Catholic wonder, but rather, told the story of Rome as a “fallen woman.”  The city and its people, 
descended from a once great civilization, had been preyed upon by a decadent church, sapping 
its people their natural strength and vitality.26    
Imagining Italy as a fallen woman victimized by a “lecherous clerical class” helped 
British tourists make sense of Italian decline.  However, eighteenth-century Grand Tourists 
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placed a good deal of blame upon the loose morals of the fallen woman herself.  In his influential 
Historie de republiques italiannes du moyen age (1807-1826), Sismonde de Sismondi argued 
that Italy “entered a phase of profound political moral and decadence” attributable to the sexual 
amorality of Italian women—in particular, the practice of cicibeism, in which upper class women 
had semi-open relationships with a male paramour.  In the 1820’s, Lady Morgan’s book Italy 
helped to widely circulate the “Sismondi thesis” amongst British readers.27  As Roberto Bizzochi 
has demonstrated, eighteenth-century male British travel writers were captivated by the idea of 
cicibeism, blaming Italian decline on the “private immorality…of Italian men and women.”   
Yet, by the mid-nineteenth century, middle class Britons mustered greater sympathy for Italia, 
the fallen woman, flocking to support Italian nationalism as a political cause.28 
For British tourists, Catholic Rome both repulsed and enchanted at once. Those unable to 
travel to Italy longed for a glimpse of St. Peter’s Basilica.  In 1841, when the Surrey Zoological 
Gardens displayed a model-view of Rome, they chose to depict St. Peter’s illuminated, the Ponte 
Sant’Angelo and the Castel Sant’Angelo (Figure 3.2)29  Originally built by the Emperor Hadrian, 
the Castel became a papal prison, and a powerful symbol of the Church’s inquisitorial brand of 
justice.  This was a familiar vista, popularly reproduced by artists, including Piranesi.  J.M.W. 
Turner’s 1819 watercolor of the view had been reprinted as an illustration for the 1830 edition of 
Samuel Roger’s Romantic work Italy: A Poem (Figure 3.3).  Roger’s had toured Italy in 1814 
and reflected that the “Roman Pontiffs” had subdued their subjects like “mighty magicians.”  
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They Mingled what’er enchants and fascinates, / Music and painting, sculpture, rhetoric/ And 
dazzling light and darkness visible, / And architectural pomp, such as none else!30 
 
Figure 3.2: "The Pictorial Model of Rome, at the Surrey Zoological Gardens" anonymous engraver, 
published in Harwood's Scenery of Great Britain, about 1841.31 
 
Figure 3.3: Engraving of Turner’s Rome (Castle of St. Angelo), for Roger’s “Italy”32  
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As Rogers well described, the magic of Catholic Rome “enchanted” and “fascinated” 
British tourists, even as they condemned the moral failings of the Catholic Church.  Many were 
amused by the prospect of participating in the theatrics of Catholic ritual, wondering whether 
they might dare to kneel before the Pope or kiss the Holy toe.33  These Grand Tourists arrived 
with little respect for Catholic ceremony, but Rome proved to be a bewitching place.  William 
Fox was proud to have had “little veneration…for the childish ceremonies of the Romish 
Church,” yet surprisingly, while attending mass at St. Peter’s, his heart began “to palpitate and 
flutter, with sensations more powerful than…ever experienced in the presence of another 
potentate.”  He was “one of the first to fall on [his] knees,” and sheepishly admitted that he had 
attended services at St. Peter’s “every day since.”34  Anna Riggs-Miller proved to have a stronger 
Protestant constitution, resisting such impulses.  In spite of peer pressure, she determined “as a 
Protestant,” that she “ought not to kneel,” even as her friends advised, “‘one should, when at 
Rome, do as they do in Rome.’”35 
For those wishing to enjoy Rome’s Catholic-Renaissance beauty without yielding to 
Catholic “excess,” the Renaissance had to be taken out of its religious context.  In the British 
imagination, it continued to convey material decadence and the corruption of power.  But early 
nineteenth-century British thinkers worked through this dilemma by characterizing Renaissance 
artists as liberated spirits, and not simply instruments of the Church.  British artists and 
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biographers, in particular, celebrated Michelangelo—he became a personification of liberal 
individuality, independent thinking and even the spirit of the Reformation. 
 Michelangelo was an appealing historical figure, in part because his work was so well 
known to British travelers.  In the late eighteenth-century, one of England’s leading painters, 
Joshua Reynolds sang Michelangelo’s praises in his influential Discourses, a series of lectures 
delivered at the Royal Academy of Art (1769-1790).  For Reynolds, Michelangelo was a crucial 
convoy of ancient culture for the modern imagination. Only Michelangelo had convinced him 
that “painting was capable of producing an adequate representation…of the heroes of the Iliad.”36  
Reynolds was not alone when he concluded that the greatest purpose of Renaissance art was its 
transmission of classical culture.  Pre-Renaissance Italian art met with ambivalence “if not 
hostil[ity].”37  The Renaissance, with its classical inheritance, had more to offer.  In Rome, 
Martin Sherlock concluded that the Raphael’s art was beautiful because he had “formed himself 
on the Greeks.” Palladio, Michelangelo, Fiammingo and Algardi were masters “only for the 
same reason: they all formed themselves on the Greek models.”38   
But the connection between Renaissance masters and classical antiquity was not the end 
of the matter.  Reynolds saw something else in Michelangelo—the “sublime.”  In his assessment, 
Michelangelo had surpassed even Raphael in “genius and imagination.”39  For eighteenth-
century aesthetic critics, the idea of the sublime was crucially connected to the idea of genius—
the “originality of genius was manifest in the sublimity of its creations.”40   But this did not mean 
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that the culture of Renaissance Italy was due for reappraisal.  As explained in Madame de Staël’s 
popular novel, Corinne; or Italy (1807), Roman civilization lost its liberty, but from its position 
of servitude, “strewed the earth with wonders; and ideal beauty sought to solace man for the real 
dignity he had lost.”41  Condemning Catholic excess, Corrine prized Republican Rome above all.  
Yet, as a consummate Romantic, she was able to appreciate all ages of Roman beauty.  Silvana 
Patriarca points out that de Staël, like other Enlightenment critics (including Italian intellectuals), 
denounced Italian rulers and Catholic clergy for “hindering national growth,” making the Italian 
people “lazy, timid…and inclined to superstition.”  Although de Staël’s motives differed from 
those of British Protestants, she nevertheless helped perpetuate a stereotype of the effeminate and 
corrupt Italian.  For Corinne, Italians are “as indolent as orientals,” their lives “nothing more than 
a dream-filled sleep under a beautiful sky.”42  The Renaissance artist thus emerged as a noble 
figure striving against a culture of autocracy, excess and weakness of character.  Reynolds 
repositioned of Michelangelo as an exceptional Romantic artist-genius, opening the space for a 
new generation of historical biographers who would influence the ideas and behaviors of British 
travelers. 
Richard Duppa authored several books about Michelangelo from 1806 to 1810.  Like 
Reynolds, he believed that Michelangelo’s work represented the pinnacle of artistic production.  
Duppa argued that Michelangelo’s genius-spirit had somewhat “unexpectedly…laid the first 
stone of the Reformation.”43  In a neat twist of fate, it was Michelangelo to whom the pope had 
turned when remodeling St. Peter’s Basilica; and it was this remodeling project that prompted a 
sale of indulgences and sparked Martin Luther’s initial protestation.  Yet, rather than lump 
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Michelangelo with the pope, Duppa told the story of a man who had railed against the ethos of 
his own time, sabotaged by lesser minds.  As Duppa explained, Michelangelo’s twilight years 
were spent “in continual vexation, occasioned by the malevolent intrigues and machinations of… 
envious wretches…forever thwarting him in all his plans and undertakings.”44  This narrative 
appealed to early-Victorian Romantic and evangelical biographers.  In an 1833 biographical 
sketch, the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge depicted Michelangelo’s struggle 
against “the princes of the Church [who] were exerting their utmost power to crush the spirit of 
reformation which was daily manifesting itself.”  Even the “enlightened” Pope Leo X and 
especially his successors left Michelangelo “neglected and…almost unemployed.”  His “mighty 
genius” had far “outstripped the times in which he lived.”45  
 Early nineteenth-century Michelangelo biographers did not immerse themselves in 
archival research, but instead, heavily relied upon the well-known accounts written by 
Michelangelo’s contemporaries, Ascavio Condivi (1525-1574) and Giorgio Vasari (1511-
1574).46  For Vasari, “the mature Michelangelo” was the summit of perfection in art.  Widely 
read in Britain, Vasari was one of the first to clearly articulate the idea of a “Renaissance,” 
explaining that Italian artists were experiencing a “revival” of “spirit…all but destroyed during 
the Dark Ages.”47  His was a secular history of art and he connected art history to politics in lieu 
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of religion.48  For this reason, his narrative was especially appealing to British readers looking for 
a way around connections between Catholicism and Renaissance culture. 
 If Michelangelo were a genius and his art sublime, British travelers in Rome would do 
well to pay attention to it.  In the early nineteenth century, many were lured to Rome as a locus 
of “genius.”  Study in Rome became indispensable to art students, and the Royal Academy paid 
for its best students to spend the summer there.49  By merely visiting the city, these students 
gained cultural cachet.  In 1827, the New Monthly Magazine reported on the “mighty good 
opinion” these young artists had of themselves.  Even “without doing anything” in Rome, it was 
simply by “being at Rome (both from the sound of the name and the monuments 
of…magnificence)” that British youth claimed distinction.  But the genius of Rome’s 
Renaissance artists was so powerful, that it dwarfed all who followed.  Art students beware: 
“The walls of the Sistine Chapel must fall upon the head of inferior pretensions and crush 
them.”50  
While early nineteenth-century British writers and travelers alike warmed up to the 
genius of the Renaissance, by the 1830s, an antithetical viewpoint gained traction.  In the 1830s 
and 1840s, British gothic revivalists began to assert that Rome and its Renaissance artists had 
very little to offer.  Unlike earlier critiques, this aesthetic argument was not anti-Catholic.  In 
fact, two of its most outspoken proponents, A.W. Pugin and Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman were 
Roman Catholics.  But these gothic revivalists considered Renaissance art to be pagan, 
contending only gothic forms could represent Christian truths.  Gothic revivalists, like 
Michelangelo’s biographers, further stripped Roman-Catholic significance from Renaissance art.  
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Pugin and Wiseman were both powerful public intellectuals and their newly theorized 
condemnation of Rome’s Renaissance endured for a generation. 
For Pugin, Renaissance artists had never achieved the sublime, but instead failed to 
transcend their own corrupt culture.  He visited Rome in 1847, finding its “modern churches” to 
be “frightful.  St. Peter’s [was] far more ugly than…expected, and vilely constructed.”51    Every 
Roman church was a “departure from pure Christian ideas,” reflecting the city’s “mania for 
paganism.”52  Pugin’s “renaissance” was obscenely “physical.”53  It obscured Rome’s true 
Christian history by giving “a miserable modern dress to all the holy places.” The residence of 
St. Peter was disguised as a “side chapel of Versailles.”  Visitors to Rome should strive to look 
past its dressings and find the remains of early Christianity.54 Cardinal Wiseman agreed.55  Like 
Pugin, he believed that gothic architecture was pure Christian architecture.  While Rome’s 
architecture bore the inheritance of pagan antiquity, the gothic aesthetic was born of a purely 
Christian civilization.  For Pugin and Wiseman, the gothic represented a pure northern/Catholic 
aesthetic. The medieval world had never been tarnished by paganism nor secular learning; gothic 
forms had “nothing to record, but what holy religion taught.”   But for British Protestants, it also 
offered a spiritual alternative to Italianate decadence.  Wiseman acknowledged that the dome of 
St. Peter’s was a “truly Christian sublime, conception,” for “its age,” but not for eternity—it 
could not escape the taint of paganism.56 
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Pugin and Wiseman were both Catholic, but their brand of gothic revivalism was not 
limited to English Catholics.  John Ruskin, raised as an Evangelical Anglican, also took up arms 
against the Italian Renaissance in his influential The Stones of Venice (1851-3).  Ruskin visited 
Italy just a few years after Pugin had been there.  In adoration of medieval ornament, his 
observations led him to conclude that when the “Renaissance frosts” came, “all perished!” 
Ruskin was the “first cultural historian in England to treat the Renaissance as a unified period 
concept.”  He believed the Renaissance oppressed the liberal individual.57  His target was not 
paganism, but rather, he found the Renaissance contaminated by an “unwholesome demand for 
perfection (in art and architecture) at any cost.” According to Ruskin, once the workman became 
engaged in producing perfection, in exchange, he lost his soul. The “evil spirit of the 
Renaissance” stemmed from improvements in science but soon gave way to a “grotesque” late-
Renaissance, colored by pride, infidelity, pleasure-seeking and self-indulgence.  Like Pugin, 
Ruskin made a moral argument—early Venetians were characterized by “an intense 
earnestness… and… devotion to religion.”  But the Renaissance had been their downfall—it led 
to a devitalized, frivolous society, and spelled the end of gothic morality.58  
The moral philosophy of gothic revivalism dominated early-Victorian architectural 
aesthetics.   As such, British visitors to Rome began to heed Pugin’s advice, searching for traces 
of early Christianity and Rome’s medieval architecture. British artists in Rome also began to 
look beyond classical and Renaissance masterpieces, finding value in that which was “pre-
Raphael.”  Yet, uncovering gothic Rome was no easy task.  If gothic architecture was Catholic, 
and the only true Christian architecture, why did it leave no trace in the most holy Catholic city?  
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When Edward Burton visited Rome, he was puzzled by the absence of gothic pointed arches, 
especially since gothic architecture appeared as far South as Naples and Sicily.  He guessed that 
Rome had specifically rejected gothic design because it was associated with Germanic culture—
a reflection of the enduring “hatred between the Romans and Germans.”  Instead, Burton was 
able to appreciate Rome’s architecture as part of the historical record, a visual link between 
pagan antiquity and Christian civilization.59   
 Other British visitors claimed to see traces of the gothic concealed in the fabric of 
Rome’s buildings.   When R. Willis visited in 1832-33, he identified a new style—a uniquely 
“Italian gothic,” characterized by mosaic and marble “disposed in panels, or alternate horizontal 
stripes of colours.”  Regrettably, Willis’ Italian Gothic “produce[ed] to English eyes the most 
disagreeable effect.”60   Yet, in the 1840s, more British tourists were determined to find hints of 
the gothic in Rome. H. Noel Humphreys noticed gothic elements in S. Giovanni in Laterano, an 
ancient church that had been rebuilt in the fourteenth century (Figure 3.4).  But it failed to meet 
the standard of “true” Christian architecture. “Gothic no more,” it had become an 
“incongruous…mixture of the Gothic and Grecian styles.”  Humphrey’s was unable to find a 
single genuine gothic church in Rome.  Instead, the city had been papered over with modern 
churches, attributed to a sudden “transition of taste” and the “mania” of the “moderns” for 
classical aesthetics.  Humphreys surmised that modern Rome had been built “with the money 
extracted from the devotion inspired by her gothic ones.”61   
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Figure 3.4: St. John Lateran Church.   
Veduta della Basilica di by Giovanni Battista Piranesi (1747-48)62 
 
Benjamin Webb refused to give up, scouring 104 Roman churches for gothic traces.  
Forced to concede that much of gothic Rome had been destroyed by “the melancholy 
Renaissance,” he identified “pointed shells” or “pointed” restoration at S. Pietro in Montorio.  In 
his assessment, only S. Maria sopra Minerva was a “pure Pointed Church,” although it had been 
“spoiled and concealed” with “incongruous Renaissance detail” (Figure 3.5). With little respect 
for Rome’s “modern” architecture, Webb scoffed at S. Pantaleone, in his estimation, “a 
worthless Renaissance church.”63 
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Figure 3.5: S. Maria sopra Minerva and S. Pietro in Montorio.  Engravings by G.B. Falda (17th century)64  
 
 
While British visitors scoured the city for traces of gothic architecture, in the 1820s-
1840s, British art students in Rome also began to reject the Renaissance and antiquity in favor of 
gothic and early-Christian painting.  A circle of painters in the German Nazarene School became 
a fashionable outpost for young British artists like William Dyce and David Scott, operating 
                                               





outside of the Royal Academy.  The Nazarenes were a group of German Romantic painters who 
lived together in Rome’s abandoned convent of San Isidoro and aimed to recapture the pure piety 
of early Christian art.  Scott befriended Friedrich Overbeck and began to openly disparage 
Renaissance masterpieces.  Raphael’s history paintings were “trifling things;” Michelangelo’s 
Moses was “without truth” and the Sistine chapel was “amazingly defective in drawing and 
proportion…also in design.”65  William Dyce also spent time with the Nazarenes.  Upon his 
return to England, he lectured widely in the 1840s, preaching that sixteenth-century Italian 
paintings were part of a “pagan” revival based on “a debased condition of Christian sentiment,” 
while Italy’s seventeenth-century art was a “vulgar and unspiritual imitation of nature.”66   
 By the 1850s, mid-Victorian observers were more interested in understanding the spaces 
in-between—the historical/chronological transition from antiquity to modernity.  For the 
“general English reader,” this was a period about which “very little [was] known.”  E.A. 
Freeman pointed out that it had been left out of the “educational course for either sex,” likely 
because it was too “difficult to carry in one’s head” with its “endless wars…of petty tyrants and 
petty commonwealths.”  Not only was Italian history difficult to remember, for Freeman most of 
it was not “worth remembering.”  It was almost ahistorical— “particular events” blurred 
together, “the same stages repeat themselves over again in the history of a hundred cities,” 
winning and losing “its liberties.”67  Frederic Harrison, too, found Italian history to be 
ahistorical, driven by individuals rather than the cause and effect of developmental growth.  For 
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Harrison, it was “best studied in the biographies of its leaders.”  He concluded that a movement 
like the Renaissance “can have no history.”68 
Other British scholars made an earnest effort to understand Italy’s place in medieval 
Europe.  For example, in 1855 architectural historian James Fergusson sought to place Britain’s 
gothic architecture in relationship to greater Christianity by turning to Rome.  As he put it, “like 
the study of all modern history, that of Christian architecture commences with Rome.” In 
Fergusson’s narrative, Romanesque architecture was the form of earliest Christian architecture—
it was a “debased Roman” style, not yet wholly “emancipated” from “Pagan influence.” Next, 
Christian architecture split between Byzantine and Gothic, but the Romanesque style continued 
to prevail in the city of Rome itself.  For Fergusson, this explained the absence of true Roman 
gothic architecture.  He estimated that the term “gothic” could not be “correctly applied” 
anywhere until the age of Charlemagne—gothic architecture was “Feudal Architecture,” forged 
in medieval France, Germany and Northern Italy.  Charlemagne had created “one great 
architectural kingdom.” Independent of Charlemagne’s realm, Rome and the Papal states had 
continued to be dominated by Romanesque architecture throughout the Middle Ages, until that 
style “faded by almost imperceptible degrees into the Renaissance.”69   By seeking the “gothic” 
in Italy, early-Victorians had destabilized the ancient/modern dichotomy previously mapped onto 
Roman history.  While Grand Tourists perceived Rome to be either ancient or modern, by the 
middle of the nineteenth century, things were no longer so black and white.   
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II. From Renaissance to Risorgimento in Mid-Victorian Britain 
For early Victorians, the Italian Renaissance was a subject of aesthetic debate. Historical 
biographers praised the genius of Renaissance art, while gothic revivalists railed against 
Renaissance vice (though not against its Catholicism).  In the British imagination, the Italian 
Renaissance was held in tension between these two poles.  As T.A. Trollope succinctly 
explained, Italy’s Renaissance was both a “great hibernation” and the “dawn time of modern 
life.”70  Yet, in the 1850s-60s, the Renaissance would be re-framed yet again, this time through 
the lens of contemporary political discourse.  By the 1870s, when the papacy lost control of 
Rome, “Catholic Rome” would cease to be modern Rome.  Instead, its Renaissance splendor was 
relegated to the pages of history.  
The Roman Empire came to an end, dissolving into the period of papal supremacy, 
ultimately giving way to Catholic Rome.  But in 1861, Mazzini called for the inauguration of a 
“Third Rome,” the people’s Rome, an embodiment of Republican values.71  Papal Rome was no 
longer “eternal.”  It existed within a historical continuum and its time was up.  Rome was 
destined to be “re-born” as the center of the new Italian state, unrivalled in its symbolic appeal.  
This would be a second “re-birth,” a modern Italian Renaissance.  Mazzinian propaganda 
appealed to British observers who believed themselves to be the standard-bearer for 
Protestantism and liberty.  Italy, on the other hand, was “oppressed” and in need of rescue “from 
'herself' as well as from the clutches of an assortment of oppressive tyrants: the pope, illiberal 
Austrians, the untrustworthy French and corrupt Spanish Bourbons.”72  During the Revolution of 
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1848, when French troops arrived in Rome, hoping to be seen as mediators, Mazzini seized the 
opportunity to depict the French as military oppressors, turning public opinion against the Pope 
and striking a chord with the British.73  The British rallied behind the Italians, and railed 
against the French who were there only to uphold the tyrannical government of Pope Pius IX.74   
For many Britons, the cause of Italian nationalism was linked to evangelical 
Protestantism.  Numerous Italian patriots spent years in Britain as political exiles.  Some, like 
anti-papist preachers Alessandro Gavazzi and Giacinto Achilli, were deemed to be “modern” 
Savonarolas.  When Achilli was arrested and imprisoned for nationalist agitation, the British 
press portrayed him as a victim of “Roman Inquisition.”75  Both men had abandoned the Catholic 
Church, outspoken about their “liberation” from the yoke of Catholic oppression.  By the 1860s, 
Garibaldi joined those portrayed as “an opponent of ‘Popery,’ the ‘Lord’s battleaxe’ against the 
Roman ‘Babylon.’”  Some even compared him to Oliver Cromwell.  Garibaldi became so wildly 
popular in Britain that when he visited London in 1864, “pubs were named after 
him…souvenirs and replicas were produced on a huge scale,” and people “climbed on railings, 
lampposts, signs and trees” just “to get a view” of him.  Britons donated £30,000 to support 
Italian nationalists in just four years, between 1856 and 1860.  As Lucy Riall has demonstrated, 
the Italian cause penetrated all social classes, although if asked, “aristocratic enthusiasts, middle-
class radicals and working class-activists” would likely disagree “about what Garibaldi 
represented.”76  Nevertheless, nearly all Britons believed that political liberty touted by 
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nationalists like Mazzini and Garibaldi would only be possible if religious liberty came first—the 
stronghold of the papacy must be broken.  In this context, Italy might be rescued from her state 
of oppression, and experience a modern-day Renaissance.  By reading the Renaissance through 
the lens of nationalist politics, the period was re-conceptualized as explicitly anti-Catholic.   
 The consignment of Catholic Rome to the past was aided by developments in 
professional history writing.  For example, in 1834-36, German Protestant historian Ranke 
published The Popes of Rome, Their Church and State in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth 
Centuries.  Widely read in Britain, Ranke’s work popularized the term “Counter Reformation,” 
bringing to life key historical figures from Renaissance-era Rome.  In Britain, Rev. Henry Hart 
Milman reviewed Ranke’s work.  Milman was especially impressed by Ranke’s historical 
objectivity, although he guessed its “unimpassioned equability would provoke the suspicious and 
sensitive jealousy of the [British] reader, to whichever party he might belong.”  Ranke furthered 
the principle of Renaissance “genius,” describing the period peopled by men who admired the 
principles of the ancients, “but were not yet enslaved to their imitation.”  As Milman explained, 
this was a survey of “the rise, progress, and influence of the Papal power.”77  Such a survey 
placed the papacy into an evolutionary historical development.  By the 1840s, perhaps the time 
would be ripe for its fall. 
 The idea of the Renaissance was linked to political liberty through the revival of 
historical figures like the anti-authoritarian Roman tribute, Cola di Rienzo.  The Victorian 
rehabilitation of Cola di Rienzo (or Rienzi) was driven, in large part, by Edward Bulwer-Lytton’s 
popular historical novel, Rienzi, Last of the Roman Tribunes (1835).  Rienzi was a fourteenth-
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century notary who had once worked for Pope Clement VI in Avignon.  As an anti-autocratic 
Italian who advocated unification, Rienzi was an apt icon for nineteenth-century nationalists.  He 
led a people’s insurrection in Rome, adopted the Republican title of “Tribune” and sought to 
restore Rome from wretchedness to glory.78  Bulwer-Lytton was not the first to expose an 
English-language audience to Rienzi.  Both Gibbon and Byron wrote about him.  And in 1828, 
British theatergoers were presented with Mary Russell Mitford’s Rienzi, A Tragedy in Five Acts.  
For Byron, Rienzi was a Romantic champion—he emerged after “dark centuries of shame” as 
“freedom’s withered trunk puts forth a leaf,” the “hope of Italy” and the “last” true Roman.79    
Gibbon described how Rienzi had been motivated by the “deliverance of his country.”  He was a 
man with a “vast, and perhaps visionary idea of uniting Italy.”80  Yet, for Bryon, his reign was 
“alas! too brief,” and Gibbon ultimately “dismiss[ed] Rienzi as…the madman.”81  His pessimism 
about Rienzi’s ability to effect change was in keeping with his overarching arguments about 
Roman decline.  Once the Tribune had gained power, in a “blaze of prosperity, his virtues were 
insensibly tinctured with the adjacent vices; justice with cruelty, liberality with profusion, and 
the desire of fame with puerile and ostentatious vanity.”82  This assessment of Italians as self-
sabotaging and undisciplined would endure well into the nineteenth century. 
Bulwer-Lytton’s novel was inspired by a tour of Italy in 1833-34.   He arrived in Italy in 
the aftermath of Napoleon’s conquest and the Congress of Vienna, its treaties dividing Italy 
between the Austrian Empire, the Papacy and the Bourbons.  At the same time, the seeds of 
nationalism and constitutionalism had been planted. There, he saw a nation brimming with 
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potential.  Italy was “not as a downtrodden cause…but…the motive, rationale and foundation 
stone for a possible sovereign state.”83  Bulwer-Lytton praised Rienzi for a “sincere and urgent 
enthusiasm…the most common parent of daring action.’”  Published in the wake of England’s 
1832 Reform Bill, Rienzi confirmed Bulwer-Lytton’s political views—he advocated reform, but 
believed that “headlong revolutionary change would lead to disaster.”84  As such, his novel 
highlighted Rienzi’s semi-noble origins and “the importance of remembering historical 
traditions.”85   
The novel had political reverberations both in Britain and in Continental Europe.  
William Holman Hunt’s 1849 painting, Rienzi vowing to obtain justice for the death of his slain 
brother (1849) depicted Rienzi in a moment of inspirational resolve (Figure 3.6).  Hunt was 
repeatedly drawn to the theme of evangelical awakening in his work, but this work was also 
political.  Hunt was inspired by the British Chartists and continental revolutionaries—“by the 
freedom of the passing revolutionary time.”86  Mazzini, Italy’s hero of 1848, was compared to 
Rienzi, and even to Cromwell, by Britain’s politicized working classes.87  Likewise, when 
Richard Wagner adapted the novel, he added a bold political promise to the opera’s final scene: 
“As long as the seven hills of Rome are standing/ As long as the Eternal City does not perish/ 
You will see Rienzi return!’”88  
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Figure 3.6: Holman Hunt’s Rienzi vowing to obtain justice for the death of his slain brother (1849) 
 
Rienzi may not have succeeded in liberating the city of Rome, but for a fourteenth-
century Roman, he was a surprisingly “modern” hero.  As a writer for Saturday Magazine 
explained, the fourteenth century should be better understood as the age of Petrarch than as the 
age of Popes.89  The story of Rienzi helped to reposition Roman modernity as something other 
than Papal and spread this idea via British popular culture.  Yet despite Rienzi’s unflinching 
heroism, many British writers remained doubtful about the possibilities of Italian liberation.  In 
Bulwer-Lytton’s telling, the Roman people proved too unstable to carry out Rienzi’s vision.  
They failed to “take responsibility for the reform of their state,” and ultimately “forfeited 
statehood entirely.”90  Even ardent supporters of nineteenth-century Italian nationalism worried 
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about Italian character.  For example, Elizabeth Barrett Browning was passionate about the 
Italian cause, but in her poem Casa Guidi Windows (1851), she, too, criticized Italians for being 
“politically childish and their leaders corrupt.”91   Even in Renaissance Florence, glorified by 
mid-Victorian thinkers as the epitome of artistic and political rebirth, Renaissance-era Italians 
had been unable to overcome their own greed and vice to achieve enduring political liberty.92  
Italians had a “national character” problem, one that would have to be addressed in order to forge 
a successful nation state.93 
T.A. Trollope and his circle of British expatriate intellectuals argued in support of 
Risorgimento.94   An English writer who made his home in Florence, Trollope authored over 
sixty books, many of which concerned the Italian Renaissance. 95  Like Jules Michelet, who 
deemed the Renaissance to be the moment in which “men discovered the light of reason and 
began heading towards democracy, human greatness, and…freedom,” Trollope characterized the 
Renaissance as the start “of modern life…when a fresh sap seemed to rush through the tissues of 
the European social systems…first and most vehemently felt—in Italy.”96  Yet, although Italy 
planted the seeds of Renaissance, the nation had failed to harvest its fruits.  The movement 
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flowered into a European “rebirth,” but Italy moved into her “sunset hour, which preceded a 
night of three centuries’ duration.”  The Renaissance had been the beginning of the “end” for 
Italy.97   British writers often idealized Italy as a pastoral fantasy, simultaneously “reprimanding 
childish Italians,” while praising the “picturesque” Italian poor who were “much sweeter and 
better looking” than Britain’s own “brutish working class.”98  Yet, Trollope and his circle hoped 
to convince his fellow Englishmen that Italy was only now on the cusp of rebirth, in an effort to 
gain support for the Italian cause.  While many British Italophiles had tunnel vision for the 
distant past, Elizabeth Barrett Browning insisted, “we do not serve the dead—the past is past!”  
Instead, attention must be turned “to Italy’s life!”99   
 Trollope agreed—Englishmen must stop “babbling only” about “their Raphaels, 
Correggios and stuff,’” and open their eyes to the fact that “there is on that sunny side of the 
mountains a live and struggling nation with high aspirations.”  Passionately advocating for 
Italian nationalism, Trollope argued that in order to move towards liberation, Italians must 
understand the triumphs and failures of their own character and Renaissance history.  Italy must 
take “up her history…from the point at which it was broken off some three hundred years 
ago…awakening from a long sleep, reviving from a period of hibernation.”  Rigorous study of 
the Renaissance would reveal “what the Italians were…when the pulse stopped, and the long 
lethargy came on; how…the death-trance crept over them; and what qualities may be expected to 
have survived it.”  Its revival provided raw material for nineteenth century liberals—Italy’s 
Renaissance heritage was a “valuable and available possession…influential and active in 
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modifying and shaping the coming social progress of the people.”100  Although Italy had not 
manifested her Renaissance-promise—it was up to nineteenth century leaders to bring the 
Renaissance through to fruition.  
Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century, British writers had characterized the 
Renaissance as either good (with its flourishing artistic genius) or bad (with its corruption of 
power and penchant for vice).  For Trollope, it was because of the corruption and vice that 
artistic genius was able to flourish.  In his biography of a young Catherine de Medici, he insisted 
she was not morally exceptional in her “wickedness.”  Instead, her character was the “normal 
and natural product of her time.” The very conditions that were “grounds for admiration 
were…essentially contributing to…moral deformity.”101  This argument was echoed in Jacob 
Burckhardt’s authoritative The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy (1860). In sections titled 
“The State as a Work of Art” and “The Development of the Individual,” Burckhardt argued that 
Italy’s unique organization into city-states promoted ego and individualism.102  Although 
Burckhardt did not explicitly link the Renaissance to Catholicism, he depicted the Catholic 
Church as a reflection of the very despotism, egotism and materialism integral to the 
Renaissance spirit.  Individual popes were no different than other strong Renaissance leaders.  
For example, Burckhardt dubbed Julius II “the savior of the Papacy.” St. Peter’s was 
reconstructed as the “great outward symbol of his conceptions.”103 This Renaissance was a 
foreign culture, its cultural distinctions quite different from his own day.  The nineteenth century 
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had a golden opportunity—to pluck from the Renaissance the best it had to offer, in order to 
initiate another “rebirth” in the political present. 
Mid-century nationalists re-envisioned the Renaissance as a distant and distinct historical 
period, making “history” out of Papal Rome.  In the second half of the nineteenth century, 
British visitors to Rome were markedly aware that the Catholic city as experienced by 
generations of Grand Tourists was receding into the past.  By 1859, Rome, the eternal city, a city 
that encompassed the whole “history of Italy” was ripe for change-- From Rome gushed forth 
those thoughts of Freedom, like a stream soon to sweep away with it the Princes of Italy.”104  
Mazzini’s “Third Rome” was poised to emerge.  This “Third Rome” would be secular—a Rome 
“of the people.”105  “Just as the papacy had filled the void left by the collapse of the empire,” the 
people’s Rome would fill the void left by the papacy.106   
Without abolishing the art and architecture of papal Rome, nationalists hoped to build 
their “Third Rome” layered on top of each preceding incarnation of the city.  To do so, they had 
to incorporate and honor the iconography of papal Rome alongside the history of ancient Rome.  
In 1849 opponents of Mazzini’s Republic used fear-mongering tactics, circulating a rumor that 
Mazzini prohibited the illumination of St. Peter’s, planned to shutter all church doors and 
suppress all religious festivals.  Mazzini later recounted that his Republicans “had to go 
ourselves, take the sacred keys of St. Peter’s and illuminate the dome ourselves.”107   Although 
relegated to “history,” Catholic Rome would not be erased in Mazzini’s “Third Rome.”  It did 
not have to be—it was becoming de-fanged 
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III. Refashioning the Renaissance in Late-Victorian Britain 
In late-Victorian Britain, the rehabilitation of the Italian Renaissance took on new forms.  
John Addington Symonds, the first British historian to write a formal history of the period, 
continued to exalt Michelangelo as a genius while expanding Michelet’s arguments that linked 
the Renaissance to the principles of Reformation.  Symonds went even further, arguing that St. 
Peter’s was not a symbol of Catholic autocracy, but rather, an icon of rebelliousness.  British 
artists and aesthetes prized the Renaissance as a moment of free love and the shedding of 
medieval restraints.108   Walter Pater characterized the Renaissance as a spirit capable of 
transcending time and space, promising the sensuality of artistic experience in the Victorian 
present.  The emerging field of art history developed around this Renaissance revival.  
For decades, Symonds provided British readers a new “standard view of the 
Renaissance.”109  His ideas were widespread, and his lectures often drew large crowds.  In the 
summer of 1892, one Oxford lecture garnered “an audience of over 1,250 people.”110  He 
believed the Renaissance to be “the most marvelous period the world has ever known.”111   He 
first expressed interest in the Italian Renaissance in 1863, in his prize-winning Oxford essay.112  
In this early work, Symonds described the Renaissance as a fixed historical period (spanning 
1450-1550), but it was also a sort of life-force.  The spirit of the Renaissance “continues to live 
and move and expand within us, by virtue of its own power.”  Like the Victorian age itself, 
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Symonds characterized the Renaissance as a period of “dissolution and reconstruction, of the 
reabsorption of old material, and of the development of new principles, of discoveries and 
inventions mutually strengthening one another, and tending to diffuse and render permanent the 
power of man.”113  In the 1870s, Symonds issued a seven-volume history—Renaissance in Italy 
(1875-1886).114   It was a celebration of British Protestantism, interpreting Luther’s break with 
the Roman Catholic Church as crucial to the Renaissance—“the northern vibration of that 
internal earthquake which shook Europe.”115  Symonds’ Renaissance stood for individual 
emancipation and political democracy, an outburst of intellectual energy and the spirit of 
liberty.116  Is revival of classical culture formed the basis nineteenth century innovation, the 
“modern intellectual qualities needed to work toward freedom.”117 
Symonds helped to “historicize” Catholic despotism—it was the product of a particular 
historical moment, and not an essential characteristic of Catholicism.  As he explained, tyranny 
was not inherent in the Church.  Instead, the entire ruling culture of Renaissance Italy was 
despotic.  For Symonds, Italy’s political culture stemmed from the military power of fourteenth-
century condotierri and could be traced back even earlier to a politically divided peninsula, as 
the medieval Papacy and Holy Roman Empire vied for control. “The cultural flowering of the 
Renaissance” was the product of both the stability “brought about by despotic regimes.”118  For 
Symonds, the modern-day nation-state owed its existence to the despotic city-states of 
Renaissance Italy.  Nevertheless, Symonds joined the chorus of British critics pointing a finger at 
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Italy’s failure to develop.  While the “newly defined national identity should have paved the way 
for democracy…it was rudely interrupted by the…Catholic Reaction…At its supreme cultural 
moment, Italy was ‘crushed and trampled underfoot’ by Spain.”119  
Symonds history of the Renaissance provided British tourists in Rome a new framework 
with which to take in the city’s architectural wonders.  St. Peter’s was no longer the embodiment 
of autocracy, but rather the spirit of rebellion.  Earlier Victorians had celebrated Michelangelo as 
an anomaly—an exceptional figure in an otherwise decadent age.  For Symonds, Michelangelo 
was the Renaissance personified.  St. Peter’s Basilica was not really Catholic at all.  Instead, it 
reflected creative forces that shaped modern Western Civilization—forces the belonged to 
northern Europe was well.  St. Peter’s was a monument to the “moment when the Roman 
Church, unterrified as yet by German rebels, dared to share the mundane impulse of the classical 
revival…[and] broke with tradition.”  In his assessment, St. Peter’s was “less strictly Christian 
than almost any of the elder and far humbler churches of Europe.”120  Here, he inadvertently 
agreed with Pugin, but for Symonds, it was no longer a sin.  He made St. Peter’s much more 
palatable for English audiences.  
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Figure 3.7: St. Peter's Square (1870s-1880s)121 
 
 St. Peter’s was a particularly good example of Renaissance “spirit” because so many 
Renaissance masters were involved with its construction.  The project was born with Pope 
Nicholas V (r. 1447-55) who hoped to remake “the Popes as kings, by renewing the architectural 
magnificence of the eternal city.”122  Nicholas had a more “gothic” vision and wanted to replace 
the old church with a basilica shaped like a Latin cross, but he died before his plans came to 
fruition.  Fifty years later, Pope Julius II (r. 1503-13) worked with Bramante to develop a new 
design, choosing a Greek cross for its “simplicity and dignity.”123  For Symonds, this period 
represented “the transition from the Church of the Middle Ages to the modern semi-secular 
supremacy of Papal Rome.”124  After Julius died, his successor invited Raphael’s input, returning 
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to the idea of a Latin cross.  But in 1535, Pope Paul III assigned Michelangelo to the project, 
returning to the idea of a Greek cross.  It was Michelangelo who moved away from the “simple 
and pure taste” of the early-Renaissance, and towards “the colossal scale…and variously broken 
ligaments of the existing church.”125  Nearly a century later, in the 1620s, Bernini added baroque 
“the colonnades of the piazza…admirably fitted for the pageantry of world-important 
ceremonial.”  Thus, the completed church truly represented the Renaissance—an “adequate 
symbol of the Church in an age that had abandoned medievalism and produced a new type of 
civility for the modern nations…it represents the spirit of a period when the Popes still led the 
world as intellectual chiefs.”126  St. Peter’s, always admired for its grand dimensions, became the 
emblem of a historical moment.  British architect T. Roger Smith echoed Symonds when he 
deemed St. Peter’s to be Michelangelo’s “masterpiece…a revolution in taste and practice” and 
the “central building of the fully-developed Renaissance.” In one architectural monument, St. 
Peter’s encompassed “all the period of developed Renaissance in Rome.”127  In the decades 
following Symonds’ Renaissance-resuscitation, British readers found themselves with a growing 
choice of Renaissance histories by writers as varied as the prolific novelist Margaret Oliphant, 
aesthetic writers Walter Pater and Vernon Lee, and an emerging school of art historians.  The 
Renaissance was more than the pinnacle of Catholic corruption and artistic genius—it was 
peopled with historical heroes who might provide a worthy political model for the present.   
In 1897, Oliphant published Makers of Modern Rome in 1897, a four-volume popular 
history that zeroed in on the city of Rome itself. Oliphant hailed unconventional heroes and 
argued that the city drew the best of the Renaissance, inviting the most innovative figures to 
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participate in cultural development.  While she mentioned well-known figures like Rienzi and 
Michelangelo, she was interested in less conventional heroes.  For example, she devoted entire 
sections to “honorably women” and the “popes who made the city.” Oliphant’s writing brought 
the historical city to life.  Peopled with Dominican friars, glittering nobles and a vocal populace, 
Oliphant vividly described coronations, processions and pilgrimages.  Book III begins in 
fourteenth-century Rome, a battleground between “great families” like the Orsini and Colonna.  
Yet Rome’s inhabitants did not buckle under oppression.  Oliphant, like other Victorian critics, 
acknowledged that Romans lacked “characteristics of a great people,” but their identity as 
Romans bestowed an unassailable degree of integrity.  Romans believed their city “in its own 
right” to be “the fountain of honor, the arbiter of the world—everything in short which in 
classical times its government was and in the medieval ages, the Papacy wished to be.”  
Although Renaissance Rome had passed its prime, for Oliphant, it continued to be a place where 
world-culture gathered and pooled.  Ancient Rome had collected Greek art; “Modern Rome” 
drew its art from “all over Italy” and “crowned poets” not Roman born.  In Rome (not unlike 
London), culture was “imported,” making it truly a city of the world.128  She was not alone in 
this assessment.  In 1893, Frederic Harrison described Rome as a magnet for the “Tuscan and 
Lombard genius.”  Although Rome was not the “birthplace of the Renaissance,” it became its 
“last great theatre..”129  
 For aesthetic writers like Walter Pater and Vernon Lee, the Renaissance was best 
understood as “spirit.”  In Renaissance: Studies in Art and Poetry (1873), Pater described a 
Renaissance that transcended time and space—a spiritual way of being that might be experienced 
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in the present.  The Renaissance was accessible to Victorians via art-objects that conveyed its 
spirit to be rewritten and relived in the nineteenth century. Each individual approached the 
Renaissance through the subjectivity of his or her own perspective.  For Pater, life meant 
incessant motion; the principle goal of life was to absorb as many impressions as possible.  
Eschewing formal education Pater assured readers, all that was needed to access the spirit of 
history was to look—to see “one’s object as it really is…to know one’s own impression as it 
really is,” asking “Does it give me pleasure?”130  This subjective and highly personal approach to 
the past allows the reader (or viewer of art) to move backwards and forwards in time.  Jonathan 
Freedman points out that for Paterian aesthetes, art could arrest the flow of time.131  The 
Renaissance could be accessed through art, absorbed and experienced in the present, another 
flicker in life’s “hard gem-like flame.”132  For Regina Gagnier, Pater’s “stunning ahistoricism in 
the juxtapositions and appropriations of the Renaissance exemplifies the modern (Decadent) 
critic’s capacity to consume the treasures of the past as his own ‘unique’ ‘personality’ revealed 
by his distinctive tastes or even by his psychological dispositions.133 
 Vernon Lee, a voluminous writer on art, travel and aesthetics, embraced the sensuality of 
the Renaissance.134  Like Symonds, she approached the period as cultural history characterized 
by a “general uprising…which affected all of Europe in different forms.  In Italy, it took an 
aesthetic form; elsewhere it took a religious or political form.  In one direction, it led to art and 
free love; in another to Puritanism and free institutions.”135  An early disciple of Pater, Lee took 
his advice in her collection of essays, Euphorion: Being Studies of the Antique and the Medieval 
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in the Renaissance (1880).  For Lee, history was personal.  She investigated only that which she 
found “charming,” demanding the “compulsion of [her] attention.” Lee entered history at those 
places where her “curiosity was awakened,” reconstructing the past “only where [her] fancy was 
taken.”136  
For Lee, the moral indifference of the Renaissance was necessary in order to cast off the 
shackles of medievalism.  Modern liberty had been attained only by passing through a 
Renaissance in which people “committed great crimes with a kind of innocence.”137  Although 
eighteenth-century Britons on the Grand Tour had attempted to understand Renaissance 
immorality as “Catholic tyranny,” they were wrong.   Instead, it was a period of such intense 
freedom that a Renaissance man need not “be a monster to do monstrous things; a crime did not 
necessitate…moral rebellion…seeing no barrier between the legitimate and the illegitimate, he 
could alternate almost unconsciously between them.”  To the Victorian mind, this made the 
Renaissance ultimately incomprehensible.  As Lee explained, “the moral atmosphere of those 
days is as impossible for us to breathe as would be the physical atmosphere of the moon: could 
we, for a moment penetrate into it, we should die of asphyxia.”138  The Renaissance had wrought 
the Reformation, but at a cost—it also brought with it “every decadent notion; every sophistry 
directed against the ‘old morality,’ everything that is called ‘new’ at the end of this century.”139  
As such, the moral relativism of Lee’s Renaissance appealed to artists and rebels at the fin-de-
siècle.  
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For late-Victorian aesthetes, personal taste and the individual response elicited by 
Renaissance art and artifacts were as valid as “expertise.”  As Linda Dowling argues, Pater and 
his followers used the Renaissance to argue for a democratization of aesthetics, wresting 
aesthetic judgment out of the hands of mid-Victorian moralizers like John Ruskin.140  Pater had 
set a new precedent for placing Renaissance art in historical context—the entire “historical 
understanding of the epoch depends on our sensuous apprehension of art, on our ability to 
describe and evoke what we see, to describe art appropriately—artfully!”141  In other words, 
engaging with Renaissance encouraged psychological/phenomenological response to history. An 
individual’s ability to appreciate art sensually doubled as a point of entry into historical 
understanding.   
The refashioning of art (and history) as experience legitimated the voices of travelers, 
museum-goers, art-buyers and history buffs, which were already starting to push against anti-
Catholic and gothic critiques of the Renaissance by the 1850s.  While aesthetic moralists like 
Pugin and Ruskin had condemned the Renaissance in the 1840s-50s, by the 1860s, British 
audiences were more open to the pleasures of Renaissance art.  Blackwoods Magazine rebuked 
gothic revivalists when it asserted that those who refused to recognize the charms of the 
Renaissance are “hardened by bigotry to mere architectural dogmas.”142  By the late 1850s, the 
National Gallery and South Kensington Museum, taking advantage of the “uncertainty” of Italian 
politics, began to make “massive purchases of Renaissance art in Italy.” Prince Albert 
encouraged British museums to operate on the premise that a “national collection should not be 
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merely a gathering of choice works;” instead it should convey the “history and the progress of 
art.”143   Through the presentations of art as history, the British public was further impressed by 
the principle that the Italian Renaissance was but a moment in Italy’s ongoing historical 
development. 
An emerging field of art history, driven by Victorian Britain’s Renaissance aficionados, 
was more open to women and amateurs—those who traditionally found themselves outside the 
walls of the academy.  The perceived “sensuality” of the Renaissance invited a feminine 
response. Associated with the trappings of decadence and political intrigue, Renaissance studies 
also celebrated the “cult of the individual,” including female figures like Catherine de Medici.  In 
this way, the Renaissance “provided an opportunity for women to enter into discourses of power, 
patronage and politics.”144  As Hilary Fraser points out, for too long, scholars have clung to the 
“distorted view” that “art criticism was a masculine intellectual field.”  In fact, art history was 
more fluid than philology or classics, or even history.  Women were able to “claim visual agency 
and make space for themselves as observers” in the field of art history.145  The Victorian 
reception of the Italian Renaissance, in particular, emphasized individual subjectivity, enabling 
broader participation.   In the 1870s, Emilia Dilke became the fine-art critic and art editor of The 
Academy, specializing in Renaissance Art.  Julia Cartwright Ady also began writing about the 
Renaissance on a regular basis in the 1870s.146  By the 1890s, she worked with Bernard 
Berenson, and in 1903 and 1905 published influential books about Botticelli and Raphael. 
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For many late-Victorians, “the Italian Renaissance meant first of all art objects to be 
purchased by British and American buyers.”147  This thriving art market not only connected the 
Renaissance to consumer pleasure but created demand for increased study of the Renaissance.  In 
1885, the Italian Renaissance became a “Special Subject” (or thematic course) at Oxford.  
Proposed as “Italy 1492-1513,” the course focused on the unstable years of the French invasions, 
ending with Medici power restored.148 Although the word “renaissance,” increasingly associated 
“with the literary aestheticism of Walter Pater” was not included in the course title, the “Italian 
Renaissance Special Subject quickly became popular.”149  Julia Cartwright Ady’s daughter 
Cecilia Ady, went on to become the leading Oxford Don in the subject.  
Victorian artists and aesthetes sharply criticized bourgeois morality, seeking to redefine 
the role of art in society. For these thinkers, a Renaissance that stressed individualism and 
pleasure boldly condemned mainstream work-oriented values.  Pre-Raphaelites, Symbolists, 
Aesthetes and Decadents all found inspiration in the Renaissance.  These writers often faced 
derision for using hyper-emotional “purple prose.”150  However, such emotional language served 
to reinforce the idea that history was personal—history was refashioned as a subjective and 
emotional experience. Instead of seeking authentic facts about the past, it was more important to 
seek an authentic experience.  As Vernon Lee put it—she followed her own “pleasurable and 
painful impressions” rather than seeking out “the exact geography of the historical tract which 
gave them.”151  By the turn of the century, British tourists in Rome would employ this approach 
as well.   
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IV.  Late-Victorian Renaissance Tourism 
For the late-Victorian tourist in Rome, remnants of the Renaissance were all around.  
Those traveling to Rome were equipped with a new historical framework forged by writers and 
art critics.  As the revolutionary fervor of Risorgimento died down, the Renaissance was no 
longer prized as a symbol of rebellion.  Instead, it was Walter Pater and Vernon Lee’s aesthetic 
Renaissance that guided the tourist-eye.  Tourists participated in an aestheticization of history, 
finding a Renaissance that was highly personal and sensual.  It was not hard to find.  As Vernon 
Lee explained, Italy was clothed in the “rags of the Renaissance,” with only “scanty apparel of 
modern thoughts and things.”  The Renaissance could be found wherever one looked—in 
“broken tiles and plaster,” and in “the nameless filth and ooze…under every black archway.”  
The Renaissance was there “in every steep bricked lane” and in the “squares of discolored 
embroidery” shown by “curiosity dealers.”  It remained alive in “old palaces” and in “half-
pagan…priest lore.”152  But Lee’s Renaissance in rags was a far cry from the boastful 
magnificence once observed by eighteenth-century British travelers.  Papal Rome had become a 
relic of the past, neutered and available for sensory pleasure.  
“Old Rome” came to an abrupt end in September 1870 when the city fell to nationalist 
forces.  One observer described it as a “violent transformation…like the metamorphosis of 
jugglery.”  In a flash, Rome had “completely lost its charm.”153  But change had been unfurling 
ever since the aftermath of Mazzini’s failed uprising.  As early as 1850, one British visitor 
declared that in her “revolutionary fervor,” Rome was “truly no longer what she once was.”  He 
demoted all of the city’s Catholic churches to the “history of Rome,” joining the “pantheons, 
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Coliseums [and] honorary columns.” All “characteristic associations of the city” had disappeared 
“before the modern ideas of a young and vigorous republic.”154  By the 1870s, it was official—
Pius IX was a Renaissance “rag.”  One caricature depicted him as a relic on display in the Museo 
Archeologico, where conservative Cardinal Antonelli turned a barrel-organ, luring “the public to 
see the last piece.”155  Rome had become a secular capital, the Pope confined to the Vatican. In 
this setting, it was difficult for British tourists to delight in theatrical superstition and Catholic 
mysticism.  One British commentator went so far as to wonder whether St. Peter’s might cease to 
“be the church of the Holy See,” so greatly did “the whirligig of time…threaten us with much 
radical change.”156 “New Rome” rose up all around in modern building projects initiated by the 
Italian state.   
Old Rome disappeared on two fronts—symbolically, the city no longer belonged to the 
pope; topographically, its face transformed seemingly overnight, with large scale demolition and 
construction.  Most British observers acknowledged national unification as a positive change for 
Italy—an important shift “from servitude to independence.”157 But change came at a cost.  As 
papal Rome was relegated to the past, British readers and tourists began to approach the city 
nostalgically.158  While acknowledging that “no nation can be sacrificed to the aesthetic 
sensibilities of collectors and connoisseurs,” British tourists mourned the loss of old Rome.159 
One visitor concluded that the city was less likely to be “visited by foreigners now than when she 
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was enlivened to the full extent by the fascinating pomp of the Papacy.”160  Nostalgia for old 
Rome was not historical revivalism, but rather, the sentimental idealization of the near past, cast 
with a sort of melancholy longing.  “Old Rome,” that thing of the past, had become 
“picturesque.” 
Those seeking the nostalgia of Rome’s recent past often traveled the city with Nathanial 
Hawthorne’s 1860 novel, The Marble Faun; Or, the Romance of Monte Beni, in hand.161  
Hawthorne wrote the novel just a year or two after he visited Rome, but it was read by British 
and American travelers for decades to come.   In fact, Henry James declared it “part of the 
intellectual equipment of the Anglo-Saxon visitor to Rome…read by every English-speaking 
traveler who arrives there.”162  Large portions of the novel doubled as travelogue, guiding 
readers through the city’s artistic wonders.   In his opening sentence, Hawthorne assumed the 
reader’s familiarity with the city when he described his “four individuals” in “that room (the 
first, after ascending the staircase) in the center of which reclines the noble and most pathetic 
figure of the Dying Gladiator.”163  Not only did his characters move through recognizable tourist 
sites, but Hawthorne spawned new tourist attractions by including descriptions of previously 
overlooked corners of Rome.  For example, Hilda tends to a lamp in the tower of a local shrine. 
Hawthorne’s readers flocked to visit the actual tower, Torre della Scimmia.  For a generation of 
Anglo-American tourists, it became simply known as “Hilda’s Tower.”  The tower was included 
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newer editions of standard guidebooks like Baedeker’s, while photographs of the site became 
popular tourist mementos (Figure 3.6).164  Another site popularly associated with the novel was 
the painting Beatrice Cenci at the Barberini Palace (Figure 3.8).  In the novel, Hilda, like 
generations of Protestants in Rome, is aware of her “Puritan forefathers…weeping to behold her 
ensnared by…gaudy superstitions.”  Nevertheless, Renaissance art drew her into the sort of 
humanist, aesthetic spiritual experience prized by late-Victorian travelers—she “laid her 
forehead on the marble steps…and sobbed out a prayer” before the altar of art.  For Hilda, 
Beatrice’s story appeals “as much to Puritans as Catholics.”165  But after Risorgimento, 
picturesque Catholic Rome, so lovingly described by Hawthorne, was in danger of disappearing. 
 
Figure 3.8: “Beatrice Cenci,” attributed to Guido Reni  
and Robert Macpherson’s photograph of “Hilda’s Tower” c. 1860166 
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The new Italian state cherished the city’s ancient ruins but did not prize its religious 
history.  As Annie Hamilton observed, “the monuments of antiquity are jealously treasured and 
preserved, [but] the equally interesting memorials of the Middle Ages have been ruthlessly dealt 
with…utterly destroyed… [or] dwarfed or crowded out of sight by the huge modern buildings 
which have arisen behind them.”167  In 1886, one British newspaper predicted that in “another 
fifteen years of this progress, the pilgrim to Rome will hardly find, except St. Peter’s and the 
Coliseum, a stone that he will remember, if he knew the city in 1869.”168  Hawthorne’s mid-
century city had been a “scene, pensive, lovely, dream-like, enjoyable and sad, as is to be found 
nowhere save in these princely villa-residences in the neighborhood of Rome.”169  But in 1890, 
when Charles Edwardes visited Rome to dream, what he found was “commercial activity,” and a 
place “of reality.”  As a tourist, he did “not want that sort of thing here; and so even if we see a 
semblance of [modernity] when we are among the ruined walls and columns of its past, we turn 
our backs…a little pettishly.”170    
Popular British novelist, Ouida, agreed that the new Italian government was failing to 
protect Rome’s special character.  Ouida had been an ardent supporter of Italian nationalism in 
the 1860s, reflected in her novel Idalia (1867), about a woman bravely fighting for the national 
cause.  Although a resident of Florence, Ouida turned to Rome as the setting for her 1877 novel 
Ariadnê: The Story of a Dream.  After all, “what scholar, dreamer, painter, has not found his 
heaven there?”171   Like Hawthorne, she opened the novel by appealing to readers already 
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familiar with the city, describing a marble bust of Ariadnê in the Caesar’s Gallery, prompting, 
“do you know the bust I mean?”  And like Hawthorne’s marble Faun, the statue of Ariadnê is 
strangely embodied by the novel’s protagonist, an orphaned young woman who falls in love with 
a sculptor likened to Donatello or Michelangelo.  For Ouida, the essence of Rome was the 
“jumbling of the pagan and the ecclesiastic,” in other words—the spirit of the Renaissance.  Her 
fictional sculptor finds St. Peter’s to be “moving” because it contains the “vigour and majesty 
of…pagan Rome,” with its “old Sabine and Latin strength…so divine that one forgets the golden 
roof is not the sun.”  The pagan spirit is equally kept alive the city’s fountains, where Ouida 
imagines “a naiad or satyr, a god or a genius,” dreaming of “ruined temples and levelled woods.” 
Her title character arrives in Rome with book-knowledge of the ancient city, a “scholar’s 
fantasy” of marble, gold and ivory—something like “what Virgil says.” Crestfallen to find a city 
in ruins, a cobbler reassures Ariadnê that in Rome, “it is not dust…nor dirt…it is dead men’s 
ashes.”  She will learn to “love her better in her colossal ruin than even…the marble and ivory 
city of [her] dreams”172   
Yet, just two years later, Ouida’s Rome of dust and dirt and satyr-infested, plashing 
fountains was vanishing before her very eyes.  When the new Italian government removed a 
fountain associated with the novel, Ouida lashed out, mourning “the violated nymphs 
and…slaughtered nightingales of [Rome’s] ruined gardens.”  Disappointed in the new state, she 
lamented, “the sweetest and grandest dream of our century,” the dream of a “Free Italy” had 
become “the dreariest of all the century’s disillusions and disappointments.”173  In 1886 she 
reported that the “myrtle thickets which had seen Ovid and St. Paul, Augustine and Raffaele” 
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were destroyed by “the stench of engines…the scream of steam-whistles, the mounds of rubbish 
[and] the poles of scaffolding.” For Ouida, Rome had become “the curse of Italy,” its magic 
“lost…forever,” as “all over Italy things are daily being done which might wring tears from the 
statues’ eyes of stone.”  She was “sickened” to find municipal authorities selling off properties 
for profit, contractors “seiz[ing] on the land, as a trooper seizes on a girl in a sacked town.”  She 
placed blame squarely on the Italians who, unlike foreigners, failed to appreciate their own 
cultural inheritance, allowing their city to be violated.174  A writer for the Saturday Review 
agreed that Italians did not know how to self-govern, “irritated” to find they behaved with a 
“swagger abroad…hardly becoming” to recently “emancipated slaves,” thinking themselves “on 
equal terms with England and France and Germany.”175   
Rome had once been like a “curiosity-shop,” full of simple peasants (in need of rescue), 
“happy-go-lucky fashion, houses, churches, palaces, ruins jumbled together, without a proper 
thoroughfare from one end of the town to another.”176   Now, the new Italian state was busy 
building its “Third Rome,”— “a capital full of busy, bustling, energetic, excavating, tram-
travelling people” (Figure 3.9). Georgina Sarah Godkin mourned the lost city “of churches, 
monasteries, purple-robed cardinals and picturesque mendicants.”177 Cornhill Magazine 
imagined Rome had been swallowed by “endless blocks of gigantic white houses… cover[ing]  
so much of the historic soil;” these were “a plague to the eyes and like ice to the imagination.”178 
Rome was becoming “too much like Paris…to be appropriate to Rome, but far fitter for modern 
uses than the gloomy and romantic palaces which form the old city.”179 
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Figure 3.9: Piazza Navona in 1860 and 1890-1900180 
 
Indeed. It was the very “gloom” and misery that British visitors once disparaged that they 
now missed most of all. For centuries, British tourists railed against papal tyranny, poverty and 
oppression in Rome.  Now, these things were remembered nostalgically with aesthetic pleasure.  
For Hawthorne, Rome’s “final charm [was] bestowed by the malaria.”181  Godkin recalled Rome 
just forty years prior as a place “still unspoiled for the romantic and artistic traveler.”  She fondly 
remembered the “brigands and assassins” of “mid-century Papal Rome.”  Such “elements of 
romance” had “vanished with the good old times.”182  Crime and poverty were still linked to 
papal rule but remembered with sympathy.  Imagining eighteenth-century Rome, Charles 
Edwardes guessed that “upon the whole,” Romans had “lived easy lives under the later 
Popes…They could beg, borrow, and steal, even murder with great impunity.”183  The age of the 
popes was romantic; modern day “assaults upon the pope” were downright “unchivalrous.”184 
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Those clinging to the British dream of old Rome could not escape the ugly realities of 
modern life.  Despite her marriage to an Italian senator, Linda Villari mourned the city’s lost 
gloom—its “gruesome dust-heaps,” “dim empty streets” and “lurking daggers under every arch.”  
In modern Rome, “electric light chases all mystery away; the streets are full of carriages and 
pedestrians, of blazing cafes and shop-fronts; fountains sparkle in the artificial moon rays.”185   
The Rome of the 1880s and 1890s had a “whitewashed Coliseum,” a “laid-out and labeled 
Palatine,” and “bustling tramcars,” among other “yet more distressing obliterations of the 
footprints of the past.”186  The tourists had changed as well.  As one British critic griped, 
travelers in the age of the Grand Tour were of “good breeding…men who had been impelled 
towards the city by some of that passion for nature and art…of Goethe or…of Mendelssohn.”  
But their modern counterparts could be spotted by an “obtrusive self-assertion” and “confident 
air.”  He bristled, in particular, at the growing number of female tourists—English girls were too 
“obtrusive in their jollity” and “noisy enthusiasm.”  Droves of young women came to study art, 
“scarcely arrived at their teens,” posturing at the Colosseum and “solemnly donning the bulky 
volumes of Hare before an antique marble.”187  Did Rome belong to these parvenus?  Did it 
belong to the old English gentleman? Or did it belong to the modern Italian citizen?  When 
Alfred Austin posed the question, “to whom does Rome belong?” he could only conclude, “To 
no one; to everyone.”188  
Rome encompassed all of time and the Renaissance was now just another layer of the 
city’s history.  Historian E.A. Freeman described Rome as a “vast lake in which all the streams 
of earlier history lose themselves, and from which all the streams of later history flow forth 
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again.”  He suggested discarding “all distinctions of ‘ancient’ and ‘modern,’ of ‘dead and 
living,’” and maintained that “the history of Rome is in itself the great example of the oneness of 
all history.”   For generation, British thinkers had “persuaded themselves…that ‘classical’ 
models…were the only possible standards of excellence.”  But Freeman, like Ranke, argued that 
each epoch is “immediate to God”—the classical the classical world needed to be put back in it 
its place, its “true position in the general history of the world…no longer the object of an 
exclusive idolatry.”189 Arthur Galton agreed, reading the Roman Empire and the medieval/early-
modern Holy Roman Empire as one continuum. The Renaissance did not refute the Middle Ages.  
Rather, in figures like Michelangelo, “the classical and the medieval spirits were held in perfect 
balance and in their fullest power.” Galton blamed Gibbon who had seen “nothing except a 
decline and fall,” failing to notice “‘the Rise and Progress of the Holy Roman Empire;’ a 
history…from Saint Leo the Great, the father of the mediaeval world, to the abdication of 
Charles V.”  For Galton, “the Barbarian who destroyed the Roman Empire, was not Attila but 
Napoleon.”190  
These historical debates were paralleled by touristic practices in which visitors to Rome 
began to discard the traditional periodization of their guidebooks.  Tourists chose what to see 
steered by imagination.  Rome was a personal experience.  An aesthetic approach to the city 
allowed tourists to cherry-pick those historical moments with the greatest subjective emotional 
appeal.  On the Grand Tour, visitors had followed a common itinerary. But by the late-nineteenth 
century, guidebooks asked visitors to notice Renaissance, Medieval, Romantic and Modern 
Rome as well.   Augustus J.C. Hare suggested visitors make the city personal, taking “some 
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special line of interest,” whether it be “ancient Roman remains, or the memorials of the saints, or 
the medieval tombs.” Each Briton in Rome should find a way in, building “for themselves a 
private centre around which all other interest should circle.”191  
Although medieval Rome was once thought curiously absent, by the end of the nineteenth 
century, it had been found.  German historian Ferdinand Gregorovius revived medieval Rome for 
British readers—a task which gave “a purpose” to his life, and he completed his mission just in 
time.192  By 1870s, the Middle Ages had been “blown away by a tramontane, with all the historic 
spirit of the past.”193  But the 1897 Baedeker guide to the city claimed that Dominican friars had 
“introduced Gothic architecture into Rome” and praised they city’s medieval belfries as 
“eloquent tributes to the genius of medieval Rome.”194  Three sisters, Penelope, Jane and Mary 
Monk, “made a perfect collection of drawings of all the medieval towers in Rome,” while 
another young British woman collected drawings and photographs “of all Italian subjects 
connected with Dante.”195  Much of medieval Rome was, indeed, gone.  But it remained 
accessible both with modern historiography and imaginative tools. 
British tourists longed for the old houses that once stood across from the Trevi fountain, 
“where we have all stood in our turn under the moonlight to drink of those enchanted waters and 
recall Hawthorne’s immortal pages.”  The quaint “crowded streets” of the Jewish Ghetto were 
demolished in 1888.  For a similar effect, Julia Cartwright Ady suggested visiting the Regola 
district instead.  In its poverty, it managed to retain much “of its medieval character.” As she 
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explained: “Borgia, and Beatrice de’Cenci, Rienzi and s. Filippe Neri, Caesar and Michael 
Angelo—these are only a few of the memories which crowd upon the mind in this historic 
district.” Yet, the house where Riezni was born on Via Regola had only recently been pulled 
down.  Ady mourned its loss: “each stone that crumbles at our feet has its tale to tell; the very 
dust.”196    
 Rome was a palimpsest, its layers of time visible all at once.  In Makers of Modern Rome, 
Margaret Oliphant included anachronistic illustrations.  Opposite her description of the city 
under Pope Martin V (r. 1417-21), she included a drawing of Shelly’s nineteenth-century 
Tomb.197  The page detailing the death of Leo X in 1521 was illustrated with the sketch of a 
Victorian woman perusing a “Bric-a-Brac Shop.” (Figure 3.10)   A decade later, when Olave 
Potter explored the city, preparing to write The Colour of Rome, she felt ancient monuments 
spewing forth memories of many historical moments.  Catholic Rome had become a beautiful 
and meaningful part of the city’s past.198  Passing under an archway, she felt that she had 
physically “left” Imperial Rome, and “entered” the Middle Ages, confirmed by the sighting of a 
picturesque Dominican Friar.  The illusion was only shattered when he hailed a cab.  At the 
Forum, Potter experienced what she called “scene shifts”—flashes that moved her forward in 
time from the ancient world to the medieval and into the age of Goethe.  She encouraged readers 
to dispense with “handbooks” altogether, reject those “painful indexes” filled with information, 
and instead let “the magic of the moment give you an impression that will beautify your life for 
always.”199   The simultaneous co-existence of multiple historical moments was a new and 
peculiarly modern way of experiencing time.  
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Figure 3.10: The bric-a-brac shop from Oliphant’s Makers of Modern Rome200  
 
If one could summon the powers of concentration, imagining the past allowed tourists to 
dip into any moment in time.  Villari recommended the Papa Giulio Museum on the Via 
Flaminia as a “fresh delight.”  Although the museum was devoted to Etruscan artifacts, it was 
housed in Pope Julius III’s summer home—a place where “the pleasure-loving Pontiff held his 
court, feasted princes and potentates, and showered marks of favour on Michel Angelo.”  There, 
tourists had their imaginative choice—ancient Tuscany or the “jovial Renaissance Pope” (who, 
could he return, would be “horrified” to share his “favorite retreat.”) 201  Charles Edwardes 
envisioned himself in as an eighteenth-century Grand Tourist.  He conjured a vision of the Pope 
in a “gilded coach,” the Roman plebeians in “their love of spectacle…tickled by the sight.”  
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Edwardes invited his readers to join in his fantasy with an extended present-tense description of 
a particular moment in time.  The day was June 28th 1776; the Pope is receiving a tribute form 
the Court of Naples. “The palace front, and the street in both directions, are illuminated…Coach 
after coach rolls into the great courtyard…Nobles give their arms to the ladies they are privileged 
to chaperon.”202  
No longer strictly ancient or modern, Rome became many moments to many people.  
Whereas in the early and mid-century the British might have turned to the past to understand the 
present, by the end of the century, consumers were increasingly looking to the past to leave the 
present.203  A sixteenth-century Renaissance villa roused thoughts of Franz Liszt who lived and 
performed at the site a generation ago.  There, “an echo of his mighty chords might still be 
lingering.”204 Rome was all ages and incarnations of itself at once. Late-Victorian tourists were 
consumers, able to navigate history with pleasure and freedom.   Rome was an ideal place to 
experiment with imaginative time-travel.   “All the centuries seemed to have survived in Rome, 
and, though contemporaries, to be at peace.”205 Engaging the history of Rome was to linger 
between the imagined and real.  Rome was past, present and eternal-- an imagined world and a 
modern reality.  By the 1890s, when Margaret Oliphant wrote Makers of Modern Rome, papal 
Rome was no longer “modern Rome” and the city had been freed from its characterization by a 
rigid ancient vs. modern dichotomy. Instead, there were three Romes, what Oliphant called 
“ancient, medieval and modern” living side by side (Figure 3.11). As Thomas Hardy observed 
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when he visited Rome in 1887, it was a city of blended pulsing life with lives long done/ ‘Til 
Time seemed fiction, Past and Present one.206 
 




In 1911, Rome hosted the International Art Exhibition, staged as a grand celebration to 
mark fifty years from the day that revolutionaries first declared Rome to be the nation’s capital.  
The exhibition was designed to emphasize the city’s ancient archaeology and monuments, 
fostering a shared Italian identity based on the legacy of ancient glory.  Lanciani curated a major 
exhibit of Roman archaeology at the Baths of Diocletian.  He filled it with “casts and models of 
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all the chief Roman statues and monuments scattered about the thirty-six provinces of the 
Empire.”208  But a second narrative was at work here as well—the it was a celebration of the 
reclamation of Rome from the Papacy.  The Castel Sant’Angelo, once a symbol of papal might 
was used as a conference center, hosting scientific presentations.  The papal prison had been 
repurposed for a liberal future.209 
In Rome, time had once stood divided into two distinct periods—ancient and modern.  
The Renaissance was the watershed moment that ushered in modernity.   But by the dawn of the 
twentieth century, Rome’s Renaissance had been made history.  The Renaissance was no Roman 
watershed.  It was not the Renaissance that shook Rome from medieval slumber. Instead, that 
moment came with the Risorgimento.  It was Risorgimento that ushered in Roman modernity and 
the Italian future.  In 1907, Garibaldi’s centenary year, British poet George Meredith lauded the 
Italian general for shaking the stupor of “Slavery’s curse.”210  Historian G.M. Trevelyan 
agreed—Risorgimento had roused Italy from her torpor.  
Although generations of British tourists had ignored “modern” Italians, searching for 
traces of the past, late-nineteenth century visitors found themselves privy to Italy’s reawakening, 
reoriented towards the future.  Trevelyan explained, “most of us, when we visit Rome… feel the 
presence of all the centuries of European history, a score of civilizations dead and lying in state 
one beside the other;” but what mattered more was that “in the midst of their eternal monuments 
mankind still swarms and labours, after all its strange and varied experience, still intent to live, 
still busily weaving the remote future out of the immemorial past.”  Although he was a historian, 
Trevelyan was after something that “cannot be clearly learnt from the pages of Ruskin of 
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Symonds, or any other of Italy’s melodious mourners, that she is not dead but risen, that she 
contains not only ruins but men, that she is not the home of ghosts, but the land which the living 
share with their immortal ancestors.”211   
While an academic historian who wrote in the Whig tradition, Trevelyan entered the past 
through his emotions, like those late-Victorian aesthetes.  Of his Italian histories, he explained—
he was “moved to write them by poetical sympathy,” and “without bias, I should never have 
written them at all.”212  Sigmund Freud, too, accessed Roman history through dreams and 
emotion.  Freud’s Rome was a “mental entity” in which “all earlier developmental phases 
continue to exist beside the latest one.”  Nothing ever disappeared.”213  Rome was a dream and 
its layers of time could be manipulated with the mind.  Although Hannibal lived a century before 
the birth of Christ, Freud imagined his war on Rome as a confrontation with Catholicism.214  The 
dream of Rome grew ever deeper. Trevelyan mused “that there should ever have been a time 
when Mazzini ruled Rome and Garibaldi defended her walls, sounds like a poet’s dream.”  His 
aim was to “record the facts that gave shape to that dream.”215  By the dawn of the twentieth 
century, Rome was no longer a city haunted only by ancient history, or a city anachronistically 
stuck in an age of papal decadence. British visitors to Rome were able to imagine it as a 
continuum of time, encompassing all of history through to the present—a uniquely modern 
temporal experience.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ST. PAUL’S CATHEDRAL 
 
In 1872, the Prince of Wales recovered from typhoid fever, prompting a spectacular 
Thanksgiving Service at London’s St. Paul’s Cathedral.  With over twelve thousand tickets sold, 
invitations were extended to Cardinal Newman, Chief Rabbi Adler, two princes from India and 
one from Japan.1  Preparations began weeks in advance.  The bare walls of the church were 
draped in crimson for the occasion, although the press found this to be completely “lacking in 
taste.”2  The cathedral was a “perpetual monotony of unrelieved red cloth,”3 and the “eye sought 
for relief.”4  Among the cathedrals of Europe’s grand capitals, the problem of “under-
embellishment” was unique to London.  “Foreign cathedrals” seemed easily able to “assume 
their festal attire” simply with “well hung” tapestries, “judiciously” arranged evergreens and a 
few “artificial lights symmetrically displayed.”5  But in London, no amount of scarlet cloth could 
mask the fact that St. Paul’s was “utterly destitute of ornamentation,” and a “salient example in 
England of the superstition of false simplicity.”6   
The cathedral’s exterior was a bit more “festive.”  A glorious neoclassical dome sailed 
high above lofty walls of white limestone and leafy Italianate colonnades.  The dome was an 
“architectural wonder” and a London landmark.  It was so connected with London’s skyline, that 
some considered the “sight of the dome of St. Paul’s” to be the boundary “delimiting 
                                               
1 John Wolffe, “National Occasions at St. Paul’s since 1800,” St. Paul’s: The Cathedral Church of London, 604-
2004 ed. by Derek Keene, Arthur Burns and Andrew Saint (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004), 385. 
2 “The National Thanksgiving,” Manchester Gazette, Feb. 28, 1872 
3 “Aesthetics of the Thanksgiving,” Saturday Review, March 2, 1872 
4 “National Thanksgiving.” 
5 “Aesthetics of the Thanksgiving.”  
6 “The National Thanksgiving;” “Aesthetics of the Thanksgiving.” 
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Cockneydom.”7  But even in its grandeur, the exterior of St. Paul’s faced criticism as well.  As 
historian E.A. Freeman put it—it was rather “popish,” built in “the style of a Borgia and a 
Medici.”8   
A Borgia or a Medici did not build St. Paul’s Cathedral.  Instead, it was the work of 
seventeenth-century British architect, Sir Christopher Wren (Figure 4.1).  Wren had modeled his 
cathedral after St. Peter’s in Rome.  As we have seen, by the nineteenth century, British visitors 
to Rome struggled with St. Peter’s and other examples of Italian Renaissance architecture.  On 
the one hand, they took pleasure in its splendor but on the other, they frowned upon Roman-
Catholic “excess” that led to imperial decline. Early in the century, British tourists in Rome 
ignored the modern-day city, in favor of classical history and culture. Mid-Victorian visitors to 
Rome began to search for traces of a gothic past, engaging in Byronic/picturesque tourism with 
an interest in early-Christian history.  By the late nineteenth century, archaeological excavations 
and innovative historical research reshaped Victorian views of the ancient world.  A new 
historiography of the Renaissance enabled reconciliation with the remains of Renaissance Rome.  
Newly historicized, Rome’s Renaissance architecture was able to prompt approval, even when 
connected to papal grandeur. 
                                               
7 See Nicholas Wiseman, Essays on Various Subjects Vol. 1 (Charles Dolman: London, 1853), 274; W.C.E. 
Newbolt, “St. Paul’s Cathedral,” Good Works. (Jan. 1897), 403. This was a play on the tradition that all “true” 
Cockneys were born within earshot of the bells of St. Mary-le-Bow Church, Cheapside (or “bow’s bells”).   
8 E.A.F [Freeman], “Gothic or Classic, a Plain Statement of the Question,” Friend of India, Dec. 8, 1859. 
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Figure 4.1: St. Paul’s Cathedral9 
 
Like Rome’s Renaissance and Baroque architecture, St. Paul’s Cathedral posed a 
problem across the arc of the nineteenth century.  It had been destroyed and rebuilt several times 
over hundreds of years, each reconstruction an opportunity to express something new.  The latest 
iteration, a modern Italianate building, had replaced a traditional gothic structure destroyed in the 
Great Fire of 1666.  As Justin McCarthy explained, while Westminster was “ever and always the 
same Westminster Abbey,” St. Paul’s had “risen again in so many different shapes, that it seems 
as if each succeeding age were putting its fresh stamp and mint-mark on it.” Much like London 
itself, St. Paul’s was perpetually reincarnated, modern and young, yet “enriched with the 
traditions… [and] the national experiences of centuries.”10   
As the world’s first Protestant cathedral, St. Paul’s was undeniably a symbol of British 
identity.  But its Italian design did not send the right message.  Christopher Wren incorporated 
both gothic and neoclassical stylistic elements, creating a hybrid style that for many was neither 
                                               
9 Image Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:St_Pauls_aerial.jpg 
10 Justin McCarthy, Charring Cross to St. Paul’s (New York: Macmillan & Co. 1893), 240, 246. 
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here nor there.11 It was aesthetically caught between a “medieval past and a neo-classical 
present.”12  It’s unfinished interior was a problem as well. Foreign visitors found it “dry,” empty, 
barren, “white, cold and blank.”13  The condition of the cathedral worsened over time—decades 
of industrial smog and poor maintenance made it appear shabby.  One visitor complained that 
dust encrusted everything within, from “the worshipers” to the “heads and wings of the carved 
cherubim.”  How could this be in a place still so “young among cathedrals?”14    
The restoration and completion of the church interior became a highly charged matter of 
debate.  Architects, clergymen, historians, politicians, tourists and Londoners alike went to war 
over St. Paul’s, their battles dispersed across the century.  As a public institution, St. Paul’s 
reflected the nation’s wealth, strength and character on the world stage.15  A sub-par national 
cathedral prompted the anxiety of negative comparisons to France and fueled first by the 
Napoleonic wars and later by imperialist competition. Yet, unlike other European cities, London 
had no central metropolitan authority for architectural design or urban planning.  Instead, 
urbanization was carried out in the hands of private interests in shifting architectural fashion.  
Furthermore, limited funding hindered large-scale improvements at St. Paul’s.  
 Cathedral administrators tried several times to overhaul the cathedral, in parallel to 
British approaches to Rome.  In the late-eighteenth century, they filled its halls with neoclassical 
monuments to British heroes.  Like visitors to the Vatican in Rome, visitors to St. Paul’s might 
                                               
11 Kerry Downes, “Wren & the New Cathedral,” St. Paul’s: The Cathedral Church of London, 604-2004 ed. by 
Derek Keene, Arthur Burns and Andrew Saint (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004). 194.  
12 Adrian Tinniswood, His Invention So Fertile: A Life of Sir Christopher Wren (London: John Cape, 2001), 371. 
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be morally uplifted by classical imagery.  In the 1850s, Wellington’s funeral ceremony and the 
permanent exhibition of his tomb invited visitors to engage in gothic-picturesque tourism at the 
cathedral.  In the 1860s-70s, the Dean and Surveyor at the Cathedral encouraged a sort of 
historical fundamentalism, turning to archaeological evidence and the intentions of the original 
architect in their efforts to renovate the Church.  Yet, each of these approaches to the Cathedral 
failed to satisfy until the late-Victorian Renaissance revival broadened architectural discourse to 
make space for St. Paul’s in its own right. 
St. Paul’s was largely seen as an architectural problem.  As such, its story has remained 
the purview of architectural historians.  Scholars have placed discussions about St. Paul’s within 
broader Victorian architectural disputes—in particular, an ongoing “Battle of Styles” between 
gothic and classical revival movements.  Alex Bremner, J. Mordaunt Crook and Teresa Sladen 
agree that Victorian disputes about St. Paul’s were symptomatic of the overarching rift between 
gothicists and classicists.16  For Bremner, St. Paul’s gained acceptance in the late-nineteenth 
century only because the gothic revival fell out of fashion.  Crook argues that St. Paul’s echoed 
the “Goth versus Classicist” debates that in truth were about a deeper “religious and political 
battle.”17  For Sladen, mid-Victorian arguments supporting the architect’s “original intentions” at 
St. Paul’s were but thinly veiled justifications for “classical schemes of decoration.”18  Yet, in 
order to understand fluctuating perceptions of St. Paul’s in the nineteenth-century, more is 
required than an analysis of ongoing architectural feuds.  Instead, I argue that St. Paul’s must be 
                                               
16 See G. Alex Bremner, “‘Imperial Monumental Halls and Tower’: Westminster Abbey and the Commemoration of 
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viewed as a historical monument—debates about its architecture were framed as much by 
historical discourse as by aesthetics. 
 Scholars who address the Victorian treatment of historic London have overlooked St. 
Paul’s, largely because Victorian preservationists themselves did not include it as worthy, or 
necessary, to be protected.  As Lynda Nead and Andrea Zemgulys have explained, London’s 
preservationists were concerned with “disappearing London”—parts of the city wiped away by 
urban improvements.19  St. Paul’s did not fit the mold—it was neither a relic of picturesque Old 
England, nor was it in danger of being torn down.  St. Paul’s also fails to conform to the account 
suggested by Ben Weinstein’s recent work about London’s historic City churches.  For 
Weinstein many preservationists were concerned less with heritage than with preventing the sale 
of church property.  Because St. Paul’s was never in danger of sale or demolition, Weinstein’s 
narrative cannot explain the imaginative transformations taking place in the national cathedral.20  
Yet, by looking at St. Paul’s as a historical monument, subject to shifting Victorian historical 
discourse, a new story emerges.  St. Paul’s gained newfound esteem not simply because of 
fluctuations in taste.  Instead, Victorian thinkers applied shifting historical frameworks to the 
problem of the cathedral throughout the century, and the way forward ultimately pointed to a 
historiographical solution.   
Neither the decline of the gothic nor the disappearance of “old London” facilitated this 
newfound approval of St. Paul’s.  Instead, historians provided fresh concepts with which to 
perceive St. Paul’s, allowing it to become a simultaneously historical and modern urban space.  
                                               
19 Lynda Nead, Victorian Babylon: People, Streets and Images in Nineteenth-Century London. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2000); Andrea Zemgulys, “Building the Vanished City: Conservationism in Turn-of-the Century 
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20 See Ben Weinstein, “Questioning a Late Victorian Dyad: Preservationism, Demolitionism, and the City of 
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Early Victorian thinkers turned to St. Paul’s with the model of Whig narratives of progress and 
Romantic inward-turning biography.  Christopher Wren was lionized as a historical figure, his 
cathedral transformed into a parallel symbol of resilience, industry and liberty.  Later, cathedral 
administrators turned to the rigorous methodology of mid-Victorian scientific history and 
archaeology, believing they could find and be guided by an unimpeachable record of Wren’s 
historical intentions.  But by the 1870s, architects were boxed in by a literal adherence to 
historical evidence that could never be literal.  Competing critics bludgeoned each other with 
“irrefutable” historical facts, each with an agenda, revealing the subjectivity of historical fact.  
Only in the closing decades of the century did historians make it rhetorically possible to both 
accept the Cathedral as it was, and to change the cathedral according to modern taste.  This 
answer came, not from architects or aesthetes, but once again, from historians who devised a new 
vocabulary with which to approach St. Paul’s with the late-Victorian Renaissance revival.   
The Victorian revisionist Renaissance emphasized individual genius and unique 
innovation.21  Unlike pure gothic and classical revival movements, the Renaissance revival 
praised beauty born of flexible experimentation, enabling Wren’s creative fusion of historical 
aesthetic currents to be joined under the banner of industrious “Englishness.”   The Renaissance 
was able to accommodate the once-vexing pastiche of gothic and classical elements at St. Paul’s.  
At last, perceptions of the cathedral could match long-held favorable perceptions of its architect.  
By the dawn of the twentieth century, it was possible for St. Paul’s to be experienced as a 
historical monument. 
This is not just a chapter about a cathedral.  It is not about one building.  It is about the 
city of London itself as an emblem of British identity—wedged between a sense of lurching 
                                               
21 See J.B. Bullen, The Myth of the Renaissance in Nineteenth Century Writing (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1994); 
Lynne Walhout Hinojosa, Nationalism and Modernism, 1860-1920 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009). 
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towards the future and existing within a stream of time from the past. St. Paul’s is at the 
intersection of debates in aesthetics/design, religion, public reform and national identity.  This is 
the story of how academic historiography solves a problem that Victorian aesthetics and 
architectural theory could not.  As we saw in chapter three, a reformulation of the Renaissance 
helped British tourists newly appreciate Rome; in London, histories of the Renaissance allowed 
Britons to reclaim their national cathedral.  As I will discuss further in chapters five and six, by 
the mid-nineteenth century, Londoners were conscious of how their city appeared to foreign 
tourists. This awareness, along with the concerns of British antiquarians and historians helped 
shape a commodified version of historic London.  By reading the story of St. Paul’s alongside 
the historiographical and not only imperial narrative, it becomes clear that discussions about 
London at large were impacted by historiographical debates. 
I. The Problem with St. Paul’s in the 17th-18th Centuries
From its inception, rebuilding St. Paul’s Cathedral was a controversial project.  The 
cathedral became a screen for shifting British identities in the contentious aftermath of the Civil 
War in the 1640s, followed by the Glorious Revolution in 1688.  Because construction was 
largely funded by a public tax, Londoners felt entitled to weigh in on any changes, subjecting St. 
Paul’s to even greater scrutiny. 
Just prior to the Civil War, Catholic-leaning Charles I was determined to repair St. Paul’s 
Cathedral, a dilapidated gothic church (see Figure 4.1).  Its nave, also known as “Paul’s Walk” 
had become a common city through street where even prostitutes could be found.22    Charles 
hoped a more modern temple would articulate the strength and prosperity of the monarchy.  
22 Vaughan Hart, “Inigo Jones’ Site Organization at St. Paul’s Cathedral,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians 53 no. 4 (Dec. 1994), 414, 416. 
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Chief architect, Inigo Jones designed a classical Roman façade with a Latin inscription.23  Jones 
never saw his vision realized.  When Civil War erupted in 1642, St. Paul’s was converted into a 
stable.  Its windows were smashed, its woodwork stripped, and the portico was converted to 
shops.24  In 1666, tragedy struck once again.  Old St. Paul’s, London’s venerable gothic 
cathedral, disappeared forever, swallowed whole by the Great Fire of London. 
Although the Catholic-leaning Stuarts had been restored to power, the city began to 
rebuild in the anti-Catholic cultural climate of the late seventeenth century.25  Sir Christopher 
Wren was chosen to redesign St. Paul’s.  Wren was an experienced architect and modern 
scientific thinkers.  Along with Robert Boyle, Robert Hooke and Edmund Halley, he was a 
founding member of the Royal Society.  Wren redesigned many of the city’s lost churches.  But 
with St. Paul’s, he was tasked with a unique challenge—designing the world’s first Protestant 
cathedral for a newly reaffirmed Protestant nation.  Wren relished this a “God-given 
opportunity” to create a modern “classical jewel” out of the “crude” medieval Gothic.26   But it 
would not be as simple as that.  Private homes built up against the cathedral has been lost in the 
fire and many wanted to rebuild their homes in the exact same location.27   Furthermore, public 
felt entitled to express an opinion because construction was funded by a public tax on coal.  
Many fondly remembered the centuries-old gothic church lost to the fire.  Others recoiled from 
Wren’s love of Italian neoclassicism, a style better suited to Catholic autocracy. When Wren 
submitted plans for a church in the shape of a Greek cross, his design was deemed impractical, 
                                               
23 John E. Moore, “The Monument, or, Christopher Wren’s Roman Accent,” Art Bulletin 80 no. 3 (Sept. 1998), 515.  
The inscription identified Charles I as he who “restored the temple consumed by old age.”. 
24 Tinniswood, 141. 
25 Many people blamed Catholic conspirators for the fire. 
26 Gordon Higgott, “The Revised Design for St. Paul’s Cathedral, 1685-1690: Wren, Hawskmoor & Les Invalides,” 
Burlington Magazine 146 (2004), 543; Tinniswood, 173-4, 194-5. 
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foreign and Popish (see Figure 4.1).28  Two years later, Wren bowed to public pressure and 
offered a new design that incorporated both gothic and classical elements.  The cathedral would 
be shaped like a gothic cross, but crowned with an unconventional fusion of dome and spire. 
(See Figure 4.2)  
 
Figure 4.2: The gothic Old St. Paul’s Cathedral, Wren’s Greek Cross Design (1673) and Wren’s 
compromise—The Warrant Design (1675)29 
 
This “Warrant Design was approved, but not universally accepted.  The architectural elite 
clung to neoclassical principles and railed against the impure incorporation of gothic elements. 
The public continued to find the “gilded capitals…heavy arches and opulent carving” to be too 
much “Popery.”30  Wren revised his plans as construction got underway. A dramatic increase in 
funding from 1686 allowed him more freedom and he abandoned the gothic spire, instead 
remodeling the dome, based St. Peter’s basilica in Rome (Figure 4.3).  
                                               
28 Tinniswood, 194, 213-215.  The popular story of Wren weeping when he heard about its rejection was first 
described by his grandson in Parentalia. 
29 Image sources: Francis Bond, An Introduction to English Church Architecture Vol. I (Oxford: Humphrey Milford, 
1913), 4; http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/civil_war_revolution/gallery_st_pauls_02.shtml; 
https://www.stpauls.co.uk/SM4/Mutable/Uploads/generic_image/G74.jpg 
30 Tinniswood, 315. 
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Figure 4.3: Wren’s final design, based on St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome31  
 
Over time, criticism grew, and Wren’s reputation began to wane. British national identity 
was tied to Protestant liberty.  Modeled after St. Peter’s, Wren’s cathedral “smacked of Italian 
slavery.”32  The Earl of Shaftesbury railed against Wren’s baroque style as excessive and vulgar, 
associated with absolutism and Roman Catholicism.33 Shaftesbury and his circle preferred a 
simplified pure classical architecture, a style that became known as Palladian.  By the mid- 
1720’s, the Palladians were persistent in their critique of Wren’s work as too heavy and 
                                               
31 Lewis Gilbertson, Some Notes Chiefly on the Fabric of the Cathedral Church of St. Paul in London (London: 
Kyrle Pamphlets, 1893), 21. 
32 Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation, 1707-1837 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 368; Saint, 
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ornamented.34  Making matters worse, Wren became embroiled in political and financial 
controversy, and the cathedral interior remained unfinished.35  When the cathedral opened in 
1711, many were bothered by its barren nave and cold white walls.    
 
II. St. Paul’s: Museum of Monuments 
By 1815, Britain emerged victorious from decades of war with France.  Many believed 
the new St. Paul’s Cathedral should reflect the nation’s growing world power.  Meanwhile, 
liberal politicians hoped to educate and uplift the citizenry through its public institutions and 
monuments.  In this climate, St. Paul’s cathedral was transformed into a museum of monuments 
celebrating British liberty, charity and martial strength.  However, ongoing debates about access 
to St. Paul’s and complaints about its condition revealed an undercurrent of anxiety that the 
cathedral, like London itself, did not measure up to its continental counterparts.  
In the 1820s, triumphant London was booming with new construction.  Within a decade, 
a marked rise in population would make London the world’s largest city.36  Lavish townhouses 
and social clubs rose across the city, funded by aristocratic fortunes build during the war.37  
According to the London Times, there was “so great an impulse” for “architectural and local 
improvement in the metropolis that…more beneficial changes…have taken place since 1824 
                                               
34 Some important works by English Palladians include Colen Campbell’s Vitruvius Britannicus (1715), Giacomo 
Leoni’s translation of Palladio’s Four Books of Architecture (1715), Leoni’s translation of Leone Battista Alberti’s 
De Re Aedificatoria (1726) and William Kent’s The Designs of Inigo Jones (1727).  
35 Tinniswood, 351, 356.  He was accused of prolonging construction to keep his yearly salary, ignoring the illegal 
private contracts accepted by his master mason and carpenter.  Later, as an octogenarian, he faced the biting attacks 
of Frances Hare’s Frauds & Abuses at St. Paul’s (1712).  Hare (later Dean of the cathedral), accused him of “at best 
gross incompetence and, at worst, embezzlement and corruption.”  
36 Stephen Porter, The Story of London: From its Earliest Origins to the Present Day (Gloucestershire: Amberly 
Books. 2016), 41; Also see John Broice, London: Water & the Making of the Modern City (University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 2013), 36.  London’s population reached one million by 1800 and 1.38 million by 1820. 
37 See Alan Robinson, Imagining London, 1770-1900 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004). Many of these were 
designed by the crown’s favorite architect, John Nash. Nash built Regent Street and redesigned Buckingham Palace 
and Marble Arch.  George IV himself commissioned the rebuilding of Carlton House, Buckingham Palace.   
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than during the whole period subsequent to the rebuilding of the city after the great fire.”38  
Dramatic changes came to the neighborhood surrounding St. Paul’s as well when Ludgate Circus 
was built to improve traffic flow from Blackfriars Bridge.   
As London grew in scope and size, St. Paul’s fell under increasing scrutiny as an 
architectural site and national symbol.  A glorious city deserved a glorious cathedral, but Wren’s 
masterpiece was found wanting.  Surrounded by ramshackle houses, it was dirty and poorly 
decorated.  Foreigners repeatedly complained about admission fees.  This situation embarrassed 
the British, culminating in 1851 as the city prepared to welcome thousands of foreign visitors to 
the Great Exhibition.  But efforts to improve matters at St. Paul’s were repeatedly thwarted by 
budgetary restrictions and aesthetic conflicts.  Rather than overhauling the building itself, a more 
economical solution was to make it into a hall of monuments commemoration Britain’s recent 
military victories.  St. Paul’s would plainly announce Britain’s rising role in the world as a 
national pantheon.  The monument scheme used existing history discourse—biography and 
Whiggish progress.  It was the first attempt to use historiographical tools to resolve an 
experience of public space.  It did so with an experience similar to Grand Tour in Rome.  But the 
monuments seemed to make St. Paul’s more like a museum than a church.  And they were 
unable to overcome aesthetic divisions.  Many felt the neoclassical style “paganized” the space, 
making it a draw for tourists more than worshipers and sending the wrong kind of message about 
the British nation. 
Following the Napoleonic Wars, the re-opening of the channel brought an influx of 
foreign tourists to London.  But for a city on the rise, London did not always make the best first 
impression.  Many of the city’s most beautiful public buildings were “concealed by surrounding 
                                               
38 Times (London), September 11, 1829. 
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objects,” and no “duly appreciated by casual visitors.”39   St. Paul’s Cathedral was in a crowded 
neighborhood with “no good point of view…for seeing it altogether with advantage.”40  For 
many, it felt like the commercial city was devouring the cathedral with each day. In 1822, one 
visitor had a hard time even finding the cathedral, complaining that it was “so hideously clogged 
up on all sides…that it may be passed [by]…if it is not looked for.”41   
The interior of the church was no better.  Foreigners called St. Paul’s “dry,” criticizing it 
as “cold and barren.”42  They complained of a “total want of variety, of internal decoration, of 
harmony or grandeur of color or of pictures.”43  Instead of military might, it seemed as if “an 
enemy…had taken London, and plundered the cathedral.”  One Londoner wondered what other 
explanation might be proffered for the lack of “national and religious paintings…rare works of 
curiosity or antiquity?”44  When compared to St. Peter’s in Rome, it was “very meager and 
poor…every one of these comparisons is to its disadvantage.”45  These negative comparisons to 
Rome were especially painful at a time when Rome was held up as a symbol of moral decay.  
Eighteenth and early nineteenth-century British tourists in Rome harped upon the filth of the 
city, linking historical decline to the moral corruption of the papacy (see Chapters 2 & 3).  For 
example, in 1817 a British visitor to the Pantheon was disgusted by its “congregated filth,” 
finding it impossible even for those “filled with enthusiasm” to glean its “taste and 
magnificence.”  She concluded that “Catholics seem to think that there is a great sanctity in 
                                               
39 Samuel Leigh, Leigh’s New Picture of London; Or a Luminous Guide to the Stranger: On All Subjects Connected 
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41 Weekly Entertainer and West of England Miscellany, July 8, 1822. 
42 Saint, 454; “Interior of St. Paul’s Cathedral,” Mirror of Literature, Amusement and Instruction, March 12, 1831.  
43 Friedrich von Raumer, England in 1835: being a series of letters written to friends in Germany during a residence 
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44 “Interior of St. Paul’s Cathedral.”  
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dirt.”46  What, then, to make of the filth at St. Paul’s?  Its walls of white Portland stone absorbed 
all of London’s pollutants.  With each passing year, the cathedral grew blacker.  In 1838, an 
American in St. Paul’s found it so “excessively dirty” that it sunk far beneath “the beautiful 
cleanly churches of Rome!”47  
This was not the way London hoped to put its best foot forward.  Travel guides wanted to 
“excite the astonishment of reflecting foreigners,” with a sort of “manly confidence and 
independence” that was uniquely British due to “the free spirit of the British Constitution.”48  St. 
Paul’s had a clear message to send, standing high in the center of the financial capital of London, 
the nation and an emerging Empire.  The cathedral should articulate a Britishness that was free, 
prosperous and dutiful.49  But to rival the cathedrals of the continent would be no easy feat in a 
Protestant cathedral where decorative solutions were controversial.  In the 1770s, painters from 
the Royal Academy had volunteered to enliven its interior but London’s Bishop, Richard 
Terrick, forbade any “artful introduction of foppery.”50  Instead, beginning in the 1790s, the 
British aimed to impress with moral character and national achievements conveyed via an 
installation of monuments in the nave.51   
The monuments were initially thought of as “a scheme of decoration in good taste” that 
might “relieve the sullen style of the inside.”52 These artful tributes to British historical 
“worthies” invited visitors to experience St. Paul’s as a museum-like space.  This neoclassical 
statuary was reminiscent of the Vatican museums in Rome.  In keeping with eighteenth-century 
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47 Wilbur Fisk, Travels on the Continent of Europe (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1838), 525-526. 
48 Leigh, iv-v. 
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aesthetic philosophy, Grand Tourists at the Vatican sought moral improvement through exposure 
to the beauty of classical forms and the virtue of classical culture.  There, “moral reflections so 
abundantly suggested” in the statuary were conveyed both through “traces of…historical 
character [and as] specimens of ideal beauty.”53  The neoclassical monuments at St. Paul’s were 
designed to elicit a similar response.  Whig reformers argued that public investment in national 
art, like the monuments, would lead to higher aspirations for the nation.54   
The plan seemed effective in its early years.  A visitor in 1816 confirmed that the 
monuments “naturally raise[d]” his thoughts “from illustrious mortality to higher aspirations.”55 
The statue Samuel Johnson was widely praised.  Johnson was depicted in something akin to 
“Greek philosopher’s dress,” or a “Roman Toga,” “with his head leaning on one hand in an 
attitude of meditation” and a “thoughtful countenance” conveying ““strength of mind and 
inflexibility of morals (See Figure 4.4).”56  Like Grand tourists in Rome, British visitors to St. 
Paul’s invoked classical authors.  In 1837, the statue of philanthropist John Howard inspired 
James R. O’Flanagan to recall the words of Sallust; all life was “vain, unless we confer some 
benefit on our fellow creatures.”57  When Robert Bigsby visited, he had Virgil’s Aeneid in mind.  
Bigsby approved of the monument scheme, convinced it might spur national productivity for 
visitors by “excit[ing] the latent seeds of a martial, philosophic, poetic or literary disposition.”58  
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Figure 4.4: Monuments to John Howard (left) and Samuel Johnson (right)  
And a view of the interior of St Paul’s in 183459 
 
By the early nineteenth century, Johnson and Howard were joined by a growing number 
of military monuments.  The cathedral’s military association had been established years earlier, 
                                               
59 Image Sources: G.L. Smyth, The Monuments and Genii of St. Paul’s Cathedral and of Westminster Abbey 
(London: John Williams, 1826), 592, 616; C.F. Partington, ed.  National History and Views of London Vol. 1 
(London: Allan Bell, 1834), 93.  
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but now comfortably elided with the national narrative promoted by Whig historians.60 Like 
Macaulay’s The History of England from the Accession of James II (1848), the monuments in St. 
Paul’s worked to establish “the nation’s history as the source of its exceptionality, its capacity to 
‘reform in time’ and avoid revolution.”61  This narrative of progress at St. Paul’s matched the 
constitutional narratives of progress were “reinforced by the debates around the 1832 Reform 
Bill.”62  Although some complained that St. Paul’s elicited a “forcible” national gratitude, the 
statues spoke to the world of Britain’s “severe struggles” before being “finally…crowned with 
victory!!!”63   
Nevertheless, over time, the monuments faced growing criticism; they failed to transform 
St. Paul’s into the sort of urban crown jewel for which many had hoped.  Some struggled to 
accept bellicose statuary in a sacred setting.  Others objected to stylistically crude classical 
pretentions.  And it was difficult to reconcile how thoroughly the monuments had repurposed the 
cathedral as a tourist attraction.  In 1836, the Irish Roman-Catholic priest, Nicholas Wiseman 
launched a scathing critique of the monuments.  Wiseman was pushing back against 
condemnations of Roman Catholic ceremony as too “pagan.”  He pointed a finger at Protestant 
St. Paul’s, insisting there was nothing Christian about the “assemblage of ancient deities” housed 
therein.  Despite the fervent wishes of Whig reformers, Victory, Fame, Clio and Britannia, 
accompanied by “sea and river gods” in “oozy crowns” would never “instruct the eye” in a 
Protestant cathedral. Wiseman called for doves and olive branches in place of boarding-pikes and 
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cannons.64  His powerful argument resonated.  By the 1850s, even the much-admired Johnson 
and Howard monuments were under attack.  In a comprehensive guide to the cathedral, George 
Lewis Smyth dismissed the Johnson monument as “Roman and inappropriate.”65  And Howard’s 
“modest and benevolent character” became unseemly when “attired as an ancient Roman, 
trampling on fetters.”  For Smyth, these were nothing more than “stale imitations of heathen 
antiquity.”66  
Critics claimed that St. Paul’s statuary was too Roman, and rambling sightseers flitting 
around the nave behaved too much like Roman tourists for a place of worship   The clergy, in 
particular, was dismayed by these “idle crowd[s] of strangers following with wondering gaze a 
verger cicerone.”67  Visitors arrived in droves, not only to see the monuments, but also to explore 
the library, the whispering gallery and to take in a sweeping vista of the city by climbing to the 
cupola. City guides began to list the cathedral as a popular “exhibition,” suggesting the panorama 
at Regents Park Colosseum would serve just as well as the difficult climb to the cupola.68  So 
many sightseers roamed within that the nave was no longer used for services.  Punch imagined 
the cathedral “bemoaning” in tears, “like a curiosity shop…daily shown” (Figure 4.5).69 
Worshippers complained about “vulgar” gawkers in the whispering gallery.  A “house of God” 
was no place “for exhibiting experiments in natural philosophy.”  Peddlers hawked shilling 
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guides and engraved souvenir medals.  One Londoner wondered whether “this kind of traffic” 
was even legal.  It turned St. Paul’s into a “kind of shop” and ““ought not to be allowed.”70   
 
 
Figure 4.5: St. Paul’s Cathedral and Westminster Abbey, unhappy “curiosity shops.”71 
 
Reformers hoped to keep the cathedral open to visitors but searched for ways to make it 
less monetized and “vulgar.”  In the 1830s, radical MP Joseph Hume petitioned for free public 
admission at institutions “conducive to moral education” and “civic virtue,” including St. 
Paul’s.72  Throughout the 1830s-1840s Parliament incrementally extended greater financial 
control over St. Paul’s.  They established a commission to oversee the distribution of church 
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72 Arthur Burns, “From 1830 to the Present,” St. Paul’s: The Cathedral Church of London, 604-2004 ed. by Derek 
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revenue, disposed of the cathedral’s estates, and capped the incomes of its deans and 
residentiaries.73  The House of Commons insisted that this intervention would serve as “a means 
of moral and intellectual Improvement for the People.”74  But at St. Paul’s, admission fees had 
long been a crucial part of the cathedral’s budget, along with a limited income derived from its 
estates, a coal tax and an allocation from Parliament.75  But revenue from the cathedral estates 
shrank, visitor fees were vital to the cathedral’s economy, and church leaders resisted against 
public pressure to abolish the fee-system.  
 The fee-debate is important because it drew attention to the condition of the cathedral, it 
opened public discussion about who the space belonged to and it heightened pressure around the 
Great Exhibition and fear about what foreigners would think. Britons attempted to resolve these 
problems using available historical discourse.  Arguments to suspend fees were based upon two 
premises: the fees were excessive and greedy, tainting St. Paul’s with the stain of the 
marketplace, and St. Paul’s belonged to the nation because it was supported by tax revenue.76 As 
one visitor explained, the “loud and vehement” demand for 2d. upon entry “excited...[a] “deep 
feeling of disgust,” shared by “hundreds.”77  Inside the cathedral, visitors felt swindled at every 
turn.  To examine Wren’s architectural models, students were charged an additional 6d for the 
galleries and 1s. for the model room.78  Higher admission fees applied on special occasions like 
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the Lord Mayor’s Day.79  Church leaders were compared to “Shylock…fleecing every person, 
native or foreign, who ventures into its aisles.”80  The cathedral itself was a monument to 
Mammon.81 
Similar complaints were lodged about the hours of operation.  Londoners made similar 
demands regarding St. Paul’s’ hours of operation.  George Augustus Sala explained that the 
cathedral was perpetually locked and probably for financial gain.  They only opened at times 
when it was easiest to “extort” additional “fees from country cousins and inquisitive 
Americans—scarcely anybody else, save the clergy and the sparse congregation, ever entered the 
cathedral.”82  The cathedral staff was perceived antagonistically.  One London guidebook 
described them “infest[ing] the place.”  They “pester the visitor” and “will not permit any person 
to pass the ugly wooden barriers.”  Visitors were required to stay close to official guides, but 
warned that these guides were unqualified and “unlettered.”83  One visitor recalled being locked 
outside with at least thirty others due to an unexpected closure, “treated something worse than a 
dog.”84 When the church closed for repairs, some speculated that this was a hoax—the 
administration wanted an excuse to close during the less lucrative off-season.85  
Throughout the 1830s and 1840s, the cathedral administration attempted to counter these 
accusations insisting that admission fees and regulated hours were required to keep order in the 
city’s most sacred space, and to prevent it from becoming a place of “rendezvous for the worst 
characters of both sexes.”  The verger, James Sykes defended the need for supervised tours, as 
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already the cathedral was “polluted with ordure” by lewd visitors.  Pews were regularly abused 
as “cabinets d’aisance and the prayer-books torn up.  The monuments are scribbled all over and 
often with the greatest indecency.”  When Lord John Russell suggested that additional police 
might help keep order, the Dean and Chapter were horrified.  Seeking to ban additional 
government encroachment, they insisted that “the struggle between the delinquent and the officer 
of justice is not a fit spectacle for places of worship.”86 St. Paul’s must be protected “from 
arbitrary interference” by parliament and the public.87    
Advocates of free-admission insisted additional police presence was not necessary.  At 
the British Museum, the National Gallery and Hampton Court Palace, “not a single case has 
required the interference of the police.”88    Instead, they suggested that the fees themselves are 
what provoked such bad behavior.  Opening access to St. Paul’s would introduce “working men, 
contemplating the monuments” to “higher thoughts.”  They would demonstrate “quiet, decorous 
behavior” if religion had a more “pleasing and not an intolerant aspect.”89  
These controversies remained unresolved in 1851 as London prepared for the Great 
Exhibition.  The Exhibition heightened the sense of global competition, especially as the “specter 
of France” continued to loom.90  Londoners could “hear the distant sound of the multitudes who 
are flocking hither from every part of the world,” wondering what to “shew them when they 
arrive.”91 A celebration of industrial progress, it triggered a “moment of self-reflection” for a 
nation wondering about its own “aesthetic prowess.”92  Since Britons assumed St. Paul’s should 
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reflect British values—Protestantism, liberty, patriotic domesticity and commerce—this created  
an inherent tension here, since the exhibition gave primacy to spectators and consumers; it was 
what Thomas Richards has referred to as a “monument to consumption.”93 There, British 
industry was transformed into a spectacle of commodities.  Yet, the British cringed to be called a 
“speculating nation.”94 And there was nothing “as frightful on this side of the white cliffs as to 
have insult, pity or ridicule…sneered over us by a French gentleman.”95 
In the months leading up to the Exhibition, tourists arrived, eager to experience all of 
London’s offerings.  It seemed natural to view St. Paul’s in an exhibitionary fashion.  Yet, the 
admission-fees threatened to affirm the worst stereotypes of British character and threatened 
widespread national embarrassment.  The admission policy turned “the curiosity of strangers…to 
profitable account, even in the sanctuary of God.”96  A letter to the Times called the policy an 
“everlasting and national disgrace.”  If the cathedral would not suspend its fees, the nation might 
“save [itself] and Englishmen” with a public subscription, raising money to cover admission-fees 
for the duration of the Exhibition.97  Another Londoner was distraught when German visitors 
faced down the formidable doormen of St. Paul’s—guards “lying in wait like spiders, ready to 
pounce.”  This was especially “mortifying” because everyone knew that “foreign churches may 
be visited” without “being obliged to pay.”98  Finally, Parliament was pressed to act and 
dissolved admission fees in the nick of time—on the opening day of the Exhibition.99  City 
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guidebooks were relieved to report that Britain could no longer be “deservedly twitted by 
foreigners…for our ‘money-getting propensities.’”  The “Metropolitan Cathedral” would no 
longer be merely a “TWOPENNY show.”100  
 
III. Heroic Wren and his “Gothic” Cathedral  
 Exhibition-goers were greeted by a national cathedral that celebrated British power in a 
narrative that exalted military victory, Protestant morality and individual industry.  These were 
the cornerstones of British character.   The public had also laid claim to the space through the 
assertion of their opinions in the fee debate, and they won.  Yet, the monument scheme failed to 
address the deteriorating condition of the cathedral.  By 1851, many of the earliest monuments, 
once shiny and bright, had grown weathered. Tht year, an American tourist compared his 
experience at St. Paul’s to his memory of a visit in 1805, finding its “impression” to be “very 
different.”  It now seemed “neglected.”  Many of the statues were outdated and “sad in their foul 
drapery of long accumulated dust.”  This dust was visible “on every part where dust will lie, 
even on sloping arms and limbs, it repose[d] in a thick and offensive coating, giving to these 
memorable monuments…a very revolting appearance.”  He found it out of “harmony with the 
tasteful neatness…so characteristic of England.”101  Others continued to find the cathedral sterile.  
Its glorious exterior and unfinished interior made it seem like a “casket without a jewel.”102  
Most continued to compare it to St. Peter’s in Rome.  St. Paul’s simply could not compete with 
the scale or lavish décor of the Roman basilica. 
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 Although it was a popular tourist destination, St. Paul’s Cathedral was not considered to 
be “historic” along the lines of Westminster Abby or the Tower of London.  It had become a sort 
of national pantheon, but unlike most continental cathedrals, it was not celebrated for its 
historical merit.  Ecclesiological architects insisted that the gothic was the only appropriate style 
for English churches—a style natural to English character.103  Gothic design signified age.  St. 
Paul’s was a modern Italianate building, and not well-suited to a growing taste for the 
picturesque.  But while the building failed to signal historicity, it was able to garner historical 
merit as an archaeological tribute to Christopher Wren.  Early-Victorian writers who favored 
biography reclaimed Wren as an historical hero.  These historians were seeped in a culture of 
gothic revivalism and Carlylean heroics.  A renewed emphasis on Wren celebrated St. Paul’s for 
it architect, if not its architecture. 
Drawing attention to Wren seemed a natural move in a cathedral filled with monuments 
to British heroes.  The building itself was presented as Wren’s monument.104  The cathedral was 
lauded as a symbol of Wren, and Wren was absolved of its architectural shortcomings.  
Architectural flaws were attributed to the obstacles Wren persistently strove to overcome.  Like 
Michelangelo, Wren was memorialized as a thwarted artistic genius, hindered by petty 
politicking.   In the 1820s, these biographies maintained the spirit of the Enlightenment, aligning 
Wren’s success with the triumph of modern “science” over medieval “narrow-mindedness.”105  
However in the 1830s-1840s, with the rising tide of gothic revivalism, early-Victorian 
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biographies of Wren attempted a more emotional and spiritual tone.  Visitors to St. Paul’s also 
began to seek a more “gothic” experience, even in a modern Italianate cathedral.  
The first scholarly biography of Wren, by James Elmes, appeared in 1823.  Elmes 
favored an Enlightenment-era historiographical method that prioritized “relationships and 
patterns,” what he called “the ‘science of man.’”106  His narrative was also a Whiggish tale of 
progress, introduced by a treatise on the “rise…progress…perfection…and decline” of 
seventeenth-century architecture.  For Elmes, England’s embrace of classical architecture 
reflected the victory of “science” over “narrow-mindedness,” emerging at a historical moment in 
which Britons became “susceptible…to…mental improvement and moral progression.”  St. 
Paul’s represented the nation’s reformed and enlightened outlook.  Although modeled on St. 
Peter’s, it transcended its Roman ancestor.  Wren’s masterpiece was a “legitimate…free 
imitation…as the Aeneid is of the Iliad.”107    
Elmes’ biography appeared just as British readers turned with greater interest to the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.  The diaries of Pepys and Evelyn were first published in the 
1820s, drawing attention to Wren’s era, and popularizing the biographical approach.  In Elmes’ 
case, his celebratory biography stood on the shoulders of a long tradition of Wren-defenders.  In 
1749, John Gwynn purchased and published Wren’s plans for St. Paul’s Cathedral along with his 
designs to rebuild London.  Gwynn explained that Wren’s proposals were “unhappily defeated 
by faction,” and by the foolish public and city leaders who shortsightedly failed to recognize 
Wren’s vision.108   The following year, Wren’s son and grandson published the Parentalia, a 
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chronicle of his life.  Here too, Wren was represented as a misunderstood hero, unfairly 
condemned by those around him.  Wren’s descendants offered up practical explanations to 
counter his critics, painting the portrait of a brilliant man confronted by impossible choices, 
enemies and obstacles.109  This narrative was adopted more broadly over time.  In 1777, English 
radical John Wilkes informed Parliament that Wren’s shortcomings were attributable to the 
“gothic prejudices of a tasteless and ignorant prelate” too difficult to overcome.110  By the 1780s, 
city guides excused the shortcomings of St. Paul’s by explaining that Wren had never been 
“permitted to decorate it as he intended.”  Instead, he was hindered by “managers, who seemed 
to have forgot that it was intended a national ornament.”111  As one writer explained, the 
“unattractive lead dome” was not Wren’s fault, pointing a finger at dishonest Trustees and the 
pervasive “roguery at that period.”112  Elmes doubled down on this view of Wren in his 
biography.  He argued that Wren was a “great man” responsible for “the most splendid 
ornaments of our metropolis,” all while enduring the “ingratitude of contemporaries, 
and…apathy of successors.”113  This biographical “life-myth,” of a prophetic and stoic 
Christopher Wren, was inherited by the next generation of Victorian thinkers.  
By the early-Victorian era, a hagiography for the nation was emerging as a growing 
number of “life and times” accounts of British heroes.  For Whigs, Wren (and St. Paul’s) 
represented the triumph of British liberty. For Romantics, he was a thwarted genius.  For 
Evangelicals, Wren was a man whose punishment in life and poignant death brought a stoic end 
to a life of service.  For example, Whigs like Macaulay told the story of the rise of liberty in the 
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face of tyranny.  The march of history was progressive and linear.  Macaulay often chose to 
focus on “great men, either literary or historical” as the basis for “access to an historical 
moment.”114  Infamous figures from British history were revived in picturesque painting and 
popular historical accounts, including Walter Raleigh, Oliver Cromwell, Elizabeth I, Lady Jane 
Grey and Mary Queen of Scots among others.115  For Whigs, in the age of reform, relating to and 
learning moral lessons from the lives of historic individuals was a method of public 
improvement.   
 Romantics such as Thomas Carlyle also promoted biography, with a turn to “hero-
worship.”  Carlyle believed that history was comprised of individuals in action.116  The Carlylean 
hero was a man whose “character and achievements are explained by his rare ability to 
penetrate…to the…truth, which lies hidden from the eyes of the multitude” and one whose 
“willing spending of himself in the service of those entrusted by God to his care [too precedent 
over]…the pursuit of individual happiness.”117  Carlyle mentions Wren in Past and Present. It’s a 
good quote, worth including here: “All the Heroic Souls that ever were in England… had not a 
hammer to begin with; and yet Wren built St. Paul's.” For the Romantics, biography could 
collapse historical distance and offered readers a direct connection with the emotional life of the 
subject.   
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Romantic biography emphasized the private, inner life, and appealed to early-Victorian 
Evangelicals. Evangelicalism had a “growing influence on biographical art up to the 1850s.”118 
In a Protestant nation that “could not turn to the cult of the saints,” the lives of historical figures 
could be pointed to in order to reinforce and reveal “patterns of the virtuous life.”  For example, 
as Roy Strong has argued, Victorian history painting prized themes like loyalty to lost causes, or 
doomed righteousness. “Sir Thomas More and his family were celebrated as examples of the 
domestic virtues while Cardinal Wolsey represented pride before the fall.”119 Oft-repeated 
anecdotes about Wren included the moment in which he wept upon the rejection of his favorite 
design, or his discovery of a stone etched with the word “RESURGAM” while knee-deep in the 
rubble of Old St. Paul’s.   
 Early-Victorian biographers also began to search for examples of British genius.  As Lara 
Kriegel has pointed out, the category “genius” was typically reserved only for artists and was 
often applied in a cautionary manner.  For example, even while praising Michelangelo, Joshua 
Reynolds “warned against the seductions of genius,” instead advocating the virtues of “method 
and industry.”120  When the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge wrote about the artist, 
it depicted a long-suffering visionary who creatively toiled against the crushing power of Church 
autocracy.121   But in the 1830s, along with Parliament, leaders in the arts were invested in 
“unleashing” British genius as part of a crucial “aesthetic and political project.”122   Yet Britain 
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didn’t have a long list of artistic genius to be celebrated by its early-Victorian biographers.  To 
re-claim Wren as an artistic “genius” was part of a larger national project. 
In the very same work as the one with Michelangelo, the SDUK included a biographical 
description of Wren. The SDUK was a Whiggish organization formed to educate the general 
public.  They sought to illuminate the lives of “patriots,” “warriors,” “discoverers,” “moral 
philosophers,” “navigators,” “statesmen” and “self-exalted men” for a wide reading audience.123  
In 1842, the Art Union of London launched a series of specially engraved medals illustrating the 
history of British Art to be distributed as prizes.  The 1846 medal featured Wren and St. Paul’s 
(Figure 4.6). 
 
Figure 4.6: Art Union of London Medal, 1846124 
Like Elmes, the SDUK depicted Wren as a Whiggish icon of progress but by 
emphasizing his spirituality, it reclaimed the architect for those inclined towards emotion and 
gothic romanticism.  Wren was a beacon of enlightened modernity. As a member of the scientific 
Royal Society, he contributed both to Britain’s “fame…abroad and…the spreading of profitable 
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179-185. 
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light at home.”125  But their Wren could also touch the public on an emotional level.  In this 
telling, Wren lovingly shed tears when his favorite design for St. Paul’s was rejected.  He stood 
knee-deep in the rubble of England’s gothic cathedral and prophetically overturned a stone 
etched with a single word—RESURGAM.126   He was an Enlightenment-approved scientific 
thinker, but infused with romantic, religious appeal.  Wren exemplified “evenness of temper, 
steady tranquility and Christian fortitude.”  Never had his thoughts been darkened by “bad 
passions.”  Even when out of “royal favor,” Wren remained “cheerful in his solitude” as “pleased 
to die in the shade as in the light.”127  Thus, for early-Victorians, no matter how one evaluated St. 
Paul’s Cathedral, all agreed that its architect was a “great man.”  Like Michelangelo in his 
greatness, he stoically endured the “ingratitude of contemporaries, and [the] apathy of 
successors.”128  
The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge reached a broad audience with their 
vivid illustrations of the past.  In lieu of analysis, this “picturesque” approach to history 
prioritized empathy.129  Historical tourists, alongside readers, strove for the experience of 
emotional empathy.  A generation of “Byronic tourists” in Rome stood before the broken arches 
of the Colosseum, softly reciting poetry in hopes of achieving a genuine spiritual/aesthetic 
experience.  By the 1850s, visitors to St. Paul’s began to perform similar meditative reveries.  In 
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place of Byron, many recalled the words of Charles Maturin or John Dryden.130  In 1853, even 
the Illustrated Magazine of Art invoked poetry to capture the essence of St. Paul’s, describing it 
as “wrought in rustic,”131   
So strong was the mid-century desire for the romance of history that even Elmes revised 
his Wren biography in 1852.  He hoped to appeal to new audiences who craved the 
picturesque.132   Elmes’ revised work was a flailing mash-up of historical trends, not unlike St. 
Paul’s Cathedral itself.  Elmes clung to his original emphasis on scientific progress, but now 
attempted to place the Whig-historical Wren into a gothic-romantic setting.133  Elmes depicted 
Wren and his Royal Society cohort passionately engaged in their “labors of love, amidst bullets 
and brawls.” For additional “intrigue,” Elmes padded the narrative of Wren’s life with tales that 
ranged from the “mysterious death of the duchess of Orleans,” to “royal fugitives” and “intrigues 
for the crown of Spain.”  Nevertheless, his biography remained first and foremost a story about 
progress.  Wren’s work represented a victory of “civil and religious liberty” over “vice, 
licentiousness and immorality,” and a necessary step towards the “the present, peaceful, free and 
happy condition of the English nation.”134  
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The mythology constructed around Christopher Wren endured into the late-Victorian era.  
In 1877, the working-class periodical After Work, described young Wren as “struggling,” and 
“living in humble obscurity.”  Wren succeeded only by “his own exertions, and aided by a brave 
heart and dauntless courage,” he “manfully battle[d] with all  impediments…to reach the highest 
pinnacle of fame.”135  Lucy Phillimore’s 1882 biography, Sir Christopher Wren, His Family & 
His Times also emphasized his “singularly patient and far-seeing intellect” and “strong religious 
faith, enabling him “to keep the even tenour of his way’ through a life of incessant labour and 
considerable temptation.”  Phillimore vilified King George I, who “cared nothing about art or 
architecture, and who only wished to gratify his German favorites.”136  This was the universal 
moral of Wren’s life.  As one reviewer noted, “the chief interest” of Philimore’s work was “St. 
Paul’s where his noble devotion met with so base a return from the nation.”137  By emphasizing 
Wren rather than his cathedral, apologists for St. Paul’s were able to defend it against 
comparisons to St. Peter’s.  St. Peter’s took 145 years and twelve architects to build, but St. 
Paul’s was completed in thirty-five years, the vision of one man.138  It was not a lesser imitation 
of a Catholic prototype, but rather a fitting tribute to British industry and ingenuity.  St. Paul’s 
Cathedral reflected Wren’s character, British productivity and progress.  Raised from the ashes 
of medieval London, it was a fitting monument to a future built on science and faith. 
Yet this hagiographical approach to Wren was a fragile resolution to the problem of St. 
Paul’s.  The rapid rise of gothic revival architecture in the first half of the nineteenth century 
problematized Wren’s cathedral in a way that no biography could resolve.  While Britain’s late-
eighteenth century architects embraced Palladianism, the public had never entirely abandoned its 
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taste for the gothic.  As William Godwin explained in 1803, while “we admire more the Grecian 
style of building; we feel more from the Gothic.”  Godwin observed that classical architecture 
was preferred by “the connoisseurs and the learned…highly congenial to a tasteful, a refined and 
polished mind.”  It held “many advantages over the architecture of our Gothic ancestors.”  
Nevertheless, gothic buildings were “more religious” and had “infinitely more power to excite 
the passions” of the people.139  As early as 1805, the Times announced the arrival of a gothic 
“mania,” but in the same breath, insisted that even amongst the gothic revivalists, “few…are 
entitled to throw a stone at Sir Christopher Wren.”140  By the 1820s and 1830s, the gothic had a 
firm grip on the Victorian imagination.  In 1836, a competition was held to redesign the Houses 
of Parliament.  Nearly every submission was in gothic revival style, reflecting a newfound 
consensus that it was England’s national style.  (The only outlier was executed “in the style of 
Sir Christopher Wren.”141)   
 Wren’s architecture was especially problematic in an age that emphasized architectural 
purity.  Architectural theorists like A.W. Pugin insisted that architecture and morality were 
inextricably intertwined, and that Christian truth could only be conveyed in gothic form.142  
Wren’s architecture was attacked for its “incongruity.”  One critic called it a “strange 
compound…of obelisks, flying buttresses, scroll pyramids, vases, balustrades, and Corinthian 
temples.”143  St. Paul’s was too modern, too scientific and too foreign.  Not matter how many 
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tears Wren had shed in its rubble, and not matter the poetry invoked by its visitors, St. Pauls’ 
failed to evoke the sort of gothic spirituality befitting English character.  Wren was an English-
Renaissance master and had modeled St. Paul’s after St. Peter’s.  Aesthetic theorists like John 
Ruskin and A.W. Pugin rejected Renaissance architecture as morally corrupt.144   Pugin reviled 
St. Peter’s and argued that it represented a historical “mania for paganism.”145  He insisted that 
“the question to ask of any building was not ‘is it beautiful?’ but ‘is it true?”146   With moral 
“truth” as the aim of architecture these gothic-revivalists turned to attack St. Paul’s as nothing 
more than a “sham.”  Features once hailed as innovations of engineering were derided as lies.  
Such “false” features included the screen wall that concealed fling buttresses, and the dome 
itself.  To Charles Eastlake, Wren’s dome was “nothing more than a grand and magnificent 
sham.”147    A large external dome made the cathedral appear majestic from afar.  Yet, it was not 
really supported by the building.  Instead, the external dome was a shell that masked a smaller 
interior dome.  Eastlake and Pugin argued it was not “true Christian architecture,” but rather a 
“show, constructed at a vast expense without any legitimate reason.”148  (See Figure 4.7) 
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Figure 4.7: Top right corner-- the two domes of St. Paul’s.  The inner dome is in proportion with the interior 
of the church.  The external dome was added to give the cathedral a more majestic appearance from the 
street.  Bottom left corner—flying buttresses concealed by a wall.149 
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 At the height of this gothic mania, the old gothic St. Paul’s was resurrected by Harrison 
Ainsworth in his 1841 novel, Old St. Paul’s: A Romance.  Ainsworth’s popular novel depicted 
the destruction of the gothic cathedral with imagery linked to the book of Revelation.  He vividly 
represented the denigration of St. Paul’s by seventeenth-century Londoners, drawing a direct 
connection between the plague of 1665 and the Great Fire of 1666.  Ainsworth created a world 
that fused carnivalesque decadence with a romanticized gothic church (Figure 4.8).  In an 
epilogue, his protagonist survived to witness the construction of Wren’s St. Paul’s Cathedral.  
However, he insisted that it could never invoke “the same sentiment of veneration and awe as the 
old one.”150  
 
Figure 4.8: “The Dance of Death” from Ainsworth’s Old St. Paul’s151 
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At the height of gothic revivalism, visitors to St. Paul’s Cathedral began to notice to 
elements of gothic architecture embedded in the building’s design, just as early-Victorian tourists 
in Rome went in search of its gothic historical churches.  The neo-classical monuments of 
Britain’s “Augustan Age” were not well-suited to this newfound affinity for the gothic.  Instead, 
visitors were drawn to the solemn magnitude of St. Paul’s as a venue for staging the gothic 
aesthetic.  For example, at the Duke of Wellington’s spectacular funeral service held in the 
cathedral in 1852, artificial lighting and drapery were employed to create a more gothic mood 
(Figure 4.9).  One journalist noted the “strange light” emitted by gaslight.  It heightened an 
“intended effect” of “long and ghastly shadows…cast from the mouldings;” a “dazzling 
whiteness” dramatically illuminated the “coloured uniforms of soldiers.”152  Likewise, visitors to 
the crypt praised its “immense perspectives…rendered…more vast by the dusky gloom.” 
Tennyson’s poem, written for Wellington, was a fast favorite for those inclined to recipe poetry.  
Many strained to hear the distant sounds of the city through the silence of the crypt—London’s 
“incessant roar, like a distant sound of the sea.”153   Tennyson pointed to a strange coexistence of 
the “roar” of central London and the silence of death.154  The Lady’s Newspaper duly remarked 
upon the gothic pleasures of the crypt—where “glimmering light gleamed] faintly through the 
darkness, to which we slowly pass.”155   
Wellington’s funeral was a gothic spectacle, but also a declaration of Britain’s 
monumental military might.156  The early-nineteenth century “monumental” approach to St. 
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Paul’s was revived, in a new gothic guise.  It was a solemn religious occasion, but also a mass-
marketed event. In the week leading up to the funeral, ticket offices “were besieged by thousands 
of applicants,” standing in line for hours, despite “the rain, the crowding, and the pressure.” 
Scalpers proliferated and the neighborhoods surrounding St. Paul’s became “almost impassable,” 
resembling “a fair, from the number of itinerant vendors of funeral cars, panoramas, processions, 
medals, pictures, busts, medallions and memorials and relics of one kind or another.”157   Once 
the burial was over, and the initial excitement had faded, Wellington’s impressive tomb 
remained a popular tourist attraction.  Gaslights continued to burn, and the funeral car was on 
display, “set off by accessories…at once lugubrious and theatrical.” As one tourist found it, “the 
general effect is as if the property room of a theater and the show-room of some fashionable 
mourning warehouse had been suddenly fused.”158  But perhaps the greatest effect of 
Wellington’s tomb was the amount of attention it brought.  St. Paul’s shabby interior was once 
more a potent topic for public debate.  As George Sala declared, Wellington’s funeral marked the 
day in which “public opinion…was once more awakened to the national disgrace of allowing the 
interior of the stately structure to remain as bare as a barn or a regimental riding school.”159   
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Figure 4.9: Wellington’s funeral procession and ceremony160 
 
IV. Dean Milman and the Renovation of St. Paul’s Cathedral 
The gothic shadows cast by gaslight did little to placate rising criticism of St. Paul’s.  Its 
interior remained “unfinished.”  Cathedral administrators were limited by budgetary 
constrictions.  Victorian neoclassicists continued to criticize its impurities.  The Spectator 
denounced Wren’s “enormous blunder,” full of “architectural “architectural disparities” and 
“contrasted adornment.”161  The growing number of gothic revivalists also found it stylistically 
inappropriate.  Here, St. Paul’s was in a bind—gothic revival architects insisted that renovation 
or even restoration were artificial processes, altering the “truth” of a building.162  Restoration 
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could make a historic site appear new, erasing its “life-experience.”163  For John Ruskin, 
restoration was akin to “destruction,” extinguishing historical and spiritual integrity.164  By the 
1850s, gothic revivalists and neoclassicists clashed in a deepening “Battle of the Styles.”  Yet, 
Dean Henry Hart Milman (1849-1868) and his new cathedral administration were determined to 
“fix” St. Paul’s.  Unable to reconcile aesthetic factions, Milman and his cohort turned to 
Christopher Wren as their guide—a man universally lionized by Victorian biographers.   
The stakes were high as the British watched Napoleon III transform Paris into a glorious 
capital.  Many Britons visited Paris for the Exposition Universelle in 1855.  Exposed to such 
“imperial glories,” they returned dissatisfied that in comparison, London “seemed dirty and 
insignificant.”  Comparisons between London and Paris became a “recurrent theme” in the 
British press with mounting national appeal for “public improvement” in London.165  Could the 
virtuous “historical” Wren be enough to overcome the slings and arrows of the Battle of the 
Styles?  It would be a tall order. 
 In the 1850s, architects clashed in passionate public debates triggered by design 
competitions for new civic buildings. Because these were competitions, architectural design 
became a heated public affair.166  The Battle of the Styles culminated with a dispute over the new 
Foreign Office in 1859.167  Gothic revivalists, led by George Gilbert Scott, argued that a gothic 
Foreign Office would reflect Britain’s spirituality and chivalry, conveying the nation’s traditional 
social order and its striving for good.168  Some, like E.A. Freeman, argued that gothic 
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architecture was organic, having developed through a process “of incremental appropriation or 
assimilation,” without ego or rupture.169  A gothic Foreign Office could be a uniquely British 
response to the Italianate splendor of Napoleon III’s neoclassical Paris.   
However, British neoclassicists considered gothic design too “dark and dingy.”170  Lord 
Palmerston countered Scott when he insisted that gothic design was not really “British” at all.  
Instead, the nation’s “real aboriginal architecture…was mud huts and wicker wigwams,” no 
more appropriate for the Foreign Office.171  While Palmerston made his case before Parliament, 
public intellectuals like neoclassicist James Fergusson and gothic revivalist E.A. Freeman 
brought the battle to the press.172  This degree of public debate prompted vitriolic language and 
deepened the aesthetic divides.  Gothic revivalists railed against neoclassicism as “Popish”—a 
style that conveyed no “English freedom,” but rather called to mind “Italian slavery…tyrants of 
the Court and the Church of Rome at their vilest epoch.”173    
The debate over the foreign office began to coalesce around the question of “suitability.”  
Palmerson argued that while the gothic might be well suited to a “monastery, or Jesuit college,” 
it was “wholly unsuited…to a public official building.”174  He insisted that the Italian style was 
much better for businesses, as it offered more windows and light and was more “suitable to the 
streets.”  In the end, this argument won the day.  Yet, “suitability” was a subjective measure.  In 
1866-7, when a new competition opened to design the Royal Courts of Justice, most submissions 
were gothic, as it was understood to more “suitably” represent the ancient traditions of British 
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law.175   The competition was won by gothic revivalist G.E. Street.  Yet, Street’s “picturesque” 
design was later derided as more suitable to a “street in some collegiate town” than to an 
“Imperial City” with the “great purpose” of representing the law—the “chief credential of its 
empire and pre-eminance.”176  
The Battle of Styles operated under the assumption that architecture was metaphor.  
Neoclassical/Italianate design indicated martial, imperial and commercial strength.  The gothic 
signified spiritual aspiration, traditional values and the sacred.  As such, an Italianate national 
cathedral was hard to reconcile. Any alterations to the building placed Milman in a minefield, 
working through a cultural consensus that valued Christopher Wren, but rejected his aesthetics.  
Yet, Milman continued to believe that Wren himself held the key to change. He hoped to 
reconcile gothic revivalists and neoclassicists by using Wren as a guide, but in this he was only 
partially successful.  To prioritize Wren’s vision meant a revaluation of the historical record at a 
time when history as a discipline was undergoing great change. 
Dean Milman was not motivated purely by aesthetics, but rather he wanted to open the 
church and reinvigorate its role in the life of the city.  St. Paul’s could not easily host large 
crowds.  The number of tourists who turned up for the Great Exhibition had pressed the cathedral 
to a near breaking point. On one October morning in 1851, visitors from Northern England 
reported that they were “jammed against the pillars…raised off their feet [and] at the risk of a 
broken leg or perhaps suffocation!”  In such circumstances, any devotional feeling…was all out 
of the question.”  They described a crowd around them “all storming with rage and contrasting 
their peaceful entry into the Great Exhibition with the dangers they had just incurred” at St. 
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Paul’s.177  Cathedral services were sparsely attended, held in a cordoned off space.  For the 
faithful, the cathedral seemed to have become “little more than a desolation and a waste.”178  
Milman was determined to bring the cathedral up to speed with the changing needs of the 
modern metropolis.  Concerned by a secularizing society, he hoped to reinvigorate the life of the 
church by opening it more broadly for public worship.179  It was Milman who presided when 
admission fees were finally abolished.  This was a positive step towards making St. Paul’s more 
accessible.  
Not only a Dean, Milman was a liberal theologian and historian.  Milman had produced a 
scholarly edition of Gibbon and he wrote authoritatively on the history of Christianity.  He 
adhered to Niebuhr’s rigorous methodological approach, and like Arnold believed that history 
was the unfolding of providential progress.  Now he turned to emphasize the history of ST. 
Paul’s Cathedral, eager to affirm its place in modern London.  Milman used his background as a 
historian, turning away from aesthetics and towards historical methodology to resolve the 
problem of Wren’s architecture.  Milman used the same “archaeological,” evidence-based 
approach that he had employed in his work as a classical scholar and historian.  Here he 
attempted to use the historiographical tools made available by early-Victorian intellectual work 
to overcome mid-Victorian aesthetic debates.  
Milman crafted a new narrative for St. Paul’s, leaning on Whig historiography. 
Macaulay’s popular History of England from the Accession of James II was published the year 
before Milman took his post at St. Paul’s.  Macaulay told a story in which modern Britain 
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emerged at the very moment that Wren build his cathedral.  For Macaulay, this was the moment 
from which “unparalleled prosperity sprang.”180 England rose from “ignonimous vassalage,” her 
“opulence and martial glory” directly linked to “public credit” and the “security of property.”  
Macaulay noted the construction of St. Paul’s by “Crowds of workmen” raising the “noblest of 
Protestant temples.”181   Milman built a biography of the cathedral echoing the steady progress 
with which Macaulay had characterized England as a whole.182  This approach was a natural 
successor to the monument scheme.  Its rows of marble heroes had associated the church with a 
“general progress of events” that transformed Britain” from…a dependent Roman colony to her 
present eminent position.”183  For Milman, this history was a providential revelation. 
 In his Annals of St. Paul’s (1869), Milman worked to create a single, transitional history 
for St. Paul’s, not marred by the rupture of the Great Fire.  Like Macaulay’s history, the true 
history of England was written into the fabric of St. Paul’s Cathedral—a story of “the unflagging 
energy [and] the vast schemes of the English merchant.”184  Yet, as a historic site, St. Paul’s 
seemed to stand in the shadow of Westminster Abbey—a centuries older and truly gothic sacred 
space.  Milman also had to contend with Dean Stanley’s popular Historical Memorials of 
Westminster (1868). Stanley depicted the Abbey as the crown jewel of the English Church, 
central to the historic link between church and state.185   Westminster, “flanked by the 
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departments of Government,” was “the work of centuries,” representing “slow and gradual” 
institutional growth.  Milman argued that “while the Abbey has seen more of the gorgeous 
pageants of history, [his] cathedral has seen more of the every-day life of the nation, with all its 
stir and great emotion.”  He disconnected St. Paul’s from comparison with the royal Westminster 
by recasting it as the “people’s” church.  Westminster was tied to the crown, so St. Paul’s 
became the jewel of the City.  It symbolized commerce and domesticity.  For Milman, if not “the 
traditions of ages,” St. Paul’s stood for “the achievements of a single generation.”186  He liked to 
point out, services at St. Paul’s attracted “a larger proportion of working people…than there ever 
appeared to be at Westminster Abbey.”  And those who came did so with “an air of 
comfort…which those who attended at the Abbey never realized.”187   
To make St. Paul’s as historic as Westminster, Milman connected Wren’s “new” St. 
Paul’s with the gothic “old” St. Paul’s, lost to the fire.  Ainsworth’s novel had drawn attention to 
“Paul’s Walk,” the depraved promenade.  Milman instead emphasized Paul’s Cross, a medieval 
pulpit on church grounds, near the site of ancient folkmoots.  Paul’s Cross had been a place for 
public sermons and civic announcements.188  At Paul’s Cross, the Church came “into contact 
with the life of the nation through the life of London.”189  Milman recast St. Paul’s Cathedral as 
the “pulpit, the press and the platform of the nation.”  His St. Paul’s encompassed Whiggish 
narratives of Anglo-Saxon freedom, Carlylean spiritual heroism and Ruskinian community.  
Wren’s Italianate Cathedral was no drastic break with its gothic predecessor.  Both were a place 
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where representatives of “Church and state have pleaded their cause before the people of 
England.”190  
Milman’s narrative proved convincing.  The historic character given to St. Paul’s was 
distinct from Westminster, but no less historical. The Contemporary Review deemed St. Paul’s 
closer to “national life even than its rival sister in Thorney Island.”191  Wesleyan Magazine called 
it London’s “key-stone arch,” emphasizing its connection to John Wycliffe, a champion of 
religious liberty and a “bold apostle of Reformation.”192  The Kyrle Society found that the 
nation’s history was “reflected” in St. Paul’s, a “secular” history tied up with the city itself.193  
As a writer for London Quarterly explained, St. Paul’s might lack the “august associations” of 
the Abbey, but it had “seen more of the every-day life of the nation, with all its stir and great 
emotion.”194  Milman’s narrative was reaffirmed by William Longman’s A History of the Three 
Cathedrals (1873).  Longman interwove the story of not two but three equally historic “St. 
Paul’s,” the first destroyed by fire in 1087, the second destroyed by fire in 1666 and the third, 
Wren’s “new” St. Paul’s.  This history decentered the gothic “Old St. Paul’s.”  It was not the 
original, but merely one of three. Every incarnation of the St. Paul’s Cathedral shared a spiritual 
and national significance.   
Milman’s history merged Wren’s building with its gothic predecessor. Could this bring 
together neoclassicists and gothic revivalists when it came to improving the fabric of the 
cathedral?  Wellington’s funeral had once again “awakened” the public to the national disgrace 
of allowing the interior (of St. Paul’s)…to remain as bare as a barn.”195  Milman himself found it 
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to be “cold, naked and unoccupied,” but for “mooning sight-seers [who] roamed at large.”196 The 
monochrome paintings in the dome appeared to him “brooding like a dead weight over the area 
below.”197  The dome had been painted by James Thornhill in 1715.  Because the paintings were 
historical (and not heavenly), Thornhill’s figures stood on the ground, crowing the edges of the 
dome (Figure 4.10).  Milman found these “dark and heavy figures” to be an “egregious mistake,” 
a “fatal fashion of the times.”  Instead of Thornhill’s “ponderous masses,” he longed for 
something more like Coreggio—with some “color to enliven and gladden the eye.”198   
 
Figure 4.10: Thornhill’s eighteenth century monochromatic dome199 
Here, Milman betrayed his neoclassical bias and love of Rome.  He believed St. Peter’s 
was the “all-acknowledged model of church architecture,” and “a worthy object of ambition to 
an English, a Protestant architect.”200  Milman looked back on his memory of St. Peter’s 
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illuminated as the “most splendid” of “all the sights which I ever saw or ever could imagine.”201  
When he began to address the condition of St. Paul’s, he appointed a committee of likeminded 
neoclassical architects.202  His successive Surveyors to the Fabric (or cathedral architects), C.R. 
Cockerell (1819-52) and Francis Penrose (1852-1897) were neoclassicist archaeologists who had 
spent time in Rome.203  Yet Milman did not attempt to defend neoclassicism as “metaphor,”  In 
keeping with the rhetoric of the Battle of the Styles. Instead, he once again turned to his 
experience as a historian.  Building on the Wren hagiography of the first half of the nineteenth 
century, Milman made Christopher Wren a rhetorical tool.  He insisted that Wren’s designs had 
been shaped by Wren’s own historical moment.  His vision must be honored as part of the 
history of the Cathedral.   
Prior to Milman’s tenure, Cockerell had attempted to redecorate the cathedral, also 
steered by Wren’s intentions.  In 1822, he repainted the pilasters of the choir in Wren’s original 
color, defending his choice by insisting, “if in painting them blue we are wrong, Sir Christopher 
Wren is wrong.”204  Milman relied upon the sort of rigorous methodology he had adopted as a 
historian when he looked to Wren’s intentions.  He argued against the idea that sacred 
architecture must be gothic, explaining that in Wren’s historical moment, gothic architecture was 
not the most appropriate choice for an English church.  In fact, “gothic” had been synonymous 
with “barbarous.”   St. Peter’s in Rome had been “the unrivaled pride of the Christian world, the 
all-acknowledged model of church architecture.” 205   This was not a matter of taste.  It was a 
matter of fact.  With this evidence-based approach, when it came to St. Paul’s, Wren’s was the 
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only authoritative voice.  Milman thereby pressed gothic and classical revivalists alike to 
acknowledge that Wren’s intentions must be honored.   
To make their plans more palatable to architectural purists, Milman and Penrose avoided 
the language of “restoration.”  Instead, they spoke of “completing” and “improving” the interior 
of St. Paul’s.  This would not alter the historical “truth” of the building because Christopher 
Wren would be their guide.  In 1852, when Penrose presented plans for the dome to the Royal 
Institute of British Architecture, he used terminology familiar from the Battle of the Styles—he 
aimed for “decorations…suitable to the building.”  But rather than presenting architecture as 
metaphor, for Penrose, architecture was archaeology.  He argued, “the views of Wren, so far as 
they are known, should be considered first and should carry more weight than any other.”206   
Penrose suggested mosaics for the dome and to read from Parentalia to support his case. 
But despite this turn towards historical evidence, most concerned members of the public 
continued to frame the problem within an aesthetic or religious discourse.   For example, in 
response to Penrose, Archdeacon William Hale lambasted the monuments as “heroes and 
heathen subjects…unsuited to a Christian Temple.”  The cathedral should become a “Great 
pictorial bible” with only religious paintings in its dome.  Debate then shifted to how (or if) color 
might be appropriately applied to a newly painted dome.  Unable to come to a “satisfactory 
conclusion,” Milman and Penrose were only allowed to restore Thornhill’s existing work.207 
 Even this restoration was fraught with obstacles.  Securing funds to improve the cathedral 
proved to be an uphill battle.  The British tended to criticize French “autocracy” for forcing 
taxpayers to fund Napoleon III’s “superficial embellishments” and vast building projects.  
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Despite the national anxiety triggered by Parisian splendor, it also represented “unrestrained and 
impatient materialism”—and indication of the Emperor’s “unchecked, arbitrary and self-
indulgent” power.208  But in London, St. Paul’s was situated in a part of the city that grew less 
residential by the year; financial resources were diverted to parishes with greater attendance.209  
Milman tried to drum up voluntary donations for St. Paul’s, reminding the nation it was the 
“parish church of the Empire,” and a cathedral for all “working people.”  Yet the money failed to 
flow in.  In ten years, only £12,000 was collected.210  
 The memory of admission-fees was too near.  The cathedral’s appeal to a “national 
guinea subscription” was met with widespread objection.211  Visitors to St. Paul’s showed little 
sympathy, clinging to preconceived notions of the “mammon-like” church leadership.212  Many 
believed that the cathedral administration must have more money than it let on, raised by the 
swindling sale of guidebooks.  Yet, the monuments remained filthy.  Described by one as “black 
angels…conveying Ethiopian heroes to their long rest,” it was baffling why the church leaders 
were incapable of establishing “a little staff of churchmen who would each undertake to keep a 
statue clean.”213  Penrose was especially frustrated by this failure to demonstrate a “proper 
feeling of public spirit.”214   
 This problem persisted well into the 1870s.  Murray’s guide to London chastised the 
city’s “merchants, bankers, tradesmen and citizens” for so long “allow[ing] the interior [of St. 
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Paul’s] to remain naked, black and unfinished.”215 Just as Wren had struggled to find public 
support for his vision, St. Paul’s Cathedral once again seemed doomed by public neglect. The 
cathedral seemed stricken to remain St. Paul’s, “the vast, the stony, the soot-begrimed, the part 
restored.”216 
Milman and Penrose did what they could.  Deciding to address the interior in stages, they 
began by re-gilding the rails and choir vaults.  By 1858, they removed the screen dividing the 
choir form the nave, relocated the organ, and opened the large space under the dome for daily 
services.  These efforts were well received as an “act of justice to Wren’s memory.”217  The press 
happily reported that the cathedral’s “vast area” could be “filled with a congregation of 3,000 
worshippers.”218  Penrose was celebrated for an “indefatigable zeal and affectionate reverence 
for the genius of Wren.”219  Over time, public subscriptions raised enough money to re-gild the 
Whispering Gallery.  But this was not enough to install the mosaics that Penrose believed Wren 
had intended.  Milman and Penrose appealed to the City guilds and livery companies for 
additional donations.  They provided an opportunity for London’s companies to reaffirm their 
own historical significance while asserting deep ties between the cathedral and the historical 
fabric of the City.  The Goldsmiths, Mercers, Skinners, Merchant-Taylors and Grocers all 
sponsored the mosaic decoration of the spandrels beneath the dome. (Figure 4.11).220  
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Figure 4.11: The mosaic spandrels beneath the dome (Most of the mosaics were completed in the 1860s-70s)221 
 
By 1869, when Milman passed away, he left behind a vision of St. Paul’s as the people’s 
cathedral.  St. Paul’s was inseparable from the spirit and the history of the City.  As Gladstone 
explained, it was a holy refuge for those “anxious hearts and minds” seeking relief from “the 
detail of business.”222  Milman was succeeded by Dean Richard Church (r. 1871-90) who along 
with Canon Liddon, sought to keep the cathedral “continually happening” and buzzing with 
London life.223  This would be St. Paul’s ongoing redemption from the “shameful uselessness” it 
once suffered.224   Liddon’s popular sermons drew thousands of visitors.  He “the attention of the 
whole city.”225  Yet, the ongoing mosaic installations and gilding-work continued to provoke 
controversy.  By the 1870s, all agreed that Wren had been an architectural genius and a true 
national hero.  However, few could agree upon which of Wren’s ideas ot follow, or what had 
been his true intentions.  Milman’s historiographical approach to the cathedral was a limited 
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IV. “What Would Wren Do?”  The Design Debates of the 1870s 
 While Milman and Penrose plodded along using Wren and an archaeological approach to 
St. Paul’s, Victorian architects remained entrenched in the moral-philosophical implications of 
architecture.  Modern builders with practical concerns were forced to find ways to compromise.  
The Building News notices a more frequent “convergence of opposite styles…taking place at the 
present day.”226  As J. Morduant Crook has argued, mid-Victorians found themselves torn 
between an “acute awareness of history,” and a belief in evolutionary development that seemed 
“to dictate the use…of contemporary style,” or at least contemporary engineering.227  As such, 
by the 1870s, architectural historian James Fergusson asserted that the aim of architecture should 
be “supplying the greatest amount of convenience attainable, combined with the most 
appropriate elegance.”  Practically speaking, architects should leave strict historicism behind.  
The gothic revivalist, Thomas Graham Jackson, also took this position—boldly suggesting  
gothic architecture might adapt itself for the modern age.228  Like Fergusson, Jackson advocated 
against architecture that too literally mimicked the past.  Instead, modern gothic architecture 
might aim for the spirit of the middle ages, but adapt itself to nineteenth century conditions and 
technologies.229 As Fergusson succinctly put it— “archaeology is not architecture.”230   
 But at St. Paul’s Cathedral, archaeology was architecture.  Milman and Penrose had, once 
again, boxed in St. Paul’s, when they established “Wren’s intentions” as the only discursive 
authority.  This archaeological approach to architecture made modern interpretations impossible.  
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Gothic revivalists and neoclassicists agreed with the principle that Wren’s intentions should be 
honored.  However, they continued to prefer either the gothic or the neoclassical aspects of his 
design, and each sought ways to advance one aesthetic agenda over the other.  The aging 
warriors of the Battle of the Styles were simply wearing new cloaks.  Instead of a debate about 
architecture as metaphor, improving St. Paul’s became a debate about the knowability of 
historical truth.  Milman and Penrose had shifted the critical debate away from aesthetic values 
and over to the interpretation of evidence.  The question was no longer “what style of 
architecture is most suitable to an English cathedral?”  Instead, architects and designers asked, 
“What would Wren do?”  Yet without a crystal-clear record of Wren’s intentions, every proposal 
was subject to an immobilizing degree of historical scrutiny. 
 By the 1870s, St. Paul’s was not the only historic building in London subject to 
alteration.  The city was rapidly changing.  Old buildings were demolished to clear traffic 
congestion, or to be replaced by modern structures.  Some feared this was a sort of vandalism.  
Even St. Paul’s would only “be spared until some railway or tramway shall want the site.”231  The 
“maxims of trade and advertisement” and the interests of “the longest purse” were the ruling 
powers of the day.232  Yet, these interests were indifferent to the city’s historical character.   At the 
same time, the 1870s ushered in a monarchical and Imperialist mood in which London gained 
symbolic importance as the center of the British Empire.233  Yet, London still seemed to fall short 
when compared to continental capitals.  Not only had Napoleon III and Haussmann overhauled 
Paris, but in the 1860s, Emperor Franz Joseph began to transform Vienna into an imperial 
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spectacle, raising magnificent buildings along the Ringstraße.  By 1871, Rome, too, was 
undergoing massive construction as the newly declared capital of a unified Italy.  London.  
British defenders argued that London was wanting not for lack of talent, but for a love of liberty.  
Its private citizens were allowed to make their own decisions.234 
In the 1870s, a new cathedral administration was determined to continue “improvements” 
of St. Paul’s, repositioning it as an Imperial cathedral.  These improvements prompted passionate 
debate about gilding and color, just as they had done in the early nineteenth century.  However, 
while these debates had once been about Protestant restraint versus Catholic excess, late-
Victorians were in more agreement that their national cathedral ought to broadcast London’s vast 
economic wealth, while continuing to reaffirm English liberty.  Canon Gregory argued that as the 
“chief temple” of the British Empire, the building must become “worthy” of that Empire.235   The 
Bishop of London pointed out the “wealth and skill” of the modern age and called for “all to aid 
in the completion of the work with…magnificence.”  The Lord Mayor touted St. Paul’s as the 
“greatest Protestant monument England possessed” and suggested a “national movement” to 
raise funds.236   Here, they hoped to go beyond the coffers of the livery companies, appealing to 
the entire Empire.  After all, they reasoned, if “London belongs to the whole of the Empire, so 
the whole of the Empire must acknowledge the claims of London.  We are all citizens of that no 
mean city.”237  
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With these grand ambitions, in 1872 the cathedral administrators formed an Executive 
Committee charged with overseeing a new round of renovations.  The Executive Committee 
would work in conjunction with a Fine Arts Committee—an advisory board that could act as a 
professional jury.  This was in keeping with the Royal Institute of British Architect’s latest 
recommendation—that professional judges should be employed in all architectural competitions 
in order to avoid the rampant chaos of the Battle of the Styles.238  The Executive Committee, like 
the new cathedral administration, was made up of High-Church Anglicans.  The High-Church 
movement as philosophically aligned with ecclesiological architecture and gothic revivalism.  
However neoclassical architects held a majority of seats on the Fine Arts Committee.  Yet, few 
anticipated a rehashing of the Battle of the Styles.  After all, based upon Milman’s precedent, 
Christopher Wren would remain chief architect.  The Executive Committee pledged to keep 
Wren’s intentions “sacred…as far as can be authenticated,” and the Fine Arts Committee 
wholeheartedly agreed.  Most assumed that Wren’s intentions had been “concisely expressed,” 
and would leave “no uncertain indication.”239  
Nevertheless, animosity continued to simmer between gothic revivalists and 
neoclassicists, erupting very quickly once the Executive Committee chose a living chief 
architect.  William Burges was a renowned gothic revivalist.  Although he was instructed to 
either obey Wren’s intentions or to look to “the best Italian architects and artists of the 16th 
century,” the Fine Arts Committee was not inclined to trust him with this task.   Burges had once 
referred to Wren’s work as “abominations.”  The Fine Arts Committee was alarmed he would 
advance a gothic agenda, calling his the gothic “hand of the destroyer.”240   
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 When Burges submitted his designs, the gothic Executive Committee approved of them, 
but the neoclassical Fine Arts Committee attacked his proposal as a “jumble of Byzantine, 
medieval, and modern.241 (Figure 4.12)  This controversy was well rehearsed, and in fact 
involved many of the same players as the public debates about G.E. Street’s Royal Courts of 
Justice less than a decade earlier.242   But here they did not harp on aesthetics.  Instead, instead 
the Fine Arts Committee couched its argument in the new historical discourse, insisting that 
these ideas would never have “entered into [Wren’s] head or of that of any of his 
contemporaries.”243  Once again, this dispute unfolded in the public eye in the press.244   
 
Figure 4.12: William Burges’ Model of the Apse (1874)245 
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 Gothic revivalists and neoclassicists agreed to honor Wren’s plans.  Yet, each camp 
continued to harbor its own aesthetic agenda.  The extent to which historical methodology 
shaped aesthetic discourse is demonstrated by the rhetoric with which they negotiated out from 
under the limits of Wren’s intentions. One technique was to point to the incontrovertible fact that 
the nineteenth century was privy to greater learning and technological improvements. For 
example, Burges defended his own design by insisting it “ought to be possible” to add 
“something more than Wren conceived,” asking— “have the architects of this Nation learnt 
nothing since Wren died?”246  It was difficult for neoclassicists to work around this line of 
argument.  They too felt Wren’s work left room for improvement.  For James Fergusson, Wren’s 
exposure to classical architecture had been tainted by the Charles Eastlake, a gothic revivalist, 
agreed.  He pointed out that Victorian architects should surpass Wren, having benefitted from 
“increased opportunities of travel and study…[and] the labors of the antiquary and historian.”247 
This line of argument was difficult to work around for classicists.  They too felt Wren’s work left 
room for improvement.  James Fergusson pointed out that Wren had only been exposed to 
classical architecture corrupted by the “simply frightful” Italian Renaissance.  Victorian 
architects had a much truer vision of the classical world, “discovered and described” since 
Wren’s death.  Fergusson also pointed out that Wren made decisions without foreknowledge of 
modern London.  He argued against Burges’ use of painted glass, even without proof that Wren 
would have opposed it.  Instead, he insisted that had Wren known the degree to which industrial 
coal smoke “would deprive us” of light, he would not have mad e such an impractical 
decision.248 
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The press and the public were bitterly divided on these issues.249  Although the 
professional Fine Arts Committee was established to a void a vulgar dispute, a rapidly expanding 
free press thrust the debate into the public eye and invited the participation of the broader public.  
Like professional critics, many general readers fancied themselves experts in matters of taste and 
felt entitled to express their opinions in a public forum.  This late-Victorian sense of public 
“expertise” had been nurtured by several decades of increased exposure to historical and 
artistic—products of the late nineteenth century proliferation of museums, popular history 
writing and consumer manuals that offered instruction about household taste and fashionable 
dress.  Members of the public were also consumers, empowered to make personal choices driven 
by accumulated knowledge and pleasure.  James Fergusson acknowledged that “the taste of the 
public” had “made rapid strides… during the last fifty years… foreign travel has familiarized the 
educated public with continental examples.”  This newfound knowledge is what fueled a sense 
that “something should be done to remedy the present state of affairs” at St. Paul’s. 250   George 
Augusts Sala, who lived nearby, explained that while he was not a lord, baronet, bishop, MP, 
publisher, architect nor canon, he had a “tolerably accurate acquaintance” with its history and 
“with the record of the Life and Works of its illustrious architect.’” He also felt secure in his own 
“practical acquaintance with the rules of architectural design, the cannons of decoration [and] the 
theory of color.”251  He was perfectly entitled to his opinion on what should be done.  Professor 
of Architecture, Thomas Donaldson, shored up his own professional opinion by pointing out that 
“casual visitors” at the Royal Academy had also expressed a dislike for Burges’ design.252  
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Fergusson agreed—the public had “strongly expressed a “condemnation of Mr. Burges’ 
proposals.”253  
 Gothic revivalists rushed to defend Burges by questioning the validity of public 
“expertise.”  Eastlake was surprised that so many “ventured an opinion on the subject” without 
knowing more about “the structural history of the cathedral, the original intentions of the 
architect, and other details, a knowledge of which is indispensable to the formation of any 
opinion at all.”254  Edwin Godwin agreed that these public attacks were “unfair.”  He scoffed at 
those who pretentiously feigned an “absorbing interest in the question of color as applied to 
architecture” or “reverent regard for the…intentions of Sir C. Wren.”  Godwin defended Burges, 
who could never satisfy this modern “galaxy of masters.”  Of all these “many anonymous 
critiques,” few offered little “more than mere words.”255   
Amidst the rancor, architectural experts began to challenge each other’s credentials as 
well.  Godwin dismissed the expertise of the entire Fine Arts Committee, with the exception of 
Thomas Gambier Parry and James Fergusson—the only two whose names were “attached to 
anything having reference to painted decoration.”  As for Edmund Oldfield—the world knew 
“absolutely nothing” of his work, and George Cavendish Bentinck had no qualifications “beyond 
those of those of hundreds of travelled and educated men.”256  Even the late Henry Hart Milman 
was not immune to criticism.  Murray’s 1880 guide to St. Paul’s Cathedral informed readers that 
Milman had been “blinded” by his “strong predilection for Classical over Gothic architecture.”    
His condemnation of the medieval old St. Paul’s was “cold” and “unjust.”257  The guidebook 
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suggested that if only Milman had lived to read the latest scholarship, he might have formed a 
different opinion.  After all, he had never seen Edmund Ferrey’s “admirable restoration of Old St. 
Paul’s,” reproduced in William Longman’s A History of the Three Cathedrals Dedicated to St. 
Paul in London (1873).  Likewise, Sala acknowledged that Milman had been a “very amiable 
and pious divine, a ripe scholar, a poet, an accomplished literary critic and a gentleman…[but] he 
certainly did not understand much about fine art”258   
 Although all agreed that “Wren’s intentions” should set the standard, the effort to know 
his mind shone alight upon the problem of subjectivity and the interpretation of historical 
evidence.  Some advocated mosaics for the dome, because Wren had mentioned mosaics in his 
notebooks.  Others argued that mosaics were a passing thought—Wren had “never been to Italy” 
and could only have had limited knowledge of the mosaics in St. Peter’s.259   Fergusson 
attributed the mosaic theory to a footnoted in the Parentalia.  Yet, he insisted it could not be 
trusted as historical fact—it was a work of “inflated language” and the fancy of “a grandson, of 
the wondrous things his great ancestor would have done had he been allowed.”260  Eastlake 
despaired to find the historical record “vague and barren.”261  Godwin agreed that Wren’s 
intentions, “if he had any…must be guesswork.”  He was happy to guess—suggesting that Wren 
intended “to decorate by carving,” but admitted that in the end only “someone enjoying 
communion with the spirit of Wren will explain what it does show.”262  The Executive 
Committee had instructed Burges to turn to the “best” sixteenth-century models if Wren’s wishes 
were unclear.  But this too led to historical debate.  Which sixteenth-century models would Wren 
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have considered “the best?”  As Scott G. Gilbert pointed out—the English were “much 
behindhand in the development of the Italian style.”  As such, Wren would probably have been 
more familiar with earlier Italian architecture.263  
Efforts to honor Wren’s intentions ended up immobilizing the project.  While in 1851, 
Murray’s guide to London confidently informed readers that Wren had planned to complete St. 
Paul’s with “mosaic work,” by 1879, the sentence had been removed.264  With only the “vaguest” 
clue about how to treat the dome, one critic suggested ignoring it, instead repairing “the floor of 
the church.”265 Another thought it “better to leave the church alone” altogether.266  In November, 
operations were suspended.  Three years later, under mounting public pressure, Burges was 
formally dismissed.  The Executive Committee forced to admit that “after fuller investigation… 
Christopher Wren left [no directions] to be carried out.”267   As such, in 1877, a new Decoration 
Subcommittee was determined to make a fresh start.  Most agreed—wielding “the ancient cry of 
‘Wren’s intentions’” served no purpose.  The idea of using the historical Wren as a “guide for the 
future” had been “generally exploded by painful experience on the one hand and by increased 
knowledge on the other.”  Architectural experts would only continue to “vary infinitely according 
to the predilections of schools or individuals”268 Owing to this impasse, while Wren had earned a 
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V. A Victorian “Wrenaissance” 
 
 
 Wren was a hero, but his cathedral would only become a universally acknowledged 
masterpiece in the final decades of the century.  St. Paul’s was reevaluated, facilitated by an 
Italian Renaissance revival in the field of history.  Neither art critics nor architects forged an 
aesthetic resolution for St. Paul’s.  Instead, historical scholars made a new rhetoric possible.  Just 
as scholarly histories of the Italian Renaissance enabled British tourists to appreciate the 
historical value of “modern” Rome, those same histories resolved the “problem” of St. Paul’s 
Cathedral.  The revisionist Renaissance allowed for a new aesthetic category that celebrated its 
eclecticism and “hybridity” as historically appropriate.  Eclecticism was a historically legitimate 
expression of the “spirit of the age.”  It also emphasized adaptation, individuality and innovation, 
allowing Victorian architects to make their own choices when updating Wren’s work. 
Unlike pure gothic and classical revival movements, the Renaissance revival praised 
beauty born of flexible experimentation, enabling Wren’s creative fusion of historical and 
aesthetic currents to be joined under the banner of industrious “Englishness.”   The Renaissance 
was able to accommodate the once-vexing pastiche of gothic and classical elements at St. Paul’s.  
At last, perceptions of the cathedral could match the long-held favorable perceptions of its 
architect, making it possible for St. Paul’s to be experienced as a historical monument by the 
dawn of the twentieth century.  It was not the decline of the gothic that facilitated the newfound 
approval of St. Paul’s.  Instead, historians provided novel concepts with which to perceive St. 
Paul’s as a simultaneously historical and modern urban space.  The Italian Renaissance came to 
stand for genius and innovation—traits well-suited to Wren’s biographical “life-myth” and to a 
cathedral that was a beacon of Protestantism, a symbol of liberty against tyranny.  This St. Paul’s 
could truly signify the late-Victorian British Empire. 
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In the 1870s, while the architects at St. Paul’s were squabbling about evidence, a British 
reclamation of the Italian Renaissance was underway.  For early-Victorians, the Italian 
Renaissance had not yet been studied as a fixed historical period, although by the 1850s, 
intriguing figures like members of the Borgia and Medici families had wended their way into 
popular picturesque histories.269  John Addington Symonds began to present his own ideas about 
the Renaissance in the 1860s, but it was not until the 1870s that his seven-volume Renaissance in 
Italy (1875-86) merged the Renaissance with the birth of British Protestantism, a view he 
presented to the public at crowded lectures.270 Symonds merged the Italian Renaissance with the 
birth of British Protestantism. Luther was “the northern vibration of that internal earthquake 
which shook Europe.”271  His Renaissance stood for individual emancipation and political 
democracy, the same spiritual qualities Milman had assigned to St. Paul’s.  Symonds constructed 
a Renaissance that reunited “‘the learned and the popular, the classical and the modern.’”272  
While he was not specifically addressing Victorian style-wars, by rejecting the purity called for 
by both gothic and classical revivalists, the idea of the Renaissance promoted by Symonds 
created space for Wren’s hybridity.  Wren’s fusion of styles was a true manifestation of the 
historical Renaissance, not simply a bastardization of other historical revivals.  For Symonds, the 
Renaissance was a “spirit.”   
The Victorian Renaissance was also profoundly influenced by Walter Pater who praised 
the era for its “stunning a-historicism…juxtapositions and appropriations.”  Wren’s hybrid 
cathedral could be viewed as Paterian in its “capacity to consume the treasures of the past” 
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manifested in the “unique personality” of its architect.273  Pater minimized “rupture,” and 
understood “ancient, medieval, Renaissance and modernity” not as fixed “historical periods,” but 
rather as “modes of being in the world.”  This idea was echoed by the architect William J. 
Anderson in 1896 when he argued that by grafting “new stylistic attributes onto existing 
medieval forms,” the Renaissance created “new subcategories of type and eventually new 
styles.”  It was repeated again in Bernard Berenson’s widely read Venetian Painters, where he 
asserted that the Renaissance was “more important typically than historically” and believed that 
his own age, with its “boundless curiosity” was “instinctively in sympathy with the 
Renaissance.”274  
 Architects were itching for a way out from under the limitations imposed by mid-century 
“metaphorical” or “archaeological” architectural theory.  As early as 1873, gothic revivalist 
Thomas Graham Jackson argued that gothic architecture should aim for the “spirit” of the middle 
ages but adapt itself to the present.275  To do so, a “judicious eclecticism” was necessary, so that 
the gothic might become a “living art.”  Jackson argued that what made Renaissance architecture 
great was the “genius with which Renaissance architects adapted the forms of classic architecture 
to meet the requirements of their day.”276  Francis Warre-Cornish, a master at Eaton College, 
agreed.  He defined the Renaissance not so much as a “re-birth” of ancient styles, but as a “living 
art,” which can “never work by the rules of a former century.” For Warre-Cornish, The 
Renaissance meant “the spirit of the age taking its pleasure in the antique,” but instead of 
pedantic adherence to historic detail, the present might borrow from the past “so much of it as 
suited its own purpose—sometimes investing modern feeling in ancient form.”  This might mean 
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encouraging “efforts to vulgarise…and to spread a knowledge of the great works of past ages by 
means of works of past ages by means of casts, prints, photographs, even chromolithographs… 
by means of cheap literature and cheap music.”  It was the only way towards a “new beauty, a 
living growth, not an imitation.”  He believed that in order for art to be “true,” it must be “in 
harmony with its own time,” and therefore, it must rest “on popular appreciation,” and find a 
way to represent “modern life.”277  
By the 1890s, a new decoration committee at St. Paul’s set out to install mosaics “in a 
similar style to St. Peter’s at Rome,” openly admitting they had no definitive knowledge of 
Wren’s intentions (Figure 4.13).278  William Richmond’s mosaic designs faced the same sort of 
criticisms that had been circulating since the 1870s—many found his work too colorful, or two 
Byzantine.  But unlike Burges, Richmond was not fired, and such complaints were now 
marginalized.279   In a lecture given at the Arts & Crafts Exhibition Society in 1898, Richmond 
pointed out that “people like what they are used to; if you give them bad things, they will get 
used to them,” and he insisted that “we have also to teach the calamists who claim to be experts, 
when in reality they are not acquainted with the a b c of the matters they write about.”280   
Richmond and the decorating committee argued that in the spirit of the Renaissance, modern 
artists must be allowed to freely interpret their own “reasoned and comprehensive scheme.”281 
The new historiographical approach to the Renaissance allowed the cathedral administration to 
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claim it could honor Wren’s spirit without pedantic adherence to his intentions.  The choir was 
reopened to reveal the new decorations with a special Easter Even Service in 1896.  
 
Figure 4.13: The Richmond mosaics in the choir (detail of “Christ in Majesty”)282 
 
Richmond, like Wren, was allowed to become a visionary in the spirit of the Renaissance.  
In 1903, he explained that he did not use mosaics because Wren wrote about them in the 
Parentalia, nor because they were the most historically “appropriate” model, nor because there 
was anything morally or inherently aesthetically superior about them.  Instead, he told a story of 
childhood inspiration to the Institute of British Decorators. “When he was a little boy of about 
thirteen, his mother took him to hear there service” there and “he looked up at that naked roof—
that was before he had every been in Italy or seen a piece of mosaic—and on going out he said 
‘Mother, some day I will cover that with mosaic.’”283   Richmond, like Wren was a 
“Renaissance” artist whose vision integrated the many incarnations of St. Paul’s, past and future. 
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pauls-cathedral/mosaics-in-the-quire 
283 “The Literary Week,” Academy and Literature 64 no. 1610 (March 14, 1903), 241.   
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This view was also supported in a new Christopher Wren biography by Dean Milman’s 
great-niece, Lena.  Lena Milman had been drawn to St. Paul’s by “dim” childhood recollections-- 
memories that lingered like Paterian aesthetic impressions.  She explained that these associations 
combined “national anxiety and triumph” with other “historical association[s], the appeal of the 
music [and] the cadences of the liturgy.”  Her Paterian perception of St. Paul’s also led her to 
claim that Wren’s “vitality… scientific erudition, and ready resource” had created a cathedral to 
absorb and attract all “the manifestations of beauty of past ages.”  The early-Victorians who 
valorized Wren had also believed his vision had been thwarted at St. Paul’s.  Now, St. Paul’s was 
deemed a true reflection of Wren’s genius.  Although Lena Milman called Richmond’s 
Byzantine-style mosaics “altogether alien to…the Renaissance,” she argued that the cathedral 
absorbed competing historical moments.  Their “glowing color” and “sparkling surface” made 
them a fitting addition, and she reminded readers that true “art affords escape from reality.”  This 
was not an acceptance of cut and paste eclecticism.  In fact, Lena Milman hoped that young 
architects would study Wren to “check’ their own “tendency towards eclecticism.”284  Milman 
favored a Renaissance that integrated historical motifs.  This was the Paterian Renaissance in 
which Mona Lisa’s smile held “all the thoughts and experience of the world,” and the greatest 
insight of “modern thought” was to have “conceived the idea of humanity as wrought upon by, 
and summing up in itself, all modes of thought and life.”285  The Victorian Renaissance used the 
idea of the artists to integrate the many incarnations of St. Paul’s, past and future.  
At long last, the formerly “impure” hybrid aesthetics of St. Paul’s did not have to be a 
shortcoming, but an indication of depth.   The Renaissance could both celebrate the remote 
                                               
284 Lena Milman, Sir Christopher Wren (London: Duckworth and Co.; C. Scribner’s Sons, 1908), 194-195, 217-218, 
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strangeness of the past, while also celebrating the innovation of modernity.  Even gothic 
revivalists like the architect, George Birch, began to hail St. Paul’s as the “culminating effort of 
the genius of a single architect.” Wren’s work was a sign of “emancipation from all the trammels 
which had hitherto fettered and bound men’s minds.”  Birch praised Richmond’s mosaics for 
their “artistic merit and Englishness.” 286  Likewise, William Loftie, a lover of “old London,” 
found “no necessary antagonism between…old Gothic and the new Palladian.”  Instead, Wren’s 
unique “mixture of Gothic and Palladian,” was a style “so charming we cannot wish it 
otherwise.”287  
Thus, in 1893, when Thomas Hardy’s Sue Bridehead asserted that “Pugin was wrong and 
Wren was right,” she seemed to speak for a new generation of architects. As Katherine Wheeler 
has argued, the Renaissance, created anew by historians, held particular appeal for a cohort of 
professionally trained young architects, well-equipped with “scholarly knowledge of the 
past…and willing to experiment.”288  Architects like Reginald Blomfield reported feeling 
frustrated by the over-emphasis on gothic ornament.  The Renaissance revival turned from 
masonry to “the critical and analytical study of buildings,” providing a “set of [classical] rules” 
and implying “a degree of originality.”  This new Renaissance intimated a process, instead of an 
aesthetic.  The Renaissance “provided a set of rules in the classical Orders and yet implied a 
degree of originality,” appealing to those interested in, but not seeking “a rigid reliance upon, the 
past.”   Whereas the “manual aspects” of medieval architecture idealized a “romanticized… 
artist-craftsman,” Renaissance architects matched nineteenth-century professionals, promoting a 
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“singular creative genius…a scholar and master” with a “high level of professional status in the 
community.”  Wren as architect became a model for his late-Victorian counterparts who wished 
to take “complete control of the design process,” removing themselves from “the manual labor of 
the building site.”  Blomfield echoed Pater and Symonds when he declared that Wren’s “special 
strength” was the “largeness” of his ideas by which he conceived “a great architectural scheme 
as a whole.”289  He delighted in Wren’s experimental adaptations to what had been “severely 
Protestant requirements.”290  This generation set aside the prophetically weeping Wren of the 
1830s-40s, instead imaging Wren as a visionary, energetically surveying “the wilderness of St. 
Paul’s Churchyard” with one “master-thought… It was that of a Dome.  He must have a 
Dome.”291  
Blomfield imagined Wren as author of a uniquely English Renaissance—one that oozed 
with a robust manly “English” creativity.  It was Wren’s “warm humanity” and “spontaneity” 
that gave the English Renaissance “its sterling masculine character.”  For centuries, Wren’s work 
had been attacked for its impurities.  Now pure Palladianism was under attack, having cinched its 
inferiority with its lack of “Renaissance spirit” and its “conscious effort after academical 
correctness.”292 St. Paul’s, on the other hand, was reassessed as a national cathedral capable of 
absorbing styles that spanned centuries and crossed cultures was a fitting symbol of Britain’s 
evolving national identity.   
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This generation of architects embraced what became known as Queen Anne Style 
architecture.  As J. Morduant Crook describes, Queen Anne architecture “did catch the new 
mood of the 1870s.  Away with Puginian morality, away with religiosity; down with rationality; 
down with muscularity. Up with comfort, up with fun.  Back to the philosophy of the Picturesque 
Gothic without the inconvenience of Gothic forms.”293  Mark Girouard also interprets the Queen 
Anne revival as a generational revolt.  By the 1870s, many young men coasted on the “serious-
mindedness” of their parents and grandparents—they could “relax and enjoy themselves at 
public school and university knowing that there was a comfortable job waiting for them in the 
family business, or enough money to subsidize them in whatever career they chose.” sweetness 
and light.  This was a generation that rejected the severe “Hebraic virtues” of their parents, 
instead choosing Hellenism—intellectual curiosity and the “religion of beauty.”  Gothic 
revivalism was for purists.  The Queen Anne revival was something of a “Free Classic” style 
which “made no demands at all.  It claimed no more than that the buildings which it produced 
were sensible and pretty.”294  
One “symptom of this aesthetic counter-revolution was a new sympathy for the work of 
Christopher Wren.”295  Queen Anne style did not strictly adhere to a historical imitation of late 
seventeenth century design.  It was a pastiche.  Perhaps it was no mistake that is was a statue of 
Queen Anne that stood guarding the churchyard of St. Paul’s Cathedral.  Francis Bird’s 1712 
statue was placed there during the Queen’s reign.  In 1886 the Corporation of London replaced 
the deteriorated original.  Historians, too, turned to Queen Anne. In 1870, Earl Philip Henry 
Stanhope’s The Reign of Queen Anne attempted to continue Macaulay’s History of England that 
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had ended with William.296  In 1876, there was Frederick William Wyon’s The History of Great 
Britain During the Reign of Queen Anne.  2 vols. (London: Chapman & Hall, 1876.) By the 
1880s, the Renaissance was the style of the day.  In 1883, alone, five works were published on 
Italian-British Renaissance design—W. Papworth’s The Renaissance and Italian Styles of 
Architecture in Great Britain, L. Scott’s The Renaissance of Art in Italy, A. Schütz’s 
Architecture and Decoration of the Italian Renaissance, J. Kinross’ Details from Italian 
Buildings, chiefly Renaissance and R.P. Pullan’s Studies in Architectural Styles.297  
The vigor and imagination attributed to the architect was now felt to be distinctly 
manifest in the national cathedral, just as British national identity took a distinctly Imperial turn.  
Whereas the gothic revival had promoted a historical vision of “Englishness,” Renaissance 
revivalism provided a historical vision of empire in its glorification of commerce, luxury and 
robust expansion.  This was an appropriate reading of St. Paul’s, so profoundly associated with 
the commerce of the City, now the beating heart of a global empire.   
 
 
VI. Conclusion: The Imperial Cathedral 
 
 
By the dawn of the twentieth century, London was a global capital—a disconcerting 
behemoth of a city.  In 1905, when W.D. Howells visited, he described merging into its “vast 
organism.”  Omnibus passengers were molecular “part[s] of the largest thing of its kind in the 
world or perhaps the universe.”298   Likewise, London journalist Wilfred Whitten described an 
“impenetrable wholeness” knowable only “in psychological gropings.”299  St. Paul’s had always 
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been a locus point, helping to geographically orient Londoners.300  Now it was also the crown of 
the empire.  As one writer explained, it unified the “ever spreading capital.”  From “every point 
of the compass…[London] appears crowned by the vast and wondrous dome, as with an imperial 
diadem, surmounted by the cross, and lifted high into the blue serene.” 301  An 1890 city 
guidebook imagined time-travelers from the future arriving in London with “but a single hour to 
spend,” hastening to St. Paul’s— “the true center of London and of the whole Protestant 
world.”302  It was a great “eye” watching over the city.  Back at home in the future, all that was 
left of London was a simple stone pillar engraved with the words Hic Jacet Londinium erected 
on the former site of St. Paul’s Cathedral.  St. Paul’s became the anchor of the expanding British 
Empire in both time and space.  
The monarchy itself had a hand in promoting St. Paul’s as the “imperial crown” 
personified.  At the close of the nineteenth century, the idea of Britain as the “center of a world-
empire” became crucial to articulations of national identity.  St. Paul’s was at the center for 
Britain.303   Already chosen for Wellington’s funeral (1852) and the National Thanksgiving 
Service for the Prince of Wales (1874), in 1897 St. Paul’s was chosen over Westminster to host 
the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Service.  In the same year, the cathedral hosted a special event to 
commemorate the 1300th year-anniversary of King Ethelbert’s baptism.  Observers at the time 
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noticed the significance of these grand occasions.304  Both David Cannadine and Linda Colley 
argue that the spectacle of imperial theater is “central in explaining the emergence of a popular 
monarchy, even as its political powers declined.”305  The Renaissance revival that historicized St. 
Paul’s allowed it to play a crucial role in these “invented traditions.”306 
 As a Renaissance cathedral, St. Paul’s was better suited than Westminster Abbey to this 
new iteration of Britishness.  While Westminster, a traditional, unchanging, English gothic 
structure, could continue to carry and convey earlier constructions of Englishness, the 
Renaissance stood for an expanding British identity that incorporated the Empire into a new 
symbolic vocabulary.  The Renaissance offered a way to re-brand London as a place whose 
authentic history was not only “English,” but encompassed a broader civilization.  St. Paul’s 
became a beacon of British global power capable of integrating, absorbing and creatively 
regeneration many historical moments, as the British Empire did with its many global peoples.  
The Renaissance represented a moment of political liberty, mercantile wealth and the 
transformation of the classical inheritance into something new.  As Renaissance cathedral, St. 
Paul’s approvingly integrated the wealth and luxury of the British Empire into a providential 
Protestant narrative.  As British identity transitioned to Imperial identity, a Renaissance cathedral 
as the crown of the city spoke volumes about modern London.  
No longer historic only through the life of its architect, by the start of the twentieth 
century, St. Paul’s Cathedral had become a historic monument in its own right.   In 1923, Wren’s 
bicentennial year, St. Paul’s was celebrated as both modern cathedral and historical monument.  
Londoners imagined “the memories and aspirations of…fellow-citizens in every part of the 
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world…setting, like a constant tide, towards [St. Paul’s,] the Parish Church of the British 
Empire.” The cathedral was a national icon, its dome the very embodiment of “the best 
characteristics…of the British people—its directness, its simplicity, its truthfulness, its width of 
outlook.”   But Wren’s masterpiece, conceived by his singular genius, represented the democratic 
“multitude,” given with “a tender heart [to] the common people.”307  In 1923, Wren’s 
bicentennial year, St. Paul’s was described as a monument standing  “midway between the great 
buildings of to-day and those of the Middle Ages,” bridging “the gap which separates the 
medieval cathedral builders” from their Edwardian descendants.308 Wren’s admirers imagined 
how he would have “rejoiced…to know not only that countless thousands would year by year 
throng his aisles,” but that “the memories and aspirations of his fellow-citizens in every part of 
the world would be setting, like a constant tide, towards [St. Paul’s,] the Parish Church of the 
British Empire.”309   
The story of St. Paul’s is a window into how London itself was made into a sort of 
historical text that would support the new British identity. Only when new historiographical 
frameworks were more broadly absorbed was St. Paul’s perceived as truly historic.  St. Paul’s 
became a historic monument through the life of its architect, through a celebration of the 
“individual” and through Renaissance historiography.  By the 1920s English architecture was 
experiencing what Sir Edwin Lutyens dubbed a “Wrenaissance.”310 The man and his masterpiece 
were both appreciated as part of Britain’s rich historical heritage.  When Lutyens designed the 
British Pavilion for Rome’s International Art Exhibition of 1911, he chose to replicate part of St. 
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Paul’s Cathedral (Figure 4.14).311  The “Edwardian Baroque” became emblematic of 
“nationalism, traditionalism, and dynamism all captivated in a single approach, without the 
moral overtone of gothic revival or indeed, the international aspect of a purer classicism.”312   
 
Figure 4.14: The portico of the British School at Rome (designed by Edward Lutyens) and the portico of St. 
Paul’s Cathedral.313 
 
For 150 years, Wren’s cathedral had been difficult to classify.  Early-Victorian 
approaches to historiography had facilitated the rehabilitation of Christopher Wren, but only the 
late-Victorian historiographical revision of the Renaissance enabled critics to finally 
accommodate Wren’s masterpiece.  For most of the century, adherents of pure classical or gothic 
design could not stomach aesthetic eclecticism.  By embracing and integrating eclecticism, the 
Victorian Renaissance thereby legitimized new constructions of the past.  Tracing the reception 
of Wren and his cathedral reveals how shifting historical methodologies provided an evolving set 
of rhetorical tools with which to address the pressures of rapid urban development.  At St. Paul’s, 
Ruskin’s communalism, Carlyle’s heroism, Milman’s constitutionalism and Pater’s aesthetic 
individualism all might fuse into the uniquely British character of the cathedral.  It was St. Paul’s 
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as the embodiment of centuries of liberal individualism that Churchill rose to defend from 
Fascist incendiary bombs.  And it was historiography that had allowed its style to become 
untangled from earlier moral/aesthetic associations.  The Victorian historians of the Renaissance 
created the language with which St. Paul’s Cathedral became a historical icon.   Tracing 
nineteenth-century receptions of Wren and his cathedral reveals that in recasting the 










AMERICANS IN LONDON  
 
 
In 1872, when Adeline Trafton, self-described “American Girl Abroad,” visited St. Paul’s 
Cathedral, she marveled at its antiquity.  After all, London was part of the “Old World,” and St. 
Paul’s, a synecdoche for London itself.1  Standing upon a “half-worn inscription,” she wondered 
whose it might be.  Upon discovering the memorial belonged to Joshua Reynolds, dead for less 
than a century, Trafton mused upon the newness of her own country.  In London, “great men” 
were everywhere “lying about under [her] feet.”2  While Britons wrung their hands over the 
condition of the St. Paul’s Cathedral, struggling to reconcile Wren’s “modern” creation, Trafton 
did not mind the filth, which only made it appear even more like “consecrated ground.”  Streaked 
in black, she imagined “time had beaten it with stripes.”  Nor were Americans troubled by its 
architecture.  When shown Wren’s never-implemented cathedral model, one tourist reported: it 
was “thought to be…better” by most “good judges,” offering no opinion of his own.  Another 
noticed that the design looked just like the extant building, “except that it has but one turret at the 
end.”3  Americans were more interested in gaping under the enormous dome, enjoying the 
whispering gallery and gasping at the view of London from the top.4  “Well, and what of it?” 
Trafton asked, as she exited London’s national cathedral; “I don’t know; but we saw it!”5   
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St. Paul’s posed few conflicts for American tourists, for whom London itself embodied 
the past and the United States signified the present.  For people with the capacity to consider 
buildings  just thirty years old to be “relic[s] of ‘the olden time,’” Wren’s cathedral was old 
enough.6  Nathaniel Hawthorne found the sight of St. Paul’s even “more picturesque…than St. 
Peter’s,” capable of conjuring visions of “grand old times when the sovereign and nobles” used 
the Thames for “pompous processions.”7  And Washington Irving referred to the neighborhood 
surrounding St. Paul’s as a prime example of “Old England,” London “in its better days” (Figure 
5.1).  Indeed, the City’s historic square mile, with its narrow, cobbled streets and ancient 
guildhalls, comprised London’s most medieval neighborhood.  For Londoners, the guilds 
represented a centuries-old tradition of liberty and trade.  Yet for Irving, they were atmospheric, 
allowing him to imagine the region as if were a fairy tale, replete with legends, “antiquated folks 
and fashions.”  When the “great bell” of St. Paul’s tolled, all the beer in the city soured.8  
American tourists hungered for the sights and sounds of “Old England,” filtering their 
impressions of the city through this desire.  While Britons also constructed and consumed the 
idea of Merrie Old England, the Olden Times operated differently for Americans, compared to 
other foreigners. While Americans dreamed of “Old London,” tourists from other parts of the 
world were less likely to fixate on the city’s antiquity.  For example, in 1891, an Indian visitor 
found London to be the pinnacle of modernity, a city with “no eye for the picturesque.” Two 
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years later, a Portuguese tourist identified London with historical Babylon, India, Egypt, Rome 
and Carthage. 9    
 
 
Figure 5.1: Illustrations of Irving’s “Little Britain” (with St. Paul’s looming) from the Sketch Book.10  
 
On the surface, Americans and Britons shared a vision of the Olden Times, largely due to 
a shared Anglo-American literary culture.  However, for Britons, the Olden Times were 
mobilized to forge a communal national consciousness, or to cope with the transformations of 
modernity.11  Whereas the British primarily located the olden times in the countryside, 
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Americans wanted to find to find Shakespeare or Lady Jane Grey still lurking in London itself—
a place where all tourists were sure to spend some time.  While these sightseers had no problem 
with St. Paul’s, they preferred Westminster Abbey and the Tower of London, sites linked to 
literary Elizabethan fantasies.  William Dean Howells described the Abbey as home to his 
“youthful love of the old,” a place where he came face to face with “startlingly life-like” wax 
models of Queen Elizabeth and William and Mary.12  As tourists, Americans longed for 
traditional roast beef dinners at renowned historic pubs.  They constituted a market that helped 
transform “Old London” into a saleable commodity.  While Americans did not invent “merry old 
England,” an American desire for olden times helped to extend the idea into London, a city that 
also symbolized the epitome of modernity.   
Scholars who have studied nineteenth-century American Anglophilia have several 
theories about this American infatuation with “Old England.”   The Anglo-American relationship 
was complex, vexed by political conflict while bonded by a shared cultural heritage.  For Robert 
McParland, early nineteenth-century Americans defined themselves by “national resistance to 
British culture.”13  Yet, Jennifer Clark and Kariann Akemi Yokota warn that British and 
American identities should not be pit against each other in a pure binary.  For Clark, American 
ideas about England were a “politicized expression of the search for American identity,” part of 
an “an ongoing engagement.”  Yokota demonstrates that Americans needed British cultural 
capital but were anxious about being perceived as culturally dependent.14  Joseph De Sapio and 
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Allison Lockwood argue that post-bellum Anglophilia was related American industrial growth.  
For de Sapio, Britain became the “old country” when it economically “passed its peak.”  
Lockwood points out that Americans turned to England to escape the “vast and unsettling 
impact” of surging immigration.15  However, as unique as the Anglo-American relationship is, I 
have found that Americans in London behaved similarly to Britons in Rome, reflecting a larger 
trend in nineteenth century touristic behavior.  Americans tourists reflected the same attitudes 
and behaviors as British visitors to Rome in several aspects.  Like the British, Americans saw 
themselves as inheritors of Western Civilization.   Like the British, nineteenth-century 
Americans traveled through the filter of literary fantasy.  And like the British in Rome, 
Americans moralized about what they saw through the lens of their own political presentism.    
As James M. Hoppin observed, for “thoughtful” nineteenth-century Americans like 
himself, there was no place as interesting “as Old England; finding there as he does the head-
springs of the life and power of his own nation.”16  While Nathaniel Hawthorne once complained 
of the “un-home-likeness of a Roman street,” he was drawn to England by a “fervent hereditary 
attachment to…our own Old home.”17  Edward E. Hale agreed.  London was “ridiculously 
home-like.  In the streets the names and signs are familiar, if only from the advertisements in 
Dickens and Thackeray.”18   Americans favored sites like Westminster Abbey and the Tower, in 
part because those sites represented the slow unfolding of British history—a legacy to which 
they believed themselves entitled.   As one tourist explained, Westminster was “more grand and 
                                               
15 Joseph De Sapio, Modernity and Meaning in Victorian London: Tourist Views of the Imperial Capital 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014), 72, 78; Allison Lockwood, Passionate Pilgrims: The American Traveler 
in Great Britain, 1800-1914 (New York: Cornwall Books, 1981), 17. 
16 James Mason Hoppin, Old England: Its Art, Scenery, and People (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1857), 9. 
17 Hawthorne, French and Italian Notebooks, 58; Hawthorne, Our Old Home, x.  
18 Edward E. Hale, Ninety Days’ Worth of Europe (Boston: Walker, Wise and Company, 1861), 3. 
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impressive” than St. Paul’s specifically because it was not the “conception of one mind,” but 
rather “the growth of centuries.”19  
The Abbey and the Tower were also especially suited to American literary fantasies.  
American children were raised on British fairy tales and nursery rhymes.  Just as British tourists 
in Rome pursued Livian legends, Americans in London prized those aspects of the British past 
that could be linked to childhood lessons, legends, fables and romance.  Many American 
travelers to Britain considered themselves “literary pilgrims.”20  These literary tourists performed 
a crucial role in shaping the literary canons in Britain and America over the course of the 
nineteenth century.21  Like Britain’s Byronic tourists, American travelers pursued the romance of 
the Old World, often with Shakespeare in hand.  One reason that Americans embraced British 
history is because they believed they “lacked a sufficiently full history,” of their own, unable to 
produce their own Romantic nationalist literature.22  As such, when Henry T. Tuckerman 
departed America, crossing the Atlantic for the first time in 1853, he dreamed of English history, 
summoning “shapes of yellow-hair colossal Britons, Roman soldiers,” Druids, Normans and 
Saxons, culminating in Merry Old England with “Father Chaucer, Sir Thomas More, Cromwell, 
the merry monarch, and other prominent figures of English history.”23  
                                               
19 Andrew P. Peabody. Reminiscences of European Travel. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1868), 41. 
20 Kathleen Burk, Old World, New World: Great Britain and America from the Beginning (New York: Grove Press, 
2007), 300.  Burk explains that those who traveled with this “spirit of pilgrimage” made a “conscious return home.”  
Most came from “the professional and intellectual classes” of New England and the East Coast. 
21 See Allison Booth, Homes and Haunts: Touring Writers Shrines and Countries (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2016); Nicola J. Watson, The Literary Tourist: Readers and Places in Romantic & Victorian Britain (New York: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2006). 
22 Robert Weisbuch, Atlantic Double-Cross: American Literature and British Influence in the Age of Emerson 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986), xiii.  As Weisbuch explains, Romanticism relied on a sufficient 
“passage of time,” along with caricatures of “national manners.”  America, without social class, was bereft of the 
“possibilities of representative characterization.” 
23 Henry T. Tuckerman, A Month in England (New York: Redfield, 1853), 7. 
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Finally, just as Britons in Rome struggled to reconcile their feelings about Rome’s papal 
splendor, Americans in London found themselves in a fraught relationship with symbols of the 
monarchy and aristocracy, constantly negotiating similarities and differences between American 
and British socio-political systems.24  While the British set themselves up against French and 
Catholic autocracy, American “hostility to the English constituted a defining part of 
early…republicanism.’”25  Over time, Americans continued to feel a sort of “national 
antagonism,” one that Hawthorne attributed to an “acrid quality in the moral atmosphere of 
England” where “people think so loftily of themselves.”26  One way around this problem was to 
remain fixated on the Olden Times, a period prior to the founding of American colonies, and 
prior to Anglo-American political conflict.  To celebrate Elizabethan England, filtered through 
the works of Shakespeare, was less problematic than to celebrate Georgian splendor.  
Shakespeare, along with Chaucer, Spenser and Milton were considered part of an Anglo-
American “common inheritance,” a non-threatening “pre-English idyll” easily distinguished 
from Britain, “the imperial nation of the nineteenth century.”27  
Unlike British views of Rome, nineteenth-century American perceptions of London were 
not challenged by passionate historiographical debate.  There were no orthodoxies overturned, 
and Americans did not arrive in London in search of objective truth.  Instead, they came to set a 
foot down in the “old world,” carrying with them literary-historical fantasies that freely blurred 
fact and fiction.  Because the behavior of Americans remained relatively consistent throughout 
the century, unlike previous chapters, this chapter is organized thematically and not 
                                               
24 See John Baxendale, “The Construction of the Past and the Origins of Royal Tourism in Nineteenth-Century 
Britain,” Oral Tourism Excursions around Monarchy, eds. Philp Long & Nicola J. Palmer (Clevedon: Channel 
View Publications, 2008): 26-50. 
25 Kim C. Sturgess, Shakespeare and the American Nation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 24. 
26 Hawthorne, Our Old Home, ix.  
27 Weisbuch, xv; Sturgess, 25.  
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chronologically.  That said, while throughout the century American travelers nurtured dreams of 
Shakespearean England (fueled by writers like Washington Irving), by the end of the century, 
these tourists began to pay attention to more and different layers of London as well.  For 
example, mid-Victorian Dickensian London and Tudor London were often called up 
simultaneously.  As Americans began to notice more layers of London, they also sought more 
personal and less scripted experiences.  By the dawn of the twentieth century, like the British in 
Rome, Americans in London began to engage in an aesthetic tourism in pursuit of pleasure, 
picking and choosing from the deep layers of historical London.   
Over the course of the nineteenth century, more and more Americans arrived in London, 
prompting the city’s institutions to respond to their presence.  Just as Italians grappled with 
presenting their heritage to (and protecting it from) foreigners, Britons began to wrestle with how 
to adapt to the American gaze.  London began to cater to these tourists in new ways.  Many 
London businesses responded by marketing the city to meet American expectations.  Here, the 
British were not the consumers but the producers of commercial tourism.  In recognition of 
American consumers, London became more self-conscious as it transformed into a space for the 
historical flâneur.    
 
I. Story-Book England 
American travelers crossed the Atlantic for a variety of reasons including vocational 
training, health and pleasure.28  When Nathaniel Hazeltine Carter visited England in 1825, he 
“completed a survey of the principle manufacturing establishments,” visiting factories for 
spinning and weaving, as well as those that produced razors, saws, lace, carpets, toys and 
                                               
28 In particular, eighteenth and nineteenth-century Britain was a center for scientific and medical training. See 
Yokota. 
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gloves.29  In the 1850s, Frederick Law Olmsted went to observe agricultural methods.  He 
traveled with a brother seeking to improve his health with “invigorating exercise…and restraint 
from books and other in-door…luxuries,” and a friend who hoped “to add” to his qualifications 
as a “professed teacher.”30   In imitation of the Grand Tour, many visited to accumulate cultural 
capital, hoping to be “gratified by fashionable attentions” upon return to America.  One critic, 
weary of pretentions, mocked those Americans who offered “profound meditations written upon 
the battle fields of Waterloo” but would never dream of stepping “out of a railway carriage to 
moralize upon the battle fields of Trenton or Princeton.”  Just because “my Lord What’s-his-
name has visited Italy, so must John Brown, retired pork and cabbage seller.”31   
For these American travelers, most of whom had little formal training in British history, 
expectations of Old England were forged in early childhood through literature.  The old world 
held romantic charms not evident in the new, and Americans were drawn there by “the strongest 
bond of all”: “the treasure hoard of literature written in the English tongue.”32  Through the first 
half of the nineteenth century, most literary works printed in American were by British authors, 
who fed American children a steady diet of European fairy tales and British chapbooks.33  As 
Elisa Tamarkin explains, nursery rhymes, “songs of sixpence, Cock Robin and Henny-
                                               
29 Carter, 84-85. 
30 Frederick Law Olmsted, Walks and Talks of an American Farmer in England Vol. I (New York: G.P. Putnam, 
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Penny…Arthurian tales…the diverting poetical enchantments of youth were made of English 
subjects, royals and knights, but especially of English words and sounds: Humpty Dumpty and 
all the king’s men, goosey gander, and Georgie Porgie.”34  These Anglo-oriented early-childhood 
lessons and nursery rhymes lent a particular mystique to “Merry Old England” (Figure 5.2).35  
 
Figure 5.2: Illustration from an American children’s book The Adventures of Whittington and his Cat. (New 
York: Edward Dunigan, 1850).  
American schoolrooms often used British schoolbooks, conveying to American children 
a particular sense of British character.36  For some colonial children, formal education meant 
Latin grammar schools geared towards university preparation, while eighteenth-century 
“academies” offered a more practical curriculum, pulling between “advocates of classical studies 
and…practical studies.”37  By the nineteenth century, American education was diverse, much of 
                                               
34 Tamarkin, 75. 
35 Elissa Tamarkin, Anglophilia: Deference, Devotion, and Antebellum America (Chicago, 2008), 74. 
36 See: Ruth Miller Elson, Guardians of Tradition, American Schoolbooks of the Nineteenth Century (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1964).  
37 Arthur M. Cohen and Carrie B. Kisker, The Shaping of American Higher Education: Emergence and Growth of 
the Contemporary System 2nd ed. (San Francisco: John Wiley & Sons, 2009), 81.  For example, the Academy of 
Philadelphia (founded in 1751) taught writing, arithmetic, mathematics, natural and mechanical philosophy, Greek, 
Latin, English, French and German languages, history, geography, logic and rhetoric. Benjamin Franklin argued for 
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it taking place outside of the classroom, influenced by household lessons, church, the press, 
museums, libraries and fairs.38  American colleges began to multiply, but without accreditation 
or oversight.39  Late-nineteenth century reformers initiated a call for common schools, but 
English literature was not prioritized until the 1890s, as diverse and growing populations were 
asked to conform to new social expectations.40   
Throughout the nineteenth-century, British history received little formal attention in 
secondary school.  Early twentieth-century college professors continued to complain that 
students arrived uninformed about British history.  They lacked “a definite conception of what 
the English government was in the past, the great changes that have been made in it in modern 
times,” and failed to understand Britain’s “commercial and industrial changes.”41  A writer for 
History Teacher’s Magazine attempted to remedy the situation, arguing that British history be 
emphasized at the high school level because Britain both connected America with European 
institutions and with “the civilization which surrounds [the American student] in his own 
country.”42  However, without a standardized history curriculum, literature continued to inform 
American notions of England.   
                                               
a practical curriculum, including an “English School” that focused on English grammar, speaking, writing and 
rhetoric that moved from English fables to English and Roman history to the best English authors (including Milton, 
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38 Lawrence Cremin, American Education: The National Experience, 1783-1876 (New York: Harper & Row, 1980).   
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School Bulletin 4 no. 3 (July 1913), 158. 
42 Arthur M. Wolfson, “Why We in American Study English History,” History Teacher’s Magazine 2 no. 1 
(September 1910), 14. 
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Throughout the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries, American writers and 
educators persistently agreed that “the English language and English literature belong to the 
Americans at least as much as they do to the English.”43  Shakespeare was fair game for 
Americans, and visions of Shakespearean England dominated American fantasies.  Students 
were asked to memorize passages from Shakespeare for rhetoric and recitation.  The McGuffey 
Reader, popular in American schoolrooms, was enormously influential in “familiarizing the 
nation with Shakespeare’s words.”44  By 1857, one Californian newspaper noted that there was 
“hardly a butcher or a newspaper boy in the city who does not understand ‘like a book,’ the 
majority of the playable plays of Shakespeare.”45  Shakespeare functioned as a window into 
“Merrie Old England,” but was not at odds with American values.  As Walt Whitman explained, 
the Bard’s history plays astutely depicted the “peculiar air and arrogance” of Britain’s “medieval 
aristocracy with its towering spirit of ruthless and gigantic caste.”46   
Shakespearean romance framed American perceptions of England, and most Americans 
imagined it as literary “Old England.”47  Just as British travelers went to Rome seeking 
illustrations of Roman history, American visitors to London arrived with their own long-held 
preconceived notions, seeking “diversion and escape in what was for them their own and 
Britain’s romantic past.”  Literary travel amplified a sense of American Anglo-Saxon 
solidarity.48  The quintessential American literary tourist was Washington Irving, whose widely 
                                               
43 Wolfson, 15.  
44 James Shapiro, “Introduction” Shakespeare in America: An Anthology from the Revolution to Now (Library of 
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read Sketch Book of Geoffrey Crayon (1819-20 & 1848) set a standard for decades of American 
travelers.49  A member of the American Antiquarian society and a writer who traded in nostalgia, 
Irving soon became “a full-scale [American] celebrity known as the “American Goldsmith.”50 
Irving sold Americans a dream of picturesque Old England and inspired a steady stream of 
pilgrims not only to London, but to Stratford-on Avon.  As one American recalled, “England 
[had] never discovered Stratford” at all.  “Washington Irving did, and it is made altogether what 
it is by the tribute we pay to the Bard of Avon.”51  
Irving’s depiction of London relied on American childhood fantasies and encouraged 
imaginative engagement.  He promised readers that Old London still existed— “holiday games 
and customs of yore” were well preserved.  For example, pancakes were eaten on Shrove 
Tuesday, hot cross buns on Good Friday and roast goose at Michaelmas.  “Roast beef and plum-
pudding” were “held in superstitious veneration.”  This London was no the pinnacle of 
modernity.  Its inhabitants “still believe[d] in dreams and fortune-telling.”  There, ghost stories 
remained “current, particularly concerning the old mansion-houses.”   But although Irving 
ascribed old world superstition to the Londoner, it was his American reader who craved antique 
apparitions.  He indulged by describing ghostly “lords and ladies…in full-bottomed wigs, 
hanging sleeves, and swords…stays, hoops, and brocade…walking up and down…on moonlight 
nights.” At Westminster Abbey, Irving became lost “among the shades,” stepping “back into the 
regions of antiquity.”52   One afternoon he wandered through the modern city, over its “dull 
                                               
49 Clark, 143. In 1819, the book sold over 75,000 copies, “making it the most popular book for that year.” Several 
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monotonous streets…destitute of anything to strike the eye or excite the imagination,” when he 
stumbled upon the Charterhouse, a fourteenth-century prior turned Tudor mansion. There, Irving 
observed “mysterious old gray men in black mantles.”  He guessed that they might be 
“professors of the black art” because in olden times “judicial astrology, geomancy, necromancy 
and other forbidden and magical sciences were taught.”  Stringing his reader along, it was only in 
a postscript that Irving revealed the Charterhouse was a modern-day almshouse for pensioners. 
These were not necromancers, but merely “eighty broken-down men.”53  Irving taught his 
readers that in London, imaginative travel was more gratifying than reality.   
Just as Byron inspired British travelers to Rome, Irving’s tourist sketches set an example 
for generations of American tourists.  When Milton Terry visited Westminster Abbey seventy 
years later, he murmured Irving’s words, reflecting that each “stone seems, by the cunning labor 
of the chisel, to have been robbed of its weight and density, suspended aloft as if by magic.”54  In 
Stratford, many wanted to stay at the Red Horse Inn, the very place where Irving had once 
delighted in a cozy fireplace, comfortable armchair and pretty chambermaid.55  Stratford, along 
with Kenilworth and Warwick Castle became part of a “trinity of tourist-shrines” frequented by 
Americans.  Annie Wolf spent a night at Stratford’s “Shakespeare House” where each room was 
“designated by titles from the immortal plays, one over each door.” She found Warwick to be 
“much more attractive than wild, ‘wildering London,” and once back in London she switched 
hotels to the aptly named “Warwick Arms.”56 Oftentimes these tourists were “picked up at their 
‘monster hotels’ in Trafalgar Square and whirled out into the English countryside for the day, 
with dinner at a village inn.”  Kenilworth in Warwickshire had been made famous by Walter 
                                               
53 Irving, 205-207, 279, 281, 287-288. 
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Scott’s 1821 novel.  Like Britons at the Colosseum, mid-century sightseers at Kenilworth hoped 
for meditative reverie by moonlight.   But by the end of the century these towns had become 
commercial tourist traps.  Visitors were “assaulted by people hawking fruit, photographs and 
guidebooks.”57   
Like Byron, Irving encouraged tourists to turn inward in order to imaginatively engage 
with the ruins of history.  London’s “relics of old times” might have been “swallowed up and 
almost lost in a wilderness of brick and mortar,” but this made them all the more striking, their 
“poetical and romantic interest” in sharp contrast to “the commonplace, prosaic world around 
them.”58  Literary fantasy could lead to high expectations and inevitable disappointment when 
visions of the cozy and the picturesque were not realized.  As I argued in chapter one, this 
phenomenon plagued British tourists in Rome as well, who often complained that the modern 
sights and sounds had little to do with ancient Rome.59  It was not until the late-nineteenth 
century that British tourists in Rome began to turn to their imagination in lieu of reality.  In 
London, American visitors inspired by Irving turned to their imaginations much sooner.  Henry 
Tuckerman longed for “hallowed vestiges,” but was disappointed by “the identical freshness and 
activity…with which he has been familiar at home.”60  Those who were “careful and interested 
reader[s] of English history,” expected “to find the ancient city in a state of mild 
decay…startled” to find that in London, “the Present is quite as vital as ever the Past was.”61   
American literary pilgrims relied on the imagination. When Nathanial Carter visited 
London in 1825, he complained that there was “nothing angelic” about his stay at the Angel Inn, 
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except for “its name.”  But he found “consolation” by imagining “Goldsmith, Johnson or 
Garrick, driven [to the Inn] by the necessities of an exhausted purse” shaving “before the same 
antique glass” or taking “a chop from the same table at which we were seated.”62  William 
Winter hailed the “charm” of Southwark for the literary pilgrim.  In Southwark, one could find 
the Tabard inn, where Chaucer once came “with his Canterbury Pilgrims” and the site where 
Goldsmith had practiced medicine.”  Shakespeare had lived on Clink Street, and there was a pub 
called “the Globe” where the theater once stood.  Because Shakespeare’s brother was buried at 
St. Saviour’s Church, Winter imagined Shakespeare entering “often.”63  Although the church had 
somehow managed to resist “the encroachments of time and change,” much most of the 
neighborhood appeared like “Brooklyn,” except even “more populous, active and noisy.”64 
Winter had to engage his imagination to commune with the literary past.  Likewise, when 
Susan Coolidge’s fictional protagonist Katy Carr arrived in London, she found “but dingy 
weather, muddy streets [and] long rows of ordinary brick or stone houses,” just like “New York 
or Boston on a foggy day.”  Still, she insisted that she was in “Story-Book England,” and London 
itself was the “dream or…story.”  Katy had spent her childhood “in a good old-fashioned 
library…her memory stuffed with all manner of little scraps of information and literary allusions, 
which now came into use.”  In London, these “disjoined bits of a puzzle” suddenly converged to 
“make a pattern.”  She was excited by Wimpole Street, mentioned in Mansfield Park and chose a 
hotel mentioned in Maria Edgeworth’s novel Patronage (1814).  Katy’s adult companion 
reminded her that “books are very deceptive.”  When she ordered muffins for breakfast because 
they “sound so very good in Dickens,” it was difficult to ignore the fact that they taste like 
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“scorched flannel.”65  Nathaniel Carter was also “disappointed” to find that Wellington’s house 
failed to astonish.  In fact, there was nothing “impressive or prepossessing in the general aspect 
of the city…Drury-lane and Covent-garden, which sound so well on paper, are…but confined 
and mean districts.”66  Nevertheless, Katy’s week in London was spent tracking down sites 
related to Thackeray, Goldsmith, Charles Lamb, Milton and Carlyle.67    
English literature, both low and high, “acted as unofficial advertising for the capital” 
allowing Americans to believe they had intimate knowledge of London’s “secret spaces.”68  As 
one American tourist explained, he felt like he knew “many who have lived and died [in London] 
better than he knows his next-door neighbor at home.  He cannot believe that he has never before 
lived in those scenes.”69  When Professor Milton Terry of Ohio reached London in the 1890s, it 
was the realization of a lifelong ambition.  “Its great sights and treasures were familiar to me 
from pictures and from reading.  I knew just where I wanted to go…I had long been prepared for 
this, and now my hour had come!”70  Andrew Peabody agreed, “one of the great charms of 
London to an American consists in the identification of the very spots familiar to him as often 
recurring in English books.”71  Annie Wolf was delighted to recall her own “youthful readings,” 
adding to the “fascination of Westminster Abbey.  She was especially pleased to confirm that 
that the “veritable English hot cross-buns, of which we read so much in our infantile rhymes, are 
always eaten here on Good Friday morning.”72  By the late nineteenth century, Publisher’s 
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Weekly advised traveling Americans equip themselves with literary guides such as Henry James’ 
A London Life, Augustus Hare’s Walks in London and Laurence Hutton’s Literary Landmarks of 
London.  Even better, tourists should rely on novels, the best “medium through which to imbibe 
information unconsciously.”  Dickens, especially, had made London “as familiar as our own 
soil.”73  This new sort of advice began to appear more frequently in late-nineteenth century travel 
guides.   
 
II. New Republicans in the Old World 
Nineteenth century America was a nation on the rise, and American tourists arrived in 
Europe with a strong sense of American exceptionalism. Just as many Britons in Rome were 
self-satisfied with English liberty and Protestant reform, American tourists confronted London 
with smug republicanism and a slight mockery of British pretentions as seen through the lens of 
plain old American common sense.  Just as Catholic Rome was an unreformed ancestor to 
modern, Protestant Britain, England was America’s politically unreformed ancestor.  As British 
“descendants,” Americans felt entitled to share in Britain’s cultural heritage while remaining 
critical of monarchical and aristocratic values.  Americans were especially drawn to the romance 
of feudalism as an exotic other, much like British tourists confronted with Catholic spectacle in 
Rome.  As such, enjoying sites connected to the monarchy prompted a sense of unease.  Like the 
British tourist in papal Rome, Americans wanted to take pleasure in a ceremony and spectacle 
that they also felt compelled to reject.   
William Allen Drew felt this tension flow through him as he crossed the Atlantic in 1851.  
“England!… from thee did our life-blood spring,” he cried out, before tempering his emotions, 
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remembering that England’s “mightiest” had persecuted America’s “Pilgrim Fathers for evil.”  
Drew was aggravated by the overt celebration of British militarism at St. Paul’s Cathedral, 
finding it improper that banners “taken by Nelson in battle” festooned a Christian temple.74   
William Dean Howells was also put off by early nineteenth-century “Fames and Britannias”—
those that celebrated a moment of Anglo-American political conflict in which the British 
“national type was least able to inspire…artistic expression.”  He spent his time there 
“vengefully rejoicing…in the inadequacy of its hugeness and the ugliness of its monuments.”  
Although by that time Britons were enjoying St. Paul’s as Wren’s unique Renaissance 
masterpiece, it was not enough to overcome Howell’s American antipathy.  This was British 
pride, and “St. Paul’s like St. Peter’s” was a testament “to the genius of a man, not the spirit of 
humanity awed before the divine.”  He described the interior “illumined by the electric blaze” 
filled with “monotonous chanting…as with a Rome of the worldliest period of the church, and 
the sense of something pagan that had arisen again in the Renaissance.”  At the military museum 
housed in the Banqueting House Howells observed “anxious” British sight-seers reassured “we 
should ’ave ’ad the victory” at Waterloo with or without Blücher and the Prussians before 
turning to “trophies of the Boer war with a patriotic interest which [Americans] could not 
share.”75   
Americans filtered their experience of London through a sense of responsibility to their 
own republican values, a perspective shored up by children’s literature.  In the early nineteenth 
century, children’s histories began to be tailored to provide “age appropriate,” opportunities for 
“moral and pious reflection.”76  Samuel Goodrich was one of the first Americans to successfully 
                                               
74 William Allen Drew, Glimpses and Gatherings, during a voyage and visit to London and the Great Exhibition in 
the Summer of 1851 (Augusta: Homan & Manley, 1852), 127, 139 & 141-142. 
75 Howells, 89-90, 98. 
76 Peltzer, 22-24. 
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market such histories, believing history should “purify and exalt the imagination” without the 
“distorting” unreality of fairy tales.  These histories aimed to instill republican values, using 
Britain as a foil.  In Nathanial Hawthorne’s The Whole History of Grandfather’s Chair (1841), a 
group of children are taught history through the events witnessed by a family chair.  The chair 
was forged from “an oak-tree which grew in the park of the English Earl of Lincoln, between 
two and three centuries ago,” and sat “in the hall of the Earl’s castle” before Puritans carried it to 
America, where “little value” was placed “on the more refined civilized qualities associated with 
England.77   
   Jacob Abbott’s twenty-eight volume “Rollo” series (1835-42) depicted a curious boy 
named Rollo who travels the world under the tutelage of his uncle, Mr. George.  George 
inculcates his nephew with Congregationalist religion and American republicanism, teaching 
Rollo (and readers) how to be a tourist, carrying a pocket guidebook and turning to the index, or 
a policeman for additional information.  In Rome during the French military occupation, Rollo 
was taught about “governments of force,” who control their own people “by means of military 
power.”  In London, Mr. George warns Rollo not to be fooled by “picturesque and pretty” 
London where workers are treated like “beast[s] of burden,” their “pretty homes…mere hovels” 
within.  Old London stands in sharp contrast to New England, where children are educated, 
families have “books on the table” and young ladies even attend lectures after work.  In Britain, 
“government by an aristocracy…give[s] an immensely large proportion of the value to the 
aristocratic classes themselves.” As such, Rollo must remain vigilant.  At Westminster Abbey, 
                                               
77 Nathaniel Hawthorne, The Whole History of Grandfather’s Chair (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Company, 
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Rollo delights to imagine “crusaders…blackened by time…ships and sea flights…angels and 
cherubs in every…form.”  But George criticizes the Abbey for its overt devotion to “the glory of 
man,” its “chantings…intonations…ceremonies” and “solemn paradings…spectacle enough for 
one Sunday.”  Forgoing a visit to St. Paul’s Cathedral, Mr. George takes Rollo to a dissenting 
church service later that afternoon.78   
American visitors problematized British traditions at the same time as they staked a claim 
to British heritage.  Goodrich taught American children that English history was “the history of 
our fatherland…our ancestors, and…institutions,” able to elucidate “the various steps by which 
the [American] nation has risen from a savage state to an unexampled pitch of wealth, power and 
civilization.”79  Feeling an intimate emotional connection to English literature and history, 
Americans tourists behaved with a degree of entitlement.  As a sight-seer, Howells complained 
about “Englishmen elbowing [him] from the front rank…insensibly to my rights of priority as an 
alien.”80  One American noticed that in London, Americans felt “more at home… than in any 
unfamiliar city of his own country.  St. Paul’s dome and cross seem to be a part of his own 
youth, and at every step there is some old and familiar sight that seems to have belonged always 
to the life-experience.81   Americans often felt themselves uniquely disposed to appreciating 
British history.  Nathaniel Hawthorne explained that Americans were “more susceptible” to the 
“antique charm” of Old England, “impressed and affected by the historical monuments” to “a 
                                               
78 Jacob Abbott, Rollo in Rome (New York: Sheldon & Company, 1858), 53, 153-5, 94, 96-97, 213. Although 
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degree of which the native inhabitants are evidently incapable.”82   Susan Coolidge described an 
American antiquarian who knew London “much better than most Londoners do.”83  According to 
American tourist William Yoast Morgan, even Englishmen had to concede that “Americans 
thought more of Shakespeare than the English did, for more of them went to Stratford.”  Morgan 
agreed—Shakespeare, Milton and Dickens were “just as much American as English, except for 
the accident of birthplace.” 84   
Unlike the British in Rome, who stake a claim to the mantle of Roman civilization 
without boasting Italian ancestry, American tourists could claim a direct genealogical link to 
Britain.  Some Americans pursued family roots in the old world.  William Allen Drew published 
a list of familiar names he discovered in a London cemetery so that his “readers of the same 
names may conjecture where their own families sprang from.”85  Tourist accounts characterized 
churches, abbeys and towers belonging not only “to Britain, but rather to rather to ‘us,’ ‘we,’ or 
even ‘civilization.”86  The Boston-based Women’s Rest Association encouraged travelers to 
remember that although America is a “growing, not a decaying society… yesterday is ours 
also.”87  Americans were enamored of Westminster Abbey and the Tower of London because 
they acted as stand-ins for the whole of British history.  
When (fictional) Katy Carr arrived in London, “like ninety-nine Americans out of a 
hundred,” she decided upon Westminster Abbey as her first stop.   Westminster Abbey was also 
beloved by the British, who honored the space and its deep associations with royalty.  Mark 
Lemon’s guide to London beckoned readers to “Enter! The very walls are histories…Look 
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around…until you lose the consciousness…Look until arise visions of kings and queens, with 
crowns and scepters, surrounded by hosts of nobles in all their state and glory.”88  Not only was 
the Abbey firmly tied to the crown, but it had become a national pantheon.  William Morris 
argued that the British public had taken this “strange notion” too far, turning the Abbey into “a 
kind of registration office for the names of men whom the present generation considers 
eminent.”  Instead, he hoped that Britons might pay more attention to the Abbey’s architecture.  
Its architecture (and not its monuments) might allow modern historians to rise above “shallow 
mockery at the failures and follies of the past, from a standpoint of so-called civilization,” to 
achieve a “deep sympathy” with those long gone.89  
Arthur Stanley, Dean of Westminster from 1864 to 1881, made it his mission to cast the 
Abbey as a symbol of Britain and in 1865 publically commemorated the eight hundredth 
anniversary of its founding.  Three years later, just as Dean Milman was proclaiming St. Paul’s 
Cathedral the “parish church” of the nation, Stanley published Historical Memorials of 
Westminster in which he touted the Abbey as the crown jewel of the English Church, central to 
an historic link between church and state.90  If St. Paul’s embodied modern London’s imperial 
might, Westminster represented gradual change, monarchical tradition and the romance of the 
past.  Its gothic architecture posed no challenge; any noticeable “incongruities” were forgiven, 
since organic gothic buildings “nee[d] not perfect symmetry.”91  In language similar to that used 
to describe Rome, Stanley insisted that no other building had been “so entwined by so many 
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continuous threads with the history of a whole nation.”92  Westminster was like a “venerable 
oak,” with a “gnarled and hollow trunk…spreading roots, and decaying bark” which gave way to 
“green shoots,” nourishing the nation as “one after another, a fresh nucleus of life is formed.”93   
Stanley’s image of Westminster appealed to Americans, who had long prized the Abbey for its 
historic associations, but without reverential notice for the monarchy.  American tourists usually 
noticed the proximity of Elizabeth and Mary Stuart, remarking upon their rivalry, one “the child 
of fortune” and the other, “the child of misfortune.”94  However, these visitors were less 
interested in historical lessons and more interested in absorbing the building’s ineffable 
antiquity.  Like Byron at the Colosseum, Washington Irving was inspired by Westminster’s 
“gradual dilapidations of time…touching and pleasing in its very decay.”95   Milton Terry 
shunned the vergers, choosing “to be alone…annoyed at any interruption that reminded [him] 
that [he] was only one of hundreds.”96  The Women’s Rest Association also suggested avoiding 
vergers and recommended that visitors go on Monday or Thursday in order to wander “free of 
the glorious Abbey in every part.”97   
American children were reminded it was a “glorious Abbey that all English and 
American boys and girls should love,” for it held “the record of the growth of our two great 
nations.  Within its walls we are on common ground…America is represented just as much as 
                                               
92 See Unsigned review of History of the City of Rome by Thomas Dyer, Athenaeum (Dec. 23, 1865), 881; 
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England ‘by every monument in the Abbey earlier than the Civil Wars.’”98  Americans visited 
the Abbey with a bold sense of belonging, often believing themselves uniquely suited to 
appreciate its “dim rich antiquity,” transformed when viewed through “eyes fresh from the world 
which still calls itself ‘new.’”  When Katy Carr visited with an eight-year-old companion, she 
brought flowers and kisses to the stone effigy of a baby.  A local verger found this act to be 
uniquely American— “no h’Enlgish (sic) child would be likely to think of doing such a 
thing…they don’t take no special notice of one tomb above ‘another.”99  James Hoppin believed 
that the Abbey had been built “at the command of St. Peter himself,” rising to encompass “all the 
interest of early English story.” It was the place where “William the Conqueror was crowned,” its 
palace the “the place where “Charles the First was sentenced death.”100  When Andrew Peabody 
visited this “entirely unique cemetery,” he marveled that he was in “the only spot whose 
monuments epitomize a people’s history.”101  Annie Wolf agreed that it was impossible to “be 
indifferent to the atmosphere.”  The dead were revived—“not dead, but so many living lessons… 
In fancy the royal ghosts rose from their marble beds and gave to every legend a realistic 
glow.”102 
The Tower of London was an equally historic site, a place one Londoner referred to as 
“the history of England in stone.”103  There, Americans also felt a deep claim to the English past.  
Many tourists believed the Tower also had an ancient pedigree and was founded by Julius 
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Caesar.104   But while the Tower had the same historical pedigree as Westminster, it prompted a 
“set of emotions altogether different from those one experiences in Westminster Abbey.”  The 
Tower triggered thoughts of “war, cruelty, treason and various crimes, horrible executions, 
broken hearts and tears of woe.”105   Billie Melman argues for Victorian Britons, the Tower 
became a place for historical thrill-seeking, recast as the site of arbitrary state violence, and 
female imprisonment.  The experience of the Tower helped the British public grapple with state 
and household oppression.  W.H. Ainsworth’s novel, The Tower of London (1840) was crucial to 
this transformation of the Tower from “a jumble of antiquities and curiosities to…a dungeon.”  
The wildly popular novel pressed Tower authorities to construct exhibits that appealed to the 
public, making parts of the complex “associated with the prison” more accessible.  Americans 
read Ainsworth as well.  The first American edition of The Tower of London appeared almost 
simultaneously with the first serialization.106  But Americans professed to be put off by its 
depiction of arbitrary violence.  One reviewer harped on the “cruel apparatus for punishment and 
torture” finding American empathy for Lady Jane Grey as an atypical monarch—a “reluctant 
wearer of a crown, the victim of an ambition not her own.”107  Another concluded that it was 
only a “local interest which has given Mr. Ainsworth’s romance such a run in London.”108   
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But while American critics balked at Ainsworth’s romance, American tourists were 
drawn the Tower with a “constant and keen fascination,” surprised that so many “residents of the 
British Capital” who “always intended to visit the Tower” often failed to do so.109  It seemed to 
Hawthorn as if the “Englishman cares nothing about the Tower, which to us is a haunted castle in 
dreamland.”110  Americans were most fascinated with the Tower as a site of biographical 
literary-historical fantasy.  It held within its walls a record of many lives.   As one American 
critic explained, “Those walls tell a fearful tale.  In the absence of history, we could read in the 
Beauchamp Tower the characters of the men and times…the ambition of Edward I, or the 
weakness of Edward II, the lust of Henry VIII, the bigotry of Mary or the vanity of Elizabeth, if 
we possessed no other record than these walls could furnish…Ages speak to us by it.”111 William 
Winter was eager to feel the ghost of Anne Boleyn, said to haunt the grounds.  He reported that 
“the specter of Lady Jane Grey was seen, not long ago, on the anniversary of the day of her 
execution…out upon a balcony,” assuring his readers that “nobody doubts” the reality of these 
“visitations.”112  A warder at the Tower reported that another American family was “so anxious 
to see Queen Anne Boleyn’s ghost that they went and sat opposite the execution-spot, at all 
hours, day and night: but they must have got disappointed, for [he] never heard that anything 
came of it.”113  Annie Wolf visited to summon “the sufferings of Lady Jane Grey, and her 
husband…Walter Raleigh, Archbishop Laud [and] Lord Lovat…the threadbare tale of every 
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school-book.”114  William Yoast Morgan imagined the little princes Edward and Richard whom 
he had read about as a boy.  The Tower had always been “awful and gloomy.”115   
The gloom of the Tower offered an opportunity for republican moralizing.  British 
visitors were less likely to universally condemn the “justice” of the Tower.  In The Colour of 
London (1907), local historian William Loftie argued that Anne Boleyn was probably 
guilty…Lady Jane Grey was only guilty in a modified way…[and] there can be no doubt of the 
guilt of Essex.”  He had difficulty summoning “much pity for Katherine Howard or for Lady 
Rochford,” and insisted that the “prisoners here named all deserved punishment of some sort… it 
would be difficult in the history of any prison not to find” some cases of innocence, but the 
Tower did not deserve its gruesome reputation.116  Americans clearly disagreed.  In Queen 
Elizabeth’s armory, visitors could view a block used for decapitation and “feel the edge of the 
axe…They could be locked in Walter Raleigh’s cell and, the high point of the visit, given a 
hands-on show of the thumbscrew in action.”117   William Winter happily counted himself 
among those “allowed to place his head upon [the block], in the manner prescribed for the 
victims of decapitation.”118   William Allen Drew waited for hours to see the axe, running his 
“fingers across its bloody edge” and “shudder[ing] at the sacrifice of innocence and virtue to 
gratify the lust of a wicked monarch”119  But Nathaniel Carter declared himself unimpressed with 
the “long-shanked rusty axe.”  It “reflect[ed] as little credit upon royalty as it afford[ed] pleasure 
to the visitant.”120  Children like Katy Carr and her companion Amy were frightened by the 
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Tower.  Amy proclaimed that “if this is English history… I never mean to learn any more of 
it.”121  Andrew Peabody struggled to find hope in the idea of “human progress,” rationalizing 
Anglo-American “ancestral pride” by comparing the relatively mild torture at the Tower 
compared to “mementos of which are to be found in Nuremberg and other continental cities.”122   
The Tower was “London’s lasting shame,” where the people became “victims of a monarch’s 
caprice.”123   
The Tower complex was a potent symbol of the British monarchy—it housed the War 
Office and the Board of Munitions, and it was there that tourists might peer at the crown jewels 
or the lavish armory exhibit known as the “Line of Kings,” English monarchs mounted on 
wooden horses and dressed in full armor (Figure 5.3).124  American tourists were often uneasy 
about these celebrations of royalty.   When Nathaniel Carter visited in 1825, he viewed George 
IV’s plate and regalia from his coronation just a few years earlier.  He insisted that “as emblems 
of power they failed to inspire much reverence or awe.  After all, they are merely what Cromwell 
denominated them—‘baubles,’ fit only for kings and children to play with, the age having gone 
by when they were regarded as the symbol of divine rights.”125  Fifty years later, Adeline Trafton 
echoed Carter when she remarked on the crown jewels—“pretty baubles of gold and precious 
stones.”  However, she was sure to recognize that they were the cause “for which all this blood 
was shed,” and were “hardly worth so many lives.”126  Andrew Peabody also enjoyed the crown 
jewels, especially the koh-i-noor.   
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Figure 5.3: Tourists at the Tower of London.127  
 
Americans were also ambivalent about the Tower’s beefeaters, or Yeoman of the Guard.  
These guards were dressed in Renaissance costume, much like the papal Swiss Guard in Rome 
(Figure 5.4).   According to Chambers New Handy Volume American Encyclopedia (1885), the 
costume “had much to do with their attractiveness to sight-seers.”128  Adeline Trafton was among 
those who loved the costume.  She found her guide to be “gorgeous in ruff and buckles, cotton 
velvet and gilt lace, and with all these glories surmounted by a black hat, that swelled out at the 
top in a wonderful manner.”129  But William Winter deemed the beefeater to be “ridiculous” in 
his “trousers trimmed with red, and a black velvet hat trimmed with bows of blue and red 
ribbon.” The pomp of the costume seemed silly on a tour guide how “drop[ped] information, and 
h’s from point to point.”130  Many others noticed the beefeaters’ ineptitude as tour guides in 
sharp relief to their fancy dress.  The New York Times reported that most beefeater-guides 
“annoyed intelligent visitors not less by their bad grammar than their surprising ignorance of 
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history.”131  And in 1888, Americans enjoyed Gilbert and Sullivan’s sendup of the beefeater—
“The Yeoman of the Guard” which opened in New York at the Casino Theater. 
 
Figure 5.4: Beefeater tour-guides at the Tower. 132 
Americans in London also expressed deep ambivalence about to the monarchy.  As one 
American noted, “the pussy-cat in the nursery-rhyme was asked where she had been…the well-
known answer… ‘I have bene to London to see the queen.’  This is equally expected of all of the 
pussy’s successors.”133  But just as British Protestants in Rome were ambivalent about enjoying 
Catholic ceremony and Renaissance-era opulence, Americans in London often expressed 
discomfort when taking outright pleasure in the symbols of the monarchy or celebrating the 
system of aristocracy.  Nor was it easy to catch a glimpse of the current monarch. Although 
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Queen Victoria moved into Buckingham Palace in 1837, the official residence of Court remained 
St. James’s Palace, with only a detachment of the official Guard posted at Buckingham Palace.  
The colour-guard’s changing-of-the-guard ceremony was on view daily at St. James’s Palace at 
10:45 AM every day.  The London Guide and Directory for American Travellers recommended 
it to tourists— “the ceremony is interesting and the military music always exceedingly good.”134  
But the St. James’s Palace itself was not particularly impressive.  American journalist Daniel 
Joseph Kirwan joked that “even the Sultan himself…a very sick man, could pass the dirty 
looking pile… without a tremor… the only signs of royalty or power are the bear skin caps and 
red coats of a couple of guardsman, who walk up and down…in a most melancholy and bored 
manner before the gates.”135  
 Kirwan marketed his book to American readers by promising salacious details and 
“graphic descriptions of royal and noble personages, their residencies and relaxations… [and] 
vivid illustrations of the manners, social customs and modes of living of the rich and the 
reckless,” never hesitating to “take…readers into places…which are rarely or ever seen by the 
stranger in London.”  For example, Buckingham Palace offered little to the inquisitive tourist.  
Kirwan was granted special access and reported it to be “a long gloomy building” where “the 
same big flashy looking soldiers” parade.136  For most, it remained an “enclosure…associated 
with mystery…never penetrated by the ordinary denizen.”  One Londoner referred to it as a 
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“frowning barrier.  No one can speculate what lies within, but…from the garden seats of the 
passing omnibus, one can make out a patch of water.”137  
Neither was Kensington Palace accessible to the average American tourist.  When Olive 
Risley Seward, the adopted daughter of U.S. Secretary of State William Seward, was granted a 
special invitation in 1889, she reported on the privilege in the American children’s magazine, 
Wide Awake.  Seward found it endlessly fascinating to be in the very place where “Queen 
Victoria was born, and where she passed her childhood and youth…and in whose halls she was 
still living and studying in quiet seclusion when King William died at Windsor.”  But Seward 
struggled to reconcile her pleasure with “cherished…American prejudice against all royalty, 
aristocracy and their ways.”  She believed the British had a certain “arrogance…attributes which 
our Revolutionary ancestors… fought against, and as far as our national character was 
concerned, destroyed.”  As such, she was apologetic to take such “delight” in picturing “the little 
princess with her…pony and her pet dogs.” Seward called her a girl Queen who was 
“fascinating, even to republican girls.”138   
Seward’s brand of republicanism was expected of American travelers.  When Charles 
Eliot Norton wrote about his European travel, reviewers praised him for maintaining an 
American “tone…in the highest and truest sense” without tipping into “an offensive 
Americanism.”139  Others, like Daniel Joseph Kirwan, took pride in an unabashed Americanism.  
In a ruthless attack on Queen Victorian, Kirwan acknowledged that she was a “good wife and 
mother,” but insisted that “she is more than equaled by thousands of American women.”  He 
declared himself “compelled to lift the veil,” depicting a Queen who appeared like “an 
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inebriate,” overly fond of liquor, perversely attached to John Brown and troubled “by her 
scapegrace of a son.”  For Kirwan, his criticisms all stemmed from one crucial observation —
“like other sovereigns…[Victoria] does not toil or spin,” yet she requires the people to “pay [her] 
bills all the same.”140  
 
Figure 5.5: Frontispiece to Kirwan’s Palace and Hovel (1878) 
Kirwan titled his book Palace and Hovel (1878) and included a frontispiece directly 
contrasting London poverty with monarchical wealth (Figure 5.5).  Such observations of income 
inequality were a chief complaint amongst American visitors, a condition almost always 
attributed to monarchical government and aristocratic class oppression. In Goodrich’s children’s 
history, Peter Parley was dismayed to inform American children that people were dying “of 
hunger in such a rich city” as London—“there is a great deal of want and misery there.”141  
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Nathaniel Carter remarked upon the “extremes of poverty and splendor, of imperial pomp and 
abject penury…[that] everywhere strike the mind of the American traveler,” leading him to 
“draw forth a benediction on the blessed condition of his own country.”  He was so moved by 
this “inequality of wealth,” that he began to cry out: “Happy, thrice happy is our Republic which 
yet knows not, and God grant may never know, any of these extremities!”142  Carter, like many 
others believed America to be a chosen nation, blessed by God.  Annie Wolf counted her 
American blessings which included the “influence of liberal education,” and “the right of every 
man to become a property holder.” British poverty was attributable to its “doleful state of 
government” and shameful class stratification.143   
In the early decades of the nineteenth century, there was the widespread sentiment that 
poverty simply did not exist in America as it did in Europe.144  By the 1840s-1850s, Dickens had 
reached American audiences and Americans were even more likely to comment on “examples of 
poverty, vice and exploitation of factory operatives and miners.”145  Dickens himself held a sort 
of “utopian” view of America, twice touring the country, “profoundly unhappy with social 
conditions in the Old World.”146  And as with Shakespeare, mid-nineteenth century Americans 
appropriated Dickens, transforming his literature into an “American product,” praising his 
egalitarian morality, and relishing his sentimentalism.  Dickens became a widespread celebrity.  
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His stories could often heard in public readings or enacted in plays and he became a widespread 
celebrity in the United States, twice touring the country.  His sentimentalism invited sympathetic 
engagement.  Little Nell, in particular, gained a sort of “mythical status,” in America, her 
pathetic death a touching moment for anyone affected by child mortality.147  His work 
encouraged “compassion and the recognition of the full humanity of all people,” part of a post-
Enlightenment “democratic sensibility.”148   Walt Whitman called him a truly “democratic” 
author who destroyed the “landmarks” of class distinction “which pride and fashion have set up.” 
Unlike Scott, Dickens “never maligned the common man merely to subordinate [him] to 
nobility.”149   Scrooge’s moral epiphany became a republican credo: those “people below” must 
be thought of as “fellow travelers to the grave, and not another race of creatures.”150  As 
Dickensian characters were absorbed into American culture, his literature provided another way 
to interpret the experience of London.151   
But despite their criticisms, Americans struggled with what seemed to be a national 
attraction to British aristocratic customs.  Hawthorne observed that “everything connected with 
royalty is especially interesting to my dear countrymen.”152  In London, many tourists applied to 
sit in at the House of Lords.153  Others spent hours searching the city’s archives in pursuit of 
noble ancestry.  Staunch republican critics attacked American’s nouveau-riche “green grocers” 
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who accumulated wealth only to “sink their gains in a fashionable house” dressed up with “a 
‘coat of arms’ borrowed without credit form the Book of Heraldry… all because such is the 
fashion abroad.”154  But this didn’t stop many from visiting the British Museum’s reading room 
to “hunt up their ancestors, diving deep into the records of the Harleian Society, turning page 
after page of peerage books and works on county families…chuckl[ing] if they can discover 
connection, however distant with a dukedom.”155 
Others headed straight to London’s Herald’s College (or College of Arms).  Founded by 
Richard III in 1484, the College maintained the official register of all coats of arms and 
pedigrees.  In the summer months (or so-called “Invasion Season”), the College was “very busy 
indeed,” full of wealthy Americans yearning to know “just how he stands in regard to certain 
personages of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, perhaps who bore the same name as 
himself.”156  Joel Cook reported speculated its “chief support” must come from “the liberal fees 
paid by Americans who seek crests...to astonish their neighbors.”157  When Annie Wolf visited 
the College in 1878, she was given a personal tour by Stephen Tucker, the Somerset Herald (or 
Officer of Arms).  Tucker “related some amusing stories” about Americans who were “sure a 
vast fortune is soon to be theirs on account of their claimed connection with one of these ancient 
houses.”  Tucker complained about being “pestered by these waiters upon fortune, who 
sometimes lose their wits in the wild search for riches that never come.” Wolf had mixed 
feelings about the College.  Like the beefeaters, Tucker wore a “royal costume.”  She described 
Tucker’s sword and “scarlet coat embroidered with gold and gold buttons, cocked hat and 
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pantaloons with broad gold stripe” as giving him the “appearance of a masonic knight.”  She 
found it difficult to remain reverent, finding the costume to more like “theatrical uniform, or 
holiday fancy-dress.”  For Wolf, this was part and parcel of old world inanity.  She smiled to see 
hot cross-buns on Good Friday but deemed the practice one of “a thousand inherited follies,” 
honored only “because they are old.”  Wolf concluded that these “odd and childish customs” 
were not of “the common people but are cherished by the nobility and the throne.”  But like 
Seward, she acknowledged that her criticisms were likely due to her “democratic rearing.”158  
 
III. Picking and Choosing  
When Wolf imagined Tucker’s uniform more like a costume, she was in good company.  
Edward Everett Hale, an American historian and member of the American Antiquarian Society, 
had difficulty absorbing the reality of England upon his first visit.  He remembered continually 
being impressed with a feeling that he was at “the theater…For at home we had never seen high 
brick walls and garden-gates… except as they were necessary for the machinery of an English 
play.”  So much American theater was set in Old England that he could not rid himself “of this 
association with the play” until he had arrived back home in America, once again “enjoying 
family life.”159 Americans often approached London by blurring stage and reality, literature and 
history, past and present.  As one Londoner observed, for American visitors, the “dividing line 
between history and fiction is not always very strongly marked.”160  Factual anecdotes were 
romanticized, just as locations in literary fiction were treated as historical sites.  As Whitman 
explained, Shakespeare’s “fictitious Othello, Romeo, Hamlet, Lear, [were] as real as any lords of 
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England or Europe then and there—more real to us, the mind sometimes thinks, than the man 
Shakspere (sic) himself.”161   
While Britons in Rome were vexed by historiographical challenges to Livy, only arriving 
at a “who cares?” mentality at the end of the century, Americans reached this state sooner.  
Washington Irving was quite open about the pleasures of mixing “historical fact with fancy.”162  
He told his readers that liked to be “easy of faith…ever willing to be deceived, where the deceit 
is pleasant and costs nothing.”  Irving declared himself “a ready believer in relics, legends and 
local anecdotes of goblins and great men,” and advised “all travelers who travel for their 
gratification to be the same.” Irving loved the effigies of crusading knights at Westminster 
because they “strangely mingled religion and romance…connecting…fact and fiction…history 
and the fairytale.”163  Nearly a century later when fictional children John and Betty visited the 
Abbey, “the present…vanished away.”  Compared to the “people of other days,” the modern-day 
people in the Abbey were the ones who didn’t seem “real…at all.”164  And at St. James Park, one 
American tour association suggested fantasies ranging from the “wide tilting-field of Tudor and 
Stuart Times…to the sage absurdities of [Gilbert and Sullivan] in Iolanthe.”165 
With a full embrace of the imagination, over the course of the nineteenth century 
American tourists pursued an increasingly personalized and aesthetic travel experience.  
Stratford was suddenly less appealing, because it had already been converted into a “show place” 
for the mass-market tourist.  There, visitors were “pestered and fleeced at every turn.”166  
American lawyer Charles Collings declared even Westminster to be “over”—“the days when 
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Irving and the sentimentalists gushed over [it]…are past.  Like all other sepulchral showplaces, 
rushed over by tourists, it no longer impresses you.  The usual beggars, trinket-sellers, and 
peddlers of catalogues besiege you at the doors.”167  Just as in Rome, travel guides encouraged 
tourists to personalize their own experiences.  The Women’s Rest Association was formed in 
1891, to dispense practical advice to American women traveling alone. They suggested that all 
travelers “buy a Baedeker’s London, study it, sleep with it and swear by it.”  However, the savvy 
traveler would be able to depart from their Baedeker.  The Association suggested that travelers 
should ultimately dictate their own experiences.  American women ought to seek private 
moments at “some common and unregarded place, most often a medieval stair, worn hollow like 
a gourd by the long precession of mortality.”  Those with a “contemplative mind…stroll in the 
business section after closing.”  There, they might “stumble on a porch, a clock, an escutcheon or 
a turret, which atones for the whole modern world.”168  
Cook’s tourists had to “bear the sneers” of those who could afford to go with “privacy 
and…leisure… for thoughtful investigation and enjoyment.”169  But without a structured tour 
group, London could feel overwhelming and many Americans longed for someone in-the-
know—a local “cicerone.”  The Women’s Rest Tour Association suggested the omnibus drivers 
become cicerone—a “guide, philosopher and friend as you bowl through Cheapside and the 
Strand.”170  The 1892 Satchel Guide for the Vacation Tourist in Europe also endorsed the “box-
seat” of the omnibus, suggesting all tourists become “friends with the driver.”  This was the best 
way to see the city in the shortest amount of time.171   
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For some, the best cicerone was Augustus J.C. Hare, the same antiquarian who had 
guided generations of British tourists through Rome.  In his popular Walks in London (1878). 
Hare promised to reveal the romance of London.  Already well-known for his Walks in Rome, 
Hare was motivated to write about London as well because he had taken so much pleasure in 
reading Charles Knight’s London.172  Hare’s famous walks in Rome were beloved for his “eye 
for the picturesque…steeped in the literature and art that centres round Rome.”  His guidebook 
was described as a walk in the “company” of the educated and interesting Mr. Hare.173  Hare had 
repeated popular tales about the Colosseum (Telemachus and the martyrdom of St. Ignatius) and 
lamented the destruction of Rome’s medieval and early-Renaissance features.174  Now, he 
encouraged tourists to use their imagination to see London as it had existed in previous eras.  He 
pointed out that the “great landmarks are the same…that they were in the time of the 
Plantagenets,” and “the city still shows by its hills—Ludgate Hill, Cornhill and Tower Hill—
why it was chosen as the earlier capital.”175  Hare’s readers readily followed his lead.  When 
Francis Wharton visited London in November 1881, she used Hare’s guidebook and was amazed 
to “find how every street and almost every house has a story.”  She could “read about them, and 
go out and imagine how it once was.”176  Hare also encouraged readers to gain a fresh 
perspective by following “some consecutive guiding thread, such as the life of a particular 
person, and seeing what it shows us.”  To follow the life of Milton could lead a wandering tourist 
“from his birthplace in Bread Street and the site of his school at St. Paul’s to the sites of his 
houses in St. Bride’s Churchyard, Holborn…to his grave at St. Giles Cripplegate.”177   
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Laurence Hutton’s popular guidebook Literary Landmarks of London (1885) worked in a 
similar vein. He invited readers to visit sites connected with authors like Pepys, Johnson and 
Pope.  London’s literary landmarks had not always been easy to find.  In the 1830s, Thomas 
Carlyle complained that “in this mad-whirling all-forgetting London, the haunts of the mighty 
that were can seldom without a strange difficulty be discovered.” One a quest to discover Samuel 
Johnson’s house, Carlyle relied on the drawings made by a “gentleman of the British Museum,” 
and spent two days searching “not without labor and risk.”178  Hutton did the research for his 
readers.  By turning to eighteenth-century insurance surveys, early maps of London and old 
directories, Hutton promised that his guidebook revealed hidden secrets.  Americans would be 
able to uncover the “the exact sites of many interesting buildings, the position of which has 
hitherto been merely a matter of conjecture or entirely unknown.”179  Hutton aimed “to record 
the way in which the Colour of London had affected him” personally.180  With the help of these 
historical and literary guides, William Winter had fun tracing the footsteps of Oliver Cromwell, 
Romantic poet (and infamous suicide) Thomas Chatterton, and Charles I from.181 
In another popular turn of the century guidebook, The European Tour (1899), Grant 
Allen argued that one’s “cultural education” should not be based “on classic text and established 
authorities, but on personal experience.”182 Americans doing the “accepted” tourist route spent 
“altogether too long a time [there]...anxious to see the sites and buildings with which their 
historical reading has made them familiar.” Allen advocated for the new tourism in which 
personal interests took precedence over educational itineraries or accepted platitudes of taste.   
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He encouraged tourists to ignore most of the city, which was “entirely modern, stucco-built and 
repellent.”  For the aesthetic traveler, Allen promoted only the City itself as an authentic 
experience.  “The rest is just the outskirts,” he proclaimed, where “the only relic of antiquity” 
was Westminster Abbey.183   
Although most Americans in London headed first to the city’s famous sites, by the late-
nineteenth century, tourists also began to seek the sort of personalized aesthetic experiences that 
we saw with the British in Rome.  To experience historical time as a jumble of available 
moments was unique to the new urban tourism.  London was like a palimpsest, allowing tourists 
to dip into many moments in time, prioritizing aesthetic pleasure over chronology.  As William 
Winter explained, “the ancient British Capital…is the expression…of many thousands of 
characters.  It is a city that has happened.”184  In one moment, an American could “spout 
Wordsworth under the Cheapside tree,” while “the clear water in a Roman bath ebbing into 
another bath which knew Queen Bess….”185  Late nineteenth-century tourism catered to the 
personalize pleasures of travelers.  American tourists jumbled the past, happy to pick and choose, 
guided by personal taste.  They did not struggle with this nearly as much as their British hosts.   
For example, Madame Tussaud’s wax museum had never adhered to a strict chronology.  
In 1851, its new “Hall of Kings,” was arranged “by popularity,” a fact which didn’t bother 
American visitors.186   Yet while Americans remained untroubled, the museum came under new 
scrutiny from British critics in the 1860s.187  British historians began to argue that chronological 
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order was crucial to understand history’s moral development.  Many museum organizers 
transitioned to evolutionary displays in order to illustrate the “unidirectional and cumulative 
accounts of the development of human culture.”188  In 1865, Tussaud’s apologized for its 
jumbled display, explaining that it was only “for want of sufficient space.”  Its catalogue listed 
figures chronologically in order to better “serve as a reference for young persons… [and] assist 
their memories.”189  When the company moved to a new location in 1884, it once again 
neglected chronology, this time prompting condemnation from British critics.  Punch railed 
against the new exhibit, depicting a waxen Byron who lamented becoming part of “the most 
incongruous of human salads.” Napoleon III moaned that the chamber of horrors was now more 
like a room for “a popular three-and-six-penny table d’hôte dinner.”190  The Plantagenets were 
“so hopelessly” jumbled that a man with his nephew was “obliged to abandon his intended 
lecture upon English History.”  John Knox was missing a thumb.   However, American visitors 
were unperturbed.  Bluebeard and Henry Tudor might have stood beside Queen Victoria, 
Bismarck and the Russian Tsar, but Annie Wolf declared it “Westminster Abbey in wax,” a 
place where history moved from past into present “from the Normans down.”191  History had 
been compressed into a commodity allowed the consumer to move quickly through the past, 
“shopping” historical moments, like other goods available for picking and choosing.  
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At the Tower of London, Americans preferred to get lost in sentimental drama, despite 
Britons’ best efforts at educative chronology.  When British antiquary Samuel Meyrick 
confronted the Line of Kings at the Tower in the 1820s, he found a jumble of confusion.192  
William the Conqueror and William III were both “clad in plate armour of the age of Edward 
VI,” while “the suit of Henry V was composed from parts of three others.” “The absurd 
inventions of the Tower warders were endless.”193  If historical truth were to be revealed, 
“chronological accuracy” was vital.194  In 1869, Tower authorities built upon Meyrick’s 
beginning under the direction of playwright, costume historian and antiquarian, James 
Planché.195  Planché, renowned for his costume illustrations, hoped to showcase developments in 
fashion.  His work was done “to the great satisfaction of all true antiquaries,” becoming a place 
where armor could be “studied in sequence and with intellectual advantage.”  As Walter 
Thornbury explained: “the blunders of former days have been rectified and order once more 
prevails, where formerly all was confusion and jumble.”  It would now take only the “smallest 
imagination” to picture “Harry of Monmouth…ride forth against the French spears…shouting 
‘God and St. George for merry England.”196  
Yet, Americans were not interested in being educated at the armory and few had been 
concerned by the pre-Planché jumble.  When A. Cleveland Coxe visited in 1855, what he 
enjoyed most about it was its resemblance to “a complete property-room of the Waverly novels.”  
He unleashed his “imaginative eye” bringing the figures to life, “their very steeds, in plated steel 
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and ancient housings…clothed with thunder.”197  After Planché, William Winter allowed that the 
new exhibit was “tasteful,” highlighting “the changes that war fashions have undergone,” but he 
denounced the Tower’s use as a “commonplace” exhibit, and turned his attention to its spooky 
stories, the nearby executioners block and the door to Raleigh’s bedroom.198  Likewise, Allan 
Bane appreciated the “knights on horseback” with their “imposing appearance,” but remained 
indifferent to their specific historical context.199  One reason for this disinterest is that not all 
Americans were equipped to appreciate British history in all its detail.  James D. McCabe 
recounted four American children’s visit to the Tower, grateful that they could “enjoy the place 
thoroughly” because they were “all well up in English history.”  As one boy remarked, “half of 
what the guide tells us would be uninteresting if I did not [already] know something of the events 
which happened here.”  But even with an educative advantage, the children were more interested 
in the Tower’s ghostly anecdotes and the site where the young princes had been murdered.200   In 
1885, when Willis Boyd Allen, like Coxe, he was most taken by a “model of two knights riding 
at each other in full tilt” because it reminded him of “the tournaments made so familiar to us in 
Scott’s pages.”201  
The sort of cafeteria-style history favored by consumers trickled out of the museum and 
influenced the way Americans experienced London. Annie Wolf felt every English house 
spilling forth a “hoard of precious memories.”  It was up to her imagination to pick and choose 
the “wildest and sweetest fancies.”202  On Cross Street, one American tried to “reconstruct” an 
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Elizabethan garden mentioned by Francis Bacon before quickly wiping clear “his mind of the 
London of Elizabeth,” becoming “all eagerness to find the police-office of ‘Oliver Twist.’”203  
When another paused at Canon Street’s “London Stone,” a relic from Britain’s Roman past, he 
recalled Shakespeare’s sixteenth century story of a fifteenth century man encountering and 
striking his sword on that very same stone.204  In William Winter enjoyed historical simultaneity 
in Westminster Abbey.  “In one little nook you may pace with but half a dozen steps across the 
graves of Charles the Second, William and Mary, and Queen Anne and her consort Prince 
George.”205  This was a new individualized, imagination-laden experience of the past—an 
aesthetic historicism that emerged alongside a broader shift in Victorian aesthetics, moving from 
a productive/instructive engagement with the past to one that was pleasurable, synthesizing a 
multiplicity of historical moments.206  
Pubs, inns and taverns were especially appealing to Americans because they allowed one 
to imagine the manners, smells and sounds of the past come to life in a sensory fashion.  This 
was a sort of imaginative time travel.  William Loftie recommended the old Inns because these 
“pleasant surprises” enabled tourists to feel as if they had “stepped out of the Nineteenth Century 
back into the Sixteenth.”  Although Barnard’s Inn was exceedingly small and rather shabby,” for 
visitors, “the sudden cessation of noise, the greenness of the trees…the rough pavement, the red 
brick” created a sensual experience, producing an “impression…out of proportion to the…value 
of anything in the place.”207  In 1901, a running column from London’s City Press was issued in 
whole as an American guidebook to such city taverns.  Its author expressed some surprise at the 
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popularity of his column and “at the great interest many Americans take in looking up and 
visiting the old taverns and hostelries of London.”208  Marsh’s American Guide to London (1878) 
included an entire section on taverns and coffee houses, highlighting those best able to bring 
tourists back “a century or two” to dine just like “the worthies of some generations ago.”  
Marsh’s recommended the Cock Tavern, “rendered famous by… Tennyson” and the Old White 
Hart Inn “rendered famous by Charles Dickens.”209  Emily Constance Cook suggested American 
visit the Cheshire Cheese, a “sacred place of pilgrimage” for tourists.  There, “even the waiters 
are not of the uncommunicative cut-and-dried modern sort, but rather the cheery, jovial order of 
Dickens’ times.”210   
Such imaginative travel was particularly important when seeking an historical London 
that was becoming harder and harder to “see” in an ever-modernizing metropolis.  In 1877, 
decrepit Temple Bar was “tottering to its fall,” but William Winter imagined Johnson and 
Boswell there, leaning against the wall with “frolicsome laughter.”  Winter was disturbed that 
London had changed so much that most Americans would not recognize the spot where “Charles 
I was tried and condemned”—it was now “a mere thoroughfare.” Raleigh’s execution site had 
become a cab shelter; at the former throne-room of Richard III, patrons could now “enjoy a 
capital chop and excellent beer;” Cardinal Wolsey’s Fleet Street house was a common shop; and 
Milton’s abode had become a slum, “dingy and dismal.”211  Isaac Newton’s observatory was a 
“dilapidated tenement,” while the National Gallery occupied the former site of royal stables.   
One Londoner imagined the surprise of the “rising generation… when we who have seen it 
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describe” the recently demolished Northumerland House.212  Those historic sites that remained, 
were precarious.   
 In transforming London, tourists had to look past reality to see the city filtered through 
the mind’s eye, one that was unique to each individual temperament.  Tourists could see the city 
in a way that locals could not; their experience was not clouded by the associations of everyday 
life.  For example, in Rambles with an American (1910), when American businessman Mr. 
Fairfield asked his London lawyer for a tour of Dickensian London, the lawyer was 
“struck…almost as a reproach” that although he “practiced within a stone’s-throw of Hatton 
Garden, it had never occurred to me to ascertain where the police-office described in ‘Oliver 
Twist’ used to stand.”213  On Charlotte Street, the American was lost in literary fantasy, while the 
Londoner recalled his childhood at his aunt’s nearby home, a place of “sacred memories.”214  In 
Bermondsy, the American whipped out a map dated 1799, energetically quoting Dickens and 
Charles Knight, referring to “sheaves of memoranda… well pleased with what he saw.”215  For 
the Londoner, Bermondsy seemed “drab and grimy,” the “cheerless afternoon added nothing to 
its attractions” (Figure 5.6).   
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Figure 5.6: The neighborhood toured by Mr. Fairfield and his lawyer, in Dickens’ age and in the early 
twentieth century.216 
By the end of the century, it was possible to reify the magic of the tourist’s gaze with the 
advent of travel photography.  Tourists thought themselves uniquely capable of aestheticizing 
their surroundings.  Grant Allen advised those at the British Museum to put down their 
catalogues and “saunter through carelessly,” ignoring the “dinginess and stinginess…everywhere 
conspicuous.”  The proper way to see the museum was “with a glance right and left at what 
happens to catch your eye or take your fancy.”217  The invention of the portable Kodak camera 
allowed visitors to capture that which caught their eye and bring it home.  Kodak marketed its 
cameras to women in particular, its legendary advertising campaign built around the “Kodak 
girl” (Figure 5.7).  She was a thoroughly modern young woman, who enjoyed world travel and 
the great outdoors.  Kodak girls didn’t travel for erudite education, but rather, for pleasure.  
Americans were enamored with this new tool for travelers, running “entirely to hand and folding 
hand cameras,” forsaking the tripod.  As early as 1892, an American photographer complained 
that all the “places very popular with American tourists…have been ‘photographed to death.’”  
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He encouraged tourist-photographers to find “quaint and interesting material that is overlooked 
and which will fully repay the time expended in hunting it out.”218   
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IV. London Responds 
Over the course of the nineteenth century, American tourists helped transform historical 
London into a commodity.  By the end of the century, London had “become a tourist 
haunt…attract[ing] more visitors than any other great European town.”220  Londoners and city 
institutions responded, accommodating visitors information and tour guides catering to foreign 
taste, a boom in hotel building and a new wave of historic preservationism.  Although there was 
as of yet no state-sponsored tourism board, London’s fledgling tourist industry was on the rise.221   
The first major wave of foreign tourists arrived in London for the Great Exhibition of 
1851.  As I demonstrated in chapter four, Londoner’s were self-conscious about subjecting their 
city to the tourist gaze, prompting debates about admissions fees at sites like St. Paul’s 
Cathedral.  Not only were fees suspended, but the cathedral vergers prepared special speeches for 
foreigners.  When one party of Americans visited the whispering gallery, they were asked “Are 
you Americans?”  When the answer came “yes,” the porter went on to tell them that it “it cost 
seven million five hundred thousand dollars—American money’” to build the cathedral; and “the 
dignity of [their] republicanism doubtless is gratified in noticing that in Sir Christopher Wren’s 
inscription, he has the title of his own name simply.”222  
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Figure 5.8: American tourists in the whispering gallery and London Policeman assisting sightseers.223 
 
When William Allen Drew arrived for the Exhibition, he noticed that indeed, William 
“every pain [was] taken by the Government and People to gratify the curiosity of strangers…all 
such Institutions are thrown freely open, and attendants are appointed, without fee, to explain 
things as they go.”  The people of London were “aware that their streets are full of strangers,” 
greeting these foreigners “with nothing but polite attentions.”   Like many Americans, Drew was 
especially impressed by London police officers (Figure 5.8).  As he explained, one “cannot go 
ten rods without finding a Policeman;” visitors could ask “information on any subject,” including 
“matter[s] of history.”  The police seemed happy to “instantly serving you with a zeal that shows 
how deep an interest he takes in accommodating you.”224   
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Vendors prepared for the Exhibition hordes as well.  At the recently opened Thames 
Tunnel (near the Tower of London), merchants hawked all sorts of curiosities “labeled ‘Bought 
in the Thames Tunnel’” (Figure 5.9).  There were “pictures…and little boxes and views…with 
magnifying glasses to make them look real, and needle cases…to buy and carry home as 
souvenirs, or to show to their friends and say that they bought them in the Tunnel.”  Drew 
marveled that “no one goes to London without visiting the Tunnel,” purchasing several items for 
himself including “a china kaleidoscope” and a “shoe made out of the clay taken from the Tunnel 
whist being excavated.”225 
 
Figure 5.9: Rollo and Mr. George shopping in the Thames Tunnel.226 
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By the end of the nineteenth century, steam travel and the booming American economy 
brought more American tourists to London.  This was part of the broader culture of travel to 
Europe—a rite-of-passage by which Americans were constructing “a privileged bourgeoisie in 
the context of an ostensibly classless society.”227  In 1889, Publishers Weekly reported that 
European travel was “no longer a pleasure monopolized by the wealthy. Even time has been 
conquered by the fast steamers, so that with a couple of months’ holiday and a few hundred 
dollars, say four or five, one may compass wonders.”228 Ease of travel generated a “vast supply 
of couriers and guides, hotels, banking services, and reading rooms, which made European travel 
even more attractive by linking it to luxury, convenience, and conspicuous consumption.”229   
The summer months formed what one journalist referred to as the American “invasion 
season.”230  When Mary Krout visited London in the summer of 1895, she estimated that “at least 
two hundred thousand” other Americans were there “for a greater or less period during the 
season; the large hotels were crowded and boarding houses were filled to overflowing…the 
women, beautifully dressed consulting the inevitable Baedeker.”231  At the opening of the 
summer tourist season, Americans arrived “with their trunks and their money in thousands,” their 
“Transatlantic accent hum[ming] in the region” of Trafalgar Square.232  American tourists were 
even “beginning to forsake Paris,” coming “to dominate…the London…of July and August.”233  
One Londoner observed that the city had become “so thoroughly…Americanised…that it is 
really dangerous for the unsophisticated to discuss in public American people…customs…or 
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American manners unless they are named for the purpose of praising them.”234  From a logistical 
standpoint, the increasing number of tourists pressed the city into accommodating their needs.  In 
the process, London’s civic institutions began to reconsider how the city’s history was being 
presented. 
As they set out “on their tourist rounds in these final decades of the century, Americans 
had to beat their way through hordes of other Americans all doing the same thing.”235 After 
several visits in the 1880s and 1890s, one American complained that so many modern 
pedestrians made it difficult to fulfill his purpose, which was to “consort quietly with the 
dead.”236  In the Summer of 1895, Mary Krout commented on the number of Americans 
“thronging the shops in Oxford and Regent Streets and wandering through the National Gallery, 
St. Paul’s and Westminster.”237  The Tower of London was so crowded on the day that James 
Bates visited in 1889 that he, too, found it “hard to absorb its somber essence thronged with 
sightseers and bustling with various activities and signs of modern life.”238  
Londoners put out the welcome mat for their “American cousins” and Americans 
expressed their appreciation. One Chicago travel magazine reported that an American tourist 
need only “show by his look or chance remark… or puzzled search of his guidebook that he 
seeks information, and some English fellow bus voyager offers to set him right.”239  Other 
Londoners were concerned that the city attend to the growing needs of tourists at its historic 
sites.  London based journalist, George Walter Thornbury suggested that the city might please 
American visitors by bringing back the “Highgate Oath” at taverns.  The oath was a seventeenth-
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century tradition of swearing allegiance to merriment.  Thornbury was sure that none in the 
“present generation” would “extremely enjoy the fun…more than our American cousins.”240  
Local historian Walter Besant also celebrated the presence of Americans in London.  Besant’s 
picturesque and anecdotal style made him popular with Americans.  As the Spectator pointed 
out, “the American of to-day…will feel a greater pleasure in the perusal of Sir Walter Besant’s 
pages on London than the very Londoner himself.”241  Besant suggested the formation of an 
Anglo-American Club for traveling professionals.  He feared that “the legions of American 
visitors to England see nothing of English life…except as the …hotels may show them.”  But for 
a yearly fee of $15-$20, “English members would invite American visitors to their own homes” 
and the American tourist could discover “England as she is lived.”242   
As American tourists crowded the city’s chief tourist attractions, these sites adjusted to 
cater to American visitors. In a letter to the Times, one reader complained that many of the city’s 
historic tour guides were ill-equipped to aid Americans who were “anxious to vivify” their 
knowledge of British history.  He recommended that new attendants be installed at the Tower of 
London—guides who might properly point out the “more illustrious occupants of each 
chamber.”243  The beefeaters were once again found to be subpar in their knowledge.   Yet many 
of them amped up their dramatic presentations.  Adeline Trafton’s tour-guide evoked “groan[s] 
of sympathy and approval” from the group as the “pattered on” through the Tower on one rainy 
afternoon. They were led into Walter Raleigh’s darkened cell where their guide told them he 
would “step out and close the door.”  This prompted one “little old woman” to scream, and 
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another to move towards the doorway before the guide laughed at his own “professional joke; 
there was no door.”244   
At Westminster Abbey, newly placed tourist information was everywhere.  As one 
American put it— “it is insistent—one might almost say vociferous.”  A ledge of books and 
pamphlets was placed adjacent to Mary Stuart’s tomb.  A “set of type-written verses [was hung] 
near the cradle of the ‘abbey baby.’”  So many “trampling feet and jostling signs” made it feel 
more like a stretch of “shop front on the strand.”245  Westminster’s Dean Stanley made it his 
mission to make Americans feel especially welcome.  In 1877, Stanley welcomed General Grant 
who had embarked on a European tour after leaving office.  Grant’s appearance in London 
prompted the press to buzz about whether he should be greeted as a “sovereign ruler or a private 
citizen.”  (Lord Beaconsfield announced he would be “received as a sovereign.”)   The Prince of 
Wales hosted a dinner in his honor; the Queen returned from the Highlands to greet him.   Dean 
Stanley addressed Grant from the pulpit in Westminster, welcoming him “as a sign…that the two 
great kindred nations are one in heart and are equally at home under this paternal roof.”  For 
Stanley, both Americans and Englishmen “regard with reverential affection this ancient cradle of 
their common life.”246   Stanley invited many American bishops to preach at Westminster.   
British writer Justin McCarthy wondered whether he “ever yet knew an American in London 
who had not been to see Dean Stanley.”247   In 1878 the Dean made a special visit to America.248  
He insisted he “could never quite understand Europe til [he] had seen America.”249  Following 
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his trip, Philadelphia-based publisher George William Childs donated a stained glass window to 
the Abbey—one that became “eagerly sought” by American tourists.250  When General Grant 
passed away, the Abbey hosted a large memorial service.  Americans appreciated Stanley’s 
“special predilection” for their countrymen, and the way in which he made Westminster a stand-
in for Western civilization. 
Stanley was succeeded by George Bradley who oversaw the installation of a memorial to 
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow in 1884.  Its inscription explained that the bust “was placed 
amongst the memorials of the poets of England by the English admirers of an American poet." 
Americans took note of their welcome at the Abbey, feeling it both “in degree and in kind from 
what it could possibly have been” before Longfellow was so honored.  As one American writer 
explained, the “difference” caused by Anglo-American “separation…has come to be less keenly 
felt.”  The Abbey’s archdeacon, Frederic William Farrar also did as much as he could to appeal 
to American interests.  Farrar was a novelist whose Darkness and Dawn painted Nero’s Rome in 
purple prose (see chapter two).  In the 1890s, he turned his rhetorical skills to American visitors, 
offering sermons “curiously penetrated by a vein of democratic—even republican—sentiment,” 
praising Lincoln and Garfield, and quoting Grant who declared his coat-of-arms to be a “pair of 
shirt sleeves…showing…the dignity of labor [and] ‘a noble sense of the vanities of feudalism.”  
The sermon was meant to demonstrate “the essential unity of the American and English 
people.”251  Farrar was at least, in part, motivated by American tourist dollars and donations.  In 
an interview for McClure’s Magazine, he explained that “one great purpose” for Westminster 
was to “bind the two nations—which are yet one nation—in close union.”  Americans “feel 
rightly and proudly, that it is theirs…equally ‘a seat of royalty and a cradle of freedom’…its 
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glories and memorials…belong equally to both.”  He immediately pivoted to explain that 
Westminster was “enriched by [American] gifts,” while “England has yet to put her hand in her 
pocket for the Abbey’s sake.  The Chapter is poor.”252  
Hordes of American tourists were welcome in the Abbey but put pressure on London’s 
existing hotel industry.  In 1882, one American writer noted that London was slow to respond to 
the need for new hotels, explaining that the “establishment of inns or hotels in any part of Britain 
has not hitherto been looked to as a profitable investment for a large capital.  The business of 
inn-keeping has been thought a little derogatory.”  London’s “private houses transformed for the 
purpose” of hosting visitors were “inadequate to meet the swollen dimensions of railway traffic,” 
but the city was “gradually becoming better supplied.”253  By 1903 Londoners complained that 
Bloomsbury had become “practically a city of cheap boarding houses…chiefly frequented by 
Americans and Germans…generally discoverable by their red ‘Baedekers,’ no less than by their 
speech.”254   
The boom of new hotels was unmistakable.  “Each hotel is not for every patron.  The 
Americans have claimed the biggest; and have, indeed made the success of some of them.”255   
Many of the city’s modern hotels targeted towards American customers.  For example, the West 
Central Hotel in Russell Square advertised itself to Americans as “the most successful and best 
patronized Temperance Hotel in London” in “what is regarded as the American Quarter of the 
Metropolis.”  It promoted itself as a place where “the comfort of ladies is especially studied,” 
and tried to draw in customers with its free pamphlet, “How to see London in a week.”256  The 
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St. Ermins Hotel in Westminster, “erected regardless of cost,” promised “electric lighted 
throughout…six American passenger elevators,” and boasted of its proximity to Westminster 
Abbey, Parliament, the Thames and Charring Cross.257   Yet, always for the biggest,” Americans 
favored the Hotel Cecil (Figure 5.10).  At the new hotels, “the man with the American voice 
or…the girl with American smartness” were everywhere—“outside, inside…dallying at the 
breakfast table, penning picture postcards in the writing room, and…sipping iced 
concoctions…at the American bar.”258   
 
Figure 5.10: America tourists at the Hotel Cecil259 
Londoners marveled at these “special accommodations” made for Americans.260  One 
observer called it the “Americanising of London.”  London eateries offered every variety of 
American dish, served iced drinks (a uniquely American demand) and shops contrived “clever 
bait” to lure American customers, whether by accepting American currency, offering everything 
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from “American Candies” to “American pickles and Catsup” to American shoes.261  Even Regent 
Street greeted the “American invaders” decked out in star-spangled banners for the Fourth of 
July.262  
By the late nineteenth century, Americans set off on a quest for Dickensian London not 
only as literature, but as history, and the city’s emerging tourist industry responded.  The 
American demand for Dickens’ brand of Old London created a “supply” of tour guides willing to 
show Americans the real or invented places associated with Dickens.  Just as Hawthorne’s 
Marble Faun served as a portal through which late-Victorians could experience mid-century 
Rome, American tourists searched for the mid-Victorian city that Dickens had so vividly 
described.  Dickens nineteenth-century world became mashed up with Irving’s characterization 
of Old London, fusing into a romantic crumbling antique city.  Dickens had visually captured the 
city “before the rage for pulling down had set in.  He was wonderfully successful…in conveying 
the tone and spirit of places.”263 Many Americans felt that they missed out, arriving in a city 
which by the turn of the century was colonized by large hotels and underground stations.     
This wave of tourists fueled the growth of specialized tourist industries and historic 
preservation.  For example, there was a boom in Dickens-tourism at the end of the century 
(Figure 5.11).  The London of Charles Dickens (or “Dickensland”) had vanished.  But a string of 
tour guides “hardly known to Londoners” or “visitors from other parts of England,” but with 
whom Americans were “well acquainted,” were more than willing to invent Dickensian sites.  
Dickens son marveled at this phenomenon, watching “the demand inevitably create the supply.”  
Often times, tour guides completely invented Dickensian associations, reasoning if “the 
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transatlantic pilgrim to the shrine of the master clamors to be shown the house in which Mr. 
Pickwick lived…Why should he not be gratified?264  While Britons in Rome struggled to 
confirm historical authenticity, in they turned a blind eye to such marketing ploys enacted upon 
American visitors.  When American Mr. Fairfield and his London lawyer witnessed a tour guide 
outright lie to a group of Americans, Fairfield was infuriated to see the British taking 
“liberties…with Uncle Sam.” Unsuspecting Americans “of unimpeachable manners” who hung 
on the “words [of their guide] with an almost pathetic act of discipleship” were being taken 
advantage of. “Some of the women were [even] making notes.”  Yet, the London lawyer 
shrugged it off, arguing “in these things, a little ignorance is a great stimulus to the emotions.”265  
While such practices seemed “predatory” and “deceptive,” Charles Dickens the younger 
explained that in the new world of commercial tourism, “populous vult decipi et decipitur (if the 
people want to be deceived, let them be deceived).”266  When it came to Dickens, the “deceptive 
industry” only continued to grow.  In 1905, Black and White magazine published a three-page 
photo-supplement depicting Dickens-related sites from around the city.  Ranging from Barnard’s 
Inn to Pump Court and Middle Temple, only the “Old Curiosity Shop” on Portugal Street was 
labeled a “reputed” site.267 
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Figure 5.11: Dickensland in London268 
 
Tourism also fueled the efforts of preservationists across the city.  American tourists 
sought out ancient London, often with greater interest than Londoners themselves.  This was 
useful ammunition for British antiquarians.  If literary associations could be attached to a site, 
that might be enough to save it from demolition.  For example, the Half Moon Tavern at 134 
Aldersgate Street claimed to be Shakespeare’s House. But in 1879, when its Shakespearean 
association was discounted, the building was slated for destruction, clearing the way for today’s 
Barbican Tube Station (Figure 5.12).  Throughout the 1860s and 1870s, antiquarians had 
struggled to gain support for London’s old buildings.  Metropolitan improvements and 
commercial interests almost always took precedence.  In fact, when the Ancient Monuments 
Protection Act was passed in 1882, of the initial sixty-eight protected places, none was in the 
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nation’s capital.  An interest in historical buildings remained the purview of historically minded 
architects. 
 
Figure 5.12: The Half Moon Tavern with a sign reading “Shakespeare’s House”269  
 
In 1866, when the Royal Society of Arts erected the first of London’s Blue Plaques, in 
commemoration of Lord Byron, they hoped to rescue the “old haunts of London from the 
ruthless hands of modern destroyers and improvers.”270  The Society of Arts worked slowly, 
designating approximately one historical landmark per year, culminating in thirty-five sites.  In 
1901, the project was taken over by the London County Council under the leadership of G.L. 
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Gomme.271  Gomme was a political progressive, a folklorist and local historian, deeply interested 
in old London.  For the LCC’s first plaque, Gomme chose Macaulay’s residence.  Within a short 
time, the Council was marking many more historic sites across the city.272  Laurence Hutton’s 
guidebook celebrated the addition of the blue tablets.  However, he was sure to add that his book 
was also necessary to indicate those historic sites where “the houses themselves have 
disappeared.”273  These efforts to preserve and label London’s landmark buildings not only 
conserved the sites for posterity but made the city’s past accessible to pleasure-seeking historical 
tourists.  The Daily News encouraged its readers to put down their books and instead take to the 
streets where buildings offered the most “compelling historical lesson.”274  New guidebooks for 
tourists detailed the historical and architectural merits of landmarked locations.275   
Americans considered this a step in the right direction.  Just as the British in Rome 
criticized Italians for failing to be good stewards of their own heritage, Americans criticized the 
British for letting so many buildings fall into disrepair.   In 1854, one American railed that “the 
English as a nation have not been remarkable for the attention they have paid” to historic places 
like the Beauchamp Tower at the Tower of London, recently under restoration.  It was 
“gratifying to find they are awaking from their apathy.”276  Another was appalled to see that the 
Coronation Chair at Westminster which had “encompassed the royalty of Britain for six hundred 
years…ridiculously covered” with graffiti “carved by inexpert hands, mostly in shocking bad 
characters.”277   Fifty years later, in Rambles with an American, both Fairfield and his London 
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lawyer expressed gratitude to see a plaque marking Johnson’s house.  Peering inside, they 
returned “with melancholy faces” because what they saw “told of neglect and decay.”278 
Although it was “scarcely a hundred yards from…the Cheshire Cheese…millions of Londoners 
did not know of its existence until it was discovered by the staff photographer of a London daily 
and featured accordingly.”279  The American moralized upon the subject, telling his British 
friend it would “be a disgrace to both you and us if this house disappears.  The taverns are all 
gone; I saw the last of them—the Essex Head—when I was over here years ago.  I think an effort 
might be made to secure this old house.  If every reader of Boswell gave a shilling, the value 
would be subscribed three times over.”280  Just one year later, Lord Cecil Harmsworth purchased 
the house, restored it and opened it as a museum in 1914. 
Cities outside of London also hoped to both draw American tourists by publicizing old 
buildings.  Architects who argued for preservation were able to appeal to the taste of tourists. For 
example, in 1890, one architect in Newcastle-on-Tyne insisted on protecting its “old buildings” 
because they were the very “treasures which, were they known, would draw visitors across the 
Atlantic, though seldom thought of here.”281 And in 1899, when C.R. Ashbee and Canon 
Rawnsley wanted to raise money for the new National Trust for Places of Historic Interest, they 
went to the United States, arranging a lecture tour of the major cities.  They pointed out that the 
very idea of the trust “came from America, and both the lecturers feel that all that is needed is 
that the work shall be known to enlist the sympathy of their American cousins.”282 
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V. Conclusion: Exporting Old London 
As more tourists flocked to London, taking pleasure in the historic sites embedded in the 
city streets, London itself was transforming into an historical relic.  The founder and president of 
London’s Ladies Guide Association “repeatedly emphasized London’s symbolic potential… 
[implying] that its streets, shops and historical sites were the very fabric of such spectacles.”283  
For Americans, English history shifted from storybooks to street-level.  Visitors were now able 
to experience the past from within.   For the American tourist newly arrived in London, the entire 
city was an exhibit.  This was a new sort of historical tourism, only made possible by the modern 
urban environment.  Historical urban tourism focused on experiencing the past as “living 
history.”  The transformation of history in a way that reified and compressed the past, making it 
available for pleasure made helped to reconstitute London as a commodity, one that might be 
exported.   
P.T. Barnum had once dreamed of purchasing, removing and re-erecting Shakespeare’s 
home in New York City, bringing its imaginative pleasures to thousands more simply by packing 
it in boxes and shipping it overseas.284   Although Barnum did not succeed, in the 1860s a 
wealthy American purchased Isaac Newton’s Observatory for £100, removing it from the roof of 
Newton’s house.285   Other wealthy Americans were in the market for British castles and estates.  
In 1884, Punch fearfully jested that any British historic site might fall into the hands of an 
American millionaire of “patriotic spirit and literary tastes” and “at no great cost, be removed to 
the neighborhood of Boston or New York.”  Punch speculated that Americans were motivated 
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“to furnish the Great (but parvenu) Republic with that background of ‘dim past’ and ‘perspective 
of lineage and locality,’ the lack of which their Poets and Romancers are continually lamenting.”  
But if removed from their natural location, historical sites risked losing all meaning—becoming 
fake, imitative, empty and commercial. Punch presented its critique as the perspective of a ghost 
haunting English castles—a ghost that would not cross the pond with the associated properties.  
Castles in New York become spiritually devoid shells, all style and no substance.  No family 
phantom could authentically be exported to “romanceless, rubbishy America.”286   
There was, however, a double standard at work.  While the prospect of exporting history 
made the British nervous, they were eager to import historical objects from their own expanding 
empire.  Importing history as a global commodity was a booming business in Britain.287  In the 
late-Victorian era, most of these imports came from the ancient near east and were widely 
publicized.  In 1877, “Cleopatra’s Needle” was transported from Egypt to the Victoria 
Embankment with a deluge of press coverage.  The giant “uprooted” obelisk was encased in an 
enormous iron cylinder and towed across oceans (of space and time?) to Victorian London.288   
Sculptures from Nineveh at the British Museum were hailed by the press, the public and even 
poets.  Dante Gabriel Rossetti imagined a dystopian future in which future archaeologists 
assumed that the British were not Christian, but worshiped the God of Nineveh.”289  The 
presence of foreign historical artifacts reflects a change unfolding, one in which “visual culture 
was becoming an informational and media rather than a geographic space…Art exhibitions and 
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their audiences were henceforward in London, not of it; in the nation’s capital, but decreasingly 
of it as a place.”290    
Both professionals and consumers had to be savvy regarding the “re-created” histories on 
display in exhibits, museums and literature.  These histories could be deceptive—what appeared 
as “old” might be a reproduction or forgery.  “Genuine” artifacts were presented torn from their 
genuine homes and historical context.  And many of the artifacts arriving in the modern city of 
London had been exported from the ancient world, traveling through time and space to benefit 
consumers.  The objects moved forward in time and then took consumers back in time.  On the 
one hand, this might seem very authentic.  When William Allen Drew saw the ruins of Nineveh 
at the British Museum, he described that he “felt as if I saw what Jonah saw—very possibly I 
did; for he saw Nineveh before its ruin.”291  But others, like Frederic Harrison, argued that to 
remove material remains from their original context corrupted their “power to signify” and 
altered their meaning.292 
By the 1880s, “Old London” was a cultural rage in New York City.  At New York’s 
“Daly’s Theater,” the public might attend a series of descriptive lectures that illuminated “Old 
England” with screen projections.  Andrew Halliday’s play, Amy Robsart (an adaptation of 
Scott’s Kenilworth), was billed in 1891 as “Life in Merry Old England: As it is Represented To-
Day in New York.”293  Annie Wolf described it as a “bric-a-brac period, when the antique is the 
newest fashion, and when to be in the mode we must drag out…our great grandmother’s… long-
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expired spoons and tea-kettles, and knee-buckles.”294 And the New York Times relished every 
detail when the millionaire, J.J. Van Alen, decorated his mansion Elizabethan style—complete 
with “old English…trimmings [and] tapestries.”295  But transporting actual Old London was 
difficult.  Re-creating Old London as a simulacrum remained a viable possibility. 
 In 1884, American businessman John Anderson visited the International Health 
Exhibition in London where he experienced the re-creation of an “Old London Street.”  
Anderson immediately saw a potential market for the project in New York.  Like many 
Americans, Anderson felt a special draw to an American version of Old England—one that was 
particularly tuned to London’s literary associations, fusing Dickensian London with impressions 
of Elizabethan and even Georgian times.  While middle class and wealthy Americans traveled to 
Britain with greater frequency, wage laborers could rarely afford the journey. Anderson saw a 
market there and hoped to bring Birch’s Old London Street to the United States, making it 
available to all in New York City.  He promoted the project as an alternative to travel.  New 
York’s Old London Street would be a “place of general resort,” for “the student, the would-be 
traveler, and the amusement seeker” alike.296  
Anderson was unable to purchase the Street directly from the Health Exhibition.  He 
hired architect Clarence W. Smith to re-create it and even brought George Birch from England to 
oversee all of the final details.  Anderson’s Street was housed in the future Wannamaker 
Department Store building near Astor place (Figure 5.13).  The exhibit opened in the spring of 
1887. The New York exhibition guidebook guaranteed to deliver the authentic London.  Visitors 
could dine at the Old Cock Tavern or even commune with London’s ghosts.  The exhibit 
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organizers promised that echoing “footsteps” could be heard in the pasteboard “nooks and 
corners” of the building.297  The New York Daily Mirror hailed Anderson’s street as an 
opportunity to “slip” from American modernity into “the mellow dust of the sixteenth century 
without being sea sick.”298    
 
Figure 5.13: Exterior and Interior of the Old London Street at 728-730 Broadway, modeled after Bishopsgate 
in London.299 
Anderson was not the first to try to “export a city.”  Various institutions in London had 
successfully staged reproductions of Rome.  However, despite such a promising beginning, the 
New York “Old London Street” struggled to recuperate its costs and Anderson soon lost control 
of the project.300  The primary difference between Anderson’s exhibit and its predecessors in 
London is that Anderson did away with education.  In London, early efforts to “import” Rome 
took the form of panoramas, such as the 1839 Colosseum panorama at Leicester Square.  As 
Richard D. Altick has argued, panoramas, linked to history paintings, transmitted information, in 
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a way, “the newsreels of their day.”  Surrey Zoological Gardens’ 1841 “pictorial model of 
Rome” included a real lake, a bridge and castle that were “actual structures” and a canvassed 
backdrop that “would have covered three acres.”  Yet it was most highly praised for being 
“rational,” forsaking the usual “vulgarity by which other outdoor exhibitions” gratified the 
public.301  Even the Earl’s Court “Italian Exhibition,” staged in 1888, was grounded in formal 
history and literature, reproducing gladiatorial combat as depicted in a well-known novel  At 
Earl’s Court, shopping was encouraged, but only the sort of spending that might acquaint British 
visitors with Italian culture.302  
At Anderson’s New York exhibit, once removed from the watchful eye of British 
antiquaries, the Old London Street became a singularly commercial enterprise, emphasizing 
shopping instead of architecture.  One New York guide described it as “an attempt to reproduce 
ancient London…combine[d] with nineteenth-century retail shop-keeping.”303  Housed entirely 
indoors, the press pointed out that to call it a “street” was really “a misnomer.” Instead of pealing 
church bells, it boasted a Hamilton vocalion organ that emitted sounds “never heard near the 
original old church.”304  Few were surprised when in September, George Bunnell, the so-called 
“Father of modern museums,” purchased the entire enterprise.  Bunnell invested nearly $40,000 
to turn it into a family resort.  By the end of the year, he had added an aquarium, automatons, a 
ghostly illusion hall, Alaskan aboriginal abodes and even a Fiji family “under the very eaves of 
Izaak Walton’s house.”  On one afternoon, the auditorium hosted a reading of the New York 
State election returns; on another—performances by a German aerial artist.305  Old London had 
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been lost in translation.  For those seeking a true taste of the old world, one would have to make 
a voyage to London itself.  Although the New York exhibit failed to deliver the real “Old 
London,” it did offer an experience of history as spectacle for the modern flâneur.  The exhibit 
catered to consumers whose spatial practices were ruled by imagined narratives and imagined 
geographies.  Tourists who crossed the Atlantic were already enacting these behaviors in the 
actual city, participating in a broader transformation of public space.306    
Americans continued not only to travel to London as historical tourists, but to export its 
history wherever possible.  In 1967, the “new” London Bridge was falling down.  Having 
replaced a 600-year-old version, brick by brick, it too disappeared from sight, unable to 
withstand the ceaseless weight of twentieth-century traffic.  In 1971, that London Bridge rose 
again—this time, in western Arizona. Purchased and transported by chainsaw manufacturer, 
Robert McCullough, the 135-year-old genuine bridge was coupled with a brand new, faux 
“English Village,” a re-enactment of “merrie” England.  Wresting the bridge from its original 
location and pairing it with a commercially reconstructed village might be termed a “theme park” 
conversion, seemingly a twentieth-century American phenomenon.  
Historical tourism was part of a culture of history that created new narratives out of the 
interaction of scholarship with literature, material culture and consumer pleasure.  Nineteenth 
century Americans arrived in London expecting a particular vision of Old England. Their desire 
prompted a rebranding of the city and even aided the ambitions of British preservationists. 
British antiquarians seeking to promote Old London were able to use American consumerism for 
their own ends.  Attention directed towards saving Old London can be attributed not only to the 
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efforts of British antiquarians, but also to the gaze of American tourists. The interplay of both 
antiquarians and tourists helped to solidify, protect and promote an imaginary, commodified Old 
London within the heart of the modern imperial capital.   The relationships between tourists, 
antiquarians and London commercial interests were not always direct, but nevertheless, they 
were intertwined with mutual goals that served to buttress the preservation and marketing of a 
particular vision of the British past.  Both antiquarians and consumers were aware of each other’s 
criticisms and needs. The American market helped to bring British antiquarians and commercial 
interests onto the same page, by backing the preservation and promotion of Old London.  To 
understand the creation and preservation of historical London as a commodity in the late-
nineteenth century is instrumental to understanding the broader construction and uses of the 




IMAGINING OLD LONDON  
 
 
In January 1889, John Addington Symonds lamented that in the modern-day, world-
weary Victorian era, the idea of “Merry England” seemed nothing more than a “mockery.”  
“Instead of merry England the Victorian poet has awful, earnest, grimly menacing London to 
sing in.”  Was Symonds right?  Had the nineteenth century, an age of science, with the “burden 
of analysis” banished merry England forever?1  When American tourist John Anderson visited 
the Old London Street in 1884, he certainly didn’t think so.  But when Anderson was inspired to 
export “Old London” to New York, he was not stirred by his experience on actual London 
streets.  Instead, he was so moved by a simulacrum of the city, a jumble of buildings rebuilt and 
put on display at the International Health Exhibition in South Kensington.  Entering through a 
replica of Bishopsgate, sightseers beheld a jumble of well-known city sites.  A copy of the Cock 
Tavern appeared transported from Leadenhall Street; Isaac Walton’s House arrived from the 
corner of Fleet Street and Chancery Lane. Visitors became tourists in time, rambling down the 
picturesque corridor, peering into shops and homes manned by costumed craftsmen.  As they 
moved along, the street rounded a corner, “break[ing] a perspective which would have been too 
long for a picturesque effect” (Figure 6.1).  Exhibit-goers paused for demonstrations, purchased 
souvenirs or “historical” goods and listened to madrigal singers floating dulcet tones; the ringing 
bells of a “typical” church tower (modeled after All Hallows) completed the scene.2  The exhibit 
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struck a chord not only with Americans well practiced in imaginative travel, but with Londoners 
as well.  This was a modern experiment in the presentation of urban history.  There, visitors were 
afforded a full-on sensory experience, traveling back in time to experience life in the olden days.   
 
Figure 6.1: Map of the Old London Street3 (SOURCE) 
Nineteenth-century London was expanding through space, and also through time.  In 
space, the city’s growth seemed disjointed and difficult to define, its geography in constant flux.  
Was London the city-center—a historic square mile notable for its tradition of political 
independence?  Or was the city “Greater London,” Byron’s “mighty mass of brick and smoke 
and shipping; Dirty and dusky, but as wide as eye can reach[?]”4  As John Fisher Murray 
explained in 1848, London was not a coherent town.  It lacked “an integrity of the whole…a 
centre, with a church and a market-place, and suburbs, with dirty lanes and puddles to tumble 
into.”  Instead, it was a “collection of neighborhoods.”  With little communal culture, the idea of 
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London seemed to slip through the fingers.  Londoners varied “tone and character with a 
thousand clashing and conflicting interests.”5   
By 1900, Victorians had become consumed by an awareness of time, which had widened 
through successive interventions from archaeology, geology and evolution.  Writers were also 
preoccupied with historical time in biography and public history.6  In London, Victorian-era 
archaeological discoveries drew greater attention to the city’s multilayered past.  Whereas 
Stratford was equated with Shakespeare, Canterbury had forever been identified with Chaucer, 
and Kenilworth drew attraction from its connection to Walter Scott, London was a palimpsest, 
resisting any single temporal association.  London was Saxon, Roman, medieval and modern.  
Over the centuries, countless literary and political heroes had passed through her streets and lent 
their associations to her haunts.  London became too vast to grasp either in space or in time.  For 
one Londoner, “the only way to gain a true and adequate impression of the metropolis…is to 
take it by degrees” in space and in time, beginning at the beginning with the “ancient gate...King 
Lud built.”7  
Yet, the 1884 “Old London Street” presented a version of the city that visitors could 
make sense of because it dispensed with a linear narrative.  It was a simpler London, an “Olden 
Times” town, employing a familiar trope that blurred the medieval to Jacobean eras. This was 
the world of “Merrie Old England”—a land of Morris dancers, maypoles and manor houses in 
which the national community of peasants and aristocrats made merry in “Great Halls.”8  The 
exhibit provided the same commercially appealing vision of the past promoted throughout the 
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nineteenth century in historical novels, pictorial engravings, penny magazines and tours of 
stately homes.   As Peter Mandler has argued, the Olden Times helped to forge a national 
consciousness for nineteenth-century citizens.  This past was English, Protestant, commercially 
dynamic and middle class but also traditional.  The Olden Times could be gothic, but they were 
emphatically not Catholic.9  On the Old London Street, the Olden Times were marshaled for the 
pleasure of tourists.  There, modern Victorians could indulge their imaginations (Figure 6.2).  
Whereas tourists in Rome enjoyed affirming classical legends, time-travelers in London relished 
comparing themselves to their own ancestors—Londoners like themselves long gone.  This was 
historical romance with a personal twist.  Punch imagined one visitor to the Old London Street 
as the prototypical “old maid,” skipping the scientific stalls in favor of the Street scene where, 
equipped with “a sketching-book and a pencil,” she could “attitudinize” and flirt with a fancy-
costumed Shop-man (“much to the poor fellow’s embarrassment”).10   
 
Figure 6.2: Tourists on the Old London Street: “Sketches of Ancient Costume and of Ancient London”11 
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Although images of Merrie Old England proliferated through Victorian culture, these 
were typically pastoral fantasies, not effortlessly grafted into a modern urban setting.  While 
American tourists freely treated London as part of the “old world,” for Britons, the “Olden 
Times” might be conjured at a handful of London sites from Westminster Abbey to the Tower of 
London, but, compared to England’s “picturesque” market towns, London proved “extremely 
deficient.”  The city lacked requisite “Gothic spires and pinnacles.”12  Early-Victorian historians 
had disdained the type of antiquarianism associated with picturesque visions of Merrie Old 
England, believing it dangerous to privilege the pleasures of material culture over the moral 
lessons available in grand narrative history.13 Enlightenment-era and nineteenth-century Whig 
historians agreed that London’s story was about the unfurling of political liberty and economic 
prosperity.   
It was in the second half of the nineteenth century when rapid urbanization threatened 
London’s historic remains that Londoners turned their attention to “Old London.”  William 
Loftie noticed that “Americans are often much more alive to [historical] impressions than we are 
ourselves,” and “not until an intelligent foreigner tells of his first impressions of our city [do] we 
begin to appreciate it.”14  In Rome, it had been easy for British visitors to criticize changes 
wrought by new urban infrastructure.  Fewer Londoners openly sought to halt modern progress 
in order to preserve their own city’s ancient relics.  Architect George Birch recalled his own 
deeply “private protest against this sweeping demolition.”15  Although many shared Birch’s 
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sentiment, most resigned themselves to preserving the old city only in photographs and 
reconstructions, in exhibitions and museums.   
While Londoners in their own city did not operate with a tourist’s gaze, the same 
consumerist pleasures and concerns about authenticity drove their engagements with urban 
history in London as they did in Rome.  Britons in Rome obsessed over the authenticity of 
beloved historical legends.  But in London, discussions of authenticity were motivated by the 
need to preserve a vanishing past.  American tourists freely engaged Old London with fantasy 
and imagination, but for Londoners these exhibits had to be accurate and authentic. Londoners 
began to experience their own lived space as a touristic pleasure by re-creating the historic city 
as a simulacrum.  Everyday life removed to the museum allowed visitors to see it with a tourist’s 
gaze, one that might be eventually applied to their own city streets. As such, the Old London 
Street was a novelty for its time.  It elided metaphoric (imaginative) and metonymic (true-eye) 
modes of seeing into something new—a “living history” exhibition.16   This was a “performative 
attempt…to reproduce the essential features of past events in the contemporary world,” 
highlighting the manners, dress, smells and sounds of everyday life.17  Its architects attempted to 
bring the past to life authentically and imaginatively at the same time.  This was not preservation, 
conservation or restoration, but rather, an attempt to reincarnate the vanished city, relying on the 
participation and creative engagement of consumers.  
                                               
16 See Rosemary Mitchell, Picturing the Past: English History in Text and Image, 1830-1870 (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 2000), 24; Stephen Bann, The Clothing of Clio: A Study of the Representation of History in Nineteenth-
Century Britain and France (Cambridge: Cambridge: 1984), 43-47. For most of the nineteenth century, British 
history had been illustrated by imaginary reconstructions of the past or by reproducing historical images and objects. 
Stephen Bann and Rosemary Mitchell discuss these historical illustrations as either metaphoric (imaginary 
reconstructions) or metonymic (copies of portraits, views, etc). 
17 On living history, see Kimberly Tony Korol-Evans, “Dinner Impossible: ‘Medieval Mayhem’ at the Maryland 
Renaissance Festival,” Enacting History ed. by Scott Magelssen and Rhona Justic-Malloy (Tuscaloosa: University 
of Alabama Press, 2011), 155. 
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Ongoing developments in popular archaeology and the appearance of picturesque 
antiquarian “miscellanies” specific to Victorian London were crucial to the widespread adoption 
of “living history.”  Londoners were naturally curious about those who had once walked their 
streets and inhabited their buildings, even more so as many old buildings were torn down in the 
name of urban improvement.18  As G.M. Trevelyan put it:  “our imagination craves to see our 
ancestors going about their daily lives.”19  Unlike state-funded monumental archaeology in 
Rome, Londoners became “accidental archaeologists” who often turned up common household 
items.20  Although an emerging class of professional historians looked down upon archaeologists 
and antiquarians whom they considered too fixated on material trappings and romantic gossip, 
archaeologists and antiquarians drew attention to the everyday life of historic Londoners, their 
research revealing the city’s social history.21  Although not yet labeled “social history,” these 
“delineations of common life…[were] more generally popular than perhaps any other style of 
writing,” fostering an imagined community by allowing readers to “become intimate with other 
men, without the trouble of making their acquaintance.”22   
While most scholars place the emergence of social history in the twentieth century, it has 
deeper roots in Victorian popular history culture.23  Although Peter Mandler holds that in the 
late-Victorian era, the “Olden Times” lost their “central position in popular culture,” no longer 
                                               
18 See Lynda Nead, Victorian Babylon: People, Streets & Images in Nineteenth-Century London (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2000).  
19 G.M. Trevelyan, English Social History: A Survey of Six Centires, Chaucer to Queen Victoria (London: 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1946), viii. 
20 See Virginia Zimmerman, Excavating Victorians (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2007), 98. 
“Accidental archaeology” is Zimmerman’s term. 
21 See Philippa Levine, The Amateur and the Professional: Antiquarians, Historians and Archaeologists in Victorian 
England 1838–1886 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986); Rosemary Sweet, Antiquaries: The Discovery 
of the Past in Eighteenth Century Britain (London: Hambledon and London Publishers, 2004).  
22 Murray, 3-4. 
23 For an extensive discussion of this topic, see Laura Carter, “The Quennells and the ‘History of Everyday Life’ in 
England, c. 1918-69,” History Workshop Journal 81 issue 1 (April 2016): 106-134.  Carter explains that social 
history is most often credited to Marxist historians post-1945.  Whereas I argue that social history originates with 
Victorian culture, Carter argues that social history formally began in the twentieth-century interwar era. 
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serving a political purpose following the greater enfranchisement achieved by the Reform Acts 
of the 1860’s, I argue that Victorian constructions of the Olden Times remained, bleeding into 
twentieth-century social history and folk museology.24  Laura Carter traces the emergence of folk 
museums to 1918, arguing that they “were modern, democratic institutions that fostered the 
relationship between local identities and citizenship.”25  Yet many of these practices were 
already in place at the Museum of London, founded in 1911, borrowing living history practices 
from the Old London Street of 1884.   Like the Old London Street, the London Museum offered 
entertaining representations of everyday life in London.  This was an educational museum 
curated by professionals, yet it included “living history” techniques.  Living history was also put 
to use representing the history of London at Britain’s Festival of Empire in 1911.  Professional 
historians and museum curators adopted the conventions preferred by consumers.  British 
historians, architects and museum curators adapted to consumer pleasure.   
Living history and social history both flowed from popular Victorian antiquarian and 
literary pleasures.   On the Old London Street, a sanitized and consumer-ready history became an 
autonomous commodity available at the pleasure of modern Victorians. I argue that this 
transformation pervaded Exhibition culture and that urban history in particular provided 
Londoners with a way to reconcile pleasure and expertise.26  As a modern city, London lent 
themselves to living history, both inside and outside the exhibition hall.  In cities, inhabitants 
might be reconstituted as pleasure-seeking “audiences” or “consumers” simply “through the 
                                               
24 Peter Mandler, “Revisiting the Olden Time,” 34. 
25 Laura Carter, “Rethinking Folk Culture in Twentieth Century Britain,” Twentieth Century British History, 
Volume 28 issue 4 (Dec. 1, 2017), 543. 
26 See Sten Rentzhog, Open Air Museums: The History and Future of a Visionary Idea (Stockholm: Carlssons & 
Östersund, 2007).  Scholars have typically attributed the emergence of living history exhibits to efforts to preserve 
the vanishing agrarian way of life destroyed by urban modernity.  Many consider the first living history museum to 
be Skansen—a Scandinavian folk museum developed in the 1890s.  
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occupation of the city streets.”27  The role played by London’s local government was crucial to 
this story.  In Rome, both the Papacy and the newly formed Italian government vied to control 
narratives about the past.  The State funded ancient archaeology hoping to promote ancient 
Republican legends, and the Papacy funded Christian archaeology to anchor the city’s religious 
identity.  Likewise, in London first, the City Corporation, and later the London County Council 
both mobilized representations of historical London in order to legitimate their respective 
political positions.  These bodies appealed to Londoners with alternate constructions of an 
imagined civic community.28   
In this chapter I will discuss various approaches to the history of London, from Whiggish 
stories of progress, through archaeological and picturesque miscellanies, to a new, 
commercialized form of living history.  Through a close reading of the artificial “Old London 
Street” in South Kensington, I will indicate how consumer desire converged with earlier 
historiographical approaches to usher in a new experience of the past.  The Old London Street 
built upon existing archaeological and picturesque methods to initiate a new exhibition practice 
that was explicitly urban.  Presenting the Olden Times as living history made space for a new 
aesthetic, consumer-driven, spectacle-based way of experiencing the past.  I will then 
demonstrate the persistence of this way of experiencing the past as Edwardian museums, 
historical texts and historical tourism incorporated “living history” practices.   The story of 
Victorian historical thought is typically the story of the separation of academic history and 
literary/popular history.  However, representations of historical London clearly demonstrate a 
                                               
27 Nead, 184.  Also see Erika Rappaport, Shopping for Pleasure: Women in the Making of London’s West End 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000). 
28 See Benedict Anderson Imagined Communities (London: Verso, 1983), 6.  Anderson describes the nation as an 
“imagined community” because even in the smallest nations, members “will never know most of their fellow-
members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion; Also see 
Murray, 20.  This was true for Victorian London as well.  As Murray pointed out, “for all [Londoners] know of one 
another, [they were] at as great a distance as the natives of China and Peru.”  
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less linear pattern of divergence and re-convergence between popular and professional discourse, 
alternately separating and intertwining over the arc of the nineteenth century. 
 
 
I. Writing the History of London  
 
Throughout the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, historians of London wrote the 
city’s history as a grand narrative of progress.  Yet, this generation of modern and scientific 
historians struggled with a shortage of evidence.  London’s City Corporation, controlled by its 
trade guilds, held many of the city’s historical records.  Until the French Revolution, these 
ancient guilds were considered to be an engine of modernity—the driving force behind London’s 
economic prosperity and political freedom.  In the nineteenth century, the Corporation grew 
more Conservative, repositioning itself as the steward of London’s heritage, promoting popular 
legends in support of its own political agenda.   However, for many years it neglected its 
archives and denied public access.  A handful of gothic buildings had survived the Great Fire, 
but material evidence of the city’s history existed primarily in scraps and fragments.  The 
“religious zeal” of early Christians aiming to annihilate “every object of pagan worship” 
destroyed much of London’s pre-Roman culture.29  There was no equivalent of the Colosseum or 
Forum to tell the tale of Roman London; and many records of medieval times had disappeared 
into private hands or were destroyed when Henry VIII dissolved the nation’s monasteries.  In 
London, religious records vanished “more rapidly, perhaps, than anywhere else,” due to “lay 
ownership, population growth and pressure on space.”30  By the mid-nineteenth century, what 
remained of London’s historic architecture faced annihilation by massive construction and 
                                               
29 Charles Roach Smith, Illustrations of Roman London (London: Scribner’s, 1859), 5. 
30 Caroline Barron, “London 1300-1540,” The Cambridge Urban History of Britain Vol. I, ed. by Peter Clark 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 399. 
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infrastructure projects.   Over time, written histories shifted focus from away from the story of 
progress and towards London’s social and cultural history.  Nostalgic histories of the city’s 
ancestors were popular.  Appealing to the imagination, they offered a salve as urban renewal 
swept away vestiges of the past.  
 
A. Grand Narrative Histories of London 
 
Livy recorded Rome’s mythic founding by Romulus in an authoritative canonical 
account.  London’s beginning, on the other hand, was steeped in mystery—very little had been 
said about the city by reputable classical authors.  Caesar invaded Britain twice and briefly 
recorded his impressions of the island in Bellum Gallicum (c. 58-50 B.C.), an account of the 
Gallic wars.  Tacitus recorded the city’s name, Londinium, in The Agricola (c. A.D. 98), a 
history of Julius Agricola, Roman general and British Governor.31   However, these accounts 
were sparse.  In all of the city’s first thousand years, eyewitness descriptions of London amount 
“to under four pages of modern text.”32  Furthermore, no firsthand visual images of the city 
predated the sixteenth century.33   Yet, sometime around the year 1136, the Welsh monk 
Geoffrey of Monmouth, inscribed London’s mythological origins in his Historia Regum 
Britanniae.  Monmouth told a spectacular history of the British kings, from King Arthur to King 
Lear and King Lud.  All had supposedly descended from Aeneas through his great grandson, 
Brute who settled in Britain and established London as a new Troy (or Troynovant).  According 
                                               
31 De vita et moribus Iulii Agricolae.  The book also includes a description of the geography and people of ancient 
Britain. 
32 Stephen Inwood, A History of London (New York: Basic Books, 1998), 13; Jeremy Boulton, “London, 1540-
1700,” The Cambridge Urban History of Britain, 1540-1840 Vol. 2, ed. by Peter Clark (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2000), 316.  Between 1550 and 1650, the population of the city grew from 75,000 to 400,000.   
33 Roy Porter, London: A Social History (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1994), 11. The earliest maps of 
London date from the sixteenth century, including a 1544 panorama by Flemish artist Anthonis van den 
Wynegaerde. 
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to Monmouth, the name “London” was adopted from King Lud (said to be buried at Ludgate).  
While Monmuth provided no concrete evidence, his stories became part of London’s lure. 
 By the eighteenth century, scholars rejected Monmuth’s account as “the Rubbish of 
Fable”—a mere “Romance.”34  But whereas Niebuhr’s challenge to Livy had prompted outrage, 
assaulting Monmouth provoked little controversy.  As William Maitland explained in 1739, 
Roman sources were reliable, produced by “celebrated, learned and judicious Historians (some 
of whom were Eye-witnesses of all the Transactions of the Romans on both sides of the River 
Thames…famed for their impartiality, perspicuity and veracity.”  Monmuth, on the other hand, 
was merely a “monk who…delighted in nothing so much, as in spurious and fictitious 
inventions, as is evidently shown in his pretended British history, stuffed with absurdities and 
fables.”  For Maitland, Monmuth’s history did “more mischief than all the books that ever 
were.”35  David Hume agreed.  In his widely read History of England (1754-61), Hume advised 
readers to “entirely” disregard “the fables which are commonly employed to supply the place of 
true history.”  He urged readers to “hasten through the dark period of Saxon annals,” turning 
their attention to “those times when the truth…[was] well ascertained and…complete.”  Hume’s 
history began with “the state of the inhabitants [of Britain] as it appeared to the Romans on their 
invasion of this country.”36   
Eighteenth-century scholars like Maitland and Hume were “philosophic” historians, 
seeking overarching historical explanation—the sort of “grand narrative” history only possible 
with the advent of written records.37  Philosophic history was “predominantly rational, secular, 
                                               
34 William Maitland, The History and Survey of London from its Foundation to the Present Time Vol. 1 (London: T. 
Osborne & J. Shipton, 1756), 4. 
35 Maitland, 9. 
36 David Hume, The History of England from the invasion of Julius Caesar to the Revolution in 1688 (London: J. 
Wallis, 1803), 2-3. 
37 Hugh Trevor-Roper, History and the Enlightenment (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010), 2 
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and universalist in its emphasis.”38  No history of the city prior to Rome was to be trusted.39  
With Rome came the dawn of Western civilization.  In 1804, William Godwin explained that 
London only became “flourishing and powerful due to her attachment to Rome, “the great 
mistress of the world.”40  Gibbon characterized pre-Roman Britons as a brave tribal people with 
a “love of freedom,” but whose “wild inconstancy” often “turned them against each other.”  He 
echoed Tacitus when he described the Caledonians pushed into the Scottish Highlands to live in 
“wild independence” and “poverty.”   The Antonine Wall rose to separate Rome’s civilized 
British colony from Scotland’s “gloomy hills,” those “cold and lonely heaths, over which the 
deer of the forest were chased by a troop of naked barbarians.”41  
Thus, the story of London began in earnest with the city a mere town—an insignificant 
colonial Roman outpost. Georgian and early-Victorian writers marveled at the city’s growth 
from such humble beginnings, struggling to understand how it became such an economic and 
political world power.  Early nineteenth-century Whiggish historians chronicled the city’s rise 
from obscurity, amused that London was once “so inconsiderable” it was not even “mentioned 
by Caesar, though he must have been within sight of the place where it was situated.”42  
Archaeological remains affirmed this narrative.  Before amateur archaeologist John Henry Parker 
sought to defend Livy’s history through Roman excavations, he was devoted to English 
                                               
38 Mitchell, 14. 
39 For example, see David Hughson, London. Being an accurate history and description of the British metropolis 
and its neighborhood Vol. I (London: J. Stratford, 1805); Sholto Percy and Reuben Percy,  London, Or Interesting 
Memorials of Its Rise, Progress & Present State Vol. I (London: T. Boys, 1824), 6. Even archaeology offered little 
evidence about London life before Roman colonization. 
40 William Godwin, Life of Geoffrey Chaucer, the Early English Poet… with Sketches of the Manners, Opinions, 
Arts and Literature of England in the Fourteenth Century 2nd ed., Vol. 1 (London: Richard Phillips, 1804), 9. 
41 Edward Gibbon, The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire Vol. I. ed. by J.B. Bury (London: 
Methuen & Co, 1897), 4-5. 
42 John William Abbot,  A History of London from the Earliest Period to the Present Time (London: A.K. Newman 
& Co. 1821), 3; Gibbon, 3. Gibbon was also amused by the thought when he Roman geographer Pomponius Mela, 
who guessed “by the success of the Roman arms, the island (of Britain) and its savage inhabitants would soon be 
better known,” amused to “peruse such passages in the midst of [modern] London.” 
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architectural history, explaining that England had been “a remote and half civilized province” 
and that “little attention seems to have been paid to the ornamental character of the buildings.”43  
It was not until the late Middle Ages under a centralizing English monarchy that London was 
even confirmed as the “political capital of England.”44   
While early nineteenth-century American readers devoured Washington Irving’s tales of 
“Little Britain” and moralized about the London poor, British historians described London as a 
city with a destiny.  Charles Mackay hoped his history would properly convey the city’s 
“progressive” rise to “its present importance.”45  Likewise, Thomas Allen aimed “to trace the rise 
and progress of this powerful city, from rude infancy to its present power.”46  William Fearnside 
chronicled “the means by which the British capital…attained a zenith of grandeur and 
importance unparalleled in the annals of civilized nations.”47  London was presented (and 
represented) as “the great centre of British trade.”  It was London “which dispenses riches to the 
country” (Figure 6.3).48  
                                               
43 John Henry Parker, A Glossary of Terms used in Grecian, Roman, Italian and Gothic Architecture, 3rd ed.  
(Oxford: John Henry Parker, 1840), 7. 
44 Barron, 438-9. 
45 Charles Mackay, A History of London from its foundation by the Romans to the Accession of Queen Victoria 
(London: John W. Parker, 1838), 2. 
46 Thomas Allen, The History and Antiquities of London, Westminster, Southwark and parts Adjacent Vol. I 
(London: George Virtue, 1839), i. 
47 William Gray Fearnside, The History of London: Illustrated by Views of London and Westminster (London: Orr & 
Co. 1838),1. 
48 Hughson, v-vi. 
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Figure 6.3: The history of London as the rise of commercial trade (1834)49 
 
These histories appeared just as liberal theologians like Dean Milman constructed critical 
scientific histories documenting the rise of Christianity (see chapter two).   Like eighteenth-
century philosophic historians, liberal theologians maintained the idea of a grand narrative, but 
now as a matter of providential design.  Milman had traced Christianity’s growth from a small 
cult; Britain likewise rose from insignificance to become a world-civilizing force.   British 
historians were delighted to uncover traces of London’s destiny in her humble beginnings.  For 
example, in 1821, John Abbot pointed out that even Tacitus had recognized London’s “great 
conflux of merchants, her extensive commerce, and plenty of all things.”50 And Cruchley’s 
Picture of London (1834) reminded readers that “from the earliest period at which mention is 
                                               
49 Image Source: “Some Account of the Port of London and of the Rise and Progress of the Commercial Navy of 
Great Britain” The Saturday Magazine Supplement. No. 117 (April, 1834), 161. 
50 Abbot, 5. 
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made…we find London recorded as a place of considerable trade,” a “Nobile Emporium… and a 
city of commercial celebrity.”51 
But to what did London owe this commercial success?  For British historians, 
commercial success and political liberty went hand in hand.  Americans saw London as a locus 
of old world superstition, Britons saw London as home to a “rational liberty” unique even within 
Britain.52  For Washington Irving the guilds spoke of the city’s picturesque medievalism.  For 
Londoners, they were symbols of proto-modernity, agents of economic prosperity and political 
freedom.  The city’s liberties had long been protected by the city’s medieval livery companies 
whose members ran the City Corporation that governed London.  In the eighteenth century, 
London’s City Corporation hoped to garner a sense of civic identity by emphasizing the “ancient 
liberties” protected by the Corporation itself.53  Governed by members of the city’s livery 
companies (or trade associations), the Corporation favored a story of London’s exceptionalism as 
it rose from a Roman backwater to become the center of global power by prioritizing political 
liberty and commerce. The livery companies regulated trade and elected city representatives to 
Parliament. They raised money, loaned it to the crown and maintained troops to keep order in the 
city. Only membership in one of the “twelve great” companies qualified one for the office of 
Alderman.54 As the livery companies lost their economic regulatory powers and the city of 
                                               
51 See G.F. Cruchley, Cruchley’s Picture of London: Comprising the History, Rise and Progress of the Metropolis to 
the Present Period. 2nd ed. (London: G.F. Cruchley, 1834), 205; “Some Account of the Port of London and of the 
Rise and Progress of the Commercial Navy of Great Britain” The Saturday Magazine Supplement. No. 117 (April, 
1834): 161-168.  This part of Tacitus was frequently repeated.   
52 Hughson, v-vi. 
53 The City Corporation guaranteed rights and privileges in a tradition tracing back at least as early as the Norman 
Conquest. The City had its own Lord Mayor from the late twelfth century, and its “ancient liberties” were affirmed 
in the Magna Carta.   
54  Barron, 432; Michael Berlin, “Guilds in Decline? London Livery Companies and the Rise of a Liberal Economy, 
1600–1800,” Guild’s Innovation and the European Economy, 1400-1800 ed. by S.R. Epstein and Maarten Prak 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 340. Members were drawn from the neighborhood parish church 
or from the community nearest to the company hall. 
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London expanded beyond the scope of its original square mile, the Corporation asserted 
legitimacy by promoting its own ceremonial history and harkening back to the “Olden Times.”55   
To preserve London’s liberties, the livery companies traditionally presented a “united 
front” with the crown.56  However, by the eighteenth century, the companies grew increasingly 
radical, finding it necessary to reaffirm city liberties by pushing back against the crown.57  
Political radical William Beckford was twice elected Lord Mayor of London in the 1760s, 
known for boldly issuing remonstrances to King George III.58  Beckford was commemorated 
with a life-sized statue in Guildhall, flanked by figures that represented Commerce and the City 
of London itself (Figure 6.4).  Commerce held a nearly empty cornucopia, resting on a mariner’s 
compass and anchor.59  The message was clear—in London, the livery companies and local city 
government served the interests of political liberty, commerce and the maritime empire.  In 1756 
when William Maitland dedicated his history of London to the City Corporation, it was 
deliberately “calculated…for the Honour of the City, and for the Information of the Citizens in 
their Duty, Rights and Privileges.”60   
                                               
55 See Berlin. 
56 Barron, 409. 
57 Peter D.G. Thomas, John Wilkes: A Friend to Liberty (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996), 16. 
58 See John Benjamin Heath, Some Account of the Worshipful Company of Grocers of the City of London 3rd ed. 
(London: self-published, 1869), 152-166.  Beckford’s wealth came from sugar plantations in the West Indies.  He 
was an ally to John Wilkes.  However, this support of Wilkes was not universal amongst the livery companies.  The 
Grocers, Weavers and Goldsmiths objected to Beckford’s remonstrances as well.  Eventually, the City brought a 
legal case against Goldsmiths for not supporting the Lord Mayor.    
59 Walter Harrison, A new and universal history, description and survey of the cities of London and Westminster, the 
borough of Southwark, and their adjacent parts (London: J. Cooke, 1775), 455. 
60 Maitland, 2. 
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Figure 6.4: William Beckford’s Guildhall Monument61 
 
By the nineteenth century, the companies revived and amplified their corporate 
ceremonies and festivities to emphasize the deep historical roots of their city traditions.  The 
French Revolution prompted the livery companies to shift politically closer to the crown and the 
sweeping changes wrought by industrialization diminished the regulatory commercial power 
held by the companies.62  The company of Grocers now proudly reported it had had resisted “the 
irreverent and factitious proceedings of the Corporation of London” in the era of Beckford’s 
radicalism.63  The “ceremonial celebrations of military victories…[and] the language of 
                                               
61 Image Source: Edward J. Price, A Descriptive Account of the Guildhall of the City of London: its History and 
Associations (London: Blades, East & Blades, 1886), 81. 
62 Berlin, 341. 
63 Heath, 152-153.   
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loyalty…[now] drowned out…a defense of traditional rights inherited from the earlier history of 
the guilds.”  In place of radical reform, the livery companies mobilized tradition, appealing to 
their “ancient constitution[s]” “in defense of the established social system.”64  Just as the papacy 
and the newly formed Italian government in Rome had funded and promoted early-Christian or 
ancient-Roman legends to legitimate their political claims, London’s livery companies had a 
vested interest in promoting certain traditions to validate their own role as City governors.  
Oftentimes, these were “invented traditions.”65   
Most of the city’s ceremonial practices were drawn from the “Olden Times,” an epoch in 
which the power of the livery companies had been at its height.66  The Olden Times also 
provided the earliest eyewitness accounts of London.  In John Stow’s Survey of London (1598), 
Stow walked the city streets in order to depict a city “shedding its medieval face and taking 
modern shape.”67  Seventy years later, the diary of Samuel Pepys recorded a second portrait of 
early-modern London.68   The diary was published for the first time in 1825, affording 
nineteenth-century readers a colorful vision of seventeenth-century London on the eve and 
aftermath of the Great Fire.   In the age of Stow and Pepys, the office of London’s Mayor 
became increasingly ceremonial.69  In the nineteenth century, as the livery companies began to 
                                               
64 Berlin, 340. 
65 See Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, eds. The Invention of Tradition (Cambridge; Cambridge University 
Press, 1983), 2. The “invention of tradition” is a concept developed Hobsbawm who argues that “the peculiarity of 
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liveries, were expected to accompany him as well.  
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replace their economic power with social ceremony, the processional Lord Mayor’s Show was 
reformulated to emphasize its ancient pedigree, referred to as a “pageant,” and including a parade 
of knights dressed in armor.70  Many began to imagine the olden times through the rosy lens of 
historical revivalism.   
While eighteenth-century scholars had entirely disregarded Monmouth’s legends, the 
City Corporation found it fruitful to keep those legends alive. After all, many of their original 
religious pageants had disappeared during the Reformation, “succumb[ing] to Protestant 
suspicions of saints’ days [and] fears that the representation of biblical figures onstage was 
idolatrous.”71  The livery companies adopted Monmouth’s legends, for example parading giant 
statues of Corineus and Gogmagog as part of the Lord Mayor’s Show.72  The secular mythology 
espoused by Monmouth offered a rich trove of tradition uncontaminated by Catholic 
“superstition.”   Monmouth told about the future King of Cornwall, Corineus, who descended 
from Aeneas, went on to defeat a troop of giants inhabiting the British Isles.  The giants were led 
by a gruesome figure known as Gogmagog.73  This story was a “popular favorite.”74  Over time, 
the Guildhall statues were nicknamed “Gog” and “Magog,” and were permanently displayed at 
the Guildhall.  Their “enchainment” served as a public reminder of the triumph of civilization 
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71 Simmons, 31. 
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over primal monstrosity.75  In the eighteenth-century, Gog and Magog were replaced with 
wooden neoclassical statues, moved to the main floor of Guildhall in 1815 (Figure 6.5).76 
 
Figure 6.5: The neoclassical statues of Gogmagog and Corineus77 
  
Although most acknowledged that Gog and Magog were fictional giants, nineteenth-
century historians looked to the Lord Mayor’s Show for insight into the past, a direct link to 
London’s medieval miracle plays.  In 1823, William Hone included an account of the Show in 
his Ancient Mysteries Described.  As Hone explained, it was the “only…exhibition in the 
metropolis that remains as a memorial of the great doings in the time of the pageants.”  Hone 
included an entire chapter on “The Giants in Guildhall,” Gog and Magog.  And unlike 
eighteenth-century historians, Hone now insisted upon the value of England’s “early writers.”78 
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77 Image Source: Fairholt, 14. 
78 William Hone, Ancient Mysteries Described.  Especially the English Miracle Plays founded on apocryphal New 
Testament story, extant among the unpublished manuscripts in the British Museum… (London: William Hone, 
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B. Picturesque London 
 
While eighteenth-century philosophic historians and early-Victorian Whig historians 
sought to craft a grand narrative of the city’s history, by the mid-nineteenth century, historians 
and readers alike paid greater attention to the visual details of the past, inspired in part by the 
colorful ceremonies preserved by the city’s livery companies.  The pageantry of the past was also 
celebrated in historical fiction, drawing the reader’s attention to setting and costume.79  
Historical fiction soared to popularity beginning with Scott’s late eighteenth-century Waverly 
novels (1814-32), peaking in the first half of the nineteenth century.  Historical imagery was 
spread through lithographs and mass-produced cheap illustrated histories of Britain.80  British 
painters engaged in history painting, often choosing national historical subjects.  This was 
“picturesque” history, emphasizing effect.81   The picturesque privileged material objects, 
fragments and ruins because they triggered the imagination.82  “Elegant relics of ancient 
architecture, the ruined tower, the Gothic arch, the remains of castles and abbeys…[were] the 
richest legacies of art.”83  This was a world of Romantic “rebels and rejects, historical failures 
and the neglected of history.”84  Picturesque historians imagined Wren persisting amidst gothic 
rubble and the intrigue of Anne Boleyn.  In the 1840s and 50s, the romance of history landed in 
the hands of readers in Ainsworth’s novel Old St. Paul’s (1841) and Collins’ gladiator romance, 
Antonina (1850).   By the 1850s, a “generation had grown up” familiar with the visual imagery 
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of British history, “infinitely better known and far more comprehensible than the myths of 
classical antiquity.”85   
Yet despite Washington Irving’s picturesque musings in Westminster Abbey, for Britons, 
the picturesque was typically located outside of modern day London.  As Peter Mandler has 
shown, the quaint Olden Times developed as a national pastoral fantasy in which the past was 
imagined as Country.  Instead of romanticizing the urban past, early nineteenth-century 
historians had celebrated London’s modernity and commerce and it was difficult to write against 
the powerful narrative of progress they had established.   It was not until the 1840s that the 
Olden Times began to appear not only in the manor house, but on the London Street.  In that 
decade, a movement for “rational recreation” began to place pressure on public institutions like 
St. Paul’s Cathedral, Westminster Abbey and the Tower of London, demanding lower admission 
fees and greater access for the public.  These cultural and historic sites were seen as a key to both 
personal development and improvement of the “social political order.”86  In one sense, urban 
history thus functioned much like the nation’s pastoral history—vitally contributing to the 
formation of English national identity.87  However, as Billie Melman has shown, the urban Olden 
Times were depicted with grim violence in a series of topographical historical novels appearing 
in the 1840s.  
In addition to Old St. Paul’s (1841), William Harrison Ainsworth set The Tower of 
London (1840) inside the city itself.88  Many considered novels like these to be a feminine way 
of engaging the past, with “frivolity” and “superficial…insignificant detail.”89  In Tower of 
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London, Ainsworth sensationalized the story of Lady Jane Gray, creating a spectacular bloody 
history of the Tudor period.  In Melman’s analysis, Ainsworth employed “urban sensationalism” 
to celebrate “conflict, danger and disorder.”  She points out how Ainsworth homed in on the 
Tower of London as a “dungeon and scaffold,” its role as prison distinct from its significance as 
a modern-day symbol of “state, empire, and of military power.”  After reading Ainsworth, 
British visitors to the Tower imagined its horror-filled history as an “other,” with “violent 
conflict and arbitrariness” dissimilar from the present.90  To some extent, this represents a 
convergence with American constructions of Old London.  As I demonstrated in chapter five, 
American visitors to the Tower of London were also moved by ghostly tales of the executioner’s 
block and the slain young princes.  However, for Americans, these things were inseparable from 
the Tower as modern symbol of monarchy.  American tourists made Britain itself the “other.”  
The moral failings of history and the moral failures of British rule were one and the same.  
Furthermore, when Melman argues that Victorians imagined the urban Olden Times as bloody 
and dangerous, her picture is incomplete.  In the 1840s-50s, local historians also began to 
celebrate the romantic charm of London’s Olden Times, constructing a vision of the past quite 
similar to that which Mandler has identified in the English countryside. 
Just as Ainsworth was publishing his novels, a series of picturesque histories or 
miscellanies of the city of London appeared.  For decades, Old London had not been known for 
its charm.  For example, in his 1804 cultural history of Chaucer’s London, William Godwin 
condemned the medieval city’s “narrow lanes, and its dirty ways.”   Godwin’s study drew 
attention to the city’s material trappings, in an effort to understand the cultural world that had 
shaped Chaucer’s thinking.  “The buildings, the images, the paintings and the music of his 
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country could not fail to be continually obtruding themselves upon the senses of Chaucer, and to 
form an essential part of his education.”91  Now, like novelists and painters, picturesque 
historians paid careful attention to authenticity and visual detail.  Using primary sources in a 
“limited” way, they focused on “the trappings of the past… [preferring a] dramatic 
reconstructive narrative to critical use of sources.”92  These histories, like Ainsworth’s novels, 
were quite popular.   
In 1837, George Craik and Charles MacFarlane published The Pictorial History of 
England; Being a History of the People, as well as a History of the Kingdom. Craik primarily 
wrote for the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge which aimed to educate those 
unable to attain a formal education.  In some ways, this work was entirely in keeping with other 
histories of London published in the 1830s—such a large portion of it was devoted to “national 
industry” that it was later republished as a History of English Commerce (1844).  Craik pointed 
out that by the twelfth century, “the citizens of London had risen to such importance that, if not 
actually consulted in the disposal of the crown, they were called upon to confirm the election.” 
Yet, each volume promised “hundreds of woodcuts,” and contained chapters addressing the 
“History of Manners and Customs” and the “History of the Condition of the People,” detailing 
furniture, costume, and living conditions, bringing the past to life for lay readers (Figure 6.6) 93 
Likewise, Charles Knight’s six-volume work London, published 1841-44 was intended for the 
general reader and a working-class audience. 
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Figure 6.6: Costume illustrations from Craik and Macfarlane’s Pictorial History of England (1837, 1840).94 
 
Knight promised that his heavily illustrated “pictorial” history would keep to “the strictest 
fidelity in every detail of Architecture and Costume” (Figure 6.7).  His focus was “Old London,” 
with an emphasis on folklore, costume, street life, and games in a way that matched the work of 
historical novelists. As a “miscellany,” Knight’s work endeavored “to combine amusement with 
information.”  He acknowledged that in London, “material remains of the past are comparatively 
few.”  But he sought to emphasize the lived lives of those who “have dwelt within her 
walls…their records have outlived brick and stone.”95  His approach influenced decades of city 
historians.  John Timbs took a cue from Knight in his anecdotal Curiosities of London (1855). 
The work was organized alphabetically, with entries on everything from alchemists, almshouses 
and amusements to the Art-Union of London.  Timbs rambled through the city to chronicle its 
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many “curiosities,” quoting poets, dramatists and travelers along the way.96  He followed up with 
two more books about London.  The Romance of London (1865), a three-volume collection of 
true stories that were “stranger than Fiction” opened with a series of romanticized historical 
sketches, moving on to duels, highwaymen, rogueries, crimes, punishments, love and marriage.97  
In Walks and Talks About London (1865), Timbs attempted to “record Scenes and Impressions of 
the Past and Present,” part of a growing body of literature concerned with the city’s vanishing 
past.98  
 
Figure 6.7: Illustration of “Paul’s Cross” and the Tabard Inn from Charles Knight’s London.99 
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These perambulatory histories borrowed in part from John Stow but also invited the 
reader to become a modern day flâneur, and to see their own city as a traveler might.  Victorian 
travel literature abounds with accounts of walking tours.  These urban miscellanies, organized 
alphabetically and not geographically, allow the reader to wander through, dipping in and out of 
the pages and the streets, not bound to a formal walking itinerary.  Mark Lemon’s Up and Down 
the London Streets (1867) emphasized this effect, telling the reader that it was about pleasure, 
not learning.  The author found “pleasure to seek in books and odd places the story of Old 
London City,” so for the “interest of others,” he “compiled the following pages.”  This was an 
invitation to have an “arm-in arm companion;” to walk "up and down the streets of 
London…chatting as we go…detailing some of our own experiences,” while mixing them “with 
the golden legends of the old City.”  Lemon informed the reader that he would forgo original 
research in favor of “freely glean[ing] from “antiquaries, poets, historians, and compilers.”  This 
was the same time period when British tourists in Rome were seeking the best cicerone (whether 
Hare, Parker or Forbes) to show them around the ruins without being a “dryasdust.”  Lemon 
promised not to “smother” his reader “with the dust of the past…nor…pause to test the truth of 
all we have to tell.”100   
History as walking tour facilitated history by association and emphasized the stories of 
people who had passed through London, inhabited its buildings, pounded its streets and 
frequented its taverns in ages past.   Whereas eighteenth-century historical revivalists had 
favored “noble and uplifting incidents from British history” that taught bravery and self-sacrifice 
by example, Victorians preferred to imagine the inner emotional lives of historical figures.101  
Buildings became valuable solely based upon “associations” with former inhabitants.  As 
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architect George Birch explained, knowing “only a few names” of former inhabitants was 
“sufficient to invest [old homes] with an historic interest far beyond that of an ordinary city 
mansion.”102  
 This was part of a newfound effort to bring the people of the past to center stage.  In 
Charles Knight’s London, Knight brought to life scenes from a city that no longer existed.  For 
example, he pointed out a place near the New Exchange building once home to shops filled with 
milliners and sempstresses.  Knight went on to conjure an image of the “white milliner,” or the 
Duchess of Tyrconnel.  Once a supporter of James II, the downtrodden Duchess ended up in one 
of those disappeared shops, perched all day long “in a white mask and a white dress.”  Knight 
also included a chapter on the cries of London, explaining to his Victorian readers that in the 
olden days, retailers were “literally peddlers.”   Some of these trades, such as water-carrying, had 
been lost to history.  As Knight reflected: never again would London “see a man bent beneath the 
weight of a yoke and two enormous pails, vociferating ‘New River Water.’”  That London was 
long gone.  In the nineteenth century, modern laws had been passed “for the benefit of tender 
ears,” with modern penalties and modern “police-constable to enforce them.”103   
These works reveled in the layers of stories to be found on London’s streets.  Peter 
Cunningham’s 1856 guide to the city included an entire section entitled “Houses in which 
Eminent Persons have Lived.”104  Mark Lemon’s Up and Down the London Streets took note of 
the ghostly dwellers on every street corner—the illustrious inhabitants of  Norfolk Street, ranged 
from Peter the Great to “Mr. Shippen, the Jacobite.”105  Yet few places boasted such a run of 
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“eminent inhabitants” as the Tower of London, a sight which became a focal point for 
biographical romance and intrigue. 
In the eighteenth century, “‘seeing the lions’” at the Royal menagerie had been 
“equivalent to paying a visit to the Tower [of London].”106 David Henry’s eighteenth-century 
guide to the Tower gave its most prominent “biographical notices” to those lions named Fanny 
and Nero.107  But by the late nineteenth century, guidebooks began to spend an enormous 
number of pages drawing attention to the people who had been interned there.  By the end of the 
century, the Tower had become a place in which visitors could imagine the private moments of 
its former prisoners.  In 1876, Augustus J.C. Hare, author of Walks in Rome (1871) and Walks in 
London (1878) offered personally guided tours for 40-50 people, in which “all the curious 
chambers and vaults were open to us in turn.”108  William J. Loftie’s Authorised Guide to the 
Tower of London (1886) allotted 64 pages to a “general sketch,” or walking tour, while the 
biographical notices of tower prisoners were given 78 pages. Going even further, Doyne C. 
Bell’s Chapel in the Tower, Including an Account of the Discovery of the Supposed Remains of 
Queen Anne Boleyn (1877) spent 59 pages detailing the discovery of Anne Boleyn’s body and 
the restoration of the chapel, and 254 pages on the biographical notices of tower prisoners.109   
American visitors were also intrigued by sentimental stories of Tower prisoners.  Like 
British tourists, they traveled to the Tower with Harrison Ainsworth’s novel in mind, relishing 
the picturesque beauty all around.  Yet, when Americans imagined the lives of Tower prisoners, 
it was in disdain of monarchical rule.  For the British, on the other hand, the biographical 
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approach was part of a wider historiographical shift in which one might access the past through 
“personal, domestic glimpses of earlier ages, the great of the past caught informally…the past 
painted purely for itself as an enchanted idyll.”110  As such, when David Henry’s eighteenth-
century guidebook invited visitors to notice the “rich crimson satin” of Queen Elizabeth’s dress 
or the “polished armour” donned by British kings, it did so in order to point out “perfect 
representation[s],” of the national heroes about whom visitors had already “heard and read so 
much.”111  The models were akin to eighteenth-century history paintings, brought to life while 
maintaining a screen of distance between sightseer and historical hero.   The “visual dimension” 
was “idealized, even allegorical.”112  In other words, eighteenth-century tourists were not moved 
to inhabit the inner lives of national figures.   However, by the late-Victorian era, history writers 
and consumers alike emphasized social and cultural history, experiencing the past in more 
intimate ways.  As Roy Strong points out, an “intimate romantic” approach similarly 
characterized late-nineteenth century history painting.  These paintings continued to value the 
aesthetic trappings of the past, but directed viewers’ attention to the personal, domestic and inner 
life of the depicted figures.   
 
C. Everyday Archaeology 
What accounts for this shift between eighteenth and nineteenth-century historical 
practices?  Interest in the daily lives and inner world of historical personages was driven in part 
by developments in archaeology.  While archaeologists in Greece, Rome, Egypt and Assyria 
uncovered monumental and mythological remains, in nineteenth-century London, archeologists 
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turned up items that were “familiar, even quotidian,” offering “traces of individual experiences.” 
Most discoveries were “accidental,” uncovered in the process of urban renovation.113    
The failure to find monumental remains in London was not for lack of trying.  In the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, London’s antiquaries yearned for material evidence of 
London’s time as a Roman colony.  Some worked to ascertain “the precise spot at which Caesar 
crossed the Thames.”114  Roman legends were foremost in Christopher Wren’s mind when he 
excavated the churchyard at St. Paul’s Cathedral.  Familiar with a story from William Camden’s 
Britannia (1586), Wren wondered whether he would find remains of the Temple of Diana 
rumored to have stood on the site.115 Another popular tradition held that Julius Caesar had 
erected “a fortress on the site now occupied by the Tower [of London],” a rumor popularized by 
late-medieval and Tudor literature.116  In 1722, William Stukeley, Secretary of the Society of 
Antiquaries, published a map of “Londinium.”117  Stukeley believed that there had, indeed been a 
“citadel” on the site of the Tower from “about the time of Constantine the Great,” which had 
replaced an earlier Roman fort.118  When part of the Tower complex was destroyed by fire in 
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1774, it provided an opportunity to find out more.  Antiquary Jeremiah Milles discovered Roman 
coins on the site, using them, along with an account by fourth-century poet, Claudian, to argue 
that the Tower had “undoubtedly” been “the capital fortress of the Romans; it was their treasury 
as well as their mint.”119 
Eighteenth-century antiquarians pursued antiquity as a source of pleasure.  As opposed to 
historians, they were concerned with material objects, and not with grand-narrative instructive 
history.120  As Rosemary Sweet has pointed out, antiquarian pleasure was an indicator of class 
and aesthetic refinement—the “study of antiquities” offered a gratification “in which every 
gentleman of taste should take delight,” affecting one’s “sensibilities” and emotions.121   
Unlike Rome, which was a hub of archaeology, most early archaeological work in the 
British Isles unfolded outside of London.  Inspired by William Camden’s Britannia, “the starting 
point for all antiquaries,” eighteenth-century British archaeologists inaugurated “the great age of 
the county history.”122  Even London’s own Society of Antiquaries, founded in 1707, never 
expressed a particular interest in the city’s history.  Instead, its mission was the general 
“encouragement, advancement and furtherance of the study and knowledge of antiquities and 
history in this and other countries.”123   It members came “from all parts of the British Isles” and 
communicated communicating through the publication, Archaeologia.  Most “regular 
contributors scarcely ventured to London,” and the papers presented showed…no particular trend 
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towards a London bias.”124  In 1843, the British Archaeological Association hoped to further the 
objectives of the Society of Antiquaries, making available archaeological resources that did not 
already “come within the scope” of existing antiquarian or literary societies.125  Still, London’s 
archaeological remains were largely overlooked.  Although “nearly every county in England had 
an archaeological society,” and antiquarians pored over regional local histories, London 
remained formally unexplored.126   
It was not until 1855 that the city’s relics were treated with real consideration, with the 
founding of the London and Middlesex Archaeological Society.  The group intended to collect 
and publish “information on all matters relating to the arts, monuments and antiquities of the 
cities of London and Westminster and the County of Middlesex.”127  This came following 
several decades of construction allowing “accidental archaeologists” to unearth new antiquities 
at a quickening pace.  Projects like Thames Embankment, the sewers, railways and traffic 
improvement led to a flood of new discoveries.  In 1841, workers building the new Royal 
Exchange broke ground at the intersection of Threadneedle and Cornhill Streets, not far from 
Wren’s new St. Paul’s.128  Several layers beneath the street, they discovered subsoil “composed 
almost entirely of animal and vegetable matter.”  Amongst the refuse there were “oyster 
shells…dross from the smith’s forge, bones of cows and oxen…broken pottery, leather, old 
sandals, glass, lamps…coins, and a variety of other objects.”  Although they might have seemed 
inconsequential to the workmen, these items were a source of great pleasure to local antiquaries 
who concluded that it had been a makeshift trash pit for “adjoining shops and houses.”129  All 
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around the construction site, notices urged workers to preserve these recovered objects, and 
immediately bring them “to the clerk of the works, who would remunerate the parties according 
to the articles found.”130  What they found was the debris of everyday life—pottery, coins and 




 Figure 6.8: Roman-era sandals found during excavations in London131 
 
Many of those involved with these new discoveries were amateur private collectors. For 
example, in the 1830s-40s, London pharmacist Charles Roach Smith explored construction sites 
like that of the new London Bridge.  His collection included a lot of “glass, gold and personal 
ornaments.”132  Roach Smith became a founding member of the British Archaeological 
Association, building an extensive collection, meticulously illustrating and cataloguing his 
artifacts, at a time when there was no national archaeological institute, and before the British 
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Museum expressed any interest in British antiquities.133  He was thrilled to discover “coins, 
tools, bits of Roman pavement, and other ephemera,” and housed his collection in the back of his 
shop—his very own Museum of London Antiquities.134  When the City Corporation undertook 
new building projects, Roach Smith implored the City to save uncovered archaeological relics in 
the interest of preserving London’s rich heritage.   
Unlike Rome, in London there were no national institutions to protect archaeological 
finds.  In the 1870s, as keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, John Henry Parker led a crusade to 
save the Dorchester Dykes (mounds dating from an Iron Age settlement) near Oxford, although 
“the obstinacy and ignorance of a John Bull farmer prevailed against all the inducements we 
could offer.”  As Parker explained, because there were no written sources dating to ancient 
Britain, “such ancient earthworks are…the only evidence we have…not only a confirmation of 
history…but the only evidence.”  The government offered little support, arguing “they had no 
right to interfere with private property, nor to spend money from the taxes for an object that is of 
interest only to educated people.”  As such, “public ridicule is our best weapon in such cases.”135   
Charles Roach Smith did his best to apply such public pressure to London’s institutions.  
The City Corporation controlled the square mile at the center of London, the oldest part 
of the city.  It was the only official metropolitan governing body yet found little reason to act as a 
steward of the city’s antiquities. Run by the livery companies, the Corporation had amassed 
“countless privileges confirmed by innumerable royal charters extending over seven 
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centuries.”136  Its Guildhall Library, while devoted to the history of London, was only accessible 
to Corporation members.  In the 1820s, as collectors began to donate excavated artifacts to the 
City, a small museum was added to the library, but it was neither well preserved nor open to the 
public.  Material donations increased in the 1830s when the City Commissioners of Sewers 
began a new round of excavations, but the museum remained “uncared for,” a secondary 
concern.137  The Illustrated London News accused City authorities of “neglect[ing] their valuable 
antiquities, having neither taken means to record their discovery nor cared for their 
preservation.”138  
While the Guildhall collections remained cordoned off, the British Museum (founded in 
1753) was friendlier to researchers.  William Hone turned to the Museum’s Harleian manuscripts 
to research his medieval cultural history, Ancient Mysteries Described (1823).139  Nevertheless, 
Hone’s resources were limited.  Frustrated, he complained to readers, “the mind glooms on the 
supposition that stores of information perished with the destruction of the religious houses in the 
reign of Henry VIII.”140  In 1856, the British Museum purchased Roach Smith’s entire collection 
(Figure 6.9).141  In a Whiggish homage to progress, the Illustrated London News reported that the 
collection conveyed “an idea of the prosperity and extent of London more than fifteen hundred 
years ago.”142   
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Figure 6.9: The Charles Roach Smith Collection purchased by the British Museum143 
 
D. History and Politics 
The City Corporation only began to change its attitude towards London’s historical relics 
when its monopoly on power came under fire.  Eventually it came to share power with the 
London County Council, formed in 1889.  These two bodies, the LCC and the Corporation 
engaged in a rivalry with each other that would play out in cultural and historical claims to civic 
identity.144  The LCC hoped to weaken the City Corporation’s position by shunning medieval 
traditionalism, instead depicting the history of London as a community bound by progressive 
mutualism.  In both instances, this political rivalry placed civic history into the public spotlight, 
                                               
143 Image source: “Mr. C. Roach Smith’s Collection of Antiquities,” 479. 
144 See Kota Ito, “Municipalization of Memorials: Progressive Politics and the Commemoration Schemes of the 
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as the City Corporation opened its library and museum to the general public and the London 
County Council began to mark the city’s historical sites with educational tablets.  Despite the 
fact that these were “top-down” presentations of history, the appeal to history in civic politics 
depended on a “popular history-consciousness” that existed “independently of elite control.”145 
As a “fabulously rich” and “semi-independent government,” the Corporation was 
motivated to protect its own privileged position.146  Over the course of the nineteenth century, 
London expanded outwards and the City Corporation refused to take financial responsibility for 
Greater London.  But public health scares in the 1830s and 1840s, including the cholera 
epidemic, prompted Parliament to interfere.  In 1847, the Commissioner of Sewers was 
established, followed in 1855 by the Metropolitan Board of Works (MBW), an appointed council 
responsible for new infrastructure.  The MBW was unpopular, unaccountable to voters and 
dubbed the “Board of Perks” due to periodic corruption scandals.147  As such, by the 1880s, the 
London Municipal Reform League led a call for major government reform.  The City 
Corporation became a target, as the League advocated for a central governing body to unify the 
City and Greater London.  In 1884, Sir William Harcourt introduced the idea in a bill to 
Parliament.148  The City Corporation fiercely contested Harcourt’s bill.   A cautious compromise 
was reached in the Local Government Act of 1888.  The City Corporation remained intact, 
retaining its privileges and institutions, but its power was not “extended over the whole of 
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London.”149  Instead, the City of London became a division of the County of London, and the 
more representative London County Council (LCC) was established to act as a unified governing 
body.150  
As the City’s political position shifted, so did its attention to civic history.  The City 
Corporation began to promote itself as the keeper of London’s heritage.  This meant endorsing a 
conservative vision of London that emphasized the significance of the guilds, accentuating 
medieval London.  In the 1860s, the Corporation decided to give the Guildhall Library and its 
museum a new building with a public reading room.  Caving to lobbying by the London and 
Middlesex Archaeological Society, a “highly respectable and very distinguished ‘pressure 
group,’” the Guildhall Museum was better maintained.151  The renovated building opened in 
1872 with a collection of 60,000 volumes all focused on the history of the city of London.152  In 
1881 the City Corporation purchased John Walker Baily’s private collection of “Roman, 
Romano-British, Medieval and other antiquities found in the City from 1863 to 1872.”153  In 
1886, the City funded the Guildhall Art Gallery, in part to counter political attacks against the 
“Corporation’s extensive wealth and power.”154  Proceeds were distributed to the poor. Then, in 
1889, the very year the LCC was formed, the City staged a public celebration in honor of the 
700th anniversary of the Mayoralty of London.  The Corporation commissioned their record 
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keeper, in conjunction with the Guildhall Library to “prepare a work showing ‘the pre-eminent 
position occupied by the city of London…in the shaping and making of England.’”   The result 
was Reginald Sharpe’s London and the Kingdom, published in 1894.  This was no picturesque 
history bringing to life London’s commoners.  Instead, it exalted the City Corporation.  Sharpe 
looked for “all the recorded instances in which the City of London interfered directly in the 
affairs of the Kingdom…as seen from the windows of the Guildhall.”155   Sharpe’s epic history 
had a lasting impact.  Twenty years after its publication, Walter G. Bell reflected: “every writer 
upon London is the inheritor of the labours of Dr. Reginald Sharpe,” who has “thrown a flood of 
light upon the conditions of its medieval life.”156  
The City Corporation also strove to protect ancient architecture and monuments that spoke 
to the City’s rich heritage.  For example, for centuries a gateway on Fleet Street known as 
Temple Bar served as the symbolic marker separating the City of London from Westminster.  
Along a royal ceremonial route, monarchs were obliged to honor the City’s independence by 
stopping at Temple Bar to “knock” before crossing into city limits.  In the seventeenth century, 
Christopher Wren replaced the medieval wooden gateway with a baroque stone structure.157   In 
the 1870s, Wren’s gateway had to be removed to improve traffic. While the City Corporation 
recognized that its removal was necessary, it was motivated to preserve the monument as a 
symbol of the City’s historical standing. The gate was removed, but a monument replaced it, 
making its absence ever-present.158  The new Temple Bar Monument boasted a dragon, drawn 
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from the City’s traditional coat of arms, standing atop a column and Renaissance style pedestal 
(Figure 6.10).159  When laying the foundation stone, members of the City Lands Committee 
created a time capsule including a medallion of Temple Bar, a list of all civic authorities, “a 
specimen of every current English coin of the realm” and “permanent” photographs “both of the 
memorial and of the recently-demolished Bar.”160  
 
Figure 6.10: Temple Bar before the Great Fire, Christopher Wren’s Temple Bar just before its destruction 
and the Temple Bar Monument in 1880.161 
 
As the City Corporation set about reinforcing its claims to London heritage, the politically 
progressive LCC was interested in promoting its own vision of London’s civic identity and 
history.  The Council published maps of Old London, promoting “topographical history” as a 
way to “self-evidently tell the organic and expansive” story of greater London as a “process of 
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community building.”162  G.L. Gomme, clerk to the Council argued that despite the Guildhall’s 
“magnificent collection of antiquities… its visitors were limited by a narrow conception of 
‘London’ as a locality rather than a national and imperial center.”163  Gomme and the LCC were 
political reformers, intent on improving the material and moral condition of struggling 
Londoners.  As Susan Pennybacker has explained, the Progressive project imagined a 
“redemptive role for the government of the imperial capital, a social mission in the secular 
metropolis.”164  Aesthetically, the Council aimed to beautify the city’s public spaces.165  
Culturally, it sought to reclaim London’s history with the express purpose of nurturing a new 
form of local civic identity.166 
In the 1890s, Conservatives pushed back against the LCC, arguing for municipal 
“devolution” in a campaign that Progressives characterized as an attempt to “enable the rich to 
shake off their obligations to the poor.”167  To affirm its own legitimacy, the LCC began to 
construct a new “imagined community” for Londoners, drawing upon the city’s rich history. In 
1894, the Council commissioned the Society of Antiquaries to excavate the site where first-
century Queen Boadicea was supposedly buried.  Boadicea had rebelled against London’s 
Roman colonizers and was associated with Britain’s ancient tribal institutions.  The City 
Corporation was associated with Rome, deriving “its enclosed constitution from the walled 
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Roman city, resisting the principle of local self-government handed down from primitive tribal 
communities.”  By celebrating Boadicea, the LCC hoped to send a clear message to the City.168  
This ongoing power struggle between the City Corporation and the LCC put a wealth of 
historical material into the hands of London researchers and readers.   The expansion and 
opening of the City’s Guildhall Library and Museum in the 1860s and 1870s enabled a new 
generation of London historians to uncover life in the pre-modern city, told through a slew of 
new archival histories.  These histories paid careful attention to the daily lives of Londoners and 
contributed to a new social history approach.  Henry T. Riley’s 700-page Memorials of London 
and London Life in the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries from the archives of the 
City of London (1868) made many city records directly available to an even wider public.  As 
Edward Walford observed in his essay on Plantagenet London, the Guildhall Library was a 
“boon for which all students of medieval history and of domestic manners…to say nothing of our 
future Macaulays—will feel abundantly grateful.”169  New sources allowed fresh visions of the 
past to emerge and Victorians were able to imagine a much more vivid picture of the past.  For 
example, in 1886, The Antiquary offered its readers “Glimpses of Old London from Scarce 
Tracts, Poems & Satires,” enthusiastically pointing out the novelty of their account, as these 
“out-of-the-way tracts of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries have never yet been collected 
together or used.”  Because much of what was “known” about medieval London stemmed from 
the civic ceremony and pageantry of livery companies, the picture of Westminster that emerged 
was surprisingly “less dignified” than previous characterizations.  But, this “curious picture” 
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proved to be “very instructive” precisely because it offered a “different view…from that which 
we are accustomed to think of.”170  
 
E. The City through Social History 
By the 1860s, historians were fusing newly available archival material about London with 
subject matter celebrated by picturesque historians.  For example, in 1872, John Timbs published 
a new book about London’s historic clubhouses and coffee houses, places that were intimately 
familiar to modern day Londoners, and layered with literary and historical “associations.”  The 
frontispiece depicted the Tabard Inn in Southwark—an historic Inn from which Chaucer’s 
pilgrims had embarked.  The illustration showed the Inn in its everyday appearance, plastered in 
signs for modern day rail-travel (Figure 6.11).  Jacob Larwood and John Camden Hotten’s The 
History of Signboard, with Anecdotes of Famous Taverns and Remarkable Characters (1866) 
was novel for the attention it gave to old signs as historical evidence.  Larwood and Hotten 
argued that signboards were crucial to understand London’s historical geography—street names 
often originated with “the sign of the old inn or public-house which frequently was the first 
building in the street…As material for the etymology of the names of persons and places, the 
various old signs may be studied with advantage.”171 Antiquarian Thomas Wright agreed that the 
authors had illuminated a “rarely-visited lane” of history, simply by noticing objects that 
“hundreds of thousands of individuals pass by…without interest, or the slightest suspicion that it 
might furnish material for history, or that there could be any approach to philosophy in it.”172  
Although the History of Signboards ventured into “the region of gossip…the results yield[ed] 
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conclusive evidence” about the political leanings of Londoners.  For example, one reviewer was 
surprised to learn “what few people would be likely to suspect,” that Londoner’s had historically 
been “decadently loyal and aristocratic.”173   
 
 
Figure 6.11: The Tabard Inn (Timbs Clubs and Club Life); Image from History of Signboards174 
 
 
However, for some, this sort of social history was suspect.  Professional Victorian 
historians were supposed to stick to grand narratives.  In 1849 Thomas Arnold condemned 
antiquarianism as “dull knowledge,” only concerned with “the shape and colour of a dress, or the 
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style of a building,” while ignoring “the comprehensive view which becomes the true historian.”  
As such, antiquarianism “contract[ed] and enfeeble[d] the mind.”175  And although Macaulay 
included a discussion of London’s coffee houses in his History of England (1848), as a serious 
historian he insisted his ultimate goal was to “excite thankfulness in all religious minds, and hope 
in the breasts of all patriots” by telling a sweeping story of Britain’s “physical…moral and… 
intellectual improvement.”  Macaulay included information about the average man from a 
discussion of agricultural wages to the rhymes and ballads of the common man.  But, this foray 
into social history was to bring to life the actors in a great drama, not declared worthy of study 
for its own sake.176  Vivid and colorful details were not enough to sustain serious historians.  In 
fact, antiquarians had long been mocked for an obsession with detail for its own sake.  
Antiquarian histories crossed lines with the picturesque—too romantic, too esoteric or too 
gossipy.  As Philippa Levine explains, Victorians believed antiquarians to be “so transported by 
past delights” that they were “indifferent” towards the present day.177  Helen Kingstone argues 
that Victorian historians had to “marginaliz[e] those modes that had cultivated…detail” because 
they were considered feminine, associated with amateurism and the “imaginative speculation” of 
historical fiction.178  For example, when William Longman concluded his A History of the Three 
Cathedrals Dedicated to St. Paul in London (1873) “with an entertaining chapter” entitled 
“Curious Customs and Incidents connected with Old St. Paul’s,” critics were ambivalent.  The 
chapter was chock full of “out-of-the-way matter concerning the social history of the church,” 
and it entertained by luridly dwelling on the “extraordinary desecration” of the cathedral.179  
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Many critics also dismissed The History of Signboards—it was nothing more than an 
“amusing history,” of “social anecdote.”180  A reviewer for the Athenaeum called it a “valuable 
addition to our antiquarian and gossiping literature.”181  The Fortnightly Review insisted it was 
“not a history.  It fulfills none of the functions of history, and incurs none of its responsibilities.”  
Instead, it was “novelty,” best suited to the “omnivorous reader who is supposed to represent the 
general public…who cares a great deal more about amusing gossip… in bulk than when they are 
sifted and melted down for the uses of history.”182  This “general public” was scoffed for its love 
of antiquarian and picturesque history.  But identifying with their readers, Larwood and Hotten 
admitted their own “peculiar pleasure” in “pondering over these old houses.”183 And Hotten 
advertised the book by emphasizing its “curious” and “odd” information.184  
The pleasures of vulgar history posed a cultural threat.  Historian and archivist Francis 
Palgrave feared that the historically-minded public was “in danger of being engrossed by the 
archaeology of the curiosity shops…[and] overwhelmed with literary dealers in the rococo of 
history.”  These dangers were just one step away from an over-emphasis on detail.  Palgrave 
counseled against a “blind and indiscriminate worship of past times” and warned of “the vulgar 
bait of antiquarianism.”  For example, if one loved gothic architecture, it was crucial to also 
“become acquainted with the doctrines which were taught by those who minister at the altar.”  
The “bright colors and false perspective” of a detailed illuminated manuscript might obscure “a 
real view of the state of society.”  Commercialized corruptions of the past appealed to 
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“intellectual frivolity,” with “the baubles supplying the subject of a melodrama…or the frippery 
of a fancy-ball.”185 
However, interest in the picturesque frills of London’s historical buildings continued to 
rise, fueled by the fact that they were disappearing by the day.  As early as the 1850s, the 
Illustrated London News carried a series of reports “on ‘falling buildings.’”186   In 1855, the 
London and Middlesex Archaeological Society observed that the city’s “monuments of 
antiquity” were “passing away in the march of metropolitan extension.”187  In 1867, John Timbs 
made it his “special object to describe” vanishing “London landmarks.”188  And by the 1870s, a 
large number of experts in art, architecture and history applied themselves to preserving 
historical remains.  In 1875, the Society for Photographing the Relics of Old London made it a 
mission to preserve images of old buildings.  These images would be “of great value to those 
who come after us, when we have disappeared and the old buildings have also disappeared.”189  
Two years later, William Morris founded The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings in 
an effort to save the buildings themselves.  Morris’ group believed that historic buildings had 
living souls and argued against restoration that aimed for “architectural purity” or “picturesque 
unity."190  But, as Andrea Zemgulys has argued, the preservation of London’s architectural 
heritage remained the purview of a specialized elite.  Morris’ group was mocked by the media as 
full of eccentrics “run mad” on a hobby.191 
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In general, the public tended to believe that active intervention was “impossible,” and 
furthermore, that efforts to interfere with public improvement were even “immoral” and 
“irrational.”192  One writer felt powerless in the face of time and the “exigencies of civilization,” 
with no choice but to watch the tide of urbanization “hid[e] much of what is left to remind us of 
what London has been.”193  Preservationists struggled with the need for compromise.  When 
George Birch heard of the pending destruction of Gray’s Inn, he was of two minds, believing that 
“as an architect I ought not to deplore any alteration…when the object is public benefit and 
convenience.”194  London historian, William J. Loftie was also concerned as the “remains of old 
London [grew] very scarce.”  He watched the city’s history “fade away with regret.”  Yet, like 
most of his generation, he had to acknowledge the inevitability of modernization.  London was 
bound to a marketplace that demanded innovation—“it would require a very enthusiastic love of 
antiquities to contemplate with pleasure a lodging up four pair of stairs to a gloomy court off 
Fleet Street or Chancery Lane.”195   
By the late nineteenth century, while Whiggish narratives of progress did not disappear, 
the general public was more likely to enjoy the history of London for its picturesque aspects, 
social history, scintillating curiosities or curious archaeological artifacts.  The City Corporation 
and the LCC both hoped to build on this general interest by promoting historical narratives to 
affirm their own legitimacy and civic vision.  Architects and preservationists were motivated to 
record and salvage as much as they could of the city’s vanishing historical structures.  The result 
was a new way of experiencing the past—as recreation, as living history and as simulacrum. 
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II.  The Old London Street at the International Health Exhibition 
A. Staging Old London 
In keeping with its public relations campaign against the Harcourt Bill in the 1880s, in 
1884 the City Corporation decided to fund the re-creation of an Old London Street, hoping it 
would highlight the significance of the city guilds, their deeply rooted traditions and the mastery 
still required for their crafts.  The guilds were motivated to demonstrate their own importance in 
constituting London’s civic identity.196  In the 1820s-1830s the City had played a primary role in 
tearing down vestiges of Old London.  Now, the political benefits of promoting Old London led 
the Corporation to align itself with the values of architects and antiquarians.  But rather than halt 
urban development, this Old London would be a simulacrum.  It was the Master of the Plumbers 
Company, George Shaw, who took up the reigns.  A builder, decorator and plumber, Shaw 
served as a common councilman and was also a member of the Society of Arts.  By the 1880s he 
had been chairman of the City Commission of Sewers, chairman of the Library Commission and 
Chairman of the City Lands Committee.  Shaw strongly backed the commission of Reginald 
Sharpe’s archival history, London & the Kingdom.197  As an expert plumber, Shaw was invited to 
join the Executive Committee organizing a new exhibition on the topic of public health.  He took 
this opportunity to suggest the inclusion of an Old London Street scene. 
                                               
196 See International Health Exhibition, Official Guide, li.  Old London was under the purview of the “City 
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The International Health Exhibition opened in South Kensington in 1884.  The theme 
included food, dwelling and dress.  To re-create the Olden Times, Shaw hired a nostalgic, 
preservationist architect, George Birch.  Birch was part of a circle of architects that included 
William Burgess (hired to “complete” St. Paul’s), H.W. Lonsdale, and E.J. Tarver.  Lonsdale 
worked to revive lost arts in stained glass, murals and furniture while Tarver and Lonsdale 
authored the deeply researched Illustrations of Medieval Costume (1874).  Birch was also a 
founding member of the Society for Photographing the Relics of Old London.  The group, intent 
on documenting vanishing old London, was formed as an attempt to prevent the looming 
destruction of the Oxford Arms.  Birch had a passion for “disappearing” London.  With an urgent 
drive to look after London’s architectural “survivors,” he bemoaned that “neighbourhoods which 
the Great Fire itself respected have been laid waste.”  This sort of attachment to the old city was 
personal.  For Birch, buildings he had known from his “earliest youth” were “old friends…their 
loss is absolutely painful.”  He pleaded for tenants in the old buildings to “remember that fresh 
coats of white paint on walls, and gallons of copal varnish on carved woodwork, renewed every 
long vacation, are not conducive to beauty or to the appearance of antiquity.”  But this was a 
losing battle-- “the demon of paint and varnish” were “all powerful.” The destruction of Old 
London unfolded at an alarming pace.  One summer, Birch had postponed his plans to sketch an 
old house in Fenn Court.  When he returned from holiday, “alas! A yawning gap and a hoarding 
was all that was left.”198    
Although Birch lamented the destruction wrought by the City’s metropolitan 
improvements, his personal motives converged with Shaw’s in the re-creation of disappearing 
London.  The city guilds and the preservationists were both motivated to romanticize Old 
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London, albeit for different reason. Yet, the inclusion of an Old London Street at the Health 
Exhibition meant something else altogether to the majority of the Exhibition organizers.  The 
Executive Committee intended Old London to convey how unsanitary and primitive London had 
been before modern improvements in health and hygiene.  Despite these disparate motives, City 
politicians, architectural historicists and public health advocates came together and created an 
entirely novel way to experience the past.  
To recreate the past, the architects of the Old London Street drew upon both 
archaeological and picturesque history.  The essential tension within Victorian conceptions of 
London was revealed by the romanticized Old London Street at an exhibition devoted to 
nineteenth-century progress.  For Victorians, the city stood for globalization and modernity, but 
it also encompassed a local history and culture that needed to be remembered, embraced and 
upheld.  This basic conflict—past versus present—was symptomatic of nearly all Victorian 
historical thought.  The Health Exhibition’s Old London Street was also an early example of 
“living history” in which the past was transformed into a pleasurable commercial experience—
what I have been arguing is part of an aesthetic modernism.   Yet, while the Old London Street 
was a novel experiment, historical-themed fairs were not new.  Scholars like Peter Mandler, 
Rosemary Mitchell and Billie Melman have demonstrated that the picturesque historical 
approach fell out of favor with historians by the 1850s.  However, there are many indications that 
it remained popular with consumers well into the second half of the nineteenth century.  The 
Olden Times had become firmly associated with tradition and aristocratic paternalism.199  
Victorian consumers idealized this vision of the past at fancy dress parties and themed fairs, 
often without historical specificity.   As Rosemary Mitchell explains, picturesque history had a 
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“tendency to become static in appearance and simplistic in content.”200  In the consumer 
marketplace, this could be taken to an extreme. 
For example, in 1881 aristocrats helped raise money for the Chelsea Women’s Hospital 
by participating in an “Olden Times” fair—an Elizabethan Market, staged at the Royal Albert 
Hall.  It was the play-acting aristocracy, not historical learning, that drew an adoring public. 
Lady Layard, wife of famed archaeologist Henry Layard, attended the market three days in a 
row, waiting in the cold for nearly two hours.201  The Star marveled at the “ineffectual but well-
meaning attempts” of “Vicountess Grey de Wilton, and Miss Cadogan” who manned the booth 
for “tea and ices” donning “Marie Stuart dresses and caps” (Figure 6.12).   Other members of the 
well-to-do leaned on “long walking-sticks with ornamental tops; carried snuff-boxes, and wore 
gold eye-glasses.”202 The Spectator noted that although most “returned fatigued, head-achy, ill-
tempered and with a few ridiculous trifles, purchased at exorbitant prices…they had enjoyed a 
sight of the great ladies in preposterous costumes.”203 Punch also mocked the attendees, insisting 
that when it came to the irresistible union of the aristocracy and costume, the British Public 
proved “there’s nothing it won’t pay.”204 
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Figure 6.12: Program cover from the Old English Fayre and Countess Cadogan dressed for the occasion at 
“Ye Olde Chelsea Bun House.”205  
 
This “Elizabethan Market” made no pretense to historical accuracy.  Instead, 
picturesque history was mobilized to bring in as much money as possible.  As such, the fair 
serves as a good indicator of which aspects of the imagined past were most pleasing to the 
Victorian consumer.  The center of “Ye Olde English Fayre” sported a flower stall and a 
maypole.  Its aisles were lined with booths selling everything from toys and tea to butter and 
china.  In the afternoons and evenings, musical offerings were on hand.  Designers Bernasconi 
                                               
205 Image sources: Old English Fayre (London: George Faulkner, 1881); Miss Cadogan from: Royal Borough of 
Kensington and Chelsea. https://rbkclocalstudies.wordpress.com/2017/08/31/a-lyttle-blogge-poste-about-ye-old-
english-fayre/ 
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& Langford aimed for an imaginative experience.206  The guidebook summoned guests to come 
“through an archway” to find “oneself in ye midst of a novel and eke enchanting scene, which 
doth carry one’s thoughts back to ye days long agone—ye traditional days, wen “England was 
merrie England.”  This market was staged in London, but historical London was not invoked.  
Instead, the fair boasted a feudal castle “rising stage upon stage from ye archway” to a “comlie 
height above.”  The guide ommitteed historical details, only assuring visitors that they would 
encounter “ye appropriate Olde English Costumes”—the sort that “doth gyve great effect to ye 
whole scene.”207 
The guidebook emphasized effect, scenery and costume, but not authenticity.  This is 
what mattered to consumers—the historical atmosphere.  Pleasure took precedence over 
historical specificity.  However, critics griped about the lack of historical accuracy.  Architects 
protested that the market was nothing “like an intelligent revival of an old English Fair.  The 
only point in the entire programme that savours of old English, being the constant substitution 
of ye for the, an affectation so feebly puerile that it suggests nothing but dreary pretence and 
lack-a-day limpness.”  They complained that while authentic Elizabethan saleswomen would 
have worn simple attire, the aristocratic “rivalry of modern toilet [did not] for a moment allow 
of any such appropriateness in this direction.”208  Punch called it a “sham,”—a historical mash-
up in which “Tudor times embrace with ease/ The reign of George the Third.”209  Nevertheless, 
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imagination and pleasure ultimately made it a successful fundraiser.  For the hospital, this 
“positively unique”210 experience yielded £7,540.211   
At the International Health Exhibition, the Old London Street drew even larger crowds.  
The International Health Exhibition was visited by over four million people in its first six 
months.  Yet this time organizers made historical accuracy a priority.  Old London was only 
one section of the larger exhibition set in an expanded cluster of buildings used the previous 
year for the International Fisheries Exhibition.  Over two thousand private individuals, business 
and organizations contributed to the event, with representation from China, Japan, Siam, 
France, Italy and Belgium.212  The Health Exhibition, popularly referred to as “the Healtheries” 
hoped to balance both education and leisure in its presentation of dress, food, dwellings, water 
supply, sanitation, heat, light, ventilation, plumbing and workshops.  A second division was 
devoted to public education, school design, school meals, physical education and schools for 
the blind and deaf.  Attractions included lectures, a library and an “Anthropometric 
Laboratory” where visitors could assess their own height, weight, strength, eyesight and 
hearing against standards of health (Figure 6.13).213  
Health was both an educational issue and a topic frequently discussed by customers 
navigating an increasingly complex marketplace.  Once reporter noticed that health had become 
the newfound “topic of society,” as consumers tried to sort through what to eat and drink, 
wondering “wherewithal shall we be clothed?”214    In the late-Victorian era, educational exhibits 
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like the “Healtheries” merged with consumer-leisure, serving as functional replacements for the 
recently shuttered pleasure gardens.  Educational displays were similar to consumer displays, 
“arranged in large shop windows or in small shop-like stalls.”215  One American visitor found the 
annual Earl’s Court exhibitions to be all about pleasure and a mere pretense to “gathering… 
knowledge.”  “One year it was called Italian [with]… macaroni and Chianti in the restaurants, 
and a nice new pasteboard Forum…Now it happens to be Indian…the years, in passing, have 
turned it into a big bazaar.”216   
 
Figure 6.13: Map of the International Health Exhibition.  Old London is in the lower left quadrant (no. 40)217  
                                               
215 Annemarie Adams, Architecture in the Family Way: Doctors, Houses & Women, 1870-1900 (Montreal: McGill-
Queen's University Press, 1996), 14. 
216 Elizabeth Robins Pennell, “Play in London,” The Century Magazine 54, no. 3 (1897), 347. 
217 Image source: International Health Exhibition, Official Catalogue.  
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The organizers of the International Health Exhibition hoped to resist such common 
commercialism.  Instead, they hoped that the Exhibition and the inclusion of Old London might 
demonstrate how far Britain had come in modern times.  Ernest Hart, a medical doctor who 
served on the Executive Committee wholeheartedly believed that public health was a blessing 
of the modern age.218 For Hart, “entirely “entirely everything in the shape of street 
magnificence, street cleanliness or street comfort that meets the eye belongs to the existing or 
preceding generation.”  
Hart believed London’s Great Fire had presented “an opportunity” to carry out needed 
reforms in urban planning.  This opportunity came at the moment of England’s religious 
reformation.  History demonstrated that reform and destruction went hand and hand.  Old 
London, on the other hand, had been a dangerous place, snaked with “crooked paths” and 
“stagnant gutters.”  The “unscientific” and unsanitary old city gave way to modern hygiene and 
rational urban planning.  A reproduced Old London Street could offer useful “instruction” 
about “the din, the danger and the filth” of the past.219   
Here, Hart was in line with the Whig-historical view articulated by Macaulay.  
Macaulay described Old London as a place where modern Victorians “should be disgusted by 
their squalid appearance and poisoned by their noisome atmosphere.”  Even in aristocratic 
neighborhoods, “fruit women screamed, carters fought, cabbage stalks and rotten apples 
accumulated in heaps.”220  It was only in the late seventeenth century that conditions began to 
emerge “for modern prosperity.”  As Catherine Hall has explained, Macaulay’s readers were 
                                               
218 See Times (London), January 8, 1898.  Ernest Abraham Hart was a Jewish-English physician and editor of 
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thus “introduced to the history that had transformed them from rude and vulgar people, like 
those elsewhere in the world, to the civilized subject that they were or aspired to be.”221  
But Shaw and Birch had something else in mind.  Birch was a romantic and would go 
on to publish several volumes about London in the “Olden Days.” 222  He intended his Old 
London Street to revive the medieval city, “as it existed before that swift furnace of flame of 
1666.”223  Unlike the generic feudal castle rising above the Chelsea Hospital Fundraiser, the 
Old London Street welcomed guests with well-known buildings.  Distinct from Hart, Birch 
idealized Old London.  He exchanged Hart’s “crooked paths” for the purposefully 
“picturesque” bend that formed “Elbow Lane.”  Instead of the cesspool Hart imagined, Birch 
and Shaw dreamed up an idealized Old London—one with nostalgia for rapidly vanishing city 
sites, the other with nostalgia for the traditional life of the guilds.  The exhibition street was far 
from unsanitary.  Instead, it was clean, well-lit and remarkably free from the sewage that 
Health Exhibition literature insisted had been rampant.224    
 
B. Past vs. Present 
The Old London Street was both a commercial pleasure that romanticized history and a 
lesson about the ugly inferiority of the past.  Contemporary critics noticed this dichotomy.  
Punch asked its readers to reconsider whether Old London was really a “fearful example to be 
avoided,” or the design for a charming group of houses…to be erected at…Bedford Park.”225  
Even a reporter for Sanitary World found Old London to be “the greatest attraction…in the 
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whole Exhibition.”  He imagined his forefathers “rejoic[ing]” in the “narrow streets, low ceilings 
[and] dark rooms,” and utterly forgot “that these houses were…of an unsanitary character 
according to modern notions.”226 Despite this clear duality, modern scholars discussing the Old 
London Street have adopted Hart’s narrative and drawn attention only to the message of 
“progress” expounded by Health Exhibition literature.  For Lynda Nead, the Old London Street 
was an opportunity for visitors to experience historical filth before re-emerging “secure in the 
healthy present.”227  And Annemarie Adams points out that the juxtaposition of the enclosed 
street against the open spaces of the Water Pavilion reinforced the idea that “living conditions in 
1884 were much healthier than they had been in the past.”228  Yet, these readings ignore those 
pleasurable qualities of Old London that were most remarked upon by visitors.  The public 
perception of Old London was more closely aligned with Birch’s historical vision, thereby 
disrupting the narrative of historical progress put forth by Health Exhibition organizers. 
The ambivalent relationship between past and present was also expressed in an adjacent 
historical costume exhibit as it was in Old London.  “Dress” was considered an aspect of health 
and hygiene. In the name of health, the exhibition aimed to reconcile “natural beauty” and “good 
common sense” while curbing “frivolity.”229  The popularity of historical costume tapped into 
decades of illustrated popular histories in the picturesque tradition.  A love for historical costume 
in the mid-Victorian era was well established by Charles Knight and novelists like W.H. 
Ainsworth.  By the 1880s, illustrated costume manuals abounded.  These were often in the 
service of fancy dress parties, making claims to authenticity but altering the past so as to attract 
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the desire of present customers.230  Visitors to the Health Exhibition were already familiar with 
picturesque historical costume. 
At the Costume Exhibit, visitors could peruse a series of wax figures clothed by painter 
and theatrical costumer, Lewis Wingfield.  Each historical era, spanning 1066-1820 was 
represented by a grouping of figures drawn from all social classes.  Visitors were invited to 
personally identify with a counterpart in the past.  The exhibition drew attention to the 
differences and similarities between modern Britons and their ancestors. Like the picturesque 
historians, Wingfield reassured visitors that his mannequins were dressed “from contemporary 
authorities—missals, tombs, statues and portraits in oil.”231   
Wingfield was inspired by the work of Planché who had used chronology to rearrange the 
Line of Kings at the Tower of London.232  However, he moved away from the typical mid-
Victorian narrative that emphasized evolutionary development by instead pointing to 
continuities.  For example, “the ancient Scythians wore trousers which much resemble ours of 
today,” and the stockings worn by Anglo-Saxon Chieftains matched those of “our English 
soldiers two years ago at the battle of Tel-e-Kebir.”  The fifteenth-century caps, kerchiefs and 
sleeves of Henry VI’s era “might well be imitated by modern housewives.”233  Just as the Old 
London Street, Wingfield’s Costume Exhibit challenged the narrative of linear progress expected 
at a health Exhibition. The Health Exhibition intended the costume division to represent 
“hygienic and artistic aspects of dress.”234  Shoes worn by Catherine de Medici were displayed as 
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an “ingenious contrivance…for preventing corns or pressure.”  But one visitor wondered 
whether those “who suffer from corns may, in this year of grace 1884, adopt the fashion.”235  
Thus, like the Old London Street, the Costume Exhibit disrupted Victorian notions of progress. 
Wingfield’s exhibit guidebook ridiculed fashions and customs from all epochs (Figure 
6.14).  Regency costume had a “peculiar hideousness.”  Awful Napoleonic-era dress resulted 
from “unassisted British taste.”  Catherine de Medici’s corsetry was blamed for the absurd 
“thirteen-inch” waist measure, the “accepted standard which was to be attained at any cost.”  It 
was “no wonder the portraits of our early ancestresses look solemn and uncomfortable.”236  
Modern fashion was criticized just as much as historical costume.  The guidebook scorned the 
ungraceful “hump at the back with which women extend their skirts,” preferring instead the 
crinolines worn in the 1860s.237 
 
Figure 6.14: Plates from Wingfields's guide to the costume exhibit 
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This sort of ambivalence about progress was not the intention of Health Exhibition 
organizers, but rather, it was deeply embedded in the Victorian historical imagination, 
exacerbated by the beauty of picturesque historiography.  Popular writers criticized historical 
Londoners for the “immoderate drinking of fools, and frequent fires,” but recognized that “daily 
police reports forbid us to boast in these days of much improvement.”  The authors at Once a 
Week Magazine imagined that in Old London, the air was in fact healthier, producing a 
“kindliness and liberality” which had likely “evaporated after so many years.”  Historical 
Londoners had more polished manners, more beautiful dress and even the “sumptuous dishes” of 
yesteryear “might fairly vie with the turtle of to-day.”  But just as there could be no true 
reconstruction of the London lost to metropolitan improvements, neither could modern man 
become like the  “reckless pleasure-seekers of old, a good share of whose time was spent in 
jollity and amusement.”238  All that was available to the late-Victorian Londoner was the 
temporary commercial purchase of the past. 
 
C. Old London as Living History  
 
The London real-estate market might have had little use for its crumbling old buildings, 
but consumers flocked to a simulation of the past on the Old London Street.  This was a novel 
way to engage with the past.  To stimulate the metaphoric imagination, Birch’s street tapped into 
well-worn beloved tropes about the Olden Times, omitting unpleasant realities, despite the 
accuracy they might add.  Nevertheless, the insistence on specificity and the illusion of accuracy 
remained central to the exhibit’s success.  It was crucial that the Old London Street offer an 
enjoyable and transportive experience, placing “before nineteenth-century London the departed 
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glories, the picturesque streets, the quaint houses, in which our forefathers lived and died.”  In 
his guidebook, Birch assured visitors that his houses “are no pasteboard and painted canvas 
delusions, but honest structures… They represent no fanciful restorations from written records 
but are faithful delineations from actual drawings derived from authentic sources.”239  He was 
especially proud that the Old London Street could offer visitors a “realistic” experience.  Shaw 
and Birch had originally wanted to reconstruct “Old Cheapside,” but changed course without 
enough sources to “authentically” rec-create the scene. 
Instead of Old Cheapside, Birch decided on a collection of sites drawn from across the 
cityscape.  The street offered him an opportunity to revive his “old friends.”  It was a project 
infused with spiritual meaning.  Examples were drawn from all over London and collapsed into 
an enclosed space.  Even though Old London claimed to replicate a realistic street, it was not any 
particular street.  Rather than actually recreating the past, Old London referenced the past and 
was intended as a conceptual launching point for its visitors.  Birch’s guidebook quoted 
Shakespeare and Milton and invoked the “busy hum of men” long gone.240  On his Old London 
Street, sightseers joined a lost world that had come alive.  This was no history book in which 
readers remained in the distanced vantage point of the present.  On the Old London Street, 
visitors could move in and through the past as it was brought to life around them.  History 
moved from panoptical to street-level and exhibit-goers experienced the past from within.241 
Birch opened the streets of historical London to the modern flâneur.  Visitors were pedestrians in 
the past and audience-members in the present.  
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Unlike the Chelsea Hospital fundraiser’s nonspecific feudalism, the Old London Street was 
composed of well-known buildings. These included the Oxford Arms, a structure Birch had 
lobbied to save.  It was presented as a “typical example” of the galleried front of an “old London 
Inn.”  This jumble of well-known sites was clustered into a street that had never existed, while 
the original, real-life location of each building was carefully documented in the catalogue.  As 
the visitor moved along the street, it rounded a corner “in order to break a perspective which 
would have been too long for a picturesque effect.”  Following the bend, visitors found the 
“French Ambassador’s House,” examples of timber construction off King Street, (traditionally 
associated with Oliver Cromwell), the “Oxford Arms” and the exhibition’s crown jewel— 
“Whittington’s Palace,” formerly of Hart Street.  The guidebook made sure to inform visitors 
that despite legend, “from its style and ornamentation [Whittington’s House] could not possibly 
have been of his time.”242  The street was lined with shops hosted by the guilds (Figure 6.15-
6.16).243 
 
Figure 6.15: Old London seen from Bishopsgate244 
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Figure 6.16: Dick Whittington’s house on the Old London Street245 
Exhibitors included the metalworker John Starkie Gardner, well-known for his writings 
about armor, metalworking and natural history.  Gardner deeply believed in the Old London 
Street project and “did not grudge expense,” paying his workmen £5 per week, out of pocket, for  
“playing at work” in the onsite Ironworks shop.  He also loaned the exhibition a collection of 
armor, hoping it would secure his space on the street “for another year.”246  Another booth was 
operated by Andrew Tuer and Abraham Field’s Leadenhall Press.  They promised to demonstrate 
“the process of letterpress printing as carreid on in the olden time,” and that “the matter would 
receive justice at our hands.”247  After an hour and a half examining the street, Tuer raved to 
Shaw that he had been “prepared for something good, but not for what I saw.”  The Street was so 
realistic that he was inclined to move right in, “for the houses seem perfectly habitable!”248 In 
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addition to demonstrations, “Ye Leadenhalle Presse” offered an array of “quasi-historical” books 
for sale (Figure 6.17).249  
 
Figure 6.17: Andrew Tuer’s Old London Street Cries. (London: Field & Tuers, Leadenhall Press, 1885) 
For Tuer, authenticity was crucial.  Visiting consumers were asked to exercise a willing 
suspension of disbelief, activating imaginative powers in order to enjoy the commodified past.  
To reinforce the sensation of authenticity, several of the buildings were finished with marks of 
age.  As one visitor pointed out, “the plaster work [was] cleverly painted…covered here and 
there with lichens and weather stains, and cracks and crevices…the marks of time [were] 
everywhere to be seen.”  Few would have been able to convince a “country cousin” that “the 
wood and plaster structures before them [were] not veritable bits of London preserved.”250  
These signs of age served as nineteenth-century markers of historical authenticity. Yet the Old 
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London Street also claimed to convey the visitor back in time, in which case its structures should 
have appeared to be “new.”  To engage the imagination most effectively, the exhibit operated on 
multiple temporal planes.  Visitors were transported to the past, yet they were reassured by 
ageing buildings, appearing as if in the nineteenth-century present.  Those on the Old London 
Street were neither here nor there, enacting the sort of experience that Michael Saler has 
characterized as a “specifically modern enchantment…one that enchants and disenchants 
simultaneously…a state in which one could be ‘delighted’ without being ‘deluded.’”251  The 
“disenchanted” specificity of the street, its architectural accuracy and evidence of age made it 
easier for visitors to engage in “enchanted” time travel, imaginatively leaving the present while 
remaining aware they had not actually traveled back in time.  
Many were frustrated when modern intrusions made it more difficult to indulge such 
imaginative escapism.  Tuer worried about the effect of the “dreadfully incongruous” signage 
placed “up against the principle entrance.”  He asked Shaw to replace it with something “more in 
harmony with the period,” and also that the Joiners Guild put their workmen into costumes.252 
The press also preferred the illusion of reality, griping about “the invasion of that pest of modern 
times, Advertisement.”  And even when convincingly costumed, Old London’s shopkeepers 
might become an ugly reminder of nineteenth-century modernity by “selling photographs!”253 
Visitors to the Old London Street were sophisticated consumers agreeing to a suspension of 
disbelief in order to share a commodified experience capable of stimulating the desired 
sensation.  After teenaged Elizabeth Lee experienced Old London, she noted that both she and 
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her father had been “enchanted” by what all seemed “so real.”254  Modern theatrical innovations 
were used to enhance authenticity, a point not lost on visitors.  Many mentioned the employment 
of electricity to create an “antique effect,” not only on the Old London Street, but at other “old 
city” exhibits in the following years.255  This is similar to how Victorian audiences experienced 
“sensation-theater.”  As Lynn Voskuil has explained, late-Victorian theater audiences were “in 
the know,” not expecting to see actors “‘really’ plunge from cliffs…but instead to experience…a 
vacillation between belief and incredulity.’”256 
This posed a problem for the historical experts and elites whose concerns about 
authenticity and accuracy were often not heeded by the imaginative consumer.  Those experts 
who found fault with the Old London Street at the Health Exhibition did so on the basis of its 
supposed “inauthenticity.”  For example, critics from The Builder noted that Birch had made 
mistakes in the plaster reproductions of Roman medallions ornamenting one of the houses.  “We 
write this not in captious mind,” they insisted, “but rather to show how much care has still to be 
bestowed in dealing with the antecedents of these old dwellings which are thus suddenly restored 
to us.”257   
To maintain the illusion, Birch and the exhibit organizers hoped to minimize any obvious 
commercial overtones.  Exhibiting guilds were asked to refrain from posting bold signs and were 
banned from direct solicitation or any other act “detrimental to the dignity or harmony of the 
Exhibition.”  The intention was “not to restrict legitimate trading,” but to augment authenticity.  
After all, as the contract explained, “at the period intended to be reproduced it is believed 
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that…names were not affixed over shops.”258  Yet, exhibitors clearly demonstrated a profit 
motive.  Tuer and Field sought to exploit their position at the Exhibition, applying for permission 
to keep their stall open until 10:00 PM, catching customers who came to revel in the electrically 
lit gardens at night.259 The frame-makers at F.S. Nichols & Co. also hoped to augment their own 
lucrative enterprise, drawing in customers with incentives and give-aways such as souvenir 
etchings depicting the street.260  Located on the second floor, the frame-workers requested an 
additional staircase be opened both as “a public convenience and certainly as a boon to us up 
there.”261 
The pleasure taken by such visitors on the Old London Street led to a kind of eclectic 
form of history made up of individual experiences.  In other words, the commodification of 
historic London activated an experience of multiple temporalities, made possible when visitors 
interacted with the past as consumers.  As one guide explained, at the International Health 
Exhibition, on the Old London Street, sitting for an overpriced brew at an “Old London” pub, 
one might choose to “talk politics, denounce the Stuarts…annihilate Cromwell…be merry with 
the Second Charles, or join in the laugh…at Charles’ expense.”262  Allowing consumers to 
celebrate a jumble of historical references was a byproduct of this sort of commodification of the 
past.  Visitors seemed to enjoy collapsing historical moments.  One observer found “the 
incongruous dresses” of artisans working on the street to be “excessively funny.”  A carver was 
found in a sixteenth-century costume with “a nineteenth-century blue cotton shirt.”  A glazier, 
reading a modern sports magazine wore “a sort of Edward VI dress.”  He chatted with a printer 
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in “a mixture of the Elizabethan, Charles, Queen Anne and modern Tottenham Court Road 
periods.”263  Victorian consumers were used to mixing and matching historical styles, navigating 
with personal choice and aesthetic preference.  They were well practiced in the eclectic historical 
revivalism of late-Victorian design.  Although some critics found that the comingling of styles 
indicated an aesthetic failure, Wingfield insisted that “female costume has seldom been so 
becoming as now” precisely because of the collapsing of time enabled by consumer choice.  He 
explained that: “Ladies may range at will…and cull from any reign the details which may suit 
their beauty…there is nothing that can be called outré.  A damsel may appear in public in an 
Elizabethan coif, a Mary Stuart ruff and Queen Anne petticoat without the smallest danger 
of…being accused of bad taste.”264 
One comic magazine imagined a country bumpkin and his cosmopolitan nephew, placed 
in Old London as well.  The uncle pictured himself in the past, where he “might ha’ bin mistook 
vur a dook.”265  In the end, educated and uneducated alike sang the praises of Old London.  
Architect A.H.B. Beresford Hope praised the City Corporation for its constructive “good deeds,” 
producing a “delightful reminiscence of Old London”—one which had been “a source of 
pleasure and gratification to all visitors.”266 
 
 
III. The Legacy of the Old London Street 
 
Although the International Health Exhibition was not a permanent fixture, the Old 
London Street remained in South Kensington for several years, first as part of an Inventions 
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Exhibition in 1885 and then an Indian Exhibition in 1886.267  The Street scene had a lasting 
impact.  Not only was it re-created in New York, but in the two decades that followed, it was 
imitated in Old Birmingham, Old Manchester & Salford, Old Antwerp, Old Edinburgh, Old 
Vienna and Old Paris.268  The Old London Street accentuated London’s significance not only as 
the locus of royal and national narratives, but as a place where local history and traditional 
culture were deeply embedded.  This emphasis contributed to the emerging academic field of 
folklore, or historical anthropology.  Although these fields are usually thought of as Edwardian 
developments, their roots can be found in Victorian exhibition culture.  Furthermore, the cultural 
history of London was widely embraced by a new generation of writers in the 1890s-1910s, the 
most well-known being Walter Besant.  In addition, throughout London, intellectual clubs, 
public lectures and tours flourished at the turn of the century.  These celebrated cultural history 
as “living history.” Finally, the Old London Street model in which the past was made pleasurable 
as “living history” was repeated in Edwardian public history projects such as the development of 
the London Museum in 1912 and in the Pageant of London at the Festival of Empire in 1911. 
In the 1840s, when Macaulay wrote his History of England, it was not controversial to 
say that London had lost a sense of “patriotism.”  As he put it— once upon a time, “London was, 
to the Londoner, what Athens was to the Athenian in the age of Pericles…The citizen was proud 
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of the grandeur of his city.”  But in modern times, the City had lost “that attachment which every 
man naturally feels for his home,” and it was “no longer associated…with domestic affections 
and endearments.  The fireside, the nursery, the social table, the quiet bed are not there.  
Lombard Street and Threadneedle Street are merely places where men toil and accumulate.”269  
But at the dawn of the twentieth century, a wave of innovative books about historical London 
appeared, staking a claim for civic patriotism.  As William Loftie explained, for the turn-of-the-
century Londoner, it was the city’s “antiquity” that felt most impressive and stoked a “patriotism 
in the breast of its denizens.  There is something satisfactory…in the consciousness that not only 
is London the greatest city on earth but that its continuous and unbroken records are longer than 
those of any other place.”270  Original histories of the city seemed vital at a moment in which one 
reader turned to the “admirable and clear engravings in Charles Knight’s excellent work on 
London, published fifty years ago,” and found himself “fail[ing] to recognize the modern street 
bearing the same name,” thanks to modern “improvement.”271  Throughout the nineteenth 
century, most Londoners had been “ignorant” of the scope of their own city, moving around on 
foot and largely remaining in their own neighborhoods.272  Now, there was a greater effort to 
establish a coherent London-identity for the imperial capital and its residents.   
Most of these new histories attempted to encapsulate the massive metropolis in both time 
and space.  These works also tended to fuse archaeological and literary approaches with a new 
anthropological understanding of the past.273  These histories could be deeply personal. For 
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example, William Loftie’s Colour of London: Historic, Personal and Local (1907) emphasized 
the experience of the city as a subjective aesthetic experience, an approach echoed in Olave 
Potter’s The Colour of Rome (1909).  But even as he emphasized the personal, Loftie 
emphasized authenticity in a way that Olave Potter in The Colour of Rome did not find 
necessary.  Potter scarcely mentioned archaeology, but freely recounted Livian legends.  
Describing the Lacus Curius, a “mysterious chasm...in the middle of the Forum,” Potter tells 
how the Roman noble, Marcus Curitus sacrificed himself to appease the gods by throwing 
himself into the opening.274  Loftie, on the other hand, took pains to cast aside local London 
legends.  He took on Ainsworth and Cruikshank’s Tower of London, calling it a “book which 
literally bristles with mistakes and anachronisms.  The etchings are not to be trusted.”  Loftie 
pointed out that “there were no ‘beefeaters’ in the Tower in the reign of Henry VIII,” and “no 
heretic was every burnt in the Tower.  Such a flame as we see in the etching would have set the 
whole place on fire.”275  Nevertheless, Cruikishank’s etchings were the “only known view of the 
interior of the Lion Tower,” demolished in 1852.   
Loftie also took on the legend of the Tower’s founding by Julius Caesar, promulgated 
through Thomas Gray’s poem, “The Bard: A Pindaric Ode (1757).”   Early nineteenth-century 
historians had dispelled the theory.  In 1867, Mark Lemon criticized the fact that “millions [still] 
believe that the Tower was built by Julius Caesar because Gray has told them so,” insisting that 
“in spite of Mr. Gray,” it was the “first William” responsible for the Tower.276  Loftie, however, 
presented readers with the most “recent research,” which “has shown that a fortification here was 
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part of the Roman scheme for London defence…If therefore Gray had either said “towers of 
Caesar” (instead of “towers of Julius” “there would have been little fault to find).”277   
Loftie’s book was illustrated by Japanese artist Yoshio Markino, whose watercolors 
offered a fresh perspective on “every-day scenes, perfectly familiar to millions of eyes,” now 
transformed into a “pictorial poem.”278  Loftie’s goal was to find and illuminate the “local 
colour” through scenes drawn from “the largest city in the world.”  Art critic M.H. Spielmann 
introduced the work, explaining that it was daily life in London that provided its color—there 
was “beauty lurking in every ugly bit of it…colouring common scenes and daily life with a touch 
of Romance.”279   
With a new brand of cultural history, the experience of “living history” enjoyed on the 
Old London Street rose up from a page of text.  In 1904, H.B. Wheatley published The Story of 
London as a “guide to the manners of the people and to the appearance of the city during the 
medieval period.”280  His interest in the city’s historical culture led him to become the first 
president of the Samuel Pepys Club, founded in 1903 upon the bicentenary of Pepys death.  The 
club utilized the “living history” model when it held its inaugural meeting at Clothworker’s 
Hall—a place where Pepys himself had dined in 1660.  The musical performance employed 
those seventeenth-century instruments “that had been praised by Pepys” himself, “the flageolet, 
the recorder and the trumpet marine.”281  
This historical approach was also embraced in the fin-de-siècle’s most popular and 
prolific historian of London, Walter Besant.  Not only was Besant a knowledgeable antiquarian, 
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but also an experienced archaeologist who served as Acting Secretary to the Palestine 
Exploration Fund (1868-1885).  Besant was also a popular author, responsible for many novels, 
short stories, biographies and historical works.  His first book on London was published in 1892.  
He rejected the idea of a “continuous” or narrative history.  Instead, he sought to draw “a picture 
of a given time.”  He was influenced by the picturesque historians of a previous generation, 
along with archaeologists, preservationists and commercial exhibition culture.  His London 
would be written as a series of “instantaneous photographs, showing the streets, the buildings, 
and the citizens…above all, the citizens: with their daily life in the streets, in the shops, in the 
churches, and in the houses…”282  
Two years later Besant returned to historical London with an even more massive 
undertaking—a ten-volume survey of the city.283  Like Wheatley, Besant wanted to encompass 
the city in space and time.  As such, some volumes depicted an historical era (London in the 
Time of the Stuarts, (1903) or Early London: Prehistoric, Roman, Saxon and Norman (1908)).  
Others were based on geography (East London (1901), The Strand District (1903)).  Critics 
agreed Besant “earned his title as the modern historian of our mighty Metropolis.”284  But he was 
characterized as a “descriptive historian,”—one who wrote history like a novelist, often 
“covering up his tracks” when it came to sources.285  Perhaps this explains some of Besant’s 
popular appeal.  Besant was not derided for his picturesque approach.  Instead, it was considered 
appropriate to the subject matter.  In Roland W. Paul’s Vanishing London (1894), the author was 
criticized for a method that was too “strictly architectural,” only approaching the picturesque in 
his “delightful view of Barnard’s Inn.”  As one reviewer expressed, “We only wish he had 
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treated some other subjects in similar fashion…For above all things, Old London is 
picturesque.286 
Presenting historical London as “instantaneous photographs” was an effort to bring the 
vanished past into modern life.  The photo lectures of Alfred Howarth Blake promised the same 
effect.  Blake and his sixty lantern slides appeared across the city beginning in the 1890s, at 
places such as the Bishopsgate Institute, the Camera Club of London, numerous “Boys and 
Ladies Schools, the Festival of Empire and the Crystal Palace.  Many of his lectures evoked Old 
London, such as “The Romance of the London Streets by Day and Night,” “Samuel Pepys and 
his Times,” “London thro’ the Eyes of Shakespeare” and “London Picturesque and 
Historical.”287  Like Birch, and the founders of the Society for Photographing the Relics of Old 
London, Blake mourned the disappearance of Old London and “urged photographers to be up 
and doing if they desired to secure records of quaint and curious survivals in the metropolis.”288  
By 1918, Blake had taken his historical lectures even deeper into the realm of “living history.”  
He abandoned his lantern-slides for tour-based lectures called “Blake’s Walks.”  In lieu of the 
lecture hall, he met audiences at the wax museum or on the street itself, out “in the open air.”  
Blake was a “cicerone to places of interest.”  One reviewer promised he would make historical 
London “a good deal more interesting.”  On one such walk, Blake’s “The Tale of Two Cities,” 
customers visited the underground remains of the “old Whitehall Palace,” “relics” of the 
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Greycoat School and heard tales about the “hermit of Westminster.”  For some, Blake made “the 
old happenings so real…that we shall never treat that ground again without a thrill.”289 
Instead he hoped to help make connections for the “average City man” who “knows nothing” 
about London’s past.  Local historian, Walter G. Bell agreed.  The city was full of “things which 
everybody knows about, but nobody knows—the things you have known about since childhood.”  
In his mind, the Londoner was still “a mere child; until you do as I have done, take him on an 
adventurous voyage of exploration, and open his eyes to all those things that he has never seen, 
and tell him what he has never taken the trouble to know.”290  Critics praised Bell for being able 
to identify “what people are interested in,” and telling “those things plainly.”291  Bell’s itinerary 
was driven by public demand.  His guide to the tower was considered a “handy volume” of 
“what’s what…and a who’s who of its ghosts for “visitors and arm-chair travelers” alike.292  
 Here, entertainment was driving education, a model that had taken hold by the early 
decades of the twentieth century.  Education and entertainment is what was planned for visitors 
to a new London Museum which opened in 1911.  By the 1890s, Victorian museums had already 
begun to absorb the new cultural history approach using everyday objects to enhance the 
historical experience.  Professional historians were holding historical research to higher 
standards of accuracy, as new research raised the bar.  Those behind popular exhibitions were 
aware that these new standards were difficult to meet.  In 1890, the exhibition catalogue for the 
Tudor Exhibition at the New Gallery warned visitors that regarding their art and artifacts, “the 
committee can accept no responsibility as to their authenticity.”293   Paintings were catalogued by 
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subject and donor instead of being authenticated by artist or date.  The exhibition instead focused 
on bringing history to life.  One visitor marveled, “It is quite a different thing from reading…to 
see…the clothes they wore, the armour they put on…the letters they wrote, the books they read, 
and even the very trunks in which some of them packed their things.” 294    
 In 1911, journalist and liberal politician Cecil Harmsworth purchased Samuel Johnson’s 
house in Gogh Square.  The house had become a “forlorn and dilapidated tenement,” all “squalor 
and decay.”  Harmsworth aimed to restore it using the guiding “principle…that nothing old 
should be taken out of the house and nothing new put into it, except where absolutely necessary.”  
Harmsworth hoped that it would never “become a repository for miscellaneous ‘antiques’ or a 
‘dry-as-dust’ museum crowded with displays of bric-a-brac.”  In a “bold departure from 
established custom” for memorial homes, the Johnson House would host “the meeting within its 
walls of cheerful parties to drink tea and to talk” or to hold ‘hilarious gatherings in the 
Dictionary Attic.”295  Yet, Harmsworth was so “anxious…to avoid turning it into another 
trippers’ paradise, such as Anne Hathaway’s cottage at Stratford-on-Avon,” that its curator “had 
the greatest difficulty in persuading him to make even a souvenir postcard of it available.”296  
 Before Harmsworth purchased Johnson’s House, the London County Council had marked 
the site with a memorial plaque.  These plaques aimed in part to “deter the owners for careless 
restoration or demolition,” but were primarily meant to “entertain and educate.”  The LCC was at 
the forefront of refashioning historical London, and the plaques were designed in a way that 
prominently featured the L.C.C. letters—a pointed remark about the Council’s self-identified 
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role as steward of the city’s past.  It was a project well suited to the Progressive council, which, 
as Lord Rosebery put it in 1902, had a “great spiritual function…to make us feel the unity, the 
splendor, and the historical association of London as a whole.”  Yet it needed a different set of 
tools than that used by the City Corporation.  The Council “refused to create municipal 
ornaments and rituals” and “disdained such traditions out of their deep-seated hatred of the City 
Corporation’s pompous civic pageantry.”297   This was a more democratic presentation of the 
past, one which many felt had become necessary.  London historian Walter G. Bell insisted upon 
“pick[ing] a quarrel with the City Companies,” because “their historic halls [were] hermetically 
closed.”  Bell wanted to move away from the sort of traditional history touted by the livery 
companies.  In his Unknown London (1919), he promised not to pay attention to “a single Livery 
Company’s hall, not Guildhall, nor Gog and Magog, not that gorgeous example of Norman 
builders’ craft, St. Bartholomew the great,” and not even “St. Paul’s.”298 
In 1912 a similar tactic was employed at a new museum dedicated solely to the historical 
culture of London. The London Museum would be unlike any other British institution to that 
point—neither a natural history museum, nor an art museum nor an archaeological collection.299  
Instead, the London Museum expanded the historical model of the Health Exhibition.  It 
emphasized everyday life in London, placing commercially popular historical revivals into an 
academic museum setting.  The idea for a museum to preserve London’s cultural history had 
been floated as early as 1890 when Frederic Harrison proposed the creation of a Victorian time 
capsule to be stored in a museum-like setting. He imagined the museum as a gallery of 
subterranean vaults, “like the catacombs at Rome.”  Harrison advocated a “careful selection of 
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those products of today which we think will be most useful and instructive to our distant 
descendants.”  He suggested the inclusion of Victorian knowledge in the form of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica and a British Museum catalogue, but he also wanted to include the 
more quotidian—a “dressed model representing Mr. Irving in Hamlet, and a fine lady dressed for 
a drawing-room.”  Put more plainly, Harrison wondered—“which would we rather have today—
the epics of Lucius Varius, or a complete gazetteer, or post-office directory, of Rome under 
Augustus?  These things should not be left to chance.”300  In the same year, Charles Welsh, the 
Guildhall Librarian declared that “the best history of public opinion for the last fifty years 
is…Punch.”  It allowed one to “see what English people were…thinking and believing…better 
than any book.”301 
 To strike the right balance between popular and academic history, the museum had to 
draw from the picturesque and archaeological/scientific traditions in a way that is distinctly 
modern.  Like the Old London Street, the new London Museum was both theatrical and 
scholarly—a dichotomy that left some in the press feeling uneasy.  Critics complained that 
although visitors were captivated by “the inclusion of the everyday and the mundane,” the 
“larger historical narratives” and London’s “grand Whig history” were not given enough 
attention.302 The museum’s founders were inspired by Paris’ Carnavalet Museum.  When 
Haussmann tore down Old Paris, the Carnavalet was able to memorialize the city’s 
“casualties.”303 The London Museum also emphasized daily life in the city—both the fantastic 
and the mundane.  Women donated household objects and family artifacts in unprecedented 
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numbers.  This—Britain’s first “concerted attempt at [a] ‘folk museum,’” emerged alongside the 
establishment of British folkloric studies as an academic field.304  In fact, the renowned British 
folklorist, George Laurence Gomme, was involved in the discussions leading to the museum’s 
establishment and went on to play a role in its administration.  Gomme was among six leading 
figures who dominated the field of British folklore, helping to found the British Folk-Lore 
Society in 1878.  Gomme was an antiquarian and as a member of the London County Council, he 
managed the posting blue plaques throughout the city, marking sites of historic interest.  In his 
first book, Primitive Folk-Moots; or Open-Air Assemblies in Britain (1880) Gomme used 
folktales as data “for reconstructing an institutional antiquity of prehistoric Britain”305 He also 
edited volumes on Manners and Customs (1888) and English Traditional Lore (1885).   In 1891, 
the first open-air folk museum using living history techniques (like those of the Old London 
Street) opened in Sweden and was dedicated to Scandinavian culture. In 1910, discussions about 
an open-air British folk museum included the possibility of using the Crystal Palace.  But while 
Jordanna Bailkin argues “the history of London had as yet played little or no part in the 
reconstruction of folk traditions,” there was in fact the precedent of the Old London Street of 
1884.306  
In Paris, the Carnavalet’s quotidian objects honored the city’s revolutionary character, a 
sort of “historic monument to the memory of the actors in the fierce communal life of Paris.’”307  
But in London, folklorists, like picturesque historians romanticized cultural traditions.  Despite 
its devotion to everyday objects, the London Museum integrated the history and culture of the 
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monarchy.  It was initially housed in Kensington Palace and included a popular collection of 
royal memorabilia.  A collection of costumes belonging to the royal family and an emphasis on 
Queen Victoria as a model of motherhood strengthened this narrative. 
The museum opened its doors on April 12, 1912, welcoming over 13,000 visitors.308  
Many were impressed by the theatrical techniques that took “precedence over more traditional 
conventions of installation.”309  Guy Laking, an expert in arms and armour, was the head curator.  
Laking placed his most theatrical displays in an annex to the palace.  Visitors were greeted by a 
prehistoric “dugout”—a canoe occupied by the wax figure of a primitive Briton (Figure 6.18).  
This artificial scene was positioned next to a recently unearthed (and highly publicized) actual 
artifact—an ancient Roman boat.  The annex also included several real prison cells that had been 
removed from Wellclose Prison.  Located near the Tower of London, Wellclose was home to 
debtors and thieves throughout the eighteenth century.  Laking enhanced the historical drama by 
embellishing the cells with a life-sized figure of Jack Sheppard.  Although Sheppard was a true 
historical figure, he was made infamous by historical fiction and he had never been imprisoned 
in Wellclose.  The merging of fact and fiction, relic and simulacrum in the annex made it the 
most popular part of the museum.310 
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Figure 6.18: The “Roman Briton” and Roman Boat from the London Museum Annex311 
 
Some grumbled that the museum “pander[ed] to visitors’ baser desires of ostentation and 
gore.”  The “wax model of a hairy Roman Briton in his canoe, was termed ‘a concession to the 
popular almost unexampled’ among public collections.” Others called it a “government-
sanctioned shrine to Gothic melodrama.”312  But Laking had achieved his goal.  For him, “one 
theme has been overwhelming, and that is to make the exhibition popular.”  But he refused to 
abandon authenticity, and others praised him for successfully “combin[ing] the erudition of the 
historian with something of the instinct of the showman.”313  The London Museum “embodied a 
new nexus between high and low culture.”314  Its curators agreed with Frederic Harrison who 
argued that “material goods tell stories and penetrate social boundaries.”315 
The type of “living history’ experienced on the Old London street and the cultural-
historical approach in turn-of-the-century texts were also present at the Festival of Empire in 
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1911.  Staged at the Crystal Palace, the festival presented a lavish “pageant of London.”  Once 
again, G.L. Gomme, folklorist and LCC member, was pulling the strings.  Gomme worked with 
an experienced pageant-master, Frank Lascelles, and assured visitors that “a large historical 
committee composed of the leading authorities on the history and antiquities of London” 
oversaw all details.  In restaging a London pageant at the Crystal Palace, Gomme and Lascelles 
traced historical pageantry to medieval Miracle Plays and claimed that the first modern historical 
pageant was staged in Sherborne in 1905.316  They did not explicitly recognize the link between 
their pageant, the London Museum, Walter Besant, or the Old London Street at the International 
Health Exhibition. Nevertheless, it was in 1884, at the Old London Street, where visitors first 
experienced urban history as transportation through time.    
The pageant began with a pre-historic “dawn” of London and proceeded in a series of 
live action scenes to move through Roman, Norman, Medieval and Tudor times (Figure 6.19).  
The pageant marked the Great Fire and the “passing of Old London,” and continued into the 
modern era.  The scenes were not presented all at once, but rather, “in the Wagnerian method” in 
a cycle of three series.317  Re-creating and reliving these scenes was almost a spiritual 
experience.  Performers blurred the line between reality and fantasy.  The Daily Mail reported 
that performers were “not acting; they are living…Some of them…seem to be adopting, almost 
unconsciously, through their constant habit of harking back three centuries of an evening, the 
stately port and easy dignity of their London forebears nine generations back.”318   
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Figure 6.19: Illustration the Festival of Empire program (Scene 6, Part 2: Field of the Cloth of Gold (1520)) 
Photo of the Pageant of London (Scene 5, Part 3: Taking Charles I to be Executed)319 
 
The history of London was considered the “central event of the festival.”  As such, while 
the London Museum emphasize local cultural history and London’s civic identity, the Pageant 
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returned to grand narrative and placed London back into a global/historical context.  The 
geographer, H.J. Mackinder had first conceived of the pageant.  He likened London to a 
“personality”—one that took part “in the clash and balance of forces and personalities which 




In 1864, historian James Anthony Froude reflected that for many Victorians “the 
evolution of humanity has been an unbroken progress toward perfection,” while others believed 
“there has been no progress at all.”  Yet, most would agree that while hurtling forward as the 
“epitome of modernity, Victorian Britain [also] found itself being consigned to the past with 
remarkable speed”321  By the end of the nineteenth century, London was a newly historic city, 
marked by landmark plaques, thronged with tourists seeking to experience the British past.  For 
Froude, it was better not to be “told about this man or that.”  Instead, wherever possible,” the 
man of the past should speak for himself.  “Let us see him act, and let us be left to form our own 
opinions about him.”322  In March 1912, Punch depicted the city of London was depicted as an 
elderly woman, crowned by St. Paul’s Cathedral, peering into display cases at the London 
Museum (Figure 6.20).  Her history had been packaged for a leisurely pleasure-filled afternoon 
at the museum.  History was taking on new forms.    
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.   
Figure 6.20: “A Lady with a Past,” Punch, March 27, 1912 
 
 
Whereas most nineteenth-century living history exhibits celebrated a lost agrarian world, 
in London efforts to “remake” the past aimed at re-creating ways of life destroyed by urban 
modernity.  This sort of imaginative time travel through “living history” was familiar to 
consumers through popular fairs that celebrated “olden times.”  While these fairs represented a 
generalized pastoral past, the Old London Street represented specific urban sites and events.  The 
Old London Street at the Health Exhibition was a novel attempt to use living history to preserve 
life in the city as well.  It created a consumer-oriented virtual world that stood in place of a 
disappearing historic city.  As the actual ruins of London were torn down, all that was left to 
experience were these recreations, photographs, imitations and simulacrums.  In this way, 
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historical London was increasingly available only as a commodity.  For consumers, historical 
“shams” coexisted, on increasingly equal footing with historical realities.  
Multiple uses of Old England were also driving the Old London Street project.  For some 
(the organizers like Shaw), it was a chance to showcase ideal dwellings.  For others (the architect 
like Birch), it was a chance to salvage the disappearing old City in the face of urban 
improvements.  Elizabeth Outka argues that there was an “aggressive commercialization” of 
Olden Times around the turn of the century, linked to the “Garden City Movement and in new 
designs of individual domestic homes.” This trend also originated in the project of the Health 
Exhibition.  Outka calls this part of a modern “paradox: a constructed, marketed aesthetic of 
things that might be easily obtained and exchanged, infused with the contrary images of stability, 
permanence and the noncommercial.”  She says the utopian planned garden communities built at 
the turn of the century “suggests a highly determined reaction against imminent loss coupled 
with a desire to sustain the excitement of imminent change.” Outka outlines a brand of domestic 
consumerism in which “consumers might have it all: the advantages of the country image 
without he rigid feudal hierarchy, the pastoral without the toil, the old-looking cottage without 
the primitive plumbing.”323 
This is precisely the way in which “olden times” were constructed on the Old London 
Street as early as 1884.  Historic London was presented and re-presented in a way that could tap 
into a consumer market, using “living history” as a model.  As modern technology and the 
modern real-estate marketplace decimated vestiges of historic London, leaving behind its 
simulacrum as a replacement, a consumer-oriented virtual world in lieu of the historic city.  By 
uprooting London’s buildings and relocating them to a virtual street, the city became a self-
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contained commodity, operating “with a social life of its own.”324 Visitors could return to the 
exhibit multiple times, experiencing Old London as a sensation to be purchased at will.  The 
transformation of the entire city and of British history to the status of “thing” left many keenly 
aware that their own historical moment might become similarly fetishized.  In fact, although 
recent scholarship has attributed the “invention” of the Victorians to their Edwardian heirs, as 
early as 1897 there was an effort to recreate current history at the “Victorian Era Exhibition.”  
There, the gardens included a painted view of Windsor Castle alongside the “picturesque” streets 
and houses of Victorian England.325  
The architects of the exhibition did not necessarily have the commercial market in mind, 
instead emphasizing preservation.  Yet, but the end of the century, a turn had clearly occurred. 
For example, in the 1890s, A.H. Blake’s practice of photographing disappearing London was in 
keeping with the preservationists of the 1870s.  However, Blake entered the new century giving 
imaginative tours of the city, a true London cicerone.  And while Blake might have been 
motivated by the desire to preserve the city’s history and educate fellow Londoners, his methods 
appealed to locals and foreign toruists alike.  American constructions of Old England, discussed 
in chapter five, converged with the agenda of local London historians who capitalized on 
circulating fantasies about London’s past.  The entire city could become a museum emphasizing  
the everyday life of Londoners. 
As for living history on the Old London Street, when imitated in other European cities, 
technical illusions and commercial ambitions grew more sophisticated.  Visitors found that in 
comparison to the new Indian Exhibit, “Old London was a fake.”326  An “Old Paris,” raised in 
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1900 was considered more “comprehensive” than Old London had ever been.  One reviewer 
could only dream of the “sight to be seen” with “visitors from all nations of the world…wedged 
together in a perspiring mob, besieged by Parisians of the Middle Ages, of the Renaissance, and 
of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, urging them to ‘Buy, buy, buy.’”327  As the 
energies of modern destruction decimated the past, living history exhibits like the Old London 
Street carved out a modern space that allowed it to persist by raising specters of times long gone 
and presenting history for sale.  The Old London Street not only offered a new point of entry into 
understanding the past, but it created a sanitized, consumer-ready past, transforming “history” 
into an autonomous commodity. 
 
                                               




In 1864, James Anthony Froude imagined creatures on Sirius, nine light-years away, 
gazing at the Earth, its ghostly glimmers revealing “the English army in the trenches before 
Sebastopol and Florence Nightingale watching at Scutari.”  On even more distant stars, “time 
recedes” further.  One might glimpse “Noah…stepping into the ark…the temptation of the 
serpent,” or even prehistoric creatures “eating…oysters and leaving the shell-heaps behind 
them.”  Everything that had ever happened was still happening somewhere.1  Yet, one needn’t 
travel to the stars in order to experience “crumpled” time, “drawing…past, present and future 
into…unexpected relations and… a multiplicity of historical eras.”2  When Andrew Lang 
returned from Rome having purchased a souvenir scarf, he indulged in its “necromantic” powers.  
Never leaving his “familiar room” with “desk and furniture of plain British prosaic make,” the 
scarf’s “crumpled folds” poured forth “scenes, houses, churches, broken columns, gold, silver, 
incense and processions, a more bewildering miscellany than ever a conjuror shook out of his 
wonderful handkerchief.”  Blurring fiction, history and personal memory, the scarf bore the 
flavors of Spillman’s café, scenes from the opera, and the chill of the Roman catacombs.3  This 
was the Rome that Freud imagined as “a mental entity…in which nothing once constructed has 
perished, and all the earlier stages of development…survived alongside the latest.”  Observers 
need only “shift the focus of [their] eyes…in order to call up a view of either the one or the 
other.”4  The same was true for London.  In 1878, Walter Thornbury described the houses of old 
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London “incrusted…thick with anecdotes, legends and traditions.”  He invited readers to “roll 
together like a great snowball the mass of information that time, and our predecessors have 
accumulated.”  Together, “Roman London, Saxon London, Norman London, Elizabethan 
London, Stuart London [and] Queen Anne's London,” snowballed through the mind, allowing 
observers to “secure some views” of each moment before passing the range of imaginative 
perception.5 
Modernism is a “process of differentiation…between high and low culture, between 
scholarly…and popular pleasures and between elite and mass forms of consumption.”6  This 
development, which included the transitioning of certain stories from accepted history to myth, is 
what Philippa Levine calls “an uncomfortable…often painful process…[raising] questions 
relating to the idea of relativity and of truth as a function of human history.”7  Cathy Gere finds it 
to be the crux of the “modernist crisis…an acute anxiety about the relation of the external world 
with the individual’s internal perception of it.”8   Professional historians struggled with these 
issues by doubling down on their own authority.  E.A. Freeman argued that historians like 
himself were even “more truly present” in past events than those who actually lived at the time, 
who had “no real conception of the deed which they have witnessed.”9  And Frederic Harrison 
insisted that historians mattered because they were able to impose meaning on the past.  Facts 
alone, along with a “pure love of truth,” were not enough, leading only to a “pure love of 
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intellectual fussiness.”  Without the interpretation of the historian, “a statement can be true, and 
yet wholly worthless.”10  Yet, consumers and new historical audiences moved away from 
reliance on scholarly authority.  By 1918, Lytton Strachey assumed that the historian had no 
great analytical divining powers. Instead, he argued that “ignorance is the first requisite of the 
historian.  It was ignorance and not insight which “simplifies and clarifies, which selects and 
omits, with a placid perfection unattainable by the highest art.”  Strachey concluded that no true 
history could ever be written of the Victorian age, “so vast a quantity of information” had 
accumulated that even “the industry of a Ranke would be submerged by it, and the perspicacity 
of a Gibbon would quail before it.”11  
Strachey was a “modernist,” a member of the Bloomsbury School who saw a tremendous 
transformation in the dawn of the twentieth century.12  Bloomsbury thinkers left a legacy in 
which British modernism is understood as a radical rebellion against Victorian historicism, 
emerging in the wake of the First World War.  The Victorians have long been characterized as 
fostering a sentimental and nostalgic culture, catering to stagnant commercialism.  Modris 
Eksteins goes as far as to argue that “Britain showed on the whole comparatively little interest in 
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the manifestations of modern culture.”13  However, more recently, scholars have begun to chip 
away at this narrative.14   Modernism was more than a-historicism, at its essence, it was a turn to 
psychologism and “self-reflexivity” along with “capitalism, industrialism, urbanism, 
consumerism and scientism.”15  I argue that this remains true for approaches to history.  As I 
have shown, late-Victorians consumed the past in ways that were not merely decorative or 
sentimental; rather consumers began to synthesize and inscribe their own meanings on the past.   
Throughout this dissertation, I have demonstrated that late-Victorians did, in fact, 
construct new experiences of historical time, personalize the past and participate in new forms of 
modernity.  London and Rome were subjected to a multitude of written histories and began to 
operate as commodified spaces.  This enabled a new form of consumption in which “audiences 
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could be constituted through occupation of the city streets.”16  Pleasure derived from 
consumption signified cultural agency, as visitors to historic sites were empowered by consumer 
practices, allowing them to creatively contest the conclusions of elite historical scholarship.17  
While history embraced by the consuming public had at one time been in line with professional 
histories, by the end of the nineteenth century, diversifying narratives and a breakdown in 
historiographical consensus about Rome and London afforded greater choice to late-Victorian 
consumers.  Newly aestheticized visions of the past were subjective, and consumers doubted the 
possibility of objective truth.   
While some sociologists have deemed the “aestheticization of everyday life… to be a 
characteristically postmodern structure of feeling,” my findings are more in keeping with 
Michael Saler’s work on “enchantment.”18  For Saler, the nineteenth century forged a peculiarly 
modern type of enchantment—one that can be “enjoyed with a certain ironic detachment” in 
which imaginative meanings ‘delight but do not delude.”19  This enchantment emerged from 
“intricate interfaces between elite and mass cultures, reason and imagination, empirical science 
and the unquantifiable.’”  Saler, along with James W. Cook, argues that “artful deception” is a 
crucial part of modernism, and by the end of the nineteenth century, the middle classes had not 
only accepted but grown “comfortable with the notion that subjective truths had an 
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epistemological value equal to, and perhaps more valid than, the earlier positivist faith in 
objectivity”20 
By focusing on London and Rome, this project has used urban space as a window into 
Victorian historicism. Cities undergoing rapid change became the locus of debates grappling 
with the loss of the past. Victorians experienced these cities fusing the physical realities of 
historical sites with the pre-conceived histories of their imaginations.21   Applying the methods of 
scholars like David Harvey and Michel de Certeau, my work confirms that from this point of 
view, modern space is not fixed, but rather embodies an “array of representations…conceptual and 
performed renderings and inscriptions of landscapes.”22  Like Walter Benjamin who theorized the 
city as an “accumulation of historical traces, experienced through chance associations,” de 
Certeau argues that space is organized around the perception of the walker.  Places hold 
“fragmentary and inward-turning histories… accumulated times that can be unfolded [like 
Lang’s Roman scarf] but like stories, held in reserve.”  Such stories “saturate a place with 
signification.”  For de Certeau, walking “manipulates spatial organizations… inserts its 
multitudinous references…successive encounters… that constantly alter it.”  The 
walker “constitutes, in relation to his position, both a near and a far, a here and a there.”23  More 
recently, Doreen Massey has argued that space should not be conceived of as a static surface, but 
rather, the product of encounters—a “meeting-up of histories,” continually altered based upon its 
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occupants.24  The urban pedestrian is confronted by space that is both “ordered and disordered 
within modernity.”25    If we substitute time for space, I argue that historical consumers 
manipulate “temporal organizations,” bringing their own “multitudinous references” through 
“successive encounters.”  These audiences began to reconstitute historical time relative to their 
own position.   
Simultaneity remains the dominant perspective in the consumption of the past.  Rick 
Steves’ 2017 Pocket Guide to Rome emphasizes the pleasure of experiencing its many moments 
at once.  It opens with the explanation that Rome is “Italy’s political capital, the heart of 
Catholicism and the center of its ancient empire…As you peel through the city’s fascinating 
layers, you’ll find Rome’s monuments, cats, laundry, cafés, churches, fountains, traffic and 2.7 
million people endlessly entertaining.”26  In London, the Lonely Planet Guide for 2018 described 
its buildings as “eye-catching milestones in the city’s compelling biography.”27  Fodor’s 2018 
guide recommends the Golden Tours Bus company for discounted tickets to the Tower of 
London and the London Dungeon, one a genuine historical site, the other guaranteeing nineteen 
interactive shows, twenty live actors and one thousand years of history with “state of the art 
theming and special effects.”28  Rick Steves promises travelers that at the London Museum, one 
might still “take a walk” from “Neanderthal, to Romans, to Elizabethans, to Victorians, to Mods, 
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25 Nead, 7. 
26 Rick Steves, Rick Steves’ Pocket Guide to Rome (New York: Avalon Publishing, 2017), 1. 
27 Lonely Planet, Discover London 2017 (accessed at 
https://books.google.com/books?id=TtqIDQAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v
=onepage&q&f=false)  




to today,” and that “there are enough whiz-bang multimedia displays (including the Plague and 
the Great Fire) to spice up otherwise humdrum artifacts.”29 
In 1893, Rodolfo Lanciani published his Forma Urbis Romae, a “cartographic synthesis 
of the history of Rome.”30  Drawn at a 1:1000 scale, in forty-six separate plates, he plotted the 
map of ancient Rome, outlined in black, against the early modern city, outlined in red, and the 
late nineteenth-century city, outlined in blue (or green, as it appears below) (Figures 7.1 and 7.2).  
Like other late-nineteenth-century observers, Lanciani was painfully aware that the city’s most 
visible layer had dramatically changed, reflecting Rome’s newfound status as a national capital.  
Not only did he record the city’s disappeared monuments, but he attempted to capture the flow 
time in motion, indicating transformation as it unfolded, whether destruction, excavation or 
restoration.31  Published over the course of eight years, fully assembled, the map is “roughly 17 
feet by 24 feet.”32  It accomplished a suprahuman act of perception, encapsulating all that Rome 
had ever been—a simulacrum of mythic proportions.   
 
                                               




30 http://mappingrome.com/nfur/.  The “Mapping Rome” project is an ongoing collaboration between University of 
Oregon, Dartmouth College, Stanford University and Studium Urbis.  One of its aims is to digitize Lanciani’s 46 
plates, “creating a layered, vector version of the map while carefully maintaining the graphic integrity and 
symbology of the original.” 
31 See Jane Garnett and Anne Bush, “Rome,” Cities of God: The Bible and Archaeology in Nineteenth-Century 
Britain ed. by David Gange and Michael Ledger-Lomas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2016), 310; 
Aristotle Kallis, The Third Rome, 1922-43: The Making of the Fascist Capital (Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan, 
2014), 1-6. 
32 Greg Miller, “This Enormous 100-year-old Map of Rome is Still the City’s Best,” National Geographic, August 
11, 2017. (accessed at  https://news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/07/map-rome-history-lanciani-artifact/) 
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Figure 7.1: All forty-six plates of Lanciani’s Forma Urbis Romae33 
 
                                               





Figure 7.2: Close-up of plate including the Colosseum.  Nineteenth-century changes to the Colosseum and to 
the Meta Sudans fountain appear in blue. 34 
 
 
When members of the Society for Photographing Relics of Old London began to record 
their own vanishing city in 1886, they too were motivated by the desire to preserve a memory of 
London, coping with urbanization with an attempt to capture change over time.  These examples 
remain relevant today. In 2017, three students at University College London’s Bartlett School of 
Architecture developed a virtual reality program called Palimpsest, “using 3D scans of buildings 
and people to create immersive records of changing cities.”35  The program was conceived as a 
way to document “potential fallout from a controversial urban planning project,” Britain’s new 
                                               
34 Image Source: http://sights.seindal.dk/img/orig/9949.jpgn; For more on the Meta Sudans fountain, see Elizabeth 
Marlow, “‘The mutability of all things’: the rise, fall and rise of the Meta Sudans fountain in Rome,” Architecture as 
Experience: Radical Change in Spatial Pratctice ed. by Dana Arnold and Andrew Ballantyne (London: Routledge, 
2004): 36-56.  
35 Gian Volpicelli, “Palimpsest is bringing the ghosts of demolished buildings back to life,” Wired Magazine, March 
16, 2017,  http://www.wired.co.uk/article/palimpsest-urban-3d-scans.  The designers are Takashi Torisu, Haavard 
Tveito and John Russell Beaumont.    
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High Speed 2 (HS2) railway, set to be completed in 2033.36  It layers buildings, “personal stories 
and local histories…over the city at a 1:1 scale.”37    Palimpsest’s creators believe they are 
crafting a “historical document,” a digital archive “where past, present and future versions of the 
same place coexist.”38  Viewers will be able to “meet the ‘ghosts’ of Euston residents” whose 
homes would be demolished by the project.  As the designers describe it, “it provides a canvas 
where past, present, and future urban conditions can exist simultaneously, so they can be 
discussed and debated in context.”39  Here, history is, as Raphael Samuel once described it, “a 
hybrid form of knowledge, syncretizing past and present, memory and myth, the written record 
and the spoken word.”40   
Throughout the nineteenth century, urban development and touristic practices raised 
moral questions that continue to plague the modern world.  A recent turn in tourism studies has 
brought greater attention to these issues, asking how tourist destinations are altered by the 
presence of the tourist.   For example, Sharon Gmelch points out that in order to attract tourists, 
destinations often “commodify local rituals…marketing them as tourist spectacles’… [and] their 
meaning and value for local people can be lost.”41   As I have demonstrated, these problems were 
                                               
36 Aliide Naylore, “The empathy machine: can VR stop bad city developments before they happen?” The Guardian, 
May 26, 2017.  https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2017/may/26/empathy-machine-vr-bad-city-developments-
virtual-reality; Graem Patton, “Huge new station to greet HS2 in Leeds by 2033,” The Times, November 7, 2017, 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/huge-new-station-to-greet-hs2-in-leeds-by-2033-cdrg232ml 
37 “Palimpsest,” Interactive Architectre Lab.  http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/lab-projects/palimpsest 
38 Volpicelli. 
39 Norse Immersive Architecture, https://www.norseimmersivearchitecture.com/the-palimpsest/ 
40 Samuel, 443.  
41 Sharon Gmelch, “Why Tourism Matters,” Tourists and Tourism: A Reader. 3rd ed. ed. by Sharon Gmelch and 
Adam Kaul (Long Grove IL: Waveland Press, 2018), 10; Also see P. Fotsch, “Tourism’s uneven impact: History of 
Cannery Row,” Annals of Tourism Research  21 no. 4 (2004): 779-800.  Fotsch points out that tourists whitewash 
the past—living history exhibits do not include the uglier side of the past—blaring noises or awful stenches that few 
tourists would tolerate. 
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already emerging in nineteenth-century British practices.42   By the turn of the century, these 
constructs were even available for export.  In 1908, when Olave Potter stood in the Roman 
Forum, her eye was drawn to an advertisement painted “on the wall of one of the tall, boxlike 
houses at the bottom of the Via Cavour.”  It beckoned, “‘See Old England.  Close to Trajan’s 
Forum.  Where all trams stop.  Worth your while.’”  “Old England” had become the name of an 
international department store.43  
In the modern world, “making history” involves both a struggle for truth and a desire for 
pleasure, the pressures of the academy and pressures of the marketplace.  As such, my work 
bridges cultural and intellectual histories, drawing attention to the intersections between 
academic and consumer practices. Scholarly experts who hoped to appeal to a general audience 
had to respond to the new pressures created by consumer demand. Nineteenth-century 
consumers were drawn not only to material culture, but also sought to understand intellectual 
developments.  By considering specific historiographic debates regarding the histories of Rome and 
London alongside consumer experiences of specific historical sites, the interplay between elite 
and popular cultural production is revealed.  Victorian academics and consumers were, in fact, 
engaged in an ongoing dialogue. Both scholars and consumers were aware of each other’s 
criticisms and needs.   Without an understanding of their interdependence, we miss crucial 
information regarding how new narratives about the past were conceived in the context of the 
                                               
42 Few have investigated this issue in respect to nineteenth-century Europe, with the exception of Stephanie Hom 
Cary’s work on mass tourism in Italy. She argues that tourism was a “key…discourse in the making the Italian 
nation-state,” because it “generated a particular set of representations” of a unified Italy.  See Stephanie Hom Cary, 
“Destination Italy: Tourism, colonialism, and the modern Italian nation-state, 1861–1947,” PhD Dissertation, 
University of California, Berkeley (2007), vii; Stephanie Malia Hom, The Beautiful Country: Tourism and the 
Impossible State of Destination Italy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2015). For an eighteenth-century 
example, see N. Moe The View from Vesuvius.  Italian Culture and the Southern Question (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2002).  Moe argues that from the mid-eighteenth century, foreign travelers helped construct the 
stereotype of southern Italy as backward, and even Orientalized.  
43 Olave Potter, The Colour of Rome, (Toronto: Musson Book Company, 1910), 236.  
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modern marketplace.  The broad significance of this project extends beyond studies of Victorian 
historicism, raising questions about the production of knowledge and the relationship between 
scholarship and popular culture. Not only does it expand our assumptions about Victorian 
historiography, consumerism, aesthetics and modernity, but recognizing simultaneity as a 
category of historical experience allows new understanding of how people, with singularly 
modern access to information and travel, experience the past in a uniquely modern setting.  
 In 1845, Thomas de Quincey imagined his own mind as a palimpsest, horrified by a 
cascading “tumult of images…irritat[ing]…the nerves.”  What appalled him the most was not 
“the simultaneity of arrangement,” but rather “the possibility of resurrection for what had so long 
slept in the dust.”44  Yet, in today’s world, the possibility of resurrection is more likely a 
comfort.  The nineteenth century brought on an irreversible transformation of the built 
environment.  As Andreas Huyssen explains, in the post-enlightenment age, it is generally 
accepted that “the price paid for progress was the destruction of past ways of living and being in 
the world.”  This felt loss both motivated and necessitated new ways of thinking about the past.45  
In the modern city, formal historical narratives fuse with personal memories transmitted by 
ordinary people.46  Imagining the city this way, as a palimpsest, allows history and memory to 
move closer together, enabling personal engagement with the past.  Particular buildings, streets, 
shops and inhabitants that once were, continue to exist as “imagined alternatives to what is.”47  
While scholars have long established the contingent nature of socio-spatial relations, as I have 
endeavored to demonstrate, the experience of time, like that of space is historically contingent.  
                                               
44 Thomas de Quincey, Confessions of an Opium Eater and Suspira de Profundis (Boston: Ticknor, Reed and Fields 
[first pub. 1845]), 232, 235.  
45 Andreas Huyssen, Present Pasts: Urban Palimpsests and the Politics of Memory (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2003), 2. 
46 Pierre Nora, “Between Memory and History: Les Lieux de Mémoire,” Representations no. 26 (Spring, 1989): 7-
24. 
47 Huyssen, 7. 
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Over the course of the nineteenth century, encounters with the past in Rome and London were 
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